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DHS Transition Issue Paper 

Big Data  

OVERVIEW - Generating Value from DHS Data — Making DHS Data a Strategic Asset 

• The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is working to make its data a strategic asset for the 
homeland security enterprise. Following two years of the Unity of Effort policy, both headquarters and 
mission component leaders are increasingly prepared to integrate data management into their normal 
business and decision making. The DHS Data Strategy will provide a foundation of enterprise data 
management values, guidelines, and principles. However, the full potential of DHS enterprise data 
management will not be realized without decisive leadership and investment from the next 
administration. With leadership and resource support, DHS will be able to leverage its data assets to 
create added value in five (5) major areas: 

Mission Risk-based priorities requiring enterprise-wide data management including, but not 
limited to: screening and vetting, threat assessment, and distribution of assets for 
preparedness, response and recovery. Early successes have been achieved in this 
area through leading projects like the DHS Data Framework for the Homeland 
Security Intelligence Enterprise, DHS Office of Policy's Immigration Data 
Integration Initiative, and S&T Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects 
Agency's (HSARPA) Data Analytics Engine (DA-E). 

Management 	Enterprise priorities for understanding, organizing, analyzing and making 
management decisions. Early success in this area has already been seen with the 
Management Directorate's Management Cube, an innovative solution that brings 
together essential management data to enhance decisions and performance. 

Planning 

Research 

Supporting and driving DHS strategic planning by using enterprise data 
management to support risk assessment, resource allocation, and performance 
assessment. 

Rapid evaluation of emerging big data and advanced computational techniques that 
are relevant to significantly improving the leveraging of DHS data, and prioritized 
delivery of enterprise services. HSARPA's DA-E works across industry, academia 
and government to understand rapid technical innovations that create opportunities 
and risks for homeland security mission. 

Enterprise 	The DHS OCIO, with Component partners, plays a lead role in delivering 
Service Delivery enterprise services for data management. 

Course of action: 
Leadership and 
Priorities 

Enterprise data management shall be governed under the Information Sharing and 
Safeguarding Governance Board (ISSGB) and establish a network of component-
level Chief Data Officers (CD0s), to be coordinated under the oversight of the 
ISSGB. 

Policy Standards 
and Enforcement 

DHS shall define and enforce policy standards for enterprise data management. 
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Compliance The Department must ensure that it complies with all legal and policy requirements 
in the maintenance collection, storage, use, dissemination, archival and disposal of 
its data (e.g., Privacy Act of 1974,5 U.S.C. § 552a). 

R&D S&T leads the Department's efforts to innovate and evaluate emerging big data 
solutions and related technologies to provide technical guidance, consultation and 
potential solutions for missions of Homeland Security Enterprise. 

Enterprise 
Technology 
Development 

DHS carefully develops, leverages and deploys efficient technologies to meet 
current data management needs. The DHS OCIO, with Component partners, will 
play a key role in delivering enterprise services for data management. 

Communications DHS effectively communicates, and understands, the value of data management, 
from not only leadership, but from operators, analysts and planners who know what 
they need from our DHS data. 

DETAILED DISCUSSION  
• As the DHS Data Strategy directs, DHS Enterprise Data Management must be directly tied to 

our strategic, mission priorities as a Department. 

• The FY2017-2021 DHS Data Strategy provides a foundational set of principles and guidelines 
that can be used to efficiently drive data management. 

• DHS S&T works directly with industry, academia and other government organizations to 
challenge, understand, leverage and adapt rapidly changing technologies to meet homeland 
security mission needs such as self-service data, virtualized data collection, point and click data 
wrangling, geo-coding, entity resolution, social media analytics, real-time intelligent systems 
and automated reporting in a manner that is consistent with legal authorities and privacy, civil 
rights, and civil liberties policies, and adequate intellectual property rights. 

• The DHS OCIO works directly with all members of the homeland security enterprise to capture 
prioritized, mission requirements for data management, and then, leveraging the 
groundbreaking research and development of S&T, partners with the enterprise to deliver 
essential services and platforms. 

Issue Background 

• DHS manages significant data holdings across a broad set of missions and activities, many of 
which are public facing and occur in a rapidly evolving threat environment. With the establishment 
of the Department in 2002, each of its legacy Components retained ownership and management of 
its own data, often with decentralized data systems supporting the various operational missions of 
DHS. 

• As such, DHS data is complex and must be managed appropriately. This includes ensuring that 
the Department protects the privacy, civil rights and civil liberties of individuals whose 
information we maintain. This also includes ensuring that the Department obtains adequate 
intellectual property rights to meet its missions. 

• Current data management challenges and gaps include, but are not limited to: 

Keeping pace with enterprise wide, cross component, mission needs; 

Different policies on how to maintain what is otherwise similar data. 

1? Development of intelligence insights from multiple transactional screening systems; 
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Analysis and reporting of immigration and other statistics across multiple immigration 
and other data systems that are not necessarily linked; 
Strengthening and maturing the oversight of DHS finances and spending; and 

'•>. Bottlenecks in hiring of human capital resources to address operational gaps. 
• In order to provide strategic value to the homeland security enterprise over the next four (4) years, 

DHS will need to operationalize the principles of the DHS Data Strategy, focusing on strategic 
priorities for Mission, Management, and Planning. 

Course ofAction — Moving from Data Mana ement Principles to Data Mana ement Execution 

Leadership, 
Governance and 
Priorities 

First and foremost, we need a way to set our data management priorities 
to link our business and mission needs to our data needs. In practice, this 
means establishing a DHS enterprise-wide management role that is 
operated at the highest levels of the Department. This entity will listen to 
the real-world needs of our operators, our analysts, our managers, and our 
planners, and obtain decisions on the priorities from our Department senior 
leadership. Further, it will ensure that DHS has the agility and flexibility to 
apply its limited resources on a prioritized, risk-informed basis. This 
oversight should be led by the Information Sharing and Safeguarding 
Executive and supported by a network of component level Data Officers, 
in turn supported by a network of data scientists and managers. 

Policy Standards 
& Enforcement 

Second, DHS must set and enforce pragmatic data and data science policy 
standards that efficiently create manageable network effects across DHS 
strategic data sources. These standards will make it easier for data owners 
to adopt and lead to improved accessibility for authorized use at the scale 
demanded by homeland security applications. 

Compliance Third, we need to ensure that Department-wide, our enterprise data 
management priorities, methodologies, uses and implementation controls 
are in line with legal authorities, and, privacy, records management, civil 
rights and civil 	liberties laws and policies, and adequate 	intellectual 
property rights. 

R&D Fourth, technology evolves at a rapid pace requiring that DHS quickly 
assess and understand both opportunities and threats that emerge from new 
capabilities. DHS S&T hosts an internal Data Analytics Engine (DA-E) 
laboratory where DHS components and the Homeland Security Enterprise 
can examine the impact of emerging technology on current and future 
missions. This consolidated research and development activity makes 
experimentation, prototyping and piloting of technology efficient in a 
manner where lessons learned and best practices can be easily shared across 
homeland security organizations. 

Enterprise Service 
Delivery 

Fifth, the DHS OCIO manages a series of enterprise services and platforms 
which, in direct partnership with DHS components, actively seek out and 
deliver on the prioritized requirements of the homeland security enterprise 
for mission-based data management solutions. 

Communications Sixth, we need clear communication of priority technical, policy and 
management 	directions 	to 	DHS 	executives, 	managers, 	and 	most 
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importantly analysts, responders, and operators to effectively implement 
enterprise data management  

Major Risks What Happens if We Don't Make Data a Strategic Asset at DHS? 
• DHS risks generating huge inefficiencies, and associated financial costs, in how data are 

collected, shared, transferred, and used, with components creating their own, walled off 
data management solutions. 

• DHS risks using data in inappropriate and illegal ways 
• DHS risks not achieving our actual mission and obligations to the American people by 

failing to identify and mitigate a security threat, missing a vital lead or a critical link, or 
failing to deploy an essential asset. Without rapid assessment and deployment of 
technology, DHS systems can quickly become ineffective against sophisticated threats. 

Key Partnerships 
• Intelligence Community 
• Other Federal agencies 
1- State, Local, Tribal, Territorial stakeholders 
'1--  International partners 
1- Non-Governmental Organizations 
• Public / Private agencies 
1.--  Data Analytics and Advanced Computing Industry 
1.--  Computer Science, Engineering, Math and Science Academic Organizations 
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Science and Technology 

The Science and Technology Directorate is the primary research and development ann of the 
Department. It provides federal, state and local officials with the technology and capabilities to 
protect the homeland. 

The Under Secretary for Science and Technology acts as the principal science and technology 
advisor to the Secretary and his/her Cabinet. 

S&T has resident scientific expertise and capabilities in the following domains including, but not 
limited to: 

• Situational Awareness and Decision Support Engine (SANDS) 
• Communications & Networking Engine (CNET) 
• Data Analytics Engine (DAE) 
• Identity & Access Management Engine (IDAM) 
• Behavioral, Economic & Social Sciences Engine (BESSE) 
• Modeling & Simulation Engine (MSE) 
• Manufacturing Engine (MANE) 
• Mission & Operational Systems Analysis 
• Test and Evaluation 
• Application of Standards 
• Systems Engineering & Transition 
• Human Systems Integration 
• Architecture Engineering 
• Technology Foraging & OpEx 
• Tech Transfer & Commercialization 
• Partnership Coordination 
• Sponsored R&D 
• Intellectual Property Management 
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S&T owns and operates national laboratories which perform research and scientific and forensic 
analysis. S&T works with the broader R&D community to identify and adapt existing R&D 
investments to meet operator needs and challenges in four general areas: 
• Technological capabilities for addressing DHS operational and strategic needs or that are 

necessary to address evolving homeland security threats. 

• Systems-based analysis for introducing streamlined, resource-saving process improvements 
and efficiencies to existing operations. 

• Improvements for enabling more effective and efficient operations and avoiding costly 
acquisition failures and delays by leveraging S&T's technical expertise to improve project 
management, operational analysis and acquisition management. 

• Opportunities for collaboration across departmental, interagency, state and local and 
international boundaries to advance knowledge and understanding of existing and emerging 
threats and help identify a path forward. 

From border security and biological defense to cybersecurity and explosives detection, S&T is at 
the forefront of integrating R&D across the public and private sectors and the international 
community. By working directly with responders and component partners across the nation, S&T 
strives to provide advanced capabilities and analytics to better prevent, respond to and recover from 
the major threats to homeland security. 

Mission 

S&T's mission is to deliver effective and innovative insight, methods and solutions for the critical 
needs of the Homeland Security Enterprise. 
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Strategic Priorities 

• DHS R&D Coordination and Prioritization through Integrated Product Teams (IPTs): 
With increased, complex threats, in an austere fiscal environment, we must be strategic 
about our R&D work and how we prioritize our investments. The IPT process, managed by 
S&T and staffed by the components, will improve acquisition across DHS by identifying 
technological capability gaps and coordinating R&D to close those gaps across the 
Department's mission areas. Through an integrated investment process, S&T will explicitly 
tie its investments to specific areas, including: Presidential-national, Departmental, and 
other priorities as they arise. 

• Advancing Cyber & IT Security: Cyber adversaries have presented a full spectrum of 
threats not only to the U.S. government, but also to private organizations and critical 
infrastructure sectors. All systems must be protected, and have processes in place to obtain 
and implement upgrades in real-time to secure mission-critical systems. S&T partners with 
national and international leaders in cyber security to leverage our resources and capabilities 
for optimal results. 

• Keeping Pace with Technology: Government's ability to discover and implement new 
technologies is commonly outpaced by adversaries and the private sector. Processes for 
acquisition and security, for example, are typically not designed to keep up with the rapid 
pace of technology, leaving little choice but to manage unaddressed threats with inadequate, 
last-generation tools. Through S&T's technology foraging, operational experimentation, 
unique partnerships, research and development agreements between governments and the 
private sector, prize challenges, accelerators and public outreach, we are better positioned to 
address gaps in capabilities by mobilizing the Homeland Security Industrial Base. 

• Energize the Homeland Security Industrial Base in support of providing leading, 
cutting-edge solutions to operational Components and first responders. Because DHS 
has largely utilized commercially available, off-the-shelf products to achieve its mission, 
partnership with industry is essential. We are striving to create a private sector community 
around homeland security challenges that sees the DHS mission as a joint mission. The use 
of prize challenges, accelerators, public outreach and other vehicles has generated 
significant interest in the private sector in being part of a Homeland Security Industrial 
Base. 

• Support technology assessments for all major acquisitions in the Department to ensure 
technical maturity: S&T conducts a systems engineering review and technology 
assessment of the technical solutions in DHS major acquisition programs and provides a 
report to the Chief Acquisition Officer and Joint Requirements Council prior to the decision 
to enter the -Obtain" phase of the Acquisition Life Cycle. Integrated with the IPTs, this 
ensures that S&T is involved early in the acquisition process to assess the technical maturity 
of the technologies that DHS major acquisitions intend to acquire. S&T is poised to play a 
larger role in this mission space. 

• Integrating Technology as an Element of Change to all Risk and Threat Calculations: 
All risk and threat calculations take current or next-generation technologies into account, yet 
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few run the same calculations on potential future threats. By doing this, we can keep up with 
threats but not get ahead of what is to come. S&T will look to provide this future view 
through supporting technological risk assessments of Technology Readiness Levels 3, 4, 5, 
and more generations down the road. 

• Instilling a Homeland Security Enterprise Approach since Threats Know No Borders: 
Today's threats come in all shapes and sizes, yet none are restricted by borders. Therefore, 
detecting and managing these threats must be done in partnerships that cross government 
entities, state/local/federal jurisdictions, and international borders. S&T scouts opportunities 
to build solutions directly with the operational front lines of homeland security. 

• Establish the future National Bio- and Agro-Defense Facility (NBAF), and its 
supporting enterprise-wide ecosystem, as the leading biocontainment facility for the 
study of foreign animal and emerging zoonotic diseases that threaten animal 
agriculture and public health in the United States: The first laboratory facility in the 
United States of its kind, this $1.2 billion facility will allow researchers to study zoonotic 
diseases that affect livestock and other large animals. In preparation for its completion in 
2022, S&T is focusing on construction of the 570,000 square-foot biocontainment facility 
with leading-edge capabilities and security; transition planning of operations from the Plum 
Island Animal Disease Center (PIADC) in New York; and the creation of an ecosystem that 
attracts partners and fosters innovation to tackle the biggest threats facing our animal 
agriculture. 

• Shape a Workforce Culture Specifically Formulated for R&D: A workforce specifically 
focused on R&D is composed of very different attributes than that of operational 
organizations. Achieving the required skills, mindset, and balance/composition of the team 
are all critical to its success. S&T will craft a workforce plan and build its workforce by 
continuously reviewing and mining data to inform hiring and development investments in 
the near term, and yield the right mix of knowledge, skills and capabilities over the long 
term that will be necessary to accomplish our R&D mission 
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Key Partnerships/Stakeholders 

Interagency 
Partner Description 

Interagency Relationships S&T partners with many agencies across 
government to support its missions 
operating laboratories and Centers of 
Excellence, interfacing with the intelligence 
community, identifying capability gaps and 
requirements, and supporting test & evaluation 
in areas such as explosives, Counter-
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, and First 
Responders. 

Stakeholder Groups and Federal Advisory Committees (FACA) 
Partner Description 

S&T's Homeland Security Science & 
Technology Advisory Committee 

S&T manages its own FACA compliant 
advisory committee that is comprised of 
citizens from academia, the private sector, and 
former governmental officials. The USST 
utilizes the HSSTAC to assist in bringing in 
new opinions and ideas to foster the best 
effectiveness and direction of the Directorate. 

Stakeholder Groups S&T partners with multiple stakeholder groups 
in various topic areas such as first responders, 
communications, preparedness, explosives, and 
intelligence. These partnerships are helpful to 
identify requirements, assess needs and 
capability gaps, conduct operational field 
assessments, and collaborate with the larger 
community. 

Industry / Public-Private / Academia 
Partner Name Description 

Academic Institutions S&T establishes and manages the DHS Centers 
of Excellence and partners with other academic 
institutions in support of projects and programs 
such as Small Unmanned Aerial Systems. 

Industry Relationships S&T partners with industry for technology 
transition, conducting pilots, developing 
technologies, supporting the Transportation 
Security Laboratory and many important 
programs and projects within the Directorate. 
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Intemationa Engagements 
Partner Description 

International Agreements/Relationships S&T works with many countries via bilateral 
and other agreements to leverage international 
resources in the science and technology, and 
research and development community. 

Legislative Priorities 

• Other Transactional Authority (OTA). Currently, OTA is set to expire with the end of 
the Fiscal Year on September 30, 2016. In the past, it has been renewed via the annual 
appropriations bill. S&T leadership has been working with authorizing committees to insert 
language that would extend OTA by five years and provide stability for the programs that 
use it. 

• Personnel Hiring. Section 1101 of the Strom Thurmond National Defense Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 1999(5 U.S.C. 3104 note; Public Law 105 261) provides fora special 
hiring authority for agencies to bring onboard personnel with highly specialized and 
leadership backgrounds for select positions. Currently, per the Homeland Security Act of 
2002, this authority resides with the HSARPA Director. S&T is seeking legislation which 
would move that authority to the Under Secretary for Science and Technology. 

• Integrated Product Teams (IPTs). At the direction of Secretary Johnson, the IPTs were 
re-instituted by Under Secretary Brothers as a way for S&T to assist operational components 
with determining their technology requirements and planning for the long-term 
implementation of technological solutions. S&T is seeking legislation that would 
specifically call out the IPTs to ensure the long-term viability of this critical mechanism. 

• R&D Funding. By nature, R&D necessitates different funding structures than 
infrastructure. For successful R&D programs to truly deliver disruptive, impactful products 
for operators, they must be funded with an eye toward consistency over the term of 
development. Infrastructure, on the other hand, is funded annually and can be managed as 
such. Therefore, S&T is seeking to earn an understanding that R&D funding needs to be 
separated from infrastructure funding so the very different needs of each can be applied. 

• National Rio and Agro Defense Facility (NBAF). Due to the heavy investment which 
USDA is making in the agricultural threat, DHS and USDA have begun preliminary 
discussions as to which agency should manage the NBAF once it becomes operational. 
Although S&T is not seeking any legislative action at this time, the Senate mark up of both 
the DHS and Agriculture Appropriations Bills included language for S&T and USDA to 
have these discussions. 
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Government Accountability Office / Office of the Inspector General 
Audits 

GAO Audits 
Title Description Final Report 

Due 

Microbial Forensics: DHS and 
FBI Biological Attribution 
Capabilities (Engagement Code 
460639) 

Objective to answer the following questions: 
(1) How have the DHS and FBI assessed the 
technical and scientific needs for attribution 
of a biological attack since 2010? (2) What 
scientific and technical gaps remain, if any, 
in DHS and FBI capabilities to attribute the 
source of a biological attack, including an 
attack using a novel synthetic biological 
weapon? 

11/15/2016 

Multiplex Point-of-Care 
Technology (Engagement Code 
100311) 

The committees seek to do an assessment of 
multiplex point-of-care technology (POCT) 
to address the following: (1) Has your 
agency funded work to develop or test such 
technologies, and if so, at what stage of 
development or testing is the technology, and 
what are the known performance 
characteristics (for example, sensitivity, 
specificity, and limits of detection) of the 
technology? (2) What is known about the 
performance characteristics of multiplex 
POCT in the industrial sector? (3) What 
technical issues are associated with 
multiplexing assays used in such 
technology? (4) What are the known 
benefits, costs, and implementation 
challenges of this technology? 

4/10/2017 

GIG Audits 
Title Description Final Report 

Due 
Review of the DHS Science and 
Technology Directorate's 
Efforts to Protect Information 
Systems from Insider Threats 
OIG Project No. 15-107-ITA- 
S&T 

The objective is to determine the current risk 
by assessing the effectiveness of steps S&T 
has taken to protect its IT assets and data 
from potential unauthorized access, 
disclosure, or misuse by its employees, 
contractors, and business partners 
especially those with special or elevated 
access based upon their job descriptions or 
functions. 

Audit On 
Hold as of 
10/21/2015 
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DHS Transition Issue Paper 
Research and Development Profile 

OVERVIEW  
• Many of the Department of Homeland Security's (DHS) 240,000 employees are on the front 

lines addressing border and maritime security, immigration, disaster response, or protecting 
the nation's leadership. The Department also provides support for its vast homeland security 
network at the state, local, and tribal levels. As such, the DHS research and development 
(R&D) profile is modeled to serve this customer base with solutions that link directly to their 
technological needs. 

• DHS has three entities appropriated to conduct R&D-  the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), the 
Domestic Nuclear Detection Office (DNDO), and the DHS Science and Technology 
Directorate (S&T).' 

• S&T coordinates R&D efforts across the Homeland Security Enterprise (HSE), which 
includes DHS Components and others with a homeland security mission. 

• USCG conducts research across all eleven USCG statutory mission areas. This includes joint 
research, development, and testing with the Department of Defense (DoD). 

• DNDO focuses its R&D on national detection and forensics technologies and capabilities for 
nuclear and radioactive materials. 

• DHS works closely with Components to transition solutions into the field through a 
coordinated R&D approach that best serves DHS and the HSE. 

• The Under Secretary for S&T serves as the science advisor for the Secretary to provide 
guidance on current and emerging threats and provides mitigation strategies. 

• The Director of DNDO advises the Secretary regarding R&D efforts and priorities related to 
radiological and nuclear detection and countermeasures in support of the Department's 
missions. 

• S&T contributes to the Unity of Effort by coordinating R&D across the Department to 
inform a wise investment strategy and realize efficiencies across Components. 

DETAILED DISCUSSION 

Role of DHS in R&D 

Within DHS, R&D is predominantly performed by the Science and Technology Directorate, the 
U.S. Coast Guard, and the Domestic Nuclear Detection Office. USCG and DNDO have specific 
mission areas of focus while S&T maintains a broader scope of R&D to support the Department 
and HSE at large, which can include the private sector and first responders who also have a stake 
in homeland security. As the mission space is vast across DHS and the HSE, S&T, USCG, and 

Beginning in FY2017, additional Components and Directorates will have R&D funding under the Common 
Appropriation Structure (CAS). These include the Transportation Security Administration, National Protection & 
Programs Directorate, United States Secret Service, and the Under Secretary for Management. Reforms under the 
CAS have resulted in greater transparency of R&D activities that are occurring within other Components as part of 
acquisition programs. Because these projects are smaller scale and more targeted, they are not included for 
discussion in this paper. 
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DNDO have focused attention on core areas in order to provide R&D for the highest priorities as 
well as emerging threat areas as they arise. 

Organization R&D Focus Areas 

Science and Technology Directorate 

U.S. Coast Guard 

DNDO 

• Borders and Maritime Security 

• Critical Infrastructure and Resilience 

• Counterterrorism 

• Countering Violent Extremism 

• Cybersecurity 

• Mass Transit Security 

• Big Data 

• First Responders 

• Explosives Detection 

• Chemical and Biological Security 

• Emerging Homeland Security Threats 

• Ports, Waterways, and Coastal Security 

• Drug Interdiction 

• Aids to Navigation 

• Search and Rescue 

• Living Marine Resources 

• Marine Safety 

• Defense Readiness 

• Migrant Interdiction 

• Marine Environmental Protection 

• Ice Operations 

• Maritime Law Enforcement 

• Cost-effective equipment to ensure widespread deployment 

• Detection of heavily-shielded special nuclear material 

• Enhanced wide-area monitoring and search 

• Monitoring challenging pathways 

• Nuclear forensics signatures of interdicted material 

The DHS Science and Technology Directorate (S&T) was established by Congress in 2003 to 
deliver effective and innovative insight, methods, and solutions for the critical needs of the HSE. 

S&T facilitates and supports its R&D process through its four groups. 

• First Responders Group (FRG) identifies, validates, and facilitates the fulfillment of first 
responder capability gaps through the use of existing and emerging technologies, knowledge 
products, and the acceleration of standards. FRG manages working groups, teams, and other 
stakeholder outreach efforts to better understand the needs and requirements of state, local, 
tribal, and federal first responders, including those on the front lines of border protection and 
transportation security. 

• Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects Agency (HSARPA) works with all DHS 
Components to understand and address their high-priority R&D requirements and operational 
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needs through the analyses of current missions, systems, and processes. HSARPA's goal is 
to integrate knowledge, technologies, and science-based solutions into the DHS enterprise. 

• Capability Development Support Group  (CDS) instills the rigor and analysis needed to make 
smart investment decisions that deliver enhanced capabilities to HSE operators. It focuses on 
capability-based assessments, operations analysis, risk management, standards, systems 
engineering, the systems engineering life cycle (SELC), SELC tailoring, and test and 
evaluation. 

• Research and Development Partnerships Group (RDP)  provides the HSE with access to 
science-based capabilities and solutions through a vast network of trusted partnerships, and 
manages instrumental tools that sponsor critical research and development activities. RDP 
forges partnerships with five primary advanced research communities that include the private 
sector, academia, national laboratories, other departments and agencies, and international 
partners. 

S&T has shaped its portfolio around operator, Department, and Executive Branch needs, while 
positioning itself to provide rapid response to emerging threats that occur in the ever-evolving 
security landscape. DHS has galvanized a network of partners that are essential for expanding 
R&D investments and finding next generation solutions that could solve homeland security 
challenges quicker or at a lower cost to the government. By leveraging traditional and non-
traditional partnerships, the end goal is to find near-term, incremental solutions while continuing 
to research longer-term goals. 

In recent years, S&T has implemented new programs and initiatives that address longstanding 
needs outlined in statute and by the Government Accountability Office. The new approach 
applies focus to the Directorate's R&D portfolio, while also finding increased inroads into 
Components to accurately gather needs and requirements. Furthermore, S&T has adopted a 
rigorous approach to review its R&D programs. With new processes in place and strengthened 
relationships among DHS Components, the Directorate looks to continue its role of delivering 
solutions to the front lines. 

Visionary Goals 

To focus its portfolio, S&T developed Visionary Goals that map to the Quadrennial Homeland 
Security Review and Executive Branch priorities. The visionary goals are set for 20 to 30 years, 
and are a vector for the organization to work toward. This model recognizes that reaching these 
goals will take time and a suite of solutions, including both technologies and knowledge 
products. The goals are: 

• Responder of the Future: Protected, Connected, and Fully Aware 
• Resilient Communities: Disaster-Proofing Society 
• Enable the Decision Maker: Actionable Information at the Speed of Thought 
• Trusted Cyber Future: Protecting Privacy, Commerce, and Community 
• Screening at Speed: Security that Matches the Pace of Life 
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To support the Visionary Goals, S&T has developed programs that address issues in the short 
term and bring together core capabilities to deliver solutions on an accelerated schedule. 
Identified as Apex programs and engines, they are designed to provide solutions into the mission 
space within a short amount of time. For example, the Apex Border Enhancement Analytics 
Program, which utilized the core capabilities from the Apex Data Analytics Engine, delivered a 
tool to Immigration and Customs Enforcement to enhance their weapons counter-proliferation 
investigation capabilities. S&T delivered the tool in approximately three years. 

Given the constantly evolving security landscape, S&T also understands that it needs to be 
prepared to take on rapid response projects. In addition to its core focus areas, S&T stands ready 
to support the Secretary and the Executive Branch to address emerging needs. In recent years, 
S&T has assisted the Secretary and the administration in addressing non-traditional aviation 
technology, smart gun technology, social media analytics, and countering violent extremism in 
response to national events. 

The United States Coast Guard (USCG)  Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) 
Program conducts research to support all eleven of the USCG's statutory mission areas. This 
includes joint research, development, and testing with DoD. 

• The mission of the USCG RDT&E Program is to provide innovative technologies, 
premier analysis, and decision support to enhance operational performance, develop new 
capabilities, inform the acquisition process, and reduce risk across the vast USCG 
mission space both as a part of the HSE and as a Military Service. As a military service, 
the USCG provides a vital link to DoD and other military R&D programs and services. 

• The USCG Research and Development Center (RDC), located in New London, CT, is the 
project execution and demonstration laboratory for the CG. It houses the Joint DHS and 
USCG S&T Innovation Center, and the Modeling & Simulation Center-of-Excellence, 
The RDC also oversees the Joint Maritime Test Facility with Naval Research Lab in 
Mobile, Alabama, for conducting full-scale ship fire safety and oil spill response 
technology testing. 

The Domestic Nuclear Detection Office (DNDO)  focuses its R&D on national detection and 
forensics technologies and capabilities for nuclear and radioactive materials. 

• DNDO continues to develop breakthrough technologies that increase performance and 
reduce the operational burdens of our frontline operators and improve their mission 
performance. 

• DNDO works closely with U.S. Customs and Borders Protection (CBP), USCG, TSA, 
and state and local partners to identify key operational requirements for the design of 
next-generation nuclear detection devices that can be used by law enforcement and 
technical experts during operations. 

• DNDO also advances fundamental knowledge in nuclear detection and forensics through 
a sustained long-term investment in basic and applied research as well as academic 
research supporting the next generation of scientist and engineers. 
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Conducting R&D for the Department of Homeland Security 
In August 2015, the Secretary requested that an IPT Process be instituted to ensure the highest 
R&D priorities were being addressed through a process focused on Components, while fostering 
collaborative efforts and capabilities regarding research and development. The IPTs are aligned 
to the Department's core missions as identified in the Quadrennial Homeland Security Review. 
They represent mission-focused teams of Component operators and DHS technical experts in key 
threat areas. The IPT Process is a unity of effort initiative that empowers the Department to make 
sound R&D investments. These decisions are based on a plan that comes directly from the 
Component front lines and is informed by technical experts. This is also intended to de-conflict 
duplicative efforts. 

While S&T oversees the overall effort, the specific IPTs are led by operational Components, 
with subject matter experts from DHS headquarters participating as members. Together, they 
identify capability gaps to gain a better understanding of current and emerging needs at DHS 
Components. For example, FRG is apart of this process through its own IPT, the First 
Responder Resource Group (FRRG). The FRRG is comprised of State, Local, Tribal and 
Territorial first responders and emergency management personnel from across the nation. Its 
findings are published to industry, academia, and the HSE. The IPTs are also fed by other 
processes such as the Joint Requirements Council (JRC). 

The JRC is chartered by the Secretary as a Component-composed, Component-chaired council to 
develop and lead the Department's Component-driven joint operational requirements process. It 
oversees and manages the Department's process to generate, validate and prioritize capability 
needs through the establishment and management of functionally-aligned portfolio structures. 
This oversight includes prioritization of joint operational requirements, as well as mandating 
joint development of requirements documentation. The JRC also supports and informs the DHS 
IPT Process with JRC-collected operational capability gaps containing technology or R&D 
needs. The JRC and IPTs serve as the mechanisms for identifying, prioritizing, and addressing 
operational capability and technological capability gaps, respectively. 

A Network M Partnerships 
DHS depends on a vast network of partnerships 

DHS's Network and is building new relationships with creative 
problem solvers such as start-ups, incubators, • 
and accelerators. DHS leverages these networks 	 • • 
to convene experts, demonstrate technologies, 	 • 

• 
find emerging solutions, and commercialize 	*•• 	 • 	•• 

*• technologies. This network includes: 	 • 	 • 
• 

• Five DHS laboratories and as many as 13 
Department of Energy national laboratories; 

• Ten Centers of Excellence that extend to a 
consortium of hundreds of universities; 

	 • 

• Direct grants to over 30 universities; 
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• Contracts with nearly 30 companies; 
• 13 international partners; 
• Other federal departments and agencies and Federally Funded R&D Centers; and 

• Homeland Security Innovation Programs in premier regional hubs for innovation. 

Courses of Action 
With a balanced portfolio and improved processes in place, DHS looks to execute its strategic 
vision to provide solutions for the most pressing homeland security problems. To achieve this, 
DHS will strengthen relationships within the Department and expand valuable partnerships 
externally to more rapidly meet homeland security needs. As the R&D organizations for 
homeland security and its operators, DHS S&T, DNDO, and USCG will play multi-faceted roles 
that continue to evolve as the security landscape changes. Specifically, potential courses of 
action include: 

1. Adjust the DHS R&D budget to more robustly address operational and capability gaps. 
2. Establish a funding mechanism to address unforeseen threats so investments in current 

projects can come to fruition. 
3. Decrease the variability year-to-year in R&D funding so investments in current projects 

can come to fruition. 
4. Advance the work of the JRC and IPTs by supporting and further institutionalizing their 

work as a strong policy of the Department. 
5. Maintain a status quo of all R&D efforts and budget. 
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#149 - Please provide a list of all S&T personnel in international positions, where they are 
located, and the associated costs. 

Response: SSA' Personnel in International Position: SSA' Attaché, U.S. Embassy London 

Associated Costs: $345,000 

• International Cooperative Administrative Support Services (ICASS) - $90,000. 
This is paid to embassy for all shared services such as security guards, 
normal-hour motorpool, routine health visits, phone operators, printing, etc. 

• Capital Security Cost Sharing (CSCS) Program (Annual Costs) - $50,000 
This is for cost sharing across DHS for all personnel posted overseas. 

• London Housing- $80,000 
This is housing for the detailee in London. 

• London Locally Employed Staff (LES) -$85,000 
This is for a full-time employee that works for 'CPO at the London Embassy 
Office. 

• London Miscellaneous — $40,000 
This is for the detailee's housing bills (i.e. Water, Gas, Electric) as well as the 
London office IT, Shipping, Over-time Motorpool, etc. 





0150 - Please provide final FY 2016 measures of effectiveness used by S&T's senior 
leadership team along with any weekly/monthly/quarterly updates throughout the year. 

Response:  The Portfolio Analysis and Review (PAR) for the Science and Technology 
Directorate (S&T) has been used to support strategic decision making regarding the health of the 
S&T investment portfolio. This is the process by which S&T measures metrics, technical merits, 
program execution, and strategy moving forward. PAR along with the standard efforts 
examining budget and human resources is just one of the tools used to establish a baseline where 
yearly evaluations are made. The FY 2016 data were captured in the areas of metrics and 
measures, program gaps, alignment to goals, risk, and milestones. The FY 2016 results revealed 
that a number of programs at S&T needed to improve the metrics to ensure measurability and 
alignment. The data were used to work with all projects to improve metrics and measures, such 
that now 95 percent of the R&D programs have solid metrics. This improvement helps to ensure 
that our programs/projects have measurable performance outputs, outcomes, and eventually 
impacts. FY 2016 is a step forward in insuring coverage of the vast majority of S&T's 
investments and forms a good baseline for measuring overall program/project health. Through 
this effort S&T measures the degree to which its programs/projects are successful. 

A quantified answer to each of the following questions was computed for each of the R&D 
programs in FY16. This assessment directly impacted program execution and an updated 
assessment is underway for FY17. 

• Is the portfolio aligned with our customer's mission? 
• Is our R&D investment positioning the organization for the future? 
• Are we sufficiently innovative in the way we approach our challenges? 
• Are we working with the right partners and leveraging external resources? 
• Are we clear on what we are trying to achieve and using measurable performance parameters 

to track outcomes? 
• Are we transitioning relevant products to the field? 
• Do we have a consensus on the health of the program/project? 

Lastly, in addition to programmatic measures, human capital and financial execution measures of 
effectiveness are also critical for S&T leadership to monitor. 

PAR data updates, which includes programmatic and financial execution measures, are collected 
quarterly from all S&T investments. PAR quarterly data is compiled, analyzed, and the results 
are reported to leadership. PAR results inform leadership's strategic program decisions and 
supply content for weekly reports to the Office of the Under Secretary of S&T. All PAR data and 
reports including these measures of effectiveness are pre-decisional and For Official Use Only 
(FOUO), and therefore are not externally releasable. 

The newly established Research, Development, and Innovation (RD&I) Process is expanding on 
the strategic PAR process to ensure all investment types get appropriate oversight at the strategic 
and tactical levels. The updated RD&I process is led by the Executive Steering Council and 



includes group-level and division-level regular reviews of programmatic and technical progress. 
The result of the process is a performance based budget and strategically aligned plan for 
executing the resources appropriated to S&T, as well as a prioritized list of unfunded programs 
and other support functions. This prioritization is captured in an S&T Integrated and Prioritized 
Project List which is submitted to the Under Secretary of Science and Technology for approval 
and used to fommlate budgets and develop annual execution and spend plans. This procedure 
links the policies and processes needed to integrate Directorate R&D planning, execution, and 
budget cycles. 



#151 - Please provide a copy of S&Ts 2016 and 2017 strategic plans, including all progress 
and status updates. 

Response: The S&T directorate released a visionary strategic plan in 2015 to describe the 
mission and approach for 2015-2019. S&T has been focused on its implementation since its 
publication. 

S&T's annual Portfolio Analysis and Review (PAR) process collects and analyzes data from all 
R&D non-R&D, and R&D infrastructure investments to allow leadership to evaluate the 
strategic direction. The findings and recommendations from the PAR and other leadership 
oversight activities result in portfolio adjustments, but maintain consistency with the direction 
provided in the published Strategic Plan. 

On June 8,2016, the Office of the Chief Scientist (OCS) led the annual PAR Strategic Review, 
which included Group-level presentations of their updated strategic plans. Additionally, a 
strategic discussion was facilitated where key questions were discussed and next step directions 
were given. A few examples of the strategic discussion points are as follows: 

1. 	Of the total DHS R&D budget, what is the appropriate fraction of investments to make in 
projects that could fundamentally change the nature of a capability and create 
opportunities that have unprecedented impact (high-risk/high-payoff)? Must these be 
aligned with the IPTs? 

• OCS was tasked with conducting this study. A growth horizon model was used to 
evaluate best practices from other private sector and public sector organizations. 
An analysis of what the split of S&T's current portfolio is underway. 

2 	The natural investment dollar "churn rate" where projects come to an end (e.g., go/no-go 
Key Performance Parameters, natural, etc.) and the funding is up for reinvestment in new 
projects starts appears to be low at the project level. What is the appropriate percentage of 
S&T's funding that is available for project-level new starts each year? 

• OCS was tasked with conducting this study. An initial version was conducted at 
the program level. Additional work is required to get a higher fidelity result. 

3 	What is the appropriate fraction of the S&T projects that should have independent Test 
and Evaluation (T&E) (by $ and/or by #)? Or, what is the appropriate criteria? Should a 
responsible party (e.g. Developmental Testing and Evaluation Office within the 
Capability Development Support Group or OCS) be asked to certify all S&T's T&E 
results for 100% of the projects and prioritize projects for third party T&E? 

• An RD&I process, overseen by S&T's Executive Steering Committee (ESC), has 
been established to address this issue. The portfolio has been split into three 
categories based on the yearly budget. The level of review appropriate to each 
investment level is currently being defined by the ESC. 

All the updates to the strategic review currently contain For Official Use Only / Pre-Decisional 
information. 



The Directorate has continued in its strategic planning with Group-level strategic plan 
development. These plans are currently being drafted and will form the basis of a holistic update 
to the formal Strategic Plan during 2017. The Office of the Chief Scientist has been directed to 
lead this integrated update for DHS S&T, which will incorporate the Group-level plans, results 
from the PAR, and Integrated Product Teams (IPTs) guidance. 

Attachment 1: S&T FY15 Strategic Plan 



#156 - Please provide the number o SAFETY Act applications processed over the last 3 
years and the average processing time. 

Response: The number of SAFETY Act applications processed over the last 3 years and the 
average processing time are as follows: 

FY 14 	101 received, 65 approved, 119 days average processing time 
FY 15 	106 received, 87 approved, 110 days average processing time 
FY 16 	144 received, 76 approved, 117 days average processing time 

Please note: Evaluations of applications received during the last 3-4 months of each FY are 
normally completed during the first part of the following FY. For example, at the end of FY16, 
41 of the 144 applications filed during FY16 were still under review. The primary remaining 
difference between applications filed and those approved are applications that are determined to 
be incomplete, need further work, and then are resubmitted. 





#157 - Regarding the IPTs, What is the process used to engage the whole Homeland 

Security Enterprise (HSE) (including state and locals)? What priorities have been 

established by the operational components, HSE? 

Response: The IPT Process gains input from the state, locals, and tribal organizations by 
engaging first responders at all levels. This is accomplished by the R-Tech - First Responder 

Resource Group (FRRG) - which serves as a mechanism for continuous dialogue and the 
coordination of research, development, and delivery of technology solutions to first responders at 
the federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial levels. The FRRG is comprised of over 100 fire, 
emergency medical service, emergency management, and law enforcement first responders. The 
members provide personal insight into the unique requirements and needs of their cities, states, 
and regions. The FRRG helps to identify, validate, and facilitate the fulfillment of first 
responder needs through the use of existing and emerging technologies, knowledge products, and 
standards. The group meets annually in person and virtually throughout the year. The FRRG 
members are responsible for identifying and prioritizing the criticality of multiple capability gaps 
drawn from the DHS Project Responder 4 report and defining the requirements associated with 
each potential technology solution. Project Responder 4 identified gaps between current 
emergency response capabilities and those capabilities required to respond to a catastrophic 
incident. The input from the FRRG is helping S&T's First Responder Group align funding to 
address the highest priority needs of responders at all levels of government. 

The primary goals of the FY17 Integrated Product Team (IPT) Process is to identify and 
prioritize research and development (R&D) technological capability gaps within the core 
missions of the Homeland Security Enterprise and coordinate DHS research and development 
efforts to close those gaps. The objectives for the FY17 IPTs are also consistent with IPTs 
strategic alignment, as follows: 

• Ensure the Department is investing in non-duplicative R&D efforts to develop solutions 
that address the highest-priority technological capability gaps. 

• Enhance the mechanisms that result in the Department's High-Priority Technology 

Solutions document — including the continued refinement of metrics to transition 
technology solutions and improve mission capabilities. 

• Continue to develop and refine DHS acquisition and funding profiles and align them to the 
highest-priority gaps. 

• Provide a standardized data collection and reporting process to capture all ongoing R&D 
activities that constitute the DHS-wide R&D profile. 

The entire Homeland Security Enterprise is incorporated into the IPT process through a series of 
Sub-IPTs (32 in FY-17 managed at the DHS component level) that consist of DHS and non-DHS 
participants (FBI, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Navy, etc.) depending on 
the IPT mission space. These Sub-IPTs meet and determine the highest priority R&D gaps that 
may prevent a high profile or high risk project/program from achieving its objective. 



The Sub-IPTs submit their input to the IPTs (DHS Leadership level) who refine the input to the 
top ten items. In FY17 a total of 64 gaps were submitted to the Senior Research Council, which 
consists of Senior DHS leaders who vote on the highest priorities for the Department. This 
resulted in 16 items to be reviewed and researched for solutions. This is all-component driven 
and S&T-coordinated. The FY16 IPT Report is attached; the FY 17 Report is due in January 
2017. 

IPTs include: 

IPT Name Component 
IPT 
Chairs/Co-
Chairs 

Homeland Security Enterprise Membership 

Enhance Security TSA 

Prevent Terrorism OHA 
CBRN 

Secure Borders 	CBP 

CBP, DHS HQ, FEMA, FPS, NCTC, TSA, USCIS, USSS, 
DNDO, NPPD 

Non-DHS: DoD, DOJ, DOT, FBI, White House CVE Task 
Force 

CBP, DHS HQ, S&T, DNDO, FEMA, OCHCO, OHA, TSA, 
USCG, USSS 

CBP, DHS HQ, ICE, S&T, USCG 

Prevent Terrorism l&A CBP, CRCL, DHS HQ, DNDO, FEMA, l&A, ICE, NPPD, 
MGMT/OCIO, OGC/ILD, OPS, PLCY, TSA, USCG, USCIS 

CBP, DHS HQ, S&T, FEMA, ICE, TSA, USCG, USCIS 

Non-DHS: NASA, DOJ, HHS 

CBP, DHS HQ, FEMA, ICE, NPPD, TSA, USCG, USSS, 
S&T 

State, Local, Tribal, and Territorial representation by 
DHS/FRRG 

Secure Cyberspace NPPD and 
MGMT/CISO 

Incident 
	

FEMA 
Management 

Attachment 3: FY16 IPT Report 

Attachment 4: Project Responder 4 Report 
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MESSAGE FROM THE UNDER SECRETARY 

The Science and Technology Directorate's (S&T) mission is to deliver 

effective and innovative insight, methods, and solutions for the critical 

needs of the Homeland Security Enterprise. The successful execution of 

this mission rests significantly on whether we can transform our approach 

to research and development (R&D). This plan serves as the directorate's 

madman for how it plans to serve as a model for federal R&D 

In crafting this plan, I made four observations that I think are important 

to keep in mind as we implement this plan and pursue this goal. 

First, the Department of Homeland Security's operational and oversight 

responsibilities are enormous. As a department, we face complex 

operational threats and provide a range of solutions from tactical niche 

solutions to vast national-level capabilities. Second. I believe a balanced 

R&D portfolio teeming with innovative and force multiplying solutions is 

critical to ensuring the safety, security, and resilience of the homeland. 

Providing frontline operators with tools that secure them the upper 

hand in their respective environments is paramount. Third, S&T has a 

passionate and dedicated workforce. Walking the halls, I am invigorated 

by the widespread enthusiasm for our mission. Our workforce is hungry 

to contribute, and we have the technical expertise and depth to work 

hand-in-hand with operators and end users. Fourth, the federal 

government is no longer the majority provider of R&D funding, and 

we can no longer assume we have access to the best minds if we work 

exclusively through who and what we already know. To be a 21st-century 

R&D organization, we must tap in 	engines in the venture capital 

world, Silicon Valley, and universities The more vehicles there are to 

work with those performers, the M ore effectively arid effici eritl y S&T 

can develop security solutions 

To turn these observations into action we will look to this Strategic 

Plan and our five Visionary Goals—Screening At Speed. a Trusted Cyber 

Future. Enable the Decision Maker, Responder of the Future, and Resilient 

Communities—to guide our resource investments and unite our staff. 

These goals serve as our "North Star and the basis for S&T's strategy. 

Equally important is how we deliver on these goals. We will choose 

projects strategically, ensuring they are force multipliers that address 

critical end-user needs and are aligned with the investments of our 

partner R&D organizations and industry. We will focus on energizing the 

Homeland Security Industrial Base to invest in future capabilities that will 

ensure the safety. security, and resilience of our nation. Finally. we will 

establish a strong and healthy leadership culture within the directorate. 

I fully endorse the implementation of the S&T Strategic Plan 2015-2019 

Dr. Reginald Brothers 

Under Secretary for Science and Technology 

Department of Homeland Security 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE I STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Science and Technology Directorate (S&T) plays a critical role in addressing major 

homeland security threats for the Department of Hurneland Security (DHS) S&T uses the 

knowledge of science and tools of technology to make our country, our communities, and 

our families more secure across the broad spectrum of threats facing the homeland-from 

counterterrorism to natural disasters. As the research and development (R&D) arm of DHS, 

S&T is responsible for leading R&D, demonstration, testing, and evaluation activities to 

ensure a safer, more secure nation. 

S&T developed the S&T Strategic Plan 2015-2019 to outline strategic objectives, initiatives, 

and activities for the next five years Through the implementation of this plan and investment 

in a balanced portfolio of work, S&T will position the department to address the challenges 

of both today and tomorrow. Hart I of this plan in 	We directorate and characterizes 

the strategic context it operates within. Part II of this strategic plan details the specific 

objectives. initiatives, and activities S&T will conduct in the next five years Finally. Part III 

of this plan details S&T's R&D Capability Roadmaps, which will guide investments in the 

years to come. 

PART I - Introduction and Strategic Context 

S&T is one of a handful of DHS components created from whole cloth under the Homeland 

Security Act of 2002. In the last 12 years. the directorate has grown into a trusted partner 

for DHS operators and state, local. tribal, and territorial first responders. It is important 

to recognise that although R&D is the backbone of this organisation. S&T maintains a 

diverse and complex set of rules and responsibilities that extend beyond a traditional R&D 

organization. These roles and responsibilities enable the directorate to serve as the glue 

between operational elements. 

This strategic plan serves as the directorate's roadmap for how it will become a model for 

federal R&D. The plan's three strategic objectives were specifically designed to address 

the environment We directorate operates within today. Additionally, pursuant to guidance 

outlined in Secretary of Homeland Security lch Johnson's 'Strengthening Departmental 

Unity of Effort ' memo, the directorate established Visionary Goals. These goals will serve 

as 30-year horizon points to drive innovation within S&T and its ecosystem of technical 

expertise inside and outside of government. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY CONTINUED 

PART II - The Strategy 

To keep pace with evolving threats and security challenges. S&T will implement several 

strategic objectives and initiatives. Through this work. S&T will ensure NHS is poised 

to bridge current capability gaps as well as anticipate homeland security challenges 

20 to 30 years ahead. 

The strategic plan details specific activities S&T will lead to achieve the objectives and 

initiatives laid out here. 

Deliver Force Multiplying Solutions: S&T must focus its limited resources on delivering 

force multiplying solutions designed to address the highest priority needs S&T's framework 

to achieve this objective involves the following in 	iniLl3toes. 

Identify and Prioritize Operational Requirements and CapablItty Gaps - S&T actively 

partinpates in departmental and interagency governance bodies, as well as achvihes 

that enable direct engagement with operators, M identify and prioritize operational 

requirements and capability gaps 

Make Strategic Investments In I Ilgh-Impact, Priority Areas - The directorate's ability 

M make strategic investments in /ugh impact, priority areas Is dependent upon the 

cultivation of a balanced R&D portfolio and continued trwestrnent in national and 

directorate capabilities that enable R&D 

Partner with the Homeland Security Enterprise (HSE) S&T must continuously invest 

in the creation and maintenance of partnerships with DHS components and other R&D 

organizations. Internal and external partnerships are a core element of our strategy and 

serve as the foundation of S&T's innovative ecosystem. 

Establish a Strong & 
Healthy Leadership Culture 

The 
Strategy 

Energize the Homeland Security Industrial Base (HSIB): S&T will employ a robust array 

of tools to enhance private sector outreach, technology awareness. and R&D contracting. 

To achieve this objective. S&T will execute the following initiatives: 

Optimize Markets by Pooling Demand and Developing Standards - S&T is working to 

integrate markets with international partners and M develop standards jointly with 

industry to better coordinate R&D investments, pool demand, and reduce costs. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY CONTINUED 

Engage the HSIB through a Deliberate, Continuous, and Transparent Approach - 

SET will facilitate regular idea exchange between operational users and industry-based 

technologists by deploying new, non-traditional outreach mechanisms. 

Improve Programs Designed to Increase Collaborahon with Innovative Companies - 

SET will develop new approaches to engage non-traditional companies and revamp 

existing programs to become more timely and dynamic. Additionally. &ST will reengineer 

internal forecasting capabilities to better understand where M capitalize on industry 

investment trends. 

Establish a Strong and Healthy Leadership Culture: S&T's ability to achieve the 

aforementioned strategic objectives depends upon common identity, clarity of mission. 

and leadership at all levels of the organization. With einpowerment, responsibility, 

and accountability as cultural values, S&T strives both to create an in  

environment and to give staff the tools and opportunities to grow and succeed within it. 

The following initiatives will enable S&T to fulfill this objective. 

Empower the Workforce - S&T will give a stronger voice to staff and foster a broader 

sense of ownership and attachment to the organization and its direction. &ST values 

our workforce's perspective and believes that none of us individually is as smart as all 

of us collectively 

Provide Meaningful Leadership Development and Professional Growth Opportunities - 

Diffusing leadership throughout SET gives staff more input in and power over the 

direction of the organization To rnake this possible. S&T will make targeted investments 

in tools and capabilities that ensure our workforce has the skills, competencies, and 

knowledge required to advance S&T's mission at all levels SET will further enable our 

staff by providing substantive training and workforce development opportunities. 

Engineer a Pipeline for the Next Generation of Homeland Security Professionals - 

To ensure that its future workforce sustains and builds on successes, S&T is committed 

to growing a pipeline for the next generation of staff. This two-part activity involves a 

continuous assessment of the organization that includes analyzing where staff needs 

will grow or decline and making long-term investments in growing areas to ensure that 

emerging workforce needs are addressed. 

PART III - S&T Research and Development Strategic Priorities 

Each of S&T's five Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects Agency divisions, 

three First Responders Group divisions. and Apex programs and Technology Engines have 

developed Capability Roadmaps aligned to the needs of their operational end users. These 

high-level road maps formalize a vision, identify strategic drivers. provide future capability 

descriptions, and list R&D objectives for the next five years. In collaboration with HSE end 

users and HSII3 partners, S&T's investment in projects aligned to these roadmaps will 

prepare the department for the challenges of both today and tomorrow, 
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HOMELAND SECURITY ENTERPRISE 
Homeland security is a widely distributed and diverse national emerprise The -erm emerprise refers to :he 
r allot liyC cr](ir:s effili blamed responsibilrics of Iliume iiimilbcd in sidnitaiiiing 	ril drum Lind bumpily 
capabilities S&T considers the HSE and our imerrationsi partners as our constituency those we work with and 
for—lo trithais c our mynas' b scitinty anT rcbilitrisy 

OHS Components and Staff 	 First Responders 

Federal Partnerships/the Interagency 
	

International Community 

Industry 
	

Academia 

Private Citizens 
	

Critical Infrastructure Owners and Operators 
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INTRODUCTION AND STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

The Science and Technology Directorate (S&T) is one of a handful of components in the 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) created from whole cloth under the Homeland 

Security Act of 2002 In the last 12 years, the directorate has grown into a trusted partner 

for DHS operators and state, local, tribal, and territorial first responders. It is important 

to recognize that. although research and development (R&D) is the backbone of this 

organization. S&T maintains a diverse and complex set of roles and responsibilities that 

extend beyond a traditional R&D organization. These nontraditional R&D organization roles 

and responsibilities include. but are not limited to: (a) the coordination and administration 

of operational test and evaluation for all major DHS acquisitions: (b) the implementation 

of the Support Anti-Terrorism by Fostering Effective Technologies Act of 2002: (c) in 

collaboration with the Office of the General Counsel, the management of the department's 

intellectual property portfolio: (d) in collaboration with all elements of DHS, the maintenance 

of the department's oompliallee with treaties such as the Biological Weapons Convention: 

and (e) the operation and maintenance of enduring national capabilities such as 

laboratories. These roles and responsibilities enable the directorate to serve as the glue 

between operational elements. 

Through considerable work and dedication from its workforce. S&T has made the most 

of an industrial-age toolbox in a digital-age R&D landscape. This strategic plan serves 

as the directorate's roadmap for hum it plans to serve as a model for federal R&D—hyper-

connected, capable of meeting illareaSing demand for return Cr] taxpayer dollars, and 

tailored to the digital age. The plan's three strategic objectives were specifically designed 

to address the strategic context of the environment the directorate operates within today. 

GiVell the. current and projected threat environments, to 	and R&D are the bridge to 

the future of homeland security. The most effective and efficient changes will come with the 

smart application of science and technical expertise to develop force multiplying solutions. 

These lee hnology-based solutions will provide homeland security operators and first 

responders the upper hand in their respective operational spaces. They will also enable the 

Homeland Security Enterprise (HSE) to expand capabilities and security coverage, despite 

Ii mited funds. Thus, the directorate's strategic objective to deliver force multiplying solutions 

is critical in We department's ability to fulfill its mission and operational demands. 

S&T and the Homeland Security Industrial Base (HSIB) serve an enterprise that has a 

diverse set of needs, operates in a resource-constrained budget envimilment, conducts 

procurements in a sometimes fragmented way, and is often criticized for transparency and 
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INTRODUCTION AND STRATEGIC CONTEXT CONTINUED 

information sharing. These attributes are further complicated by the fact that technology 

evolution today outpaces federally funded R&D Therefore. it is critical that S&T develops 

and sustains effective engagement with the HSIB to capitalize on externally funded 

investments and innovation. A private sector engine that is we 	incentivized, 

highly agile, arid networked can better serve the EWE and improve the overall safety and 

security of the nation 

In order to achieve the directorate's mission. S&T must establish a strong and healthy 

leadership culture that recruits, develops. and empowers a 21st-eentury R&D workforce 

To function in the new digital age. the directorate needs scientists who can break down 

firewalls arid are fluent in the language of operators. These "In ulti-linguar program 

managers must he empowered to make risk-informed decisions and manage a balanced 

R&D portfolio. To equip this workforce with the requisite skills, competencies, and 

knowledge to advance S&T's mission, the directorate must invest in tools, capabiliLies, 

training, and development opportunities. 

Finally, it is important to highlight one additional element of S&T's strategic context. To 

effectively and efficiently address the range of challenges ow nation faces, We department 

recently commenced an initiative entitled "Strengthening Departmental Unity of Effort." 

In this 2014 memorandum. Secretary of Homeland Security leh Johnson directed a series 

••••• 
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of actions to create a M ore cohesive department while preserving the professionalism, 

skill. and dedication of the people within, as well as the rich history of the DHS components. 

Pursuant to this guidance, the directorate established Visionary Goals to better unify staff. 

The goals provide 30-year horizon points to drive innovation within SEM and its ecosystem 

of technical expertise inside arid outside of government. 
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Total Users 

Comments 
308 

Ideas 
Posted 

138 
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A MORE BALANCED APPROACH 

BASIC MEMBER DATA 

0.298 Totol Usets) 

In order to Ma xi in ize unity of effort, S&T needed to create Visionary Goals that could 

unify the directorate and provide strategic direction for years to come. Before developing 

the Visionary Goals, S&T leaders agreed the goals must satisfy the following requirements: 

(a) align with DHS doctrine and policy. (b) address strategic challenges and threats 

prioritized by operators and end users in the HSE; and (c) inspire the science and technology 

ecosystem to collaborate on and invest limited resources in force multiplying SOillti0115 

With these requirements in mind. S&T launched an inclusive, transparent, and dynamic 

collaboration portal designed to facilitate the development of S&T's Visionary Goals. 

In the end. nearly 1,300 people within the ITSE arid HSIB contributed ideas. 

State. Local. Tribal 

Federal Government 

• Not Specified 

Academia 

Non-Government 

Private Sector 
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A Trusted Cyber Future: Protecting Privacy, 

Commerce, and Community 

In a future of increasing cyber connections. 

underlying digital infrastructure will be self-

detecting, self-protecting. and self-healing 

Users will trust that information is protected, 

illegal use is deterred, and privacy is nal 

COM promised. Security will operate seamlessly 

in the background. 
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A MORE BALANCED APPROACH CONTINUED 

Based on input from SNT staff, stakeholders, and the public, S&T 
	

following 

Visionary Goals, which will serve as S&T's North Star 

,EPRODI,CED WTH PE:0,1E5101 

Screening At Speed: Security that 

Matches the Pace of Life 

Noninvasive screening at speed will provide 

for comprehensive threat protection while 

adapting security to the pace of life rather 

than life to security. Unobtrusive screening 

of people, baggage, or cargo will enable the 

seamless detection of threats while respecting 

privacy, with minimal impact to the pace of 

travel and speed of commerce 
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Resilient Communities: Disaster-proofing Society 

Critical infrastructure of the future will be 

designed, built, and maintained to withstand 

naturally occurring and In a n -In a de disasters. 

Decision makers will know when a disaster is 

Corning. anticipate the effects, and use already-

in-place or rapidly deployed countermeasures 

to shield communities from negative consequences. 

Resilient cornmunities struck hy disasters will not 

only bounce back, but bounce forward. 
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A MORE BALANCED APPROACH CONTINUED 

Enable the Decision Maker: Actionable Information at the Speed of Thought 

Predictive analyties, risk analysis, and modeling and 

simulation systems will enable critical and proactive 

decisions to be made based on the most relevant 

information, transforming data into actionable 

information. Even in the face of uncertain environments 

involving chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear 

incidents, accurate, credible, and context-based 

information will empower the aware decision maker 

to take instant actions to improve critical outcomes. 

Responder of the Future: Protected, 

Connected, and Fully Aware 

The responder of the future is threat-adaptive 

and cross-functonal. Armed with comprehensive 

physical protection, interoperable tools, and 

networked threat detection and mitigation 

capabilities, responders of the future will he 

better able to serve their communities. 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

THE STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK 

DELIVER FORCE MULTIPLYING SOLUTIONS 
Given the operational demands on the department and We evolving landscape of threats 

and natural hazards, S&T Must focus its limited resources on delivering force in  

solutions designed to address the highest priority needs. S&T's framework to achieve this 

objective involves three interdependent initiatives: (a) identify and prioritize operational 

requirements and capability gaps, (b) make strategic investments in high-impact. priority 

areas: and (a) Partner with the HSE to increase technology transition, reduce programmatic 

risk, and repurpose other agency in 	Each of these initiatives emphasizes '11 ore 

collaborative. active, and enduring partnerships with the HSE. By updating its approach to 

R&D, S&T will cultivate a highly relevant, diversified. and value-creating investment portfolio 

that delivers force multiplying solutions. 

Identify and Prioritize Operational Requirements 

and Capability Gaps 
No matter how big or small, the needs and ideas of the HSE are the seedlings of all current and 

future R&D at S&T. The directorate leverages numerous sources to collect these operational 

requirements and capability gaps. Employing a multi-pronged, expedient, and user-friendly 

approach, S&T actively participates in governance bodies and directly engages with operators. 

The resulting awareness and understanding of the HSE's operational needs allows S&T to 

identify cross-cutting requirements, set priorities, and make strategic investments. A few 

activities that exemplify this initiative include the following: 

Departmental and Interagency Goyeownce Bodies - The directorate participates in 

several standing executive steering committees (ESCs) and councils whose primary purpose 

is threefold: (a) to communicate requirements and set priorities: (b) to develop strategies 

and plans; and (c) to manage execution and report on the progress of critical DHS programs. 

For example, S&T is a critical participant in the DHS Joint Requirements Council (JRC). The 

JRC is a Jointly staffed departmental body tasked with managing portfolio teams chartered 

to advance the unity of effort goals and objectives set forth by the Secretary of Homeland 

Security. The portfolio teams focus on criliCal Missions such as cybersecurity; information 

sharing; chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear surveillance; aviation security; and 

information-based screening. S&T's role is to support select portfolio teams with identifying, 

coordinating, and assessing departmental capabilities, as well as to recommend courses 

of actions to address gaps. As a result of groups like the JRC, S&T's understanding of 

operational requirements and capability gaps increases and the directorate is able to 

propose and implement force multiplying solutions across DHS. 

Direct Engagement with Operators - There is no substitution for direct engagement with 

operators on the frontline of homeland security. Facilitating opportunities for the directorate's 

scientists, engineers, and program managers to work alongside and communicate directly with 

the HSE is critical to the success of all projects. The trust built through these relationships 

and operational insight gained is why S&T continues to invest resources into these activities. 

Throughout these engagements, S&T employs a systems development life-cycle approach to 

identify and characterize the operational challenges; design a future state for operations and 

processes; and conduct test and evaluation activities. Two examples of ways S&T engages with 

operators are: (a) the Partnering for Innovation and Operational Needs through Embedding 

for Effective Relationships (PIONEER) program and (b) the First Responder Resource 

Group (FRRG) PIONEER is comprised of three programs designed to increase the number 

and depth of relationships between S&T and DHS components. Through participation in 
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PIONEER's Special Advisor, Exchange Officer, and Embed programs, S&T program managers 

will experience firsthand a component's operational context and increase their network 

of operational users. At the same time, the components will gain valuable insight into 

the directorate's priorities, state-of-the-art technologies, and innovative research While 

the PIONEER program focuses on DHS components, the FRRG targets the first responder 

community. Comprised of active duty and retired first responders, the FRRG is an all-volunteer 

working group that helps S&T identify the top-priority needs of responders in the field. 

The group, whose members are drawn from a broad range of disciplines, sectors, and regions 

of the country, also support the solution development process. 

Make Strategic Investments in High-impact, Priority Areas 
The directorate's ability to make strategic investments in high-impact, priority areas is 

dependent upon three prerequisites: (a) the successful execution of activities designed to 

identify and prioritize requirements, as described in the previous section: (b) the cultivation 

of a balanced R&D portfolio: and (c) the continued investment in national and directorate 

capabilities that enable R&D. The latter two prerequisites are described in more detail in 

the following sections. 

Balanced R&D Portfolio 
Apex Programs - The strategic focus of S&T's Apex programs is directly linked to our 

Visionary Goals. Given the complexity and range of issues involved, these high-profile and 

In ultid is c i plinar y programs span three to five years and undergo quarterly reviews by an ESC. 

Each Apex program consists of a balanced portfolio of projects with scientifically feasible 

risk that span basic research to advanced technology development. Deliverables range 

from game-changing technical capabilities to cost-saving business processes. In fiscal 

year (FY) 2015! S&T dedicated roughly one-quarter of its discretionary R&D budget to 

eight Apex programs—Air Entry and Exit Reengineering, Border Enforcement Analytcs, 

Border Situational Awareness, Cybersecurity in Critical Infrastructure, Relational Adaptive 

Processing of Information and Display. Next Generation First Responder, Real-Time 

Biological Threat Awareness, and Screening at Speed. Through these programs, S&T 

will tackle the nation's toughest security challenges—both today and in the future—

with strategic and innovative solutions. 

Technology Engines - A new S&T concept, the Technology Engines are centralized functions 

that will provide the same suite of services to all Apex programs and to S&T at large; however, 

they will tailor their work based on a program's individual focus and capability needs. Drawing 

on the expertise of S&T staff and external scientific, technical, industrial, and academic 

com M unities, the Technology Engines will proactively monitor emerging capabilities and state-

of-the-art techniques in specific capability areas such as communication and networking 

tools, data analysis, human systems, and situational awareness. Based on this information, 

the Technology Engines will provide the Apex programs with best practices, reusable products 

and solutions, lessons learned. and technical services. The Apex programs will rely on the 

Technology Engines to produce high-quality solutions that keep pace with advances in the 

market, ensuring that investments are wisely made. 
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Innovation and Acquisition - Inmnation and acquisition projects are designed to fulfill one 

of two purposes (a) to discover breakthrough and disruptive technology that can transition 

within one to three years or (b) to inform and enable future end user acquisition programs 

In doing so We innovation and acquisition protects maximize S&T's effectiveness through 

the research and development of force multiplying solutions This portfolio involves applied 

research and advanced technology development 

Quick Reaction - Periodically, S&T receives urgent need statements from end users 

or inquiries from leadership regarding emerging threats and natural hazards. In these 

situations, S&T launches quick reaction projects to address these high-priority needs 

Working with subject matter experts and leveraging off-the-shelf technologies. S&T aims to 

deliver capabilities and knowledge products to operators within 12 months. 

Capabilities that Enable Research and Development 
Capability and Solution Enablers (CaSEs) - For a technology project to be successful, 

leaders and developers must look beyond traditional R&D activities Areas such as 

technology foraging. operational experimentation, technology transfer, commercialization. 

partnership management. systems analysis, test and evaluation, standards, systems 

engineering, and solution transition are critical to enhancing the results and outcomes of an 

R&D effort. Known collectively as CaSEs. S&T provides these enablers to ensure our R&D 

solutions are better utilized, transition more easily, and can integrate with existing solutions. 

Enduring National Capabilities - S&T manages five national laboratories that develop or 

enhance science, technology, and engineering capabilities While each has a specific focus-

chemical security. biodefense, urban security. animal diseases, and transportation security-

We labs work to ensure efforts are coordinated, are not duplicative, and support investments 

in high-impact, priority  areas. 

Chemical Security 

Analysis Center 

National Urban Security 

Technology Laboratory 

National Biodefense 

Analysis and 

Countermeasures Center 

Plum Island Animal 

Disease Center 

Transportation 

Security Laboratory 
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Partner with the Homeland Security Enterprise 
S&T must continuously invest in the creation and maintenance of partnerships with DHS 

components and other R&D organizations. Internal and external partnerships are a core 

element of our strategy and serve as the foundation of S&T's innovative ecosystem. Whether 

through international agreements with allied foreign nations, grants to academic institutions, 

or Cooperative Research and Development Agreements with industry!  S&T continually 

pursues new opportunities and instruments to formalize relationships with innovative 

organizations. Benefits from these partnerships are numerous and include diversifying 

investments across a broader range of operational needs, increasing technology transition, 

redMing programmatic risk, and leveraging other agency investments. In turn, these benefits 

position S&T to have We financial and analytical resources to deliver force multiplying 

solutions. The to 	activities highlight the execution of this initiative: 

Innovation Centers - The Innovation Centers aim to transition capabilities to end users 

through cutting-edge R&D projects. Owned and operated by the DHS components, the 

centers will be jointly funded and staffed by S&T to provide R&D support. The Innovation 

Centers perform three critical functions thM complement S&T's mission space and strategy: 

(a) coordinate internally funded component research with related S&T and DHS projects: 

(b) enable and/or execute technology transition activities such as late-stage technology 

development, rapid prototyping. and test arid evaluation; and (c) foster an innovative and 

entrepreneurial culture that inspires new ideas, promotes stakeholder engagement and 

transparency, and cultivates an enduring ecosystem focused on solving critical horneland 

security challenges. 

In-0-Tel f101) - IQT serves as a bridge between federal agencies and start-up firms on the 

leading edge of technological innovation. In 2011, S&T formalized a strategic partnership 

with IOT. Pooling resources from nine federal agencies, IOT identifies, adapts, and delivers 

innovative technologies that solve some of the department's highest priority operational 

needs at a fraction of the cost. In fact, for every 51 invested by S&T we have leveraged 

52.66 from other U.S.government agencies: as a result, S&T has been able to partner with 

the HSE for an even greater impact and return on investment. 

Federal Partners - S&T partners with other federal R&D organizations to develop innovative 

and game-changing solutions to advance the homeland security mission. As part of this 

effort, S&T maintains strong partnerships with national laboratories, such as those of the 

Department of Energy and Department of Defense, and reaches out to other partners in 

areas such as agriculture, environment, health, and transportation. 

Academia - S&T partners with the nation's colleges, universities, and leading academic 

researchers to develop customer-driven, innovative tools and technologies that solve real-

world challenges, as well as to train the next generation of homeland security professionals. 

As part of these efforts. S&T funds 10 Centers of Excellence (COEs) that address specific 

horneland security challenges. For example, the newest COE-the Critical Infrastructure 

Resilience Center-will conduct research to understand how businesses determine 

acceptable risks; develop scalable, cross-sector solutions that meet national needs; pilot 

solutions in the real world: and prepare business cases for investing in resilient critical 

infrastructures and systems. 
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ENERGIZE THE HOMELAND SECURITY INDUSTRIAL BASE 
Unlike many other industries with well-defined sets of products, technologies, and 

customers, the HSIB is a highly fragmented federation of product and service providers 

serving a broW constituency. Customers and their needs wry widely, from ships for the 

U.S. Coast Guard to protective gear for first responders to cyber defense tools for power 

plants. This degree of fragmentation means that many companies with leading-edge 

to 	are often small and M ore challenging to locate and engage. Sirnultaneously, 

federal, state. and local agencies are spending less on R&D for next-generation technologies. 

Therefore, it is critical that S&T collaborate with the HSIB to capitalize on industry investments 

in R&D and encourage the development of force multiplying solutions that defend, defeat, 

and mitigate threats to the nation 

In order to energize the HSIB. S&T will revamp existing programs so industry can more easily 

partner with S&T. We will also develop new approaches to engage non-traditiowl companies. 

The following initiatives highlight specific activities that will help us achieve this objective 

Optimize Markets by Pooling Demand and Developing Standards 
Our partners around the globe share a common mission—to ensure the safety and security 

of the people they serve. Most countries collaborate at an international level but largely 

address their challenges independently; as a result, they have liMited funding to handle 

complex challenges and often create duplicative efforts or struggle to gain traction in a 

fragmented global market. S&T is working to integrate markets with international partners 

Lo draw down industry risks and incentivice product development. S&T is also working with 

the HSIB to consolidate R&D investments, pool demand, and accelerate the development of 

standards. This will improve the interoperahility of technology and allow the HSIB to better 

plan and reduce costs. The following activities highlight the execution of this initiative: 

Intemtional Engagement - S&T is in the process of creating the International ForuM 

to Advance First Responder Technology. The forum will serve as an international platform 

to discuss responder challenges and issues. Responders will be able to partner on R&D 

initiatives through We forum and, when possible, align procurements to drive industry 

investments in innovative. technologies and manufacturing capabilities. The forurn will give 

responders a global voice and use common challenges and standards to create or broaden 

global markets for first responder technologies. Ultimately, this lowers risk for industry and 

incentivices investment in more robust capabilities and product lines. 

Standards Development - S&T plays a leading role in accelerating the development of 

standards for use by the USE. Standards are vital in establishing best practices, achieving 

interoperability. supporting acquisitions, and defining grant guidance. In an effort to achieve 

earlier adoption of standards and inclusion in commercial products, S&T will engage industry 

throughout the standards development process This approach will ensure that technologies 

from different manufacturers can interoperate through the use of open-source, non-proprietary 

solutions and standards-based approaches. Today. S&T is working on both information 

technology standards and physical standards. 
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Engage the HSIB through a Deliberate, Continuous, 

and Transparent Approach 
SET brings together interested parties—including responders, operational users, citizens, 

and academia—to engage the HSIB. Working together, each community plays a critical 

role in shaping the future of homeland security technology. S&T is launching new outreach 

mechanisms, such as online forums, to foster understanding of the homeland security 

market and build progress toward outcomes that will keep us all safer and minimize 

disruption to the pace of daily life. Additionally. S&T will use new funding vehicles like prize 

competitions to attract innovators who have not his 	partnered with the federal 

government. The following activities highlight the execution of this initiative: 

National Conversation on Homeland Security Technology - S&T is initiating idea exchange 

between operational users within the HSE and in 	technologists Using an 

online, open platform and in-person discussions, S&T is enabling end users to connect 

directly with technology developers The goal of these discussions is to help industry better 

understand the homeland security market and create innovative and sustainable homeland 

security solutions 

HSIB Research and Development Coordination - S&T is exploring ways to better coordinate 

R&D across the HSIB, including with large commercial manufacturers and small businesses 

with niche capabilities. Improving coordination with this diverse community of industry 

partners will provide S&T insights into emerging technologies arid how they can fill capability 

gaps. Further. SET will work with private sector partners on rapid prototyping and identify 

lessons learned to better foster in  

Outreach Mechanisms Designed to Engage Non-traditional R&D Performers - 

The landscape of technology R&D is changing as federal agencies and large corporations 

are no longer the dominant driver of innovation. Increasingly, advances are being discovered, 

developed, and distributed by non-traditional performers across every technology space. 

However, many of these non-traditional performers do not consider federal agencies as a 

potential customer market or source of funding because of the resource-intensive nature 

of doing business with the government. To ensure that the HSE remains on the cutting edge 

of technology capability. S&T must employ new methods to engage these non-traditional 

performers. In this regard, S&T leverages key partnerships with trade associations, 

in 	and start-up foundations, accelerators. incubators. the venture capital 

community, and entrepreneur groups to engage non-traditional partners. In partnership 

with these key hubs. S&T will lead interactive workshops with new communities to discuss 

homeland security needs that may drive technology dekelopmerm S&T will also encourage 

new ideas from industry by launching prize competitions. Teams of companies, students. 

and hobbyists will be able to compete to provide viable and marketable solutions for prize 

funding. Additionally, S&T will host hackathons where technology developers come together 

to tackle a homeland security challenge in a rapid, iterative, and collaborative way. We also 

aim to become a leader in the broader technology scene by hosting innovation talks on 

scientific, cultural, and academic topics. An example of such innovative series of talks are 

TED Talkstim run by the Sapling Foundation and Virgin Disruptor discussions run by the Virgin 

Group. The goal with each of these efforts is to bring new energy, resourcefulness, and ideas 

to the homeland security landscape 
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Improve Programs Designed to Increase Collaboration 

with Innovative Companies 
S&T and the HSIB exist in an environment of rapidly evolving threats and opportunities, and 

the accelerating pace of risk and technological development loom over every mission in the 

department. U.S. government funding remains a strong influence on basic research, but 

private sector investment focused on late-stage development surpassed the government's 

total annual R&D investments in the 1980s and has continued since then In homeland 

security, innovation cycles in areas like advanced analytics, communications, additive 

manufacturing, and cybersecurity occur so quickly that traditional government vehicles for 

investment and acquisition struggle to keep up with advances and changes in technology. 

In order to leverage these accelerated advancements, S&T will revamp existing programs 

so industry can '110 re easily partner. S&T is seeking ways to engage the investor cornmunity 

with an accelerator component. This program will provide S&T with insight into a range of 

innovation companies that can provide near- and long-term capabilities. S&T will reengineer 

our technology foraging approach and add a forecasting component to capitalize on industry 

investment trends and influence emerging technology. S&T will establish close working 

relationships with innovators to reduce development risk and facilitate early evaluations 

of solutions by operational users. S&T will also provide a flexible environment for validating 

and guiding the development of game-changing products and services as they approach 

market readiness. The following activities highlight the execution of this initiative: 

Targeted Innovative Technology Acceleration Network (TITAN) - Using an arsenal 

of engagement tools, TITAN seeks to discover and engage innovators who are creating 

technologies that will enable homeland security operators to carry out their missions in new, 

unprecedented ways. TITAN will unify and coordinate forruerly disparate activities within S&T 

into a cohesive program for engaging the HSI13. TITAN removes barriers that impede industry 

partners from working with S&T. TITAN also seeks pathways for S&T to work with industry and 

small businesses in a more synchronized, strategic fashion to improve the pace and quality 

of solution development. 
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responders' health, safety, and effectiveness. Further!  RTA is leading an accelerator program 

to create solutions at market speed. Individuals or small companies with promising solutions 

will be able to work directly with angel investors, venture capitalists, and responder equipment 

manufacturers to increase their odds of commercial SU ccess. 

ESTABLISH A STRONG AND HEALTHY LEADERSHIP CULTURE 
SAT's ability to achieve the aforementioned strategic objectives depends upon a common 

identity, clarity of miSSi011, and leadership at all levels of the organization. With empowerment, 

responsibility, and accountability as cultural values, SAT strives both to create an innovation-

friendly environment and to give staff the tools and development opportunities to grow 

and succeed within it. SAT's work environment will be educational and entrepreneurial. 

The workforce will be agile, inquisitive, and eager to find and execute new ideas, take 

informed risks, and engage external partners. To instill this culture. SAT will fo GUS on three 

initiatives: (a) empower the workforce: (b) provide meaningful leadership development 

and professional growth opportunities; and (c) engineer a pipeline for the next generation 

of homeland security professionals. 

Empower the Workforce 
Empowering the workforce means giving a stronger voice to SAT staff and fostering a 

broader sense of ownership and attachment to the organization. SAT values our workforce's 

perspective and believes that none of us individually is as smart as all of us collectively. 

Moving forward, leadership will continue to integrate staff input into initiatives that affect 

the immediate and long-term course of the organization, such as the National Conversation 

on Homeland Security Technology. The following activities are intended as platforms for 

SAT employees to influence the organization's direction: 

Employee Council - SAT will charter its inaugural Employee Council to act as a voice 

for SAT's workforce Comprised of federal non-supervisory representatives. the council 

will identify and communicate employee perceptions on SAT programs and policies and 

discuss issues faced by the SAT workforce Through the council. SAT staff will advise senior 

leadership on these issues and make recommendations on potential solutions The council's 

recommendations and communication with senior leadership will be transparent and available 

to the entire workforce. The council will foster more open and clear communication between 

leadership and staff and ultimately make SAT's workforce more invested in the organization 

Broadening S&T Decision Making - In addition to giving staff a greater say over SATs 

prograrns, the Under Secretary has made it a priority to decentralize decision Making and 

delegate certain authorities to managerial levels throughout the organization. This will have 

the dual effect of minimizing bottlenecks for decisions that can be made at lower levels and 

expanding ownership of SAT's strategic direction. Examples of supporting efforts include 

the Apex ESC and the Project Prioritization process. The Apex ESC oversees the planning 

and execution of the Apex programs and Technology Engines Chaired by each of SAT's 

group leads, the ESC reviews, approves, and provides resources for the Apex programs and 
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Internal Opportunities Network - S&T has created a Web-based portal to advertise short-

term developmental assignments within SAT and DHS to enhance employees' careers 

Exposing our workforce to new experiences within the directorate and the department helps 

our staff develop new abilities. expertise, and relationships outside their home office. 
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serves as the primary liaison between Apex efforts, S&T staff, and the Under Secretary. In 

the Project Prioritization process, representatives from across the directorate review and 

prioritize S&T's research, development, and in 	investments—first independently and 

then collectively—before presenting their recommendations to S&T leadership for approval. 

Provide Meaningful Leadership Development and 

Professional Growth Opportunities 
To arm our workforce with the skills, competencies, and knowledge to advance S&T's 

mission, the directorate must invest in tools. on 	training, and workforce 

development opportunities. Our robust program, which includes relevant courses at 

universities and colleges, encourages employees to enhance their R&D, leadership, 

and management skills. Specific activities to support this initiative include the following: 

Assessinents - S&T offers a broad range of assessments to help staff members better 

understand how they think and behave and how that affects them in the context of their 

work environment These include 360-degree reviews and numerous popular private-sector 

offerings that not only improve self-awareness but also give managers tools to increase team 

productivity and cohesion 

I.  
Leadership Development - S&T offers several opportunities for leadership development, 

including a coaching program and leadership cohort. These opportunities emphasize 

personal accountability and teach participants how to model leadership through one's 

actions and how to create a vision 

Apex Training Program - S&T developed a unique training program for Apex program managers 

and team members to learn best practices arid lessons learned from the original four Apex 

programs Following the (mining program, participants understand how to use all of the 

organization's tools to support the execution of an Apex program. 
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Engineer a Pipeline for the Next Generation of Homeland 

Security Professionals 
To ensure that the directorate continues to build on successes and evolve to meet new 

challenges, S&T is committed to growing a pipeline for SST's next generation of staff.  

Part of this effort includes continuously assessing the organization and performing a 

forward-looking analysis of where staff needs will grow or decline. Based Cr] this data 

SST will determine chat expertise is needed to support SST's mission and make long-term 

investments in those areas to ensure that appropriate hires are prepared to join S&T The 

following two activities describes SST's efforts to plan and develop its future workforce 

Strategic Workforce Planning - S&T will develop an enduring institutional capability to 

ensure projects and teams are properly resourced. This planning effort will continuously 

assess SST's workforce requirements, taking into account SST's complex mission, unique 

staff requirements, and the operational demands of today as well as the forecasted needs 

of tomorrow. S&T will also assess internal workforce-related business processes and use of 

hiring authorities in order to eliminate unnecessary delays while still ensuring compliance 

with appropriate roles and regulations. 

Sourcing Talent More Effectively - As S&T begins to plan and shape its workforce more 

effectively, we will begin adding or connecting to talent that fills described gaps or enriches 

efforts already underway. This initiative will require SST to more effectively and efficiently 

interface with non-government sources of expertise, build on existing relationships (e.g., 

use of American Association for the Advancement of Science fellowships), and take 

advantage of DHS's full range of career and term-limited hiring authorities. As S&T becomes 

more transparent and public-facing, for example through our updated website and more 

informative Internet presence, we will also expand our ability to connect to outside expertise 

Shaping SST's Next Generation - Faced with rapidly accelerating technologies and 

inc reasingly COM plex homeland security threats and challenges, S&T 	st prepare a 

future workforce that is capable of delivering specific competencies as new needs emerge 

S&T will leverage its significant investment in universities to ensure a pipeline of young 

new employees. SST's 10 COEs, along with our Minority Serving Institution grants and 

awards programs, will engage thousands of students directly in homeland security-specific 

courseviork, scholarships, fellowships, and research opportunities S&T will also continue to 

use career development grants, summer internships, and summer research teams to develop 

needed staff and sMII sets for the future. 
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Intensity of Activity (FY 2015 FY 2019) 
S&T STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK 
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Color Legend Intensity Levels 

SSTs implementation plan is phased over th next five years with specific levels of effort 

committed to the objectives, initiatives, and activities outlined in this strategic plan. Efforts 

committed in We first few years are designed to finish planning, including key actions and 

success measures, and jump-start activities designed to enable future related efforts. SST 

is committed to remaining on track with the implementation plan. Quarterly reports will he 

provided to SST leadership in order to assess the directorate's progress against key actions. 

Using this information, SST leadership will reexamine the strategic plan on an annual basis 

and M a ko any required course corrections. 
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S&T sets R&D priorities through participation in 

governance bodies arid discussions with mission 

owners Once an investment decision has been 

made, S&T engages the whole of government and 

HSIB in order to develop a Capability Roadmap. 

Each of the five S&T Homeland Security Advanced 

Research Projects Agency (1SARPA) divisions, the 

three First Responders Group divisions, and Apex 

programs arid Technology Engines have developed 

Capability Roadmaps aligned to the needs of their 

operational end users. These high-level roadmaps 

formalize a vision. identify strategic drivers, 

arid list R&D objectives for the next five years. 

The roadmaps are constantly evolving documents 

and serve three primary organizational functions: 

(a) to build consensus among a diverse set of 

end users with similar operational requirements; 

(b) to develop a framework that directly links a 

strategy to tactics: and (c) to provide a framework 

to coordinate planning. research, development, 

arid acquisition activities across the various 

groups involved 
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Borders and Maritime Division (BMD) 
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Chemical and Biological Defense Division (CBD) 
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• li remit d Jos( ssn 	o t 	r risks gest d b. II r 	o gi. lwridsr me. is rr cum r le who( alr it SOUR I t w ist iv.  

A national biosurueillarce s rateg. places a premium on the integration of data from multiple sources ircludinp public health and enwronmertal sensors to erable rapid 	II inforrrec decisiors to reduce exposures 

drid mem nit .eril(111111e1 Li Dli 'dm ad 

Advancing detector techrology must recopnize cost related barriers to implementation 

• MIR broad stl ill gel( MEd 	..gt ras el dist gsr 	qi 	s inne.dlien i rI.mssI.my  dt 	lepn 	lo rtmirgrize mimIc righ 1.. AIM ltwri gssms grid r xli rid le ir r raiding dgt 	 pH sr MI. ht Lniknicmwni.  

Demonstratirp recovery techrologies in operational environments Ui corcert with local s ate and national response entities is essential o developing guidance hat can be readily absorbed by anc transiboned 

le Mem t 

Description of Capabilities 

• Threat Awareness /cycle') and promote ruby baked approaches to intorn clteutlue preyerrion preparednekk and rcspoi sc and rccouer x actions to biological and igheisheal terrorism mei 's 

• Surveillance. Detection. and Diagnostics - Rromote initrriatior integration 	d real Orr e ear clonal Ewarenessto redur.egent Tr ad enr enehle earl f 	tionz to minimize r or z.or P11,99 to peopleanir. pr p 

Deuelop trusted mols tor tl e rapid identitica:ior and um Enna -ion ot a threat to guide appropriate response acsoi s 

• Response and Recovery - Develop tnd ircorporetwe mr ge of act iv 	.nherk 	tie. return to norm tie.. after 	le.ry ir al Or biolo 	n;onntariinnatior or grintel disease e o=11' 41.1111 (19 developing rer or t tmemtion 

technologies enc guidelines ei Aro' mental sampling and 'esti' g n mhodologiek requircn entk for key infrastrumure ails broad spec:ruir n edical countermeasures to I alt tl e trai smission of emit al diseases 

1Y2015 	 1Y2016 	 FY 2017 	 1Y2018 	 FY 2019 

Objective: Threat Awareness 

Complete material threat assessmei ts 

for priority agents ir 1.011.7Pft o<1.1 

interagency partners 

Reline Me Couriermeesure ASMISS11111Ij 

and learning 1001 anc pilot with 

ink:regent:A [Anthers. 

Deliver updated biological chemical and 

It-krybed risk essessn mil regerls 

Complete Reid rests o t  ledge volt me 

releases of chlorn e 

Deliver a rev chemical hazards Enowledpe 

muggy 	seed 

Delmer The 2017 1 r huret.d Terrorise 

Risk Assessment 

Deloer risk mrigation studies to APS 

shaker (zithers for rPS01.111 e i]lln n;atior in 

igheisheal biological radiological and 

lear defense 

Deli.er the 2018 giological lerrorism 

Clod Aso( ,S1111 	grid Lek sLJkiflmnl(Itrs  

to maximize agareress and u 

ill tic pied 

Develop an ul dermanding o t  new detense 

capabilities that may recuce (I e risk and 

influence or biodetense inuestmems 

Dt iv Lr Inc 20WA. Irlt dial( d 	rrolisn 

Risk Assessment 

Deploy the Bio Knowledge Manageir ant 	Establish an in 	DM risk 

Shsterr to all FU91011Centerz 	 '.S•TheMPIt modehr g repostory.  
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HOMELAND SECURITY ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY DIVISIONS CONTINUED 

Chemical and Biological Defense Division (CBD) 
FY 2015 	 FY 2016 

	
FY 2017 
	

FY 2018 
	

FY 2019 

Objective: Surveillance. Detection. and Diagnostics 

Complete test paluakoi and ralication 	Demonokate 'he feasibility of loo cost 

or rapid reul 	e polyrt PrnSP chEir renttion 	st sturnohle entironmentyl detection 

!PCP) antigen detection diagnostics 	aruhitecture 

uric Iwo d held list respnr der 
Corriglt 	dt 	logn•(HI o' itrist th 	rlion 

assays Mr several her 1 priority age' 's 
• assays for I ler 1 priority open s and rapid 

Noun( tr ccriicirisirElriciri Dmitri in bit 	t I 	tu ti 	rotkul I 	rscir grip 	bie rtkr 

lopotiors to fur her deuelop brosurneillarce 

rt qiJ irc iit rilb 

Objective: Response and Recovery 

Concluut a 'ull scale Marmara' ce 

exert ISP in ,0111 er -  Aar public health 

anc respell se C011111L11 ItICS 

Trttribilion vErlicErrcih Ititromlerv hum d 

real tulle DCA and Entiger toom ce ection 

try...sr, 'or high mist nut rir 	r y) 

viral anc bacterial agen s to the Centers 

lou Dim trbr Cm Del pig Pr( tt whorl (CDC 

Laboratory Response Ne v.ork !Lit 

loi 	glovn (HI 

Demonstrate ai alytico of disparate da'a 

relevant to hinurveillarce Obje,t1uPS 

Iransition validated. Ishors or. based 

In it PCP pig tu tint riPoxii dr It rlion 

assays for I ler 2 bacterial threat agerts to 

ili CDC _RN for dr plod it ry 

Complete kansrion or validated laboratory 

had re rl time PCR End nrtige.rr Purr 

detec:ior assa.s tor I ier 2 bacterial viral 

nrir. toxin 'hoot' fr:,PFIV., to tit e CDC I RN 

tor deployn ent 

Conduct indeperdmil lest rird 

of a detection system 'or surface 

senrity. 

Noun( 	 o' dt orilbrnii !Dion 

techrolopies and advanced sampling ard 

briblmis 	hi runt s to r opt dor 	rt 

of a Gm contsmira ed subv.ay system 

CorrigInle ri craft interim guidan Ism t lridl guidbrir on ilu rcsrormion 

of underprourd tronspor a ion sts ems 

brit( r 	 idt ril 

Irentify cnrlrran tir rl turgem to entrhle 

construction of a toot and mouth (moose 

Con pieta the t rs' year or an internatioi al 

field nal of foot and mouth cisesse 

Put 	b brit ditigi emit b 

Den or strage in ILI(' Chidey of a broad 

spectrum of apricultural bier therapeu 

“.111111Err LS. 
Develop aralgtical stardards tor whole 

genome Sennerming to End rorensirts. 
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HOMELAND SECURITY ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY DIVISIONS CONTINUED 

Cyber Security Division (CSD) 
Vision - C.SD stii..=s lc 	e,..te al HSI 	Ler n I isrructi, =11 ir is seCjie t on ciadl= lc 	S=c.i e ii ri 	tex.t 	dein ecl by tie toile:. ig'..=1 ct 	=s t 

	
J1E...A 	II 

II 	ad,..ptasle 

Strategic Drivers 	e 	 T !sled 	 P 3 =2.1n A P yac f  .Cci 	2.: 	Coi- i- jr t 	r .s ti= 2014 1)1-.SP coals 4 	- 4 ....ill .;.nde CS: s re..=3 	n rl e 	Calve.[SD iill dill lc 	0 ,,,11= vide 	n 	t asti 

Ata 	rs erue • c 	atioi 	aroteclec. ega use ct Yaiiatici is det=iied sic piiyacy 	lot cci 3roi seC. 	rna-ytechioocffl r.s tirei drkers n Jde 

Tie 	t 	ied A •3Ati •3 11 e 	le 0 Tin As Amcl A 	re.. 	1=ie 013re 	=cred 	=s 	t=ia t ig• ..1,..11= lire le 

Tie ire oviectici of 9 ilriple ispe 	3 lie = g• 	tics H t HHtt L tile n edic,.. de, ces 	irci 0L les, la J 	ijol C iflidledces al 	9 J 0 	arioi Ps ri s CiFUJe ta=xpaic 	le Ia,..cts idlcoi C leide 0 11=se 	iecticis iliacsaile 

Tie same s 10 eirr, c 2. be 	s •I ackridsts aid cyDei terronsts ....111 de: 	=xpaic IA tie pool of nose Aic cal disiu3r lie 	Ler 	isrructi. = 

Polic e 	=cri..es 	 arioi A 	a A cUrl iue 	in plc SSD s -esearch p3 03110 ,eceir1=‘, Islat 31 aid e.ecut 	c de 	 =.31131e 	=c 	:melts .a - a N,..ticia Crilcal 9 J r,....t 	Secu I, Hid Re 	erse 	SRI R&D 3lai 

Piesideitia P3I 	Due t 	211 lajrcied a 	Ler 11 =a • ire .;.9.1 2.2. 11'4, 	der ter. 	d cHlles toi 	Fede al Sys= secu 	R&D 3lai C,Lerse nir Eil iiceneir Pc 01 2014 Po 2., 	 A Icoil lue re,  la .; Lel id ecii 3 oe. 	 ri 	crearn 

eaiis 0 .;a35 i rl e =‘,1„ atiolars erfoideilel! of 2...be ...ft!, t„. lc 	s 	ds -eapilert cte.sqr.sa  ..olut cis 

Description of !Capabilities 

FY 2015 
	

FY 2016 	 FY 2017 
	

FY 2018 
	

FY 2019 

Objective; Cybersecurity Research Infrastructure 

Objective: Software Assurance 

Dete c3 a sy.LleTaric menu lc Tap raru•al 

Er jne-arieis 

Objective: Network Seeurity 

   

Pic.. ice too s toi idlert ro3 s ised 	t t, ig aia 	ig Si T-HiSticiloc 10 con 9 =ma 9 dike 	d 	 ralsilor t3ols lc 2.3iine 	riaet aid 

   

   

DV %, 1,/. 	10 	11 
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HOMELAND SECURITY ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY DIVISIONS CONTINUED 

Cyber Security Division (CSD) 
FY 2015 

Objective: Mobile, Web. and Cloud Security 

FY 2016 FY 20 17 FY 2018 FY 2019 

Vs 	date :le °rig' is of 	r:e•ret 
-.9capo'prjoral use ot 190 Pos0Vce PLD 

Irt'astr.ictire 

Pilct 

lot 

terii iiob 	e se: 01 

oLc f.3irlsaic 

sc 

r rcols 

s 3ei 1eStir 	rc eAlui 

lic 	3 	lc 	a 	911T 

cst oxpc 	Ti -.9 al dco Gyi 

Car 	ijl al eicl 

lic 

.3 	yr- Beide 

Assess sicc iccs 

Iccl 	9.31c 

3 ic toicisics an(' 

Sc.1 	ors nc -.1 c 	31 	sclscs 

dcS"lelr raps 

ic.71 c-rd 

Objective: Identity Management and Privacy 

( I 	I 111,1  e in() 1 	11 	.1-1 	 111(11 

Objective. Cybersecunty Education and Training 

73T Ili et IN 	olo+w 

grlIiI 	I .11, 

rarsil or [ZIP-  Les! ar“stices 10 U.S.ar(J 

ire i“t cis [ZIP-  pirtie 

el S&T 	RINI 'el 	 cril.j ry.eL:iv..1 !oh 

p..11111 ,11 IRV1g,, 

el SF2T 	'e 

grlilg I .1Iv 

Objective: Securing Critical Infrastructure 

  

eseaicl, 	ag• an 

res memeirs d 	le s roT 

ti“isp3 tat 31 	= 	sic ....ate! sec ois 

Con pow -0 9L -,1 R&D sic cc s yr tic c -0 c 

s 11 asc .31 aic otqv s-trc 	ic:i tics 

   

Iclel! V. iequileneirs “id 	sai iers roT 

   

       

:5r.al,  59 ar j.Itc.11oti:c sec 	ccisc nun 

 

cTipIct: c.91 	Pc..1 p opsts odr1 ftc oil c.9.1 	ton ^ arc jrqLjl R&D sic :c s 	19 tic 3 m 

suoscsto ard oftor sectors s idC1Ficcl.yyy s yoc ci 	CriC S'CIC 	S 	cart tics 

  

suoscstoi ard 	 sci 

     

          

Objective: Transition le Practice 

   

lcertfy:;tc10 tecl iolcAies 1131 	 o. t1Stic1=1 I 	s al 

  

Objective: Cybersecurity or Law Enforcement 

c 	cleplc,as 	icl c orsics 	L3:1111 (lc 	ica:c. :9 	z BB BBB Bay-, Jr 

301By 3,, oic row cc.^ -,11 Ulric, 9 oai lc 51 ^ mil 	aid na 91r,  lnrr BB -0)p 

 

c -ulna cpsiat 31 . 	5 of Dc •,c ipsarcd torerscsoiLtic.qs 

citoicci 	icsacrd 	csii olor, Cal 

ad aices 11&Ccc 	 :lc 	oi ic cc :as 

1.91:y 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

HOMELAND SECURITY ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY DIVISIONS CONTINUED 

Explosives Division (EXD) 
Vision - —(1) promr ts r Preens enc. our r 01111tR 9 infrestrm orre coins( tt e deorst ring ef'ects or explanyes by seeking innomilde Epprnachex in dte.iiur End 	rrerrommirres FED provides r ar r rapt,. 9Imm e teeny 010hies enc. 

systen s 	increase :he HSE., MAI'y to deice' er plosiyes and mitigate the °nuts ot au explosive 1418,-  EXD Ain 

1:14pidd develop mid yielder kremylerge inelseee 	d innomrtse 9olution9 to counter the -hr.= it or improymed exploshe re.11 PS rDs)48 iir Ft dnrre.stic nrges.  

Leverage tecl meal erperise to assist the et'orts o the Transportation Security Administratioi (ISA' ai d atl er )-S hompoi ante to establisl operanoi al requiren ents aro selem aro acquire needed technologies 

Concur 	Feted,., m d survey 	ier tin( discoveries Errd ir yentions releymt to existing 	d OIT prging explosne m.rteriels erre /Imre.: 

Strategic Drivers Erequen and devastating at acks agairst U.S.commercial aviation enc o her domestic arpets bepar iii 198B eith he bombirp of Pan Am dipht .03 mer Lockerbie Scotlenc Inmate tocay irclude attacks rot 

Lum yreeii sle.hilion bur yrlso 88.11.1 riuss tryu sit 	g E'er lid 201 don} nyr d 	Irestrur '111( (e.g..rryth Fr dr ryil Buildii g.) ore iri bk( 	gs (LL.. TIMIS Si]LJErre. Bosh,' Memtl oi ) FED r run4,ms 	oui It r 1hr sr Ilirr .ils 

by implemerting the first goal of the 2014 Q-SH to prerert terrorist at acks Or September 9 201- he .nder Secretary for Science arch lechnolopy estif cc before the House Committee on Homelard Securi . tha norirmasce 

yr it r rung 41 5[)Lii wifl prove 	for on ['HEIL risdt rrirent noir c:, rwhiic clliel[IIIIIO SI 	 uor 	udi [er:hnr hie try sr yuril, Aylittlir r scrtmriirig pei,[ritL 14.0g.rer or cErrg(i.un(ibtrusdt leifliiiiogits nric IITIP109I 

processeswin enable the seamless detection of threats elide respectirp prises? with 	icrpac. o the speed of travel elle the pace of commerce More specific stra epic puiclance conies from he 20.3 HSAH 	ISA 	) lest 

end Eynludliirr Slrntegic 01cri Aliirl .141( s [het S Xi should r nth morlo 	i:L:tlirErhe II r [Hoyt 	o' dr lid ring rir 	r epebilre s to hhc iryt r Eliot ii hum( 	l't hyr rit sy end r Pir it 	. end suppor risk-r 	opr mom s :0 prod( r 

effective ard efficient security.  

Description of Capabilities 

• Aviation Solutions - Develop cost prier the systems for sr;re,erirg en cmho chwcke,r, treghche Ferried iterm 4nd people 4 r her hermits that Aill improve det -la 	p 	s recline f ilse 41, 	4nd III p1999.9 the over 

u.stomer experience,  

• Intermodal Solutions and Facilities Protection - Develop ter I nologies ccpchle al m reerm g irr high Theo ghput inms Ehere trymitiorsrlr heckpoirrs are, necher erertse rmr erf r lent Enhere e tools to improye icrent 

and 'race detec:ior screening methods 

• Foundational Science - De-errone -he xploshee 4nd blast ph19110191enolor,... -hyrt IT ikps 4pplier. R&D prdesible This includes the sir. dy of P90991919 IT dteridl r;HrEi erietics relpymt to disminrir ()Fon m d dte.i:inr End 'he 

aesessinem of blast clams on aircraft and infrastrumure 

FY 2015 	 FY 2016 
	

FY 2017 
	

FY 2018 
	

FY 2019 

Objective: Aviation Solutions 

Develop an air Largo scree' ing capability 

for X-ray indreps 

Corduct air cargo IL) studies on six high 

Fiords Om 41s 

Develop chie.cked OrIOS9r,O1919)9 09,Pe min 

an amomated target recognitioi algontl m 

Dr d lop e nod( d A1,crr,jrt X Re. In eging 

S.stem ntegrate eith curren Al s.stems 

Study adeitional air cargo 1ED threats 

(19 pert of 'he air mirgo tt rect study.  

Modify leas: risk bomb location procedures. 

/cycle') K ai d Cuba' d systems ern 

m to threat deter.  tion 

Tehelop ar acYarced multi 'dee 

X iyo moloi.pr 

ensile 4 Corer. Aperture Micro Myrss 

Spectrometer Eyplosires Trace Detection 

(ETUT prototype 

Improved algorchnis tor checkee baggage 

Fr trol I yur !egos ETD sock rii 

Deyelopfi f Ildll ir Risk Sr reer ine Humdrum: 

tor checkpoint 2.SLCIIS 

ExLirilAI 	iridgirgTeiriririogy [A T1 

dehelopmen 'or no Aires Pure screerirp 

Develop ecai ning tech' °logy to extend 

checkpoint Fcreening to r oyer humid 

exploxiyes and thin sl acts 

Emend All development to support 	lk 

in 9[919Pd SI rPpriing 

Contirue cerelopmert of checkpoint 

sick IDS ill SI p[I(III Tit r 3 r xployis s end 

reach goal of 500 bags per hour,  

Mork ern ISA 'a integrate All and 

IIPO0001191 9 919I [urology'. A itt ISA f on,ept 

or operations 

Iransrion air cargo ETD 

Cirriiriut AM 	.t 	' Aitl 

automatic threat identifica ior 

Erderd checkpoint baggage sLsten s to 

wpm" TS: 80410'400 begs per hourarrd  

detechon or Tier 1 explosives 
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HOMELAND SECURITY ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY DIVISIONS CONTINUED 

Explosives Division (EXD) 
FY 2015 
	

FY 2016 
	

FY 2017 
	

FY 2018 
	

FY 2019 

Objective: Intermodal Solutions and Fa 
	

ties Protection 

Evaluate Dc pa rtille r L ot /dense IDO)) 

sponsored standoff detection sszsrms 

Evaluate a a idely unable irfrared trace 

smji't  
Drmor str 	prrsor borne ',tomcat r 

detection Led nolog. 

PcrF(irrr Ifilmrsiorn ti si and f 

of an intelligert video alpori lana alut a 

sliste 	ill.  

Corduct operational pilo s of forensic siceo 

look, pro. eling Iam lit hit d flf 	f mot arid 

surveillance for si uational assessment 

Demons:rate %el icle ese sae :race 

detention a dvanned 'easthility 

zsalua e additioral widely :unable irfrared 

Most siririi Hrotolviii s 

Transition imerim 9tdr doff trace detention 

capabilities Monti POD 

▪ yt lop Err Ut 	r PEril Scimriirig Sdst n 

sthanit d 

algorithms for lease belamc improvised 

explosive di It 

Demons-rate system dbIllh 'I) deter t 

Ica‘e bc-lird, replay %ideo associate to 

ir dpidt 	arid tag and trEmk tm ir di. idt 

Den ot stra:e and down selec: a vehicle 

eye side:rake detention design 

Develop a layered system prototype 

irworHorain p minim( Mr nose lump pdir 

'kepi°, nr intelligerr video sisteni ir 

o porno' al enwronmei t 

Col 	f opf raliondl 	st kre 	.olustion 

of the Urcler Hail Screening Sys eim 

lest anc evaluate %el tole eye sae :race 

Mater tion prfroMPeS 

fersons rate person borne standof' 

f (tic tem mdminit 	it asibility.  

Pilot a vehicle eye safe trace cetectioi 

prooDspe sveiTi at federal madams 

Deploy a la.erec s.stern pro o .pe ir 

kri opt roliorml normin 

Derro ntra ea rmr 	%asks= Sr;re.erirg  

at Speed Prototype systc-ir tor static otf 

explosive dte.iinr in the mass ton sit 

e n% ironmei 

Deploy an intelligert video prototype 

Objective: Foundational Science 

Develop explosive afe.y tdr rkrds 

Enrarce transportation security operations 

Develop capabilities to characterize 

explosive deter:ion signatures 

Demorstrate explosive data integration 

Provide r do 'or high risk f Marie al 

facilities regulamoi 

RI (fill( vul reri.ibililiestry cLriyirig rLsoiJrcLs 

through precursor irhilmtion ir- proving 

di It 	mt Mika I bi !mot s elnli triFidricirg 

da a irtegration 

Conduct a threat informed risk analysis.  

Damian f (mobilitiesto rlirif 'Prize 

explosive detection sigi mures 

▪ li.t r (await.rit clisisifm simpoi I. tools 

for f rs responcers ard emergercy planners 

parding 	f Meld( I yplosid s 

Plarnmg and mitigation measures 

Develop a desktop Ern prototype 

Establish cata slaarirp prao ices pith 

rid ragx 	v ,1111 industry palm is 

Develop rapahilities to charafterize 

explosive detecmon signatures 

De. plop porsible ItiDs with tools end 

methodologies 

m lop explosivedi It 	!nun s 

image library irterface for DHS partners 

Develop sapabilitics to cl aracmenze 

explosive. Mater tion sign purrs 

Develop risk based analysis and 

sails 'or Elm 

DHS da:ional Protecion and srograms 

DIfeC.Ora".e. arm the interngerty. 

Develop er harmed CElpflbliltIP9 to 

characterize explosive cesection sigratures.  
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HOMELAND SECURITY ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY DIVISIONS CONTINUED 

Resilient Systems Division (RSD) 
Vision - PSD is ( hdrged with identifying End r.evfflopirg innondtixe 	pro( tir tl sulirions to enlidr 	the r dtion s resilienr 4 to nil hapjrds.  

Strategic Drivers HSH s s riFtegic drivers are based or national Presider ial Policy Srectees ( 'I'D8 ard I )1) 21j the 20.4 Q-SS -ederal Emergency klaragersent Apence tfrEtylar and 1)HS National Protection arcl gograms 

Dirti:li,rn[c pr nniiits. di (Ilk (48 rdlional ( 	 st r 	 Belolli 01 111151 [illy( 	RSD will Ft c lop iniiinRlivi soli col 	Hdri. rip nwjdil( 	pbeity1( c11111 Sniff( rl '0 nit ri( t 	o t  DHS op( sykyritil tlIFTIF)0111. ribs din 

fecerEl state arcl local users SSD will collEbora e eith -S comporents and other federal ard international partrers o reduce costs Eric accelerate eel-111°1°pr ransi ior 	 PS vdll strengthen existirp End build rev. 

psrlrit 	 Pit -S B10 trdi sitioi R&D soltrions Imo ( ( 	orim 	 cinriiit ix 	ppillu( ts 

RSD's R&D strongly sLprior[s [Finec ( ( prign (HI ni( ( 	sk surds tit lit lint (I in 	20_4 Q-SR 111suppoit (y1 ‘,11..iori 1 Pniwcrl Thrr(irisnr runt El [dm( ( S( curdy RSD's p(yri t olio 	lud( s R&D '0 II( lp prt 	I( rirdi NI els( Its arirl 

reduce risk to the nations critical irfrastructure key leacership ard events. For QHSH N'issior 4 Sa'eguarcl ard Secure Cyberspace. PS Fs protects help strengthen critical ultras ructure securi . and resilience cybersectirity Enc 

Ide 

 

cijonccniic r:.in( k (HI r( spoi st c11111 r( Northr (:iMndbililics. rindlIF RSD 	pitons QHSR M15411111 1-  SIR rignit 	Ndlionsl Eit [MI( 	I SS ell 11 	 Huougli MB 	iv i[iLs W1111(1 Eli tniFidnicirg tringidl plCPEllCiHiCSS. nritignlinig  

Itaharcs ard xulrerabili ies ensuring ef'ectixe emergency response and enablirp rapid recoyery 'oho:ring an dicident 

PSI) conducts enabling activities ir support of missior achienemen such as building arcl sustaining 	ergoxernmentEl ard public prea e pihrtrerships arcl 	ing ou resell and irformEtion sharmg to enhance coninunity 

r( 	( 	and II inns( public snarl. ri( 	arid pr(11‘1111 ni 	s. RSD dlso applit 	50( idl runt b( 	5( i( rut to ii iproc ttirLElt (I( I( Ci(yri runt Cow Et ring Birth ril EstrtITIIMIIICVEI nrd (I( 	lops irsiocilic tipprors ti 	nrd ( 	t 1st 

solutions to homelard security challenges 

Description of Capabilities 

• Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) in the Critical Int rastructure - Trrisrorm CPS in 	ntir ol irirdstrur titre into safe, secure..End 	If hedlink rvirnriuie.nts. Erharce the 99,urih one r ontir iritx or r ritieol ir rr tstrireture 	speei tl 

emphasis or 	funnel s ard the associates interdcpcncencies and cascading aloe's 

• Disaster Response and Recovery -14,the destster noridgenerr routine dgile trir refs ir rum er ri( reose he. ngility o'Fisoster response Ennd s'rengtt NI tte 000a1111t, o r ommunries 0 reeucer rdpirlx From incidents dricl 

• Resilient and Risk•tolerant Communities Change dommcnities 	rcsilicir anc risk tolerant organizatioi s mproie pdhlic preparecnesd awareness ard con n unr. resilicnue tl rough the iii:egra:ior and applica:ior o' 

socialtrid behoniorol sr ienees 

FY 2015 
	

FY 2016 	 FY 2017 
	

FY 2018 
	

FY 2019 

Objective: CPS in the Critical Infrastructure 

Cr.2.rp 	CPS pure:torts drr Fiteeture, 

and tool set 

Cif as s sltii iioiils or ( loss s( (Ng 

cascaduig e'fects 

Peplo, t CPS Cdrienorty 'or tt P PIPIT ric 

gric consue-  hcic ter; ard evaluation.  

D( plo. 'cps n n (81( Is for lib lin( t i ri( cons 

rxter cl CPS troll eACIlk to I OMIT um( thor 

and eater condue-  hcld tests ard 

ectindtion 

Icentify aric develop econorric incen des 

for rrrhypiii g r( 	( 	prd( '1( ( s arid (yr 

techrologies 

Develop Aiearablcs for Int rastrucurc 

Se.i:ijritui ard Resilien( e (tA ISM) 

istresition one deploy d CPS firm exurls 	TrAnsdion tor-1110101P OP,tors drir r ondiret 

ir the energy and power seder 

t ()non k six t 	s for r( 	t 	Br ploy thISER 

IF C01111111.1F1005 

DerclOp a r d nd r e BVISER 

field exercises 
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Create a system ot pp/steins doom' 

support tool to ern ens., flood response 

and recoycry.  

Deyclop imminthity rah' g n emcs 

for the N nor di PreP redness 4 Ilz 

Response programs 

%loth ii let II t Pmliondl HLrricdric 	iogit.re 	Dcili. risk-[Fdstil rioiltlirigdrid mmuldlion 

41He' to speec esactiatior planring 	 tools for natural Itazarcs planting 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

HOMELAND SECURITY ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY DIVISIONS CONTINUED 

Resilient Systems Division (RSD) 
FY 2015 	 FY 2016 

	
FY 2017 
	

FY 2018 
	

FY 2019 

Objective: Disaster Response and Recovery 

De, clop tusior algorithms tor 

flood niondgart ent 

Develop Tumor Mean lims arm an 

t 	miler' (IT Tisiori Tr t 	T I Pe 

FEMA regior s 

Integrate data sets Mr tl c National 

Preparedness dnd Respor so progr EnTs  

d cor duct operational held tests 

d et th mon 

In egrate models and cla a for DH ' and start 

Um Firm le 	_P.IA (i[) tiliiris.  

Good Let held Testing on the telational 

Addri.a Prot essing of Inforrt dtion 	d 

Display Apex program 

Dt plc, um dIT P.HP hod( 	•z:MA 

arm state and local regiors 

Objective: Resilient and Risk-tolerant Communities 

Establish an ii ternatith al con n unr. 	Develop a (ME mrategy.  

for DV: 
Rt 	knoxlerhe repository On Cr tre 

transition tic terrorism am. Extremist 	ii [theaters 	d Icxsons lean cc 

Violence. ft the Ilnred States 
RcscdrcF' sircidI 	d lo I ddordl MT 	s 

I :SUS) catabase 
related to public pressapirp and 

SIth I CAE 	gdgt 	nth 	Auhlrdlid 	 iLits.  

Israel ard the enited Mingcom 

Execute 'Faller rescarcl to uncerstai d 

identity, drir. diver'violent extrenusm 

 

Scale ard expard CITE engagemert with 

ive ryes r utionh 

 

Deploy.  CV s procums Mr the law 

error e.n Teri.or1TriJniy. fusion irters,  

anc other tederal .tgel ues 
BLIiIC community col colon and 

rOFT MIll ic die 	ot nter northtiye 

Cortmue social arm behavioral research 

FT hitt d 	sublit rut spdgirig 	d 

CVE ac 1.1 ies 

 

Appl results of social and bel 

rasa trr I to irrproVe the altar hyenas.: 

ot pubiie messaging am. go.ernment 

Der dr Imams 
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Objective: PPE and Tools 

Develop PH  se. II Multi Threkt Tedile to 

provide f is' responcers with ci hanced 

prote.i:inr from stahbirg. f re biologic ki 

and other hazarcs 

DOI (DS' pirri,rriujriic It s tir OH pialaiwpc 

materials arc' :vote report 

'develop d Thera ki In raging Camera that 

can be imegrated Imo a selt contained 

r,rp.athi r apparatus (C0a1.) :o pruvice 

arst responders mak en' snood on scene 

imagerv Arnie agh:ing ares 

Conduct an operational .5eld assessmert of 

c 	rn kl trudging v 	it 4 did soli a poi I. 

Gummersialue raiding ncivicudls for 

Disaster and Emerges's/ Response FIND ER) 

tool which provides urban seard and 

rescue :eanis roth :he ability :o detect 

human hekrtekts in rt brie or buildings 

during a disaster.  

Decelop tools 0 inr redse exposure 

de-cotton of unkrowr threats such as 

toxins biologic ki agents or contaiTurEnts 

during response oPerriolls 

Deriller I cri oat hilioncl Mclii dsscssrriinj 

of deter. ior tools 

Create self decontarc inming oPr to 

provide primectioi agains: biological 

agents TN provida g an eDestive harrier 

to bacteria which is inrocLioLis to 

and breathable 

and vcrim report 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

FIRST RESPONDERS GROUP DIVISIONS 

First Responder Technologies (R-Tech) 
Vision - first responders sill have the force IT Hitiply ir g tools Errd solt Our s (NA alloy te.nr 4 save lives anr rrnximi7 prepdredness 

Strategic Drivers A irmor stratepic driver is consis encr with departmert side stratepic frameworks inducing he goals under the 2014 OHS'S Mission 5 Strengthen National aeparedness ard Resilience e enhance niktioral 

prc pulp. Mu kw 	ingkIc licauch 	R.drit 	 !Rua 	Tfc 	I n rAc ric , it vawnwc dric Lrid[rlc1.441 a v Do. 	clnoi (111, 	v 411.4 Ai( [monk k sit dri.ti Iry Or roc clw wHirki. it Rawl (lc iv who ouvril n orc 

asareness ard pro ection when they approach an incicent 

Description of Capabilities 

• Personal Protective Equipment (PPE and Tools -evelopadvjnced oPr nrd 'poly for first responders to protest lives, au ream' their b ibstie Errd imtigEe dark Tge 

• 3-1) Location and Response Awareness Deliver goo location tc-grated tccl nologies 	a' 'rack first responders, threats and resources available to support respoi sc operate! s 

• Technology Clearinghouse - erovidea f is responrer ter nolog, cle.aririghoiJse -11,4 erihErrc 	teshrimal irfnrnration exc hanges delivers 	pd tr Tir Ina tools 'rid ensures the validity o software 

FY 2015 	 P12016 	 FY 2017 	 P12018 	 FY 2019 

Objective: 3-0 Location and Response Awareness 

Dm in c iv 	'march( 

Firefiphting Glove to provide on scene 

f ref ahters with enhanc ed defeat.? anr 

dorm dolt ability.  

Objective: Technology Clearinghouse  

Dt vc lap ti'ti riiici rriirtiilc bra a Inv k 

provice on scere f rs responders 

AID' irNYa ce,a rrr, f rigerprire Delderb 

'0 assist them in obtaining accurate 

neEr red 	e !errant I etierib 

Conduct an operational Geld assessmert 

of 	 loolk  

Dc 4 lop Lavl Ptrsirri Li, L:i.i:cir Tool For 

first responders to use when searching 

for lost a dridt 'Is 

lkiljlish puidance. protocols, and stra:epies 

for dr lost polawn lochpor 401 

aralyze passive and active threats and 

hapards at a CICellt 

DOildLIC t an operational field assessmert 

Dosclop acrsislci viisci1144c lciirls 

to erhance a Grst responder's awareness 

or on v re threat end haTerrds. 

DOSCIL.Ct ar opera ioral field assessment 

of pc rkrat rui 444 Beak( lowlw cric 

Begin -ransnoi o' 	e Virtual Training 

IT urine to provide first respur Reis 

with realistic 'raining sect arios that 

Pall rase 'heir skills Errd onf den( e 

to respond Isaac-141f ard ef amends 

dt ring real 	incidents 

alize transition of the Virtual Trains g 

modt le 4 	e mast responrer OMIT 11111, 

Upgrace First Responcer Support Toole 

!FIRST' Epp to a r 	enhdr ed siti JatiorEl 

awareness or ev plosive threats 
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Develop capabilities tor _MR Long lerm 

rVIAIJUDD (Err) interopernbiligi 

Develop colleen s 'cr a Hrst Hesponcer 

Pi rilmul Arc d Nt locE k (PAM 

Develop 	bt 	procexs IT oriel to 

establish baseline cos's of Project 25 

P251 per'ornicm e onforrT 	r 

inter oper ahilry tecing 

Lstablish a 700 MHz demo network 

irdriclion LIAR-Liz  Hi row 1,thility 

capabilities o f rs respcncers 

Develop ai d mst the innal archreuture 

of lie 'Mrs( Responder PAN 

Support public safe :y broadband !Firs he I 

dr( En inn 	 ril 

F9UNIU lEing ( up(Milities (0 determine 

LIM? centorn ance with tl e P25 sure 

of st indtrdx 

Conduct security research anc testing 

or 700 AMY network yind MR-17 

inter operability.  

Iracgrdiclle First Pcsporiccr RAE 

technologreirli LMR and LI A 

Support FirstNet arcl itec:ure develepmen: 

Tricisrion l[e Firsi Rtsrciricer AN 

technology for operational use 

Innate a 125 col fermance testing program 

Add or capabilnes for LM I ii Liu& 
	

Litho 

d video r.ijalily'ools 

honcuc.: ;!25  :esting 

Support Firs:he:architecture deyelepn ent 

CODUJI: 025 nisling 

Release the video Quality in Public sat 'my 

Ildridtiook v. 

Conduct 1'25 teming. 

Support FirstNet arcl decade developmei 

irdriclion CAD unlrimiuml niil 	 Di y( lop PSC rim (151(1s (HI( Ill I ID prime( 	irdriclion PSC I( ( 	ologii 

stancarclizatior tools 	 operational use 
Cur di ( t IdA1.1 (mph( them remonstr imons 

including a Baukend Arribute Eycl ange Pilo:.Develop next generation 911 standards 

Condi 	dri liEiiriffl of Things di rinristriilin 	Di ..i. lop sidi (1,11(15 (pi 	( 	of Things 

use by first respcncers 

SIEridyndiec 1.01111HIPI 

ICAI1) and mutual aid informanor sharing 

Iransitien first responder 

colinborttion tools 

Decclop ric 	 Imilinologics 

alloy first responders :o securely excharpe 

in'orinamor Lis iiccdc(1. 
Desigr arcl itenural coi Len., for :he public 

s net., (:lour. iPSCL ir ( luding ir.enlilvarir 

access mane:genic' (IdA1,1) requiremei 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

FIRST RESPONDERS GROUP DIVISIONS CONTINUED 

Office for Interoperability and Compatibility (OW) 
Vision - Rim( roxpor ders ind fl e. publir will rilmixxhave the emerhency prepurednosx mitigcmor, resporme 	d re( nory inform nor the, neod 

Strategic Drivers A !valor stratepic driver is consis enc.. with department wide stra epic frameworks including he peals under the 201- (1EISIL Mission 5 Strengthen National Preparedness and gesilience 	e erhUlGe national 

pm. pun 	( 	in gin 	dric viJlricrErIiiliIits. ensureelf( 	t n ( rpt ric . it s pirrsLL dric 1. runic Lipid recirvtryi. Also. 0 Os s:rdlcg 	prioniii 	rc ( oi sisli ril 	:lic Om DEIS Exixajtive Con Mail( Si! 	GOill I II kpri.1.( 

and enhance errerpencv communicatiors capabilitiesthrough common enterprise architecture Additionally. OIC s strategic priorities are Armen by the needs o' first responders .yho seek interoperability and compatibility research 

jlirritril.I( Wing Will tvErlLJErliciri ( up( rlim II Min LISI t on Li idging Lind rriirliile Lino ( _MR} cm [rrirdil[rdric ric I works nric irriprcivir 	MAR rii Iwork ( III( it ric . 

Description of Capabilities 

• Voice and Data Communications Empower first responders io talk to each ether and share da'a without worry!' g ahout underlying mulineleg7 

• Information Sharing - rncble nrst rexpondors to SP( !Mak ex( Hinge limn I (whorl/51e inforry ttion ir Ern to nick. c dirferor ( 

• Alerts, Warnings, and Notifications (AWN) Articulate a ramoi al inegrmed approacl to AWN ler all hazarcs ai d all threats 

FY 2015 	 I FY 2016 	 I FY 2017 	 FY 2018 	 FY 2019 

Objective: Voice and Data Communications 

objective: Information sharing 

Objective: Alerts!  Warnings, and Notifications 

Cur di ct Wireless My ergency 	 Release lie 	erganca Dipt Exclim ge 	Develop ;WO Ente:ed AWN  
Aler:s Rein ars 	 Language Common Alerting Protocol Report 

Define the rex: gereranor 91: interface 

Di d lop up Lli. AWN i.i  

  

Develop (ippro Inoxnrd stcridtrdx nor 

unzen ins gcheri mcnt AWN 

Duff or air ru 	 aodarnriant 

AWN.Liu& g next generation 911 

crir. 011911—IPU ads 
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deploynim' 

rEw.inlngicnl or nt lem event 

 

P( 2018 FY 2019 

   

 

Conduct Sling's' Act wehdrition 

d vent cation testn g 

Seri 	PENA gent eccuicition 

and qt. alai;  assurance :est agent 

   

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

FIRST RESPONDERS GROUP DIVISIONS CONTINUED 

National Urban Security Technology Laboratory (NUSTL) 
Vision - Pirst respnridenwill have, the tes'ejli.ntiorr. end (icsessri ent ceriii es Errd radiulugicEl rijclejr response rer ewers tools II ex n'ed 

Strategic Drivers A !valor stratepic driver is consis 	v.ith larger department wide s rategic frameworks ircluclinp the goals under the 204 Q-0-I Mission P 	rerp her Re ional Preparedness and Resilience e enhance 

miliorAlps [1E11164 ss miligiilt I EIZE111i5 mid vLlri LNRbililics. 	115111( tlFm:[ivc criicrgcrit:y 	spiking crid C ri.iblc rims] it ie.( ro 	 TUSTLs sli ltii puerile 5 ,it 	 iitLCS ol UM it spoi•di is wlio Wdril le 

understanc and irform the deseloprrent M emerpinp technologies for the public sa'eU cormruni . in various operational field ersirorments 

Description of Capabilities 

• Tests, Evaluations, and Assessments - Er st re efiki,t1uNIP99 	piurformiir 	P 	(E U1E ibilry of mi Imolokiec 	operstior 

• Technical Advisors to First Responders 	Tridge :he knowledge gap between technology developers and end users 

• Radiological Nuclear Response and Recovery - SEwe 11E 99 	mir 	er MINT I( 	impect 	arid tint enr. resilier r 	f ollos ing 

FY 2015 P( 2016 FY 2017 

Objective: Tests, Evaluations, and Assessments 

Cor 	N STI When 

Operational Swann/en:a:ion 

mprove the impec: of tic. System 

Assessinent anc Valication for 

Errergericy Responders brogrSiii 

Test first responder tei 

for -SA IPA di visions. 

ologi 

Objective: Technical Advisors to First Resp nders 

Host the New York Area Science 

End rerihnology Fort m 

grovide :raining ai d exercise support 	Upgrace tl e sensitive Comber:is entec 

'o frct resPormers 
	

Ir formetion Pic Mt /  

Develop stancards for list 	 Develop anc lead alliarce of lahormorie 

r.spor der tm nolokiec 	 supper-ink first r.spor d.rs 

Objective: Radiological N ucl ea r Response a d Recovery 

Es ablish improxisec nuclear device 	 /exelop science based ac. Nal 

sem ridkiiig skill ri Hum n 	 spores( 	1 for ,REiCiciliiwJl  

lisbersion Device.  

Develop .00ls 'or clecisior !velure based 	Monde emergency dosimetry guidance 

fir 
	

ler rigliologg 	n rut ris 	s 

Develop guidelines for reciologicel 

operational soport specialist positions Hider 

the Netional Incicent Menegemerit Symem. 

Research disaster resilient communications 

!mil pest 	ry rig simiging 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

APEX PROGRAMS 

Apex Program - Air Entry/Exit Re-engineering (AEER) 
Vision - The Apex AFFF progrEnhi will transform immigratior s ard oustoms inspections of irrerr pionyi EirtrEplers trwolir b thou bh the 	 internation h airports rho progrym 	fl I OildhOratRe er rort hotFoN1 CRP anr 

n ulti disciplirary team Irons S&I by analyze existing LBP °lice ot sielc Operatic!' s processes ard 	ceyelop 'est ard evaluate nes. concepts ot operation., and approaches to enhance and tacilitate traveler zureenii g 

pro( esses The progrEnhi will yiso develop rer OFIFT Hided yppro n hos ynd 'PI hnologps to provide CRP with cost erfectiv ard integr red hioiTmtric orric and exit r;apEhili1ie.s. With these solijtinris, CB F will he ableto inoreyse 

rs 	confirm she idei try o persons emering and ceparing she united State., tulf II its obligation so 'mien ent a Non erne air out solution mEncatec by Congress: Enc ensure thsw processes are eticiert ard cominue to 

f 	intrrlationE llravel. -01111SM 	er or arm grosal 

Strategic Drivers (WI' is resporsible for enrorcirp U.S.irringration ard cus oms laos while also facilitatirp international trade ard travel herericiEl o our econom. Increases in in &rational air travel are straining CUP resources 

resullirig in 	rt dsr 	rudil lin Ls gm dt lays lor pel,S1 	loylr dr D r 	rdl lruspcu:i,r Scrvicci.urLErs. AdcliLiorudlly. DNS is slwriorilv rr cum d by h U S C 13C7hrdl to [)ri)vii bioi ir Irk eriE r Eruji r 	r 	d tiv BURR vISTril 

which reames an eh' system hat Ira ches hionsetric. 'Mantra ion of roresEn rauelers ispainst relewnt uistch lists and immigration irformation tur hermore the Presicential National Irauel ard lourism Stra epr requires DHS o tislue 

..ddiliori.ul ruts pur lo cxiccliEc :tic (Mk picicLss nyu ruciJ(:i.ALM' 	s lor t ri.uvulr is Thr o 	:hurt pm i..DT  driYr rs for BEEF in 	WWI( huglt gm Irdc I hl irr1rleriiinj rit E. grid improc d oril Nihon.] I ci.ipErbilitics ir(]LirLil h. Ir 	rdl 

legisla ion and c. support the Presidential National I rauel and lourism 	rateg. 

Description of Capabilities 

• Maryland Test Facility and Scenario based Testing - rovidE 	Ion r 	adaptiy 	onf giJrErlEs r or trollod eruiror ment for lyboryt u and vu en mo hasod 1estirugtnevjlu.nte. hiorwstrio teohrmlogies prooe 

concers of operatior under realizriu simulated airport entry and wit conditions.  

• Business Case Analysis - ASS.Ss proposed Ommetrir.  anr rmr Non etrir soli Nor s ard select tl 09P thlt Ere deorr.  er IT OS' St itdhlp for an operytional meld 1riEl.Desolop a Rusiness Case Anylu sis that r ontai 

sucl as in t raz-ructure erg ai cement., stating and technology to Diann potei tial CBE hussies., process tranz'ormEtion zystein ceeloprnert, and techi ology acquisition 

• Operational Field Trial - Condol a f eld tri h atm air FOB  to detornune the perrormam e of a ,011pietla hionretric exit Sy StPri i.rrder rey1 yorlr r onditions 

FY 2015 
	

FY 2016 
	

FY 2017 	 FY 2018 
	

FY 2019 

Objective: Maryland Test Facility and Scenario based Testing 

Complete m Priam) hasod lest 	 Support prep pions 'or y gold triy1 in an 

and eyaluEtion 	 operational wenn g 

Ti..risilion (Mr, bush's ss Irdi shun wion 	Thu salmi t wry bus!' 

(Apex CrER errds in FY 201 

Initiatives o Chi' II- illative to CUP.  

Objective: Business Case Analysis 

Deliver b1011 e -rir exit husinoss 	̀afa 

analysis in puts.  

       

Deli. or Rusmess Cyse Brialy91S MCFUF for 

accuisition tollog up anc deuelownent ot 

draft acqi.isitinri dor union' won 

      

      

Objective: Operational Field Trial 

       

Select airport site candidates tort eld 

ohyluation. select Isiometric technology 

cancidates for 'veld evaluation 

Initiare and complete geld trial evaluation.  

     

     

Transition t 	r it Ir EDT I 	n• Ei:Fiiiwjl 

specif cations to CBI' 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

APEX PROGRAMS CONTINUED 

Apex Program - Border Enforcement Analytics Program (BEAP) 
Vision - sr,^P corihjne.s emerhinh dal.] endlttir 9 I 	 with ler 9.1 ior ager t knonledge to crp.ate chitt drit en methodologies thrit directly support ke, goals for the Adninistr mon s -wort Control Rerorni ir Writhes r °linter 

prolicration cf rt.s led by ICE s Hon elanc Seourit, 4cstigatioi s IHSI) and :he tcragenc. EXPOr n'orceincnt Coorcinahon Lei scr (E1C2, II e program hatters accost to relevant data sources ai d 'lakes hools a ,ailablc that 

enable, rapid er IPS9 to inform mon user. in Prior( emery- 	tions Ilsir g the REAP morel 'or ,OUF ter prolitedition in.estigrition support SOT is oginslatir g cepebilities to additional reletent iuuve tigation dnrrEirs withn 1181 

Strategic Drivers I here are hree pnmary drivers for DEAV a) impro.ing expor cor rols 'or critical comb' ocities ard technologies b) Presider ial Executive Order .3558 which es ablished E2C2 and 4 Untec Ita ions Seco! . 

Doi rit 1111c tolulion 1540 rc gdn mg non prold, Fel[1011 I 01 Dolt cir uuiEutcrinls rtlnLicl to 	Epoi ), of rii.iss c I 	lion ICE -S lidils E202 nyul 	Ism. iJriciJc dutorau t '0 	 siiLi•CCS irlEutec [0 txii,rL Luil(irL:turiuiL.  

Description of Capabilities 

• Exploratory Methods Mapping lEMM) Record knowledge troir retire,. ICE ago' 	with 'lore than 30 scars ot erperici Le in order to ide r thy netIods anc algontl ms that can 'donty illicit ant 	in data te's 

• S&T Enclave (STE) - Com la n explor it r, lehoretor„ nhere technir el c 	 dre mdpped to Ege.nt-cre.atd iuwthod End algorithm. Conduct perform 111,P dssessments to III [NM+ the ,011pt ition nrd (11,1.1 	of msijl 

• Big Data Environment (BDE) /ergoy dc,elopn ent operahoi s and operahoi s support systems to ii tcgrate successful algontl n s that are twoCetsful in :he S&T cntironmei 

FY 2015 	 FY 2016 	 FY 2017 	 FY 2018 	 I FY 2019 

Objective: Exploratory Methods Mapping 

Demonstrate nen algorithms to 

ICE lencership enc Special Agent 

in Charge othces 

Shushing' 	v B16(61141 E D.) BD: 

to support -S and E2C.2 operEtions 

liar sitior EWE ober ahons to ICE -S 	IA pet BagE ends in FY 20E6) 

d 11202 

Objective: S&P Enclave 

Doi iplc 	al rric nu I Pring ol 

geocoding and erti f resolution 'or ICE 

Shushing' gen-coding trid ciitily rctolulion 

results to WEL 

Thu oboi sr: cii, tidliiiis D.) nu HSARPA 

lata Aral.tios Engine portfolio 

Objective: Big Data Environment 

COFT ple'la the transition 	d integorior 
lot BDE to CE HSI operations 

Tri]rsitior RDE operations to 1S1 1151 

CI let ntorn ahon Oliter. and E2 C2 .  

Full) 	rn tubingI 'or tc drigi 

intestiga ior domairis 
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Perform requirements analysis ot Strmegic 

Plm fling told Pesourhe Dei:i smor Support 

Solutions capabili:3 

Dc(elop Strategic Plai ning and Resource 

Der ision Support Solutions (4p4bilitu 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

APEX PROGRAMS CONTINUED 

Apex Program - Border Situational Awareness (BSA) 
Vision - CRP one. pertr er Ice enforsement agencies at the ferer )1 state. 13741 GUM 	d irrerr 4tiondi levels r eed 'moused sciutiondl 43crer ess 0 more e t re( 'look 	d efficiently deploy resot rses to the cress of Mgt est risk 

particularly along land borcers or the U.S.Southgcst border. Mc Apex BSA program will cnable thc HSE to incrcase border situational awareness, leading to increased hordcr incursioi dctection interdictioi s ai d deterrei ce the 

Apex RSA program will improve border sitiution )1 de geness byesmblishing an enterprise c 4pdhilits u) nit En lees. more dc- ) 901111199, binuke dsol4ble desision suppou mole -otunsi1919 nivailahle. datni into c( Son Jble in tornution 

and intelligence and ci sl are thy actionable information ai d intelligei 	with parner law entoncemert agci ues 

Strategic Drivers - BSA 's [(run flocs will be guid( d by 21)14 Q-SR Mission 2 Sc c un mid Mrr rage ocr Borders (spec 	411. goals 2.: mid 2.3I.201e QHSP ''lissom 3 Ei fcsrc c mid A( 	r our Immipmlion Lens mu( c 	411. 

goal 3.2i.and S&Ls visionary Goal :ruble the Decisior Maker Ac. iorable Inforrration at the Speec M I hough 	1SAs e'forts will also be inf uercec by he 2010 QHSk s stra epic aim to Mature and Strengthen Homelard Securi . 

1). 	i sing irr LI irl tgralirig irilelligtrmm:e. inforroglogi shErririg. mid op( rglions (2rt raarrir 	[ARM( rships mid oi Irc EL 1 aril (3) L 0111,11111 2.1 oi IL Imicl sc surilv R&D.3SA will c c ri.c 	c h ni ils rc guip IL Ms tri,rr 111( DHS Cmopmpri 

Plan for Securmp the U.S.Southern Border and Approaches Van 23 201S ,  In addition, he execution of BSA s research will focus or 11) operations inro.ation and partnerships specif cally by transitionug mature and rapicly 

(lc 	asplulions to DHS csm. Eilion..1( oi nun( rilt 42) ch sc loping s c hriolopn. lhmrt hmrvi:1104111.1 II rrarr I on op( mium s ant rc 'urn irr 11191. rairla I I for Dair 1i9101111. 	,431 Loll4bormlirip wilt DHS s (Wrip0111. Ms cilter girvtrrrnerit 

spencies sou international par nem to reduce R&D opera loll and maintenance cos :s, as well as time to delivery: ard 41j partnering 34 	incl(istre to transition nee techrologies anc guide their inuestmerts 

Description of Capabilities 

• Enterprise information Sharing Architecture - mid the system drc hiter lure leverage existinglr telligense Commt nits, DOD arid DEIS 111999.919 ents Ingest pushing r.rmta soun es currently in opeutioncl use 1r "jct. existir g 

cost I:f lee-4c decision support tools (e.g.,ai alssis fusion sisualizationj 

• Tactical Decision Support and Mobile Communications Solutions - ri9111s on border p crol stdtion le(el tutu )1 t se scses defined through neld st 31spholrer workshops Integmte 	r nolooies for log bm deirtImmobile t Adis 

le g tactical mulinologics) ntegram en erging cocision support tools to intorir tactical level decisions 

• Strategic Planning and Resource Decision Support Solutions - FOC 	Orr DEIS LISP r MPS definer. through st 31spholrer workshops. Integmte risk 4ssessment tools to 'Worm nicripo, er rmrrd mummers' resourc e 411or.  nor 

Integrate strategic planning and resource decision support tools as needed 

FY 2015 	 FY 2016 	 FY 2017 	 FY 2018 	 FY 2019 

Objective: Enterprise Information Sharing Architecture 

	

Initimc the program anc obtain ESL approval. 	Develop 	'coons° Information Sharing 	Pilot (alicate and trai sition Enterprise 

	

rocuirci ionis analysis of Eramprim.- 
	Arr Ideal re capability. 	 Inforo 4tion Sh ging Arr du 	re sdpchilitu 

Information Sharing Architechure capability.  

Objective: Tactical Decision Support and Mobile Communications Solutions 

     

Perform requirements dr olys19 9.r d 	 Develop, pilot ond validate rchtir.c1 

dexelopn °IV of tactical decision Supper: anc 	Decision Support and Mobile 

Mobile Communications Son tior 9 erapErbillry 	CM Mill icdtions Surilt10119.99.p9rbiliti 

Trarisi:ior 314.-tisdl De( ision Support 

anc Mobile Lcunn unications Solutions 

capability.  

     

Objective: Strategic Planning and Resource Decision Support Solutions 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

APEX PROGRAMS CONTINUED 

Apex Program - Relational, Adaptive Processing of Information and Display (RAPID) 
Vision -This Apex prof:rail will make c onirm rams more resilient to disruptge edgros throng) the r reation and applic (Mon of a der !mon suppor smtem or m9'PMS or c oninn nap risk as 	sment and resilience planning This  

program aim., to saye Ines rceltue proper'y lassos al d ei hance oFcrall resilience Il- e food I azard is the Urst use case 

Strategic Drivers - A n (nor stralc go drdcr Is c onsism 	, oilh larm (IL pal la IL rd w iii ts:rdlcgic Iran c narks 	c doling Flu Roals uriiltr 20_4 QHSR Mission 3 S10.10.111m National Prc p.m c ric 	 IIL 	nhai 	nalionol 

preparedness mi Mate hazards and sulnerabilities erstire effective errergenco response ppm enable rapid recover,` Also -MOP ppm pprtrer communities state local rilml tern opal` need be er quail:. cliztp and impro,ecl 

amm rp ss to n on. L I IL( lid I. rc spa' (Ito Eniji pion roil ood to. rds in m [moil o 3EMA S[rEntLgic Priority 4 Er'dble D1,1,11. I RI (NI lion Naturally.  

Thc RAPID Afil x mogralisuppors 	ullc FM I L1'101 	Prc 	Polo v Dm Llist s 8 nIC 21—National Prc [MI( ri ts 5. and Crritml 	 Sc Luray nic 10c min rut H. sin L lischz —as ..dl ft. TEMA. FL di. Ed •flood Risk 

Management S ardprd and gxecutge Orcer 13090 Establishing a -eceral Flood -tisk Manapemer Standard and FL Process for FLIiiher Solicitinp Eno Considering Stakeholder Input I he PA L ID Apex proprzir directly 'IN'S to 

SOT', 	. Goals o[ict' .-cne II form d Eniji —MEM( d by Ilp mato holc r oi 	lurnt3 

Description of Capabilities 

• Community Rating System Demonstration study Idont. Indica -ors ot resilience II National Flooc lrsLrallce Prograir commui itics paricipatil g in the Commui 	lating Smtcn MRS' 

• Data Roadmap - Create a data ro 	fl irentilmng c 	rl data sot rces surto lent to support-  resilience Indic Mors arm Ell enre.rgenni:Y i.ppnrt fur (bons 

• Community Performance Benchmarkin 	La, Condmt pilot studies in six CRS dommtnities orb historic food pertormancc cata ch ,  palmy° resiliel de indicators from a CRS don o stud,' anc 	icentity ally  

resdienc e indir.  Pon 

• Community Pilots Conduct threc regional pile's 	dotermn e 	e elecmyel cgs of the resilience indicator., across scales te g IrLitLial aid' 

• Technology Portfolio - tat Vlach tl e inn 	t oter.tinlngy solutions or r ommur Ibex 	d ger er 	r URI hre1t metrics End (h) qi.EntVy hree to fve. c 	rl tpc hnologx solo-Ions for ear I r otral ir rr rstra 	II 	fu 

for loo n eciun 	and I MI risk cost tolerances by FEMA region 

• Decision Support Logic - (a) Create alumthms to suppor amnion decision support needs ttp r reale bac kerm interfac PS 6111 aluorrtnis data 9IIIS 	rn Mb( s arm ic 	read= a L Rer Intent e 

• Transition to Use Helc tem applications ill ti- roc to tde events and merciscs ir too FEMA rogions Peratc deFclopmcm of thc tscr intedame bascd on fecdback 

1Y2015 	 FY 2016 	 1Y2017 	 1Y2012 	 FY 2019 

Objective: Community Rating System Demonstration Study 

Ideitify incicatorx of resilicat in 

r ommunities parbc mato g irr tie National 

Flooc insurance Progran s CS.  

Objective: Data Roadmap 

CreEe datE roarmap ider taxing, 

rritml dam MIMI( 	 •0 m [moil 

resilience indicators and all emergency 

thin 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

APEX PROGRAMS CONTINUED 

Apex Program - Relational, Adaptive Processing of Information and Display (RAPID) 
FY 2015 
	

FY 20 16 
	

FY 2017 
	

FY 2018 
	

FY 2019 

Objective: Co 
	

ty PerformanceBenchmarking 

Cciriclijcl gaol s:LJincs 111 gig CRS 

controunitres ei It historic food 

re. I hill-Fling I lig!. 

Validate resilience ir 	ators Son 

demo ytarly.  

IrlyFYi.iriy 	ir. sae ric c pole arrfry 

Objective: Co unity Pilots 

Concuct three regional pilots to detern ine 	Col tinue regioi al pilots 

fl e. etre( riderless or thP rsilirce indir atars 

across sualcs (e.g.,mutual aid, 

Objective: Technology Portfolio 

Objective: Decision Support Logic 

Study the. inward 1.1(  ter.1 rmlogy 

solatioi s or communities and generate 

cosscheneta metrics 

Create algorithms to support common 

iltiisirr support 

Create bre:kens. inter takes with rfigarehms, 

da:a sets. ai d analytics 

Qr 	tirY three kr f se r !tic di technology 

solutions for each critical intraytructure 

Melo e luretiur for 10A 	M1'111111-1 	i]rd high 

nyk/cos-  tolerance., by orykke region 

CrLEnlc ErUhl r incir far c 

Objective: Transition to Use 

Field test applications in :hr cc to tiro: 

events anc exereisesin trye SVA regions 

Perate deyelopmen: of the aser inter'ace 

had or feedback 
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Objective: Advanced Sensing Technologies 

rxparir r run& insider thrpst body 

o knowledge ard Mime improyec 

pdsurenier t 1119,11 mums researnh 

dorrif, 	and trymsition ono '0 two 	'rennin, pilot 	d wanscion ore ill tA0 

advanced sensing rechnologies 
	

advanced sons!' g techi °logics 

Idorrif, 	arm Tr tnsition one '0 two 	Irentilv pilot snd wanscion one to tvo 

advvwcod sensing mdmologies 
	

advanced sons!' g tech' °logics 

Chart lc ma ric I Aorks bd.& d irr py.ssim 

tra'f c analysis and other a tribtites 

cit mil. pint' prid Consilium on, '0 tvw 	Iceritiry. pilot. yu 	wy.rwrion irrL to IA 

situational unclerstandirp techrologies 	situational uncerstarding echnol 

'dewily. pinta anc Front:Mori oric 0 tVg) 	fin:Miry. pilot_ yuni 71LIFISNO11 arm to two 

situational unclerstancirptechrologies. 	situational uncerstarcling technologies. 

Strategic Drivers - rFit SVVIVisiormi. G0,1 A MI 	d Oybtr rLlLir:awn L ling Prim( . Corririitrcc mid COMMUI II; 	[I 'II( 201P QH.SR  goof, 4.3 LIM 	P ..ill Licli CSDs it sr on I in Itic vti.irS to on c CSD ..ill 	imp' 04 

the underlying irfrastructure o' the Vital gold and ersure in'ormation is protected illegal use of irformation is ce errec and privacy is not compromisec Minimv technological anc threat drivers include 

fin (:ori:iriLci 	iowili of 110. Ink roc I of Things phfili ..ill 	H 	rc 'Mon 	c orii c 	c(liv ices Mc nu 'mg .14 II c Inn n ' 

I he interconnection of multiple aspects of lie (e p 	ical infrastructure medical ceuces au omobilesj hat cleperd on cigital ce. ices anc informa ion As his continues to expand the impac. s ard conseeuerces of these 

orii 	no' 5 will bc von c 	ywingls MIL 1110 pi( du I 

I he barriers o entry for cyber criminals hacktivis s ard c,ber terrons s .vill decrease expandirp the pool of those v.ho can cisrupt the c,ber infrastructure 

Colicy cirec. iyes and irrplemerta ion vfill also contirue 	impact CS Ys research portnolio Recent legislation ard executive orders have for example established requirements fora ka ional GISH R&D plan launched a ka ional 

lb( r inn 	lig rice lri:trdliirrritc r Eriji wjllml'or En FL c 	 nig R&D plym IC.bc 	irk [mho' c ITU ril At:[ WI  20_4) Polt. y I gm 1' r will cori:iriLe to log Lc hind if :Firiolirg'.ic ,.Jrcts. thus crcdlirig sti.iriis or gyms 

in he repula ion and erforcement of cabersecunt, norms and development of technical solu iors 

Description of Capabilities 

• Advanced Sensing Technologies - Improve meau rola Ant and (4-natation to reveal TIP presenr o or ;]bserrc nfattackr month-atm a to IIPtAOrk infrastri cti re arm rror.el rework bet ty ior 

• Situational understanding Develop sensor correlmion capabilities ralers and I Liman ii nu's, to prose' relevant ohsemations of human understai ding and the capability, -o characterize the uncerfinng digital irtrastrLicture 

from tt e routir 0 to network layers.  

• Response and Recovery Develop the [sparking, to execute rapic policy based ard situation specific responses including hu-  rot limited -a reconfiguringsensor grics -o clarity a situation reuont guring system., and networks 

In rlEnrtEnr opera ior Ilv criticEl seryir PS arm returning t notnork to is last kr OA rvjlid am 9.r t re state.  

• Network Protection Advance network coi trol planes including Wm no: limited to secure rout!' g tor Aistrihmed Denial at Service protection secure rome °rig!' anon ard end to end rout!' g secure c.namic enclaves or  

dory snd asset norrrol to rrEirtEir IIPtAOrk PSS.11'1(119Plyic es. Erid seci.re browsing.  

• Operational Exercises 	Jellyer the capabilim and ',opacity to run realist'', exercises Iron the 111SLILL'101 al level up to sec-or wide.  

• Common Messaging and Interlaces-Develop or lomrage r oninion messrgo Wart r protocols to improm inforry stion st wink( 'rink ding c „her "UAW inrinators 

FY 2015 
	

FY 2016 
	

FY 2017 
	

FY 2018 
	

FY 2019 

Objective: Situational Understanding 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

APEX PROGRAMS CONTINUED 

Apex Program - Next Generation Cyber Infrastructure 
Vision - 	manors pit fl e. Fin tnni tl Services Cer tor to rtmelop End dtalf.er (My trined sensing bac hnologma sintyilional ijrdersndir,g rospor ao and ror .  °tern arm network prottn nor a o the ins-autumn 9P,t01 snd 

cross sector levels 

response and recover, reuhnologies 	 response ard recovery techi °logics 

objective: Response and Recovery 

'dentin, pilot ;]rd transition ore to Mu) 

response and recovery technologies 

'don-1f,, pihr, arm Intnsition one -r) two 	Irentifv, pilot snd wanscion one to Mu) 

respoi se and recovery reuhnologies 	 response ard recovery tech' elegies 

dontif, 	and trymsition ono '0 &kit Irentin, pilot 	dra risiinri ore ill tA0 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

APEX PROGRAMS CONTINUED 

Apex Program - Next Generation Cyber Infrastructure 
FY 2015 	 I FY 2016 

Objective: Network Protection 

I FY 2017 FY 2018 	 I FY 2019 

Icor My 	pilot 	and transition Quote 	wo 	Identilx 	pilot 	and transition one to two 

r etcork prote.ctinr 	ecEnologies 	 nectork pruxechon ter 	r ologiex 

Idol My pilot 	anc manxition ono fo we 

r etturk protection xecEnolohies 

Iderrilx 	pilot 	d trarsition one to two 

nectork purer—iron 	hr olugies 

Idol My 	pilot 	anc mansitior 	or e 

r etturk probe tiun ter Enolohies 

'me 

Objective: Operational Exercises 

Com 	[ 01 ( 	ID kW) i,ptrnli,rujl ixtrciscs.Col the I. ore 	lo Igo opr hienrul  

Objective: Common Messaging and Interfaces  

Com 	LI orif 	to Ivo opt rimoriEl r 	rr rig 5 COI (ill( I. ore 	lo Igo opr rd[i) rul fie 	Isis 	Condi I. 	orif 	to lom opt rimoriEl r rr pil 

Ensure to the rrammum extent possible Ensure 	o 	he nianimum extent possible Ensure to the rrammum extent possible Ensure o 	he niaximrim extent possible Ensure to the rraximum extert possible 

li'.'iliptil 	grid Irerisiliore rl 	lcchrii,loics ust di 	lop( fl crel lrdrisiIiiJritd Itu:Fii'oligi.. mg dc'.'cli,ptul ere 	 rl lcchrii,liics LISt (it 	yl I 	ell liriologe dr 	E. lope rl 	Ere 	merisilem 	rl 	lii 	iriirliits LISI 

common messagirg anc irterface s andards cocoon messaging aril 	erface standards common messaging anc interface s andards cocoon messaging ard erface standarcs common messaging and interface s andards 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

APEX PROGRAMS CONTINUED 

Apex Program - Next Generation First Responder (NGFR) 
Vision -The. NGFP Apex progr fm envisions rerponder or the future who is proter Ted r orn er mr1 dm folk dr, fre Armed with ,011 plehNISiY. phusir fl proter tion ir mroperdhle il)019 knd networked tire ft dte.iior End mitik mon 

capahilnes 	 utional romancers ot :he 'FtFrc will be boocr able m scr,e their con n ui itics [he IMFR Apcx program will mgratc exist!' g and omergo g communicatioi s tccl nologiev and sensors Imo respondcrs protoemc 

k fro ents oor 9tdr d pd equipment IT thir g.= fr h responcer d mobile Aimless ( OFIFT ink (Mons Iijr, End sensor pl norm linker, EutnnEicEllytc f wid- rargir g IT esh netpork 

Strategic Drivers A !valor strategic driver is consis ency pith larger department wide s rategic frarregorks mending the goals tinder the 204 QS R Mission 5 	rent her Ns ional Preparedness and Resilience ,i.e.. enhance 

milioripl prr pen( lritss. milip..10 I clZeIlli, krol vLlri LNRbililics.( FIS111( tl[m:[ivc ( roc rgr rm. v rr srrciris C. krol (ri.iblc rspid it. 	ro Also [Fit NGFR Apt v. piouppo is k ()mist( ' pal Ilik One DRS Cm 	Coriiriul[c tSlrEilegyGokl 

Irtegrate ard enhance emerperm communcations capabili ies through common en erprise architer. tre Moremer, the NGFR Apex program is directly linked to S&I s Visionary Goals which were informed arcl mlidated by the 

mkr hold( r k on n um'. 

Description of Capabilities 

• Real•time Situational Awareness Develop game cl- anging tools tor wearable- intoroporahle connumations v.stens indoor 'racking ot list responders: nc incorporation or 'Morn anon from mulpple ai d rontraditional 

soon PS (e.g.,I rond9ourr ing SO( 	media) ir to louden' ( arm fnd 	d operations 

• Duty Uniforms and PPE ['mode detection, monitoring and ai al.sis of passive and active threat., and hazards at II udent velours ir real prne 

• Responder Technology Alliance - (1111P99 the IISP End mottos= ( krityfl to enable LollEr,ordtikla r ommec kflimilion of ter hr OIORIPS 

FY 2015 P( 2016 FY 2017 P( 2018 FY 2019 

     

Objective: Real time Situational Awareness 

Develop hoselir e rem irements ussess 

techi °logics doto o an archpectme ai d 

ild d technology roddrkop 

      

Sermospute pedrdble ter hnology, 

Pc Holz Networking, ard Loi g torn 

Evolution protrryPe 

hil 	Provide il)019 for re-al-tare- trultir 

o incidents anc units 

 

Develop d Lilly Er Adle honcsmree cisplky 

ti - at pro ides cynamic dam ai d is 

voicemr.thmed 

Demo strum fijll tpo 

between first responder agenci 

and practitioners.  

 

Eril mot 	losdo g 	clum 

 

       

Objective: Duty Uniforms and Personal Prot ctive Equipment (PPE) 

Define performance criteria anc identify 

opr imi)rEil. It sting si (I k 	(Mon 

requirements for cuty tinhorns and ME 

goduce 150 America s Missing Broadcast 	Concuct 	erdec operational field 

zn ( rut rik , Pr spook( prolog. pc gam. ry 	i.issLssnurils nrcl (Irmo sk LI promlypt s 

ersembles for t -S 

Conduct pea ble 	nology prom 	 Corcluct vrearable techrolopy pilots 

   

Objective: Responder Technology Alliance 

Develop Responder of the Future Irdustrial 

\Mom y Design.  

   

tekelop systems engireered solu ion 

romiskt roc HI pimp mir Isom I rk kpoi 

eclinolop. accelerators 

Develop responder M the future enterprise 

lochi ologom '0 link msporolips sort 

operazion centers 

Achieve commercialization anc supply 	Achime commercializa ion arcl supply 

( Mon sr ( 	( t of rr sprui (Ik r Ir ( hookup. 	klisio .11, I [Mink( o' I( mood( r tr k hi °log, 

through responders indtis ry the investment through responders mclustr. the Imes men 

I 0111111W 	krol MD orgsroultiorik 	 k on n 	pm R&D oip..niesiuns 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

APEX PROGRAMS CONTINUED 

Apex Program - Real-time Biothreat Awareness 
Vision -Tie IR.9.“-line Bien ei 	ess 	3g• an L.. s a nu 	= CoiseojerCes 'roe 	 C cl- erics du Lie 3g• al ae.eirs 	our“.1 	 e t 	-emir! i,aee,stoteke lc oi 	s .4 be acccimlisl =c rl 3u.;1 

	

arosea atjatoie ewa,eress ole 3 0-e•=1 	col 	n essL.e.n .; as ass :de al 	ire aid lace sti.,eie ceis 	 e-est 	,espoiseudaice. aid =111 	=cc.er  el 	ne 013 

Strategic Drivers CB: s Ppe. 2.3re lulu enei Is c,ewt-o,r Ira toe retioral pe 	decumeirs iidladir. Ne:orel31c.. 	= Sc=ic= sic Ted ie oy lbaci ap (20_,I Nat 3111 	 3icS.vve er.Se 231.2) 1014 Q-13, 	oral 31c..n..2.111“ice 

=‘,r“tecl Cei tei S areA 2.P di Di Biosjrveillarce120_21 

• T1 -eat sorts ire 'rare 	=ss 	e rl 	e.er 	d -ie 	alveatioi 0 lecl 	9‘..s macIc t eaae, lanai-state acre-s 	erisice e 	oe. is or eie. le= 1%.% pi 14,24.. elleAn tiel 	II III Vide 	led 	di oi al detecrioi 1,11.3ds 

• ReIC 	p-epa =cie.....eCJI !Ica f ..- i:ticatoi at AV Cala ea ti icidleits II 	i a as I.  OCCL lg. 	SC CBI VII I 	n 	s 	n torn aid ale t 

• OPI II formed 	s 	s eq. = rl e 	 3' cm ,ruil 	c malice de ye.. t -an rib toedlete so. =s I 3113u. 2.9=11 	z.oiks aid 	ei ta aersa,s ii res 	reel me 

Cu 	t 	t es 

 

ii rl e 	 meir dolor C;g.  Ha te date era irtour CBCISICIlla ,BIS ire 	ei e  'relic- .  

Description of Capabilities 

Requirements - LIfter1111 e rl e iloni,atci reeaed lc i"est 	espy's: ...=ye 33 =.1..ncin ei la seraa,s rl 	detect 	rI- -eats 5 eve s 	c 	:I =a 	 L. le Allac .0 ig•=.1 	cencisr 	1310e. 	er 

	

I tern L.slicis rl 	iclud= !said oi inn a oi les ea 	= L 	II =a d=lec 	ca3L.L tyortiogcia lc PCP icei 	ti= ccire.thal dL.ta ieecled 	n torn dec aol mekem i eicei re aspics are L...dre....t 	sued 

Integration - 13 =.1 	t 	e 2.3m =cled SelSO 	[VI I er/Oli'S IC 2.3 %Cr cid 	le=cecl to irta,,r 5 leSPC1Se 	 rl e 310 eIt:1 

Demonstrations c 	 lo if Jr 11 e, 	b% CI, , CI n 

FY 2015 	 FY 201G 	 FY 2017 	 FY 2018 
	

FY 2019 

Objective. Requirements 

Select s les 	les= a 0111 dee 	s 	Ccinslet- 2. 3 3.ur•-ildic- ec ,9313Q-. a 	 Scliplet= 	ieneirs asaess,rertoesed 

arc ex.e s=s 	DOD to n tem ci al 	
Con p :Fee tmloied 	assessnei I Ion 

De -.in 9c Ira comic9 nc...315• hies 

irtoin 	or nods 

Objective' !Meg 	ion 

`311 .1 	aicr 1.cru 	 1 131 I 	 sc.la aoLice5 .r 	112 9er c 

mrgs. sd.didl nod a. c arios:icsi 

ais 	Tine! 

Objective' Analyties 

id! II 	 Pal 	 d 

Objective. Demonstrations 

Conrc5 Ic or n fon;Jrfr. io 	for 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

APEX PROGRAMS CONTINUED 

Apex Program - Screening at Speed 
Vision -The. d..1 mon chor kpont othe ft 	re will elf r iturrIn dote( 'II rends to i]viEior set um, glut. mutinying irk or y MOM Pato pdsmunpera DaSeengela will dpproor I thectwckpoint onr be identif pd gumuntimiln throtkh Non -tetra ral 

and assign ec a risk Mel Me passel ger gill place 'heir carry on item., on a uoneeyer belt loath' g bo an en1 armed X rat demo with automatic tl read recogi not yottgare [he passenger gill thc-r walk through a mreet ing portal with 

rrirrirrEl ridemt re of (trod items TIP raystenis gill be &nem -tiro& confgijrd 	or& k o the pdsmunger rick toyed 4 very smolt numbrur o poosengors ..ill bedivorter to sot ond try inspor bon gherp r on insmi0= er.triirjiw will be 

used 'a resolve alarms 'tom tl e cam on iilspectior —stem or :he screen g coral Transportation scum& &leers a' the cl eiMpoim will spend less 	searching eon Mimed 'go ditnet stoned images and n ore time observing at d 

lasterelg poscengors ard &vol. trip Elarnrs 'der tif er, Inn thP P.IrOMMII threat MI ognition SOrteallr In st or 	e Screrirrg dt Speed Amex progrdm will Malan( e alt,unt% ent dnce efficiency,d inprose passengers' oxperienro 
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Description of Capabilities 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2019 

TECHNOLOGY ENGINES 

Technology Engines 
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TECHNOLOGY ENGINES CONTINUED 

Technology Engines 
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•• •• CONCLUSION 

ler .S 
This strategic plan demonstrates the directorate's commitment to deliver effective 

and innovative insight, methods, and solutions for the critical needs of the HSE. Taking 

into consideration the ever-changing nature of threats, R&D advances, and stakeholder 

needs. S&T leadership considers this plan to be a living document. As a result. S&T will 

continuously monitor progress on efforts described within the plan and update it as needed. 

In conclusion, S&T believes that with sufficient resourcing. this strategic plan will enable 

us to continue building upon a distinguished track record of excellence in delivering results 

to our HSE end users. 

Part IV 
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#152 - Provide methodology and return on investment (ROI) analysis that S&T conducts to 
determine whether HSARPA funding is yielding the desired results. 

Response: S&T has implemented in-depth data collection and an analytic approach to internal 
measures through the annual Portfolio Analysis and Review (PAR). The PAR considers the 
program/project alignment with key mission and visionary goals, budget, Integrated Product 
Teams (IPT) alignment, metrics & measures, milestones, risk, and major accomplishments. 
Using this rich dataset along with internal and external review empowers leadership with a 
greater understanding and capability for data-driven optimization of the portfolio to maximize 
return on investment (ROI). S&T continues to develop and improve the analytic analysis of the 
portfolio. 

The PAR provides a holistic view and context for all investments, provides accountability and 
transparency to senior leadership and the program managers, supports decision making, captures 
key data and lessons learned, and reduces redundancy. 

One measure of the PAR is to assist leadership in understanding ROI, considering R&D and 
Non-R&D investments across the Directorate. This is a process by which S&T measures metrics, 
technical aspects, program execution, and strategy moving forward. S&T broadly considers 
budget, people, and work in determining the optimal portfolio investment. PAR, along with the 
standard efforts examining budget and human resources, is just one of the tools used to establish 
a baseline, where yearly evaluations are made. Determining the return on investment consists of 
several courses of action, including ensuring mission capabilities are maintained, ensuring a 
balanced portfolio, and focusing on key partnerships and mission sets. 

In addition to using the PAR to measure strategic alignment, the Executive Steering Committee 
oversees an independent technical assessment of all Apex Programs to measure programmatic 
execution. This assessment reviews the program's scope, schedule, risks and transition likelihood 
to establish a baseline for and continuous tracking of program health. With these assessments, 
S&T ensures that its Apex programs are using funding effectively and delivering expected 
results to customers, or otherwise make necessary adjustments to do so. 





#153 - Please provide details on what S&T has accomplished through the Silicon Valley Office; 
including what it costs on a yearly basis to maintain the office (salaries, benefits, contractors, etc. 
the total cost) and how its effectiveness is measured. 

Response: Since launching in December 2015, the Silicon Valley Innovation Program (SVIP) 
has had a number of key accomplishments and built traction both with the tech start-up 
community and internally within DHS. The publishing of the Innovation Other Transaction 
Solicitation marked the first time that DHS S&T has leveraged the Other Transaction Authority 
for a procurement focused on non-traditional contractors/technology start-ups. The SVIP 
engages a number of DHS operational components and critical infrastructure partners to 
understand and communicate their needs and technology gaps to the start-up community and 
work with them to decide which innovative startups to fund. The SVIP provides accelerated 
non-dilutive funding (up to $800k over 4 phases) for product development to address DHS's 
needs and provides test environments and pilot opportunities to selected companies. This 
engagement has led to the release of 6 specific topic calls addressing a range of Department and 
critical infrastructure objectives. In particular, the SVIP is currently addressing national security 
areas in counterterrorism, border security, and aviation security with 4 Customs and Border 
Protection (CBP) focused topics. 

As of December 15, 2016, more than 110 applications have been received across all 6 topic calls, 
while 9 Phase I awards (with 4 more pending) and 3 follow-on Phase II awards have also been 
made. The SVIP has also built awareness with 1500+ startups, accelerators and venture 
capitalists through S&T-hosted outreach events (e.g. Homeland Security and Industry Days) as 
well as participation in panels, roundtables, conferences, and Startup Meet Ups. In order to 
appropriately measure effectiveness, the SVIP has put together strategic and implementation 
plans laying out key performance measures. In FY16, the SVIP had an operating budget of 
approximately $5.0M, including approximately S210k in Federal Salary/Benefits/Travel, 
approximately $970k in support contracts, and approximately 54.02M dedicated for research 
awards. The SVIP uses space in a U.S. Secret Service office in San Jose, CA, under the terms of 
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). There is no cost to S&T for use of this space. 

FY16 Budget (including Federal Salan/Benefits/Travell 

Budget 

Management and Administration 

Federal Staff 

(Salary/Benefits/Travel) 	$210,000 

Total M&A: $210,000 

Research, Development and 

Innovation 

Support Contracts 	 $970,865 

Research Awards 	 $4,029,135 

Total RD&I: $5,000,000 



Silicon Valley Innovation Program Accomplishments as of 12/15/16 

• Innovation Other Transaction Solicitation (OTS) published in December 2015 
o The Innovation OTS marked the first time that S&T has leveraged the Other 

Transaction Authority for a procurement focused on non-traditional 
contractors/technology start-ups and provided the umbrella solicitation for individual 
calls addressing specific requirements 

o 6 topic calls have been released under the Innovation OTS to date (4 in support of 
CBP requirements) 

• Internet of Things (IoT) Security (Closed 12/11/16) 
• (CBP) Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS) Capabilities 
• (CBP) Enhancing CBP Airport Passenger Processing 
• (CBP) K9 Wearable Technologies 
• (CBP) Enhancements to the Global Travel Assessments System (GTAS) 
• Financial Services Cyber Security Active Defense 

• 117 Applications received (112 Phase I; 5 Phase II) 
• 9 Phase I awards have been made 

o 5 under the IoT Security topic call 
o 3 under the sUAS Capabilities topic call (supports CBP requirements) 
o 1 under the Enhancements to the GTAS topic call (supports CBP requirements) 
o Geographic breakdown of Portfolio Companies: 3 from Silicon Valley, 2 from 

Southern California, 1 each from Texas, Georgia, Massachusetts and Washington 
(state) 

o *Note: 4 additional Phase I awards are pending 

Company Award Amount Topic Call Location 
Pulzze Systems Inc. S200,000 IoT Security Sunnyvale, CA 
Machine-to-Machine S74,925 IoT Security Moffett Field, CA 
Intelligence 
Corporation (M2Mi) 
Whitescope LLC S200,000 IoT Security Half Moon Bay, CA 
Factom Inc. S199,350 IoT Security Austin, TX 
Ionic Security S119,250 IoT Security Atlanta, GA 
Echodyne S118,721 sUAS Capabilities Bellevue, WA 
Corporation 
Goleta Star LLC S200,000 sUAS Capabilities Los Angeles, CA 
Shield Al Inc. S199,960 sUAS Capabilities San Diego, CA 
Tamr S162,302 Enhancements to the Cambridge, MA 

GTAS 
Total: $1,474,508 



• 3 loT Security companies have been selected for a Phase II award following the 
successful completion of their Phase I work and a successful Phase II application and 
oral pitch (*Note: the other 2 current Phase I IoT awardees applications for Phase II are 
under review) 

Company 	 Award Amount 	Topic Call 	 Location 
Pulzze Systems Inc. 	5200,000 	 IoT Security 	Sunnyvale, CA 
Machine-to-Machine S199,500 	 loT Security 	Moffett Field, CA 
Intelligence 
Corporation (M2Mi) 
Factom Inc. 	S199,980 	 IoT Security 	Austin, TX 

Total: $599,480 

• S&T SVIP has built awareness with 1500+ startups, accelerators, and venture 
capitalists through S&T-hosted outreach events (e.g. Homeland Security and Industry 
Days) as well as participation in panels, roundtables, conferences and Startup Meet Ups 

o Homeland Security Day Customs and Border Protection Silicon Valley, CA 
April 2016. 
• The SVIP received a lot of positive feedback from startups, investors and 

traditional entities after the event. Many of the startups that attended sent follow 
up notes thanking us for holding the event, noting that it was really great that 
DHS is taking an active role in reaching out to their community, asking for help, 
and being transparent and open to improving the way we can work with them. 
They were also very impressed at the breadth of DHS's mission and had no idea 
that even a single agency (CBI') did so much. This feedback validates our need to 
educate the community about who DHS is and what our challenges are. 

• Over 25 applications have been received in response to the C'BP topic areas. 
o Homeland Security Day — Finance Sector Cybersecurity — Boston, MA — November 

2016. 
• This was the SVIP's first event in Boston, helping to increase the reach of the 

program to the Boston tech community, while also providing a venue for 
attendees to hear directly from finance sector representatives and gain an 
understanding of DHS's relationship with the finance sector. 

o Speaking engagements: the SVIP tries to get the word out as much as possible, from 
widely-attended events like the RSA Conference to smaller, trade-specific forums and 
meet-ups with venture firms and accelerators (e.g., JetBlue Technology Ventures, 
Plug N'Play, etc.). 

• Targeted social media outreach. 



Speed 

Startup 
Success 

Output, 
Outcome, 
Impact 

Outcome, 
Impact 

Performance Measures 
Short Term 	16 & FYI 

Influence Outcome 

Leverage Outcome 

Geographic Output 
Diversity 

Measure Description 

Ability to identify and educate 
startups, enhance awareness of 
DHS challenges 

Shape product development in 
companies to align with the 
needs of DHS operational 
components 
The "leverage" of DHS funds 
with private sector investment 

Streamline and accelerate the 
funding process to startups 

Success in developing product 
needed by DHS while surviving 
the commercial market 

Ensure diversity of innovation 
and support economic 
development throughout all U.S. 
regions 

Metric 

# startups attending SVIP 
events, # startups responding 
to SVIP solicitations, and # 
referrals of startup 
companies to SVIP 
Degree of product shaping 
relative to a set of product 
attributes 

Ratio between DHS 
investment and private 
sector investment 
# days between publishing a 
call, submission of 
applications, notification of 
funding selection, and OTA 
contract start date 
# startups that complete each 
phase, # startups that 
proceed to the next phase, 
and ultimately the # startups 
completing the program 
# startups per state and 
country submitting 
applications 

Measure 
	

Measure 
Type 

Outreach Output 

Lon er Term 2 — 3 ears 
Measure Description 

Ability to identify and educate 
startups, enhance awareness of 
DHS challenges 
Mission enhancement resulting 
from deployment of SVIP 
funded innovative technologies 
and solutions 

Startups achieve growth in 
valuation in investment rounds 
based upon successful 
execution of milestones 

Metric 

# startups DHS components 
onramp into programs of 
record or direct acquisition 
Component defined 
improvements, generally 
operational effectiveness or 
efficiency (e.g. agent patrols 
more area in less time) 
Percentage increase in 
valuation of a company's 
stock following initial SVIP 
funding 

Measure 
	

Measure 
Type 

Component Outcome 
Acquisition 

Operational 
	

Outcome, 
Enhancement Impact 

Valuation 
	

Outcome, 
Impact 



#154 - Please provide a break down on what S&T spends to fund COEs, along with a list of 
projects funded jointly with the operational components. 

Response: Congress established the DHS-created university-based Centers of Excellence 
(COEs) in the Homeland Security Act of 2002, and provides a specific annual appropriation to 
enable the S&T Office of University Programs (OUP) to fund 10 COEs. OUP provides research 
funding for COEs in topical areas that are linked to the DHS missions. In FY 2016, total base 
grant funding for the COEs was S30,081,765. For each COE, DHS stakeholders develop research 
topics and questions relevant to their missions. OUP has established both contract (basic ordering 
agreements) and grant (cooperative agreements) mechanisms to enable DHS and other federal 
agencies to fund research at a COE within scope that addresses federal priorities. Funding 
from non-OUP sources (supplemental funds) totaled 816,631,714 in FY 2016. The Basic 
Ordering Agreements (BOAs) enable DHS to write task orders that will benefit DHS's missions, 
while the grant mechanisms enable research projects that do not have a pre-specified outcome. 
The BOAs and grants allow DHS and other federal agencies to jointly fund COE projects with 
OUP using their own funds. OUP provides the base funding for COE management, as well as 
most indirect costs, graduate students, and prior research on which supplemental studies are 
based. 

The COEs are attractive to external funding sources because these affiliated costs are supported 
by OUP base funds, leaving operational components and others to pay only the marginal project 
costs. For example, in fiscal years 2014 through 2016, the Center for Risk and Economic 
Analysis of Terrorism Events (CREATE) at the University of Southern California received over 
S5 million of BOA task orders and supplemental grant funds from DHS components for focused 
research, development and analysis. CREATE's reputation and OUP's funding vehicles will 
enable CREATE to continue its work for DHS years past the end of its grant performance period 
in FY 2017. 

Attachment 2: FY16 COE funding breakdown 





#155 - Please provide a list of explanation of the top 5, by total dollar value big data projects 
funded by S&T and which components they are for. 

Response: Big Data projects are managed by the HSARPA Data Analytics Engine and target the 
development of next generation computation and analytics capabilities for S&T Apex Programs 
and for homeland security applications in DHS components and the Homeland Security 
Enterprise. The top program investment areas for 2017 are: 

1) DHS Social Media Screening and Vetting for USCIS, CBP, and TSA. DHS S&T is 
providing social media analytics technologies for use in USCIS Refugee, CRP ESTA visa 
waiver, and TSA credentialed population screening and vetting pilot operations at the 
direction of the DHS Social Media Task Force and with re-programmed funding provided 
by the U. S. Congress. FY16: S4.6 M. 

2) Live Stream Media Exploitation Tool development for Law Enforcement in partnership 
with NYPD Counter-terrorism Division and NPPD Office of Infrastructure Protection 
Commercial Facilities Sector. With increasing terrorist and criminal use of live streaming 
social media technology to expand the impact and/or establish command and control 
comes an urgent need to develop tools for law enforcement to exploit and counter these 
communications. FY16: —$200k. 

3) ICE Big Data Environment analytics for Homeland Security Investigations supporting 
ICE enforcement domains and with emerging applications for DNDO to meet 
requirements for the next generation Global Nuclear Detection Architecture, including 
advanced analysis of technology import data sources. FY16: $1.9 M. 

4) Computation and analytics research and development support to the DHS S&T Border 
Situation Awareness, Next Generation First Responder and Real-time Rio-threat 
Assessment APEX programs. Moving public safety, border and bio-surveillance analytics 
to the cloud. Developing next generation real-time analytics for metro-scale, multi-party, 
multi-latency data networks. FY16: Si .6M. 

5) Data Analytics Consulting for the re-design and implementation of the FEMA U. S. Fire 
Administration National Fire Incident Reporting System including fire service cloud 
analytics engagements with Chicago, Los Angeles, and NY Fire Departments. 
FY16: $100k. 





#158 - Please provide the status of the DHS wholly owned laboratories, including those under 
construction, and the measures used to determine effectiveness. 

Response: 
Chemical Security Analysis Center  
The Chemical Security Analysis Center's (CSAC) scientific and technical activities provide 
analysis and scientific assessment of the current and evolving chemical threat against the 
American homeland. This expertise includes basic chemical sciences related to chemical threats, 
hazard and risk analysis, and chemical threat characterization. ('SAC currently maintains a high 
level of readiness. 

('SAC is ISO 9001 complaint for all of our technical and business processes. ('SAC maintains all 
of the necessary certifications to operate a DNS and DIA certified SCIF, as well as the 
certifications for operating the JWICS and HSDN computer networks within the SCIF. All are 
current. 

National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center  
National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center (NBACC) is a Federally Funded 
Research and Development Center (FFRDC) formed by DHS in 2006 that is operated and 
managed by the Battelle National Biodefense Institute, LLC (BNBI). The NBACC operations 
and management contract has been competed twice (2006 and 2015) with BNBI being selected 
both times. A documented process is used for NBACC strategic planning, annual planning, and 
the flow of requirements and priorities from DHS to the NBACC FFRDC. A DHS-approved 
Quality Assurance Surveillance Plan is utilized to assess performance multiple times each 
program year. 

The NBACC is mission ready, addressing requirements identified in presidential directives, 
legislation, and national planning documents and guidance. The NBACC mission is to provide 
the scientific basis for characterization of biological threats and bioforensic analysis to support 
attribution of their planned or actual use. NBACC provides 24x7 operational support to federal 
law enforcement investigations and key scientific information for planning and responding to 
traditional and emerging biological threats. 

NBACC has all required registrations and certifications required to meet mission goals. These 
include Biological Select Agents and Toxin registrations with the CDC and USDA for biosafety 
levels 2,3 and 4(4 being the highest level available). In FY16, NBACC has successfully 
renewed registrations with AAALAC International (animal care) and A2LA (ISO 17025). 

National Biological and Agro-Defense Facility - Construction Project  
The National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility (NBAF) mission will be to provide an enduring 
capability to enable the United States to conduct comprehensive research, develop vaccines, and 
provide enhanced diagnostic capabilities to protect against foreign animal, emerging, and 
zoonotic diseases that threaten our nation's food supply, agricultural economy, and public health. 
NBAF will ultimately replace Plum Island Animal Disease Center (PIADC) and all of its 
essential functions as well as provide additional capabilities for early development of medical 
countermeasures and the study of zoonotic diseases that affect livestock and other large animals. 



NBAF will be located on the campus of Kansas State University (KSU) in Manhattan, Kansas. 
Based on the current schedule, construction activities will be completed in December 2020, 
facility commissioning activities will be completed in May 2021, select agent registration will be 
achieved in December 2022, and the mission will transition from Plum Island in 2023. 

The National ho and Agro-Defense Facility (NBAF) Acquisition Project is a Level 1 DHS 
Acquisition currently under construction in Manhattan, Kansas. The $12513 cost baseline 
includes the planning, design, construction, and commissioning of the facility. To date, S222M 
worth of construction has been completed on schedule and on budget, and the project is on 
schedule to meet the established schedule baseline of a May 2021 completion. Considering all 
planning, design, and construction effort performed to date, the project is 35% complete. 

National Urban Security Technology Laboratory  
Located in New York City, the National Urban Security Technology Laboratory (NUSTL) is the 
only national laboratory focused exclusively on supporting state and local first responders 
capabilities to address the homeland security mission. The Lab provides First Responders the 
necessary services, products, and tools to prevent, protect against, mitigate, respond to, and 
recover from homeland security threats and events. More specifically, the Lab is mission ready 
to support the national first responder community by: by: 1) Conducting test Sz evaluation of 
First Responder technologies and systems, 2) Advising first responders on homeland security-
related technology solutions and use, and 3) Developing science and technology-based solutions 
for response and recovery from a radiological/nuclear incident. NUSTL manages its performance 
and progress through its key performance parameters (KPPM which specify performance goals 
on the Lab's operations, services and products. The Lab ensures KPPs are met through its 
Quality Management System (QMS) and Safety Health and Environmental Management System 
(SHEMS) which are compliant with International Standards Organization (ISO) 9001:2015 
Quality Management, ISO-14001 Environmental Management and American National Standards 
Institute Occupational Health and Safety standards. These management systems have been found 
to be highly efficient, effective and suitable by external auditors. In 2016, the Lab's QMS 
received a near flawless audit score with the laboratory meeting 176 out of 182 requirements 
met, a 96.7% conformance. Also in 2016, the laboratory's SHEMS was rated highly effective 
and was noted as the benchmark in which all labs should follow. 

Plum Island Animal Disease Center  
The PIADC mission is to protect the nation's livestock from foreign animal diseases. PIADC is 
mission ready to provide diagnostic support services and also provide research support with the 
exception of using livestock for vaccine and diagnostic testing. Currently, the laboratory's liquid 
waste decontamination plant has limitations on the amount of liquid waste it can heat treat and 
this prevents the use of livestock for research as the current plant cannot support this additional 
waste stream. 

To ensure mission readiness until NBAF comes on-line in 2022, targeted sustainment projects 
valued collectively at approximately $10.2M include the installation of two new water wells, 
replacement of an exit autoclave, salt water system modifications, and bio containment 
ventilation and building management enhancements. All projects are currently anticipated to be 
completed by FY 18. 



PIADC is registered for select agents with the USDA and is a tier one level 5 security lab. The 
operations and maintenance contractor is IS09001 registered for higher risk service activities. 

Transportation Security Laboratory  
The Department of Homeland Security's Transportation Security Laboratory (TSL) performs test 
and evaluation of explosives detection technologies to support Transportation Security 
Administration (TSA) and other DHS acquisition efforts. All explosives detection screening 
equipment currently used by TSA at US airports has been rigorously tested and formally certified 
by the TSL. The TSL also works directly with systems developers to ensure fast and efficient 
transition of emerging technologies to TSA and other public and private Homeland Security 
Enterprise (HSE) agents. 

The TSL is fully operational and is meeting its mission to test the explosives detection 
performance of screening equipment used at all U.S. airports. The TSL measures its productivity 
by examining the cost and duration of Test and Evaluation (T&E) activities. 

The current construction plan is to apply $27.5 million in FYI 8/19 to expand physics and 
chemistry laboratories to enable more efficient and comprehensive testing of explosive detection 
devices required by the Homeland Security Enterprise. 

The TSL maintains ISO 9000 and ISO 17025 certification through yearly audits, maintains a 
license with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for operation of X-ray based detection and 
analytical equipment, and provides the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) with 
annual summaries of the Lab's explosives and weapons inventories and operations. 



COE Total FY16 OUP 

Funding 

Center for Awareness and Localization of 

Explosives-Related Threats (ALERT) 
$ 	3,876,163.00 

Center for Border, Trade, Immigration Research 

(CBTIR) 
$ 	3,600,000.00 

Cross-Border Threats Screening and Supply Chain 

Defense (CBTS)** 

$ 	200,000.00 

Center for Homeland Security Qualitative Analysis 

(CHSQA)** 

$ 	250,000.00 

Center for Criminal Investigations and Network 

Analysis (CINA)** 
$ 	250,000.00 

Criticial Infrastructure Resilience Institute (CIRI) $ 	3,762,845.39 

Coastal Resilience Center (CRC) $ 	3,840,000.00 

Center for Risk and Economic Analysis of Terrorism 

Events (CREATE)** 
$ 	1,520,000.00 

Center for Visualization and Data Analystics 

(CVADA)** 
$ 	1,530,000.00 

Food Protections Defense Institute (FPDI)** $ 	1,302,778.00 

Maritime Security Center! Arctic Domain 

Awareness Center (MSC/ADAC) 
$ 	4,600,000.00 

National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and 

Responses to Terrorism (START) 
$ 	3,600,000.00 

Training Institute for Qualitative Analysis (TIQA)* $ 	350,000.00 

National Center for Zoonotic and Animal Disease 

Defense (ZADD)** 
$ 	1,399,979.00 

$ 30,081,765.39 Total 

* Training institute, not a COE 

**COE starting or ending, partial-year funding 



Fiscal Year 
	

2016 

Sum of Amount Invested Column Labels 

Row Labels BOA Coop Grand Total 

DNS CBP 750000 750000 

DNS DNDO 1154698.38 1154698.38 

DHS l&A $ 	10,000.00 $ 	10,000.00 

DHS OHA $ 	726,781.40 $ 	726,781.40 

DHS TSA $ 	179,246.40 $ 	179,246.40 

DOD $ 1,953,750.00 $ 	1,953,750.00 

NCTC $ 	499,978.00 $ 	499,978.00 

S&T CDS $ 	3,547,000.00 $ 	3,547,000.00 

5&T FRG $ 	1,995,000.00 $ 	265,000.00 $ 	2,260,000.00 

S&T HSARPA CBD $ 	659,515.00 $ 	582,201.00 $ 	1,241,716.00 

S&T HSARPA CSD $ 	1,200,000.00 $ 	100,000.00 $ 	1,300,000.00 

S&T HSARPA EXD $ 	1,234,221.00 $ 1,324,323.01 $ 	2,558,544.01 

S&T OSAI $ 	450,000.00 $ 	450,000.00 

Grand Total $ 	11,446,462.18 $ 5,185,252.01 $ 16,631,714.19 



Center of 

Excellence 

Investing 

Organization 

Amount 

Invested 

Funding 

Vehicle 

Project Name / Description 

CREATE DE-IS CBP $ 	750,000.00 BOA Perform a study to recomend improvements to CBP's 
strategic resource assessment process 

START DHS DNDO $ 	23,000.00 BOA South and Central Asia Architecture Analysis 

START DNS DNDO $ 	707,698.38 BOA Developing integrated radiological and nuclear 
detection architecture for the interior and internation 
mission space 

START DHS DNDO $ 	424000.00 BOA Developing and Validating an International 
Commercial Air Cargo Insider Threat Tool 

START DNS IRA $ 	10000.00 Coop Scientific Method Development to Limit Chemical 

and Biological Weapons Threat Space 

FPDI DE-IS OHA $ 	139,206.40 BOA ICLN Web Portal 

ZADD DRS 01-IA $ 	254,457.00 BOA Analysis of Chagas disease epidemiology in working 
dogs 

ZADD DRS OHA $ 	333,118.00 BOA Initial structure and capability of National Livestock 
Readiness Program 

NTSCOE DHSTSA $ 	146752.00 BOA 

START DHSTSA $ 	32,494.40 BOA Seminar Series for TSA 

START DOD $ 	214750.00 Coop SMA EUCOM Support: Threats and Opportunities 

for Conflict and Cooperation within Eurasia 

START DOD $ 	245000.00 Coop SMA EUCOM Support: Timed Influence Net (TIN) 

Model 

START DOD 544,848.00 Coop SMA Support to SOCCENT 

START DOD $ 	949,152.00 Coop EUCOM Gray Zone 

START NCTC $ 	499978.00 Coop ICONS Project 

MSC S&T CDS $ 	597,000.00 BOA Counter Unmanned Aerial Systems 

MSC S&T CDS $ 	2950,000.00 BOA Counter Unmanned Aerial Systems 

CVADA S&T ERG $ 	1995000.00 BOA ICIF and Project Interoperability 2.0 Project 

START S&T FRG $ 	265000.00 Coop Supplemental funding for TEVUS and PIRUS 

projects added to continuation funding 

START S&T HSARPA CBD $ 	10,000.00 Coop Scientific Method Development to Limit Chemical 

and Biological Weapons Threat Space 

START S&T HSARPA CBD $ 	274496.00 Coop Profiling the Chemical Biological Adversary 

START S&T HSARPA CBD 297,705.00 Coop CBD Division Strategy Development 

ZADD S&T HSARPA CBD $ 	25935.00 BOA 
VECTOR-BORNE VIRUSES REPOSITORY MATERIALS 

FOR PUBLIC HEALTH ACTIONABLE ASSAY (PHAA) 

VALIDATION 

ZADD S&T HSARPA CBD $ 	399580.00 BOA AGConnect APEX Integration Effort 

CVADA S&T HSARPA C5D $ 	1200,000.00 BOA Identity Management and Data Privacy 

F PDI S&T HSARPA CSD $ 	100000.00 Coop Cyber Food Project 

ALERT S&T HSARPA EXD $ 	75,000.00 Coop Improvised Explosives Trace Analysis and Mass 

Transfer (vapor characterization and signature 

study of selected Homemade Explosives IHMEs) 

ALERT S&T HSARPA EXD $ 	99,377.01 Coop NYPD Counter Terrorism Division 

ALERT S&T HSARPA BD $ 	950000.00 Coop Develop alorithmic methods for tracking 

passenger travel at airports 

ALERT S&T HSARPA EXD $ 	99,946.00 Coop Test and Evaluation with the NYPD Counterterrorism 
Dept 

ALERT S&T HSARPA EXD $ 	100000.00 Coop Equipment Test and Evaluation with the Boston 
Police Department (BPD), Boston Fire Department 
(BED), the Boston Emergency Services Unit (ESU) 
and Fenway Park Personnel 

ALERT S&T HSARPA BD $ 	1,234221.00 BOA Research and Development of Algorithms for 
Improved Image Quality for Checkpoint Explosive 
Detection Systems 



CVADA S&T OSAI $ 	450,000.00 Coop Economics Security Project 

$ 16,631,714.19 
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To be quicker, smarter, and more adaptable to all hazards, the Department 

of Homeland Security (DHS) relies on innovative and effective technologies. 

As a result, our approach to research and development (R&D) must support 

identifying and implementing the best solutions for the homeland security 

enterprise. This is a complex but necessary endeavor that keeps our field 

personnel safe while also protecting our homeland. 

To ensure this is happening in the most efficient and effective way across 

the Department. I signed a memo in August 2015 re-establishing integrated 

product teams (IPTs) to coordinate R&D efforts across DHS. The initial IPTs 

covered the following mission areas: Aviation Security. Biological Threat, 

Counterterrorism, Border Security, and Cyber Security. 

The IPTs brought together some of the best operational and technical minds in the Department, and the governance 

structure established for the IPTs truly embraced a culture of collaboration. Drawing on expertise resident in the 

IPTs, sub-IPTs, and the Science and Technology Research Council, the IPT process compiled information on R&D 

activities across DHS in a way that was unprecedented until now. This information provides an invaluable tool for 

DHS as we work together to manage our vast mission space and make wise technological investments. 

This report describes the structure, methodology, and results of the fiscal year 2016 (FY16) IPT process. In my 

August 2015 memo. I directed the IPTs to identify 1) ongoing R&D activities across the Department; and 2) high-

priority capability gaps and corresponding technology solutions. The DHS Science and Technology Directorate 

compiled and submitted this information to me earlier this year. Due to the sensitive nature of the homeland 

security mission, this information must be protected from broad public release. As a result, this report does not 

include all the supporting information generated through the FY16 IPT process but it does inform the public of the 

important work being done by the IPTs to coordinate DHS R&D activities to address priority homeland security 

needs. 

In years to come, the structure that the IPTs bring to DRS R&D efforts will continue to identify effective and 

innovative solutions to address the most pressing challenges facing the homeland. 

Sincerely. 

Jetq-Chfles Johnson 

Ill 
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Executive Summary 

As the homeland security mission continues to evolve, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) must focus 

its research and development (R&D) efforts to develop technology solutions that address the most critical needs. 

The breadth and complexity of the DHS mission space pose challenges for tracking all ongoing R&D efforts and 

aligning those efforts to Department goals and priorities. In late 2012, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) 

recommended that DHS develop policies for coordinating R&D activities and establish a mechanism for tracking 

R&D projects, The DHS Science and Technology Directorate (S&T) worked with other DHS components to improve 

R&D tracking and coordination, including issuing a DHS Directive and Instruction that provide definitions for R&D 

and establish policies for coordinating R&D activities across the Department. 

To reinforce these ongoing efforts, the Secretary of Homeland Security issued a memorandum in August 2015 

directing S&T to establish Integrated Product Teams (IPTs) to identify and coordinate DHS R&D efforts in 

priority mission areas. The initial IPTs covered the following DEN missions: Aviation Security, Biological Threat, 

Counterterrorism. Border Security, and Cyber Security. In response to the Secretary's direction, S&T established 

an operational framework and process to support the stand-up. governance, and ongoing operations of the IPTs. 

The IPTs are explicitly linked to the work of the DHS Joint Requirements Council (JRC) and will serve as the central 

mechanism by which the Department identifies technological capability gaps and coordinates R&D efforts to close 

those gaps. The level of direct interaction between the IPTs and the JRC will increase over time as both processes 

evolve and the JRC processes for joint assessment of requirements and operational capability gap prioritization 

continue to mature. 

The IPT process facilitates improved R&D coordination by: 

• Promulgating a standardized approach for identifying and tracking DHS R&D efforts, thereby addressing GAO's 

recommendations to improve R&D coordination across the Department; 

• Establishing a common mechanism and procedures for gathering and reporting priority gaps and corresponding 

R&D efforts to develop solutions: 

• Providing a technology review platform to identify and mitigate duplicative and overlapping R&D efforts within 

DE-IS: and 

• Helping to fulfill longstanding statutory requirements for DHS and S&T to align Departmental R&D efforts with 

DE-IS acquisitions. 

The IPT process was designed to be a truly collaborative, cross-component endeavor. While S&T is responsible 

for leading the overall effort, the individual IPTs were led by senior executives from DHS components, with 

representatives of the JRC participating at various levels. In this way, the IPT process supports and strengthens 

the Department's Unity of Effort Initiative. Table ES-1 shows the component leads and members of the fiscal year 

2016 (FY16) IPTs and sub-IPTs. 
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IPT Name 	Component IPT Chairs/Co-Chairs 	 Component Membership 

Aviation Security 	TSA 

Biological Threat 	FEMA and ODA 

Border Security 	CBP 

Counterterrorism 	l&A 

Cybersecurity 	 NPPD and MGMT/CISO 

Table ES-1. Component Representation on the IPTs and Sub-IPT 

CBE DNDO. WO. USCG. USSS 

CBE MGMT, NPPD,TSA, USCG, USSS 

DNDO. ICE, USCG 

CBP, DNDO, ICE, NPPD, TSA, USCG. USSS 

GBP. CRCL. FEMA. l&A, ICE, PLCY. Privacy. TSA. USCG. USCIS. USSS 

The IPT process established for FY16 included three main implementing bodies—sub-IPTs, IPTs. and the S&T 

Research Council (SRC)—plus an advisory body, as illustrated in Figure ES-1. The MT process informed products 

that were provided to the Under Secretary of S&T (USST) for review and ultimate delivery to the Secretary of 

Homeland Security, 

41110e1111- 
Identity gaps based on Prioritize technological Prioritize gaps and Review results and make Review findings to 

mission needs and capability gaps and corresponding R&D recommendations for iriforrfl DHS budget 

operational requirements corresponding R&D across !Pis report to Si process 

C) 
Provide expert input 8, 

guidance to SRC 

Figure ES-I. IPT Governance Structure 

The sub-IRIS included component and S&T representatives with expertise in specific topical areas within the 

broader mission area of each IPT. JRC representatives also participated in the sub-IPTs to ensure alignment with 

the JRC process and the consideration of operational capability gaps at the sub-IPT level. IPTs consolidated the 

gaps identified by their sub-IPTs and determined the top high-priority technological capability gaps within their IPT 

mission areas. 
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During the EY16 cycle, the SRC included the senior component leads of the IPTs, a senior representative of the 

JRC. and a chair from S&T. To ensure broad unity of effort, the SRC convened a Technical Advisory Board (TAB) 

consisting of senior representatives from DHS HQ offices that were not represented on the IPTs. The TAB reviewed 

and provided expert input on SRC recommendations and draft products. The SRC reviewed the top-priority gaps 

from four of the five IRIS(  and then voted to identify the highest-priority gaps across the IPTs. 

The highest-priority DRS technological capability gaps identified in FY16 are listed in Table ES-2. 

'Due to terre uírn ta tIOOS dbnog the FYI 6 cyc e. the SRC ide tife d hrgh - pno nty te ci,oorogreal ceuabrIrty gaps across four of the ve IPTs 
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IPT 	 Technological Capability Gap 

Aviation Security 
	

Capability to curately identify and 
	

n checked baggage based on the owners Passenger C leararice 

Ranking 

Capability to verify a passenger's identification 

Enhanced ability to conduct primary screening of passengers in aviation security screening checkpoints 

(currently performed by advanced imaging technology and walk-through metal detectors) that provides the 

ability to distinguish threats from non-threats that are placed on the body 

Enhanced risk-based screening algorithms development for security technology to support operator and 

associated policy decisions 

Improved capability to allow operators to screen passengers' carry on arid checked bags for prohibited items to 

protect against sophisticated IED attacks (various explosive types) 

Improvement needed for screening methods against attacks using cargo IED, one or more, when in flight 

(various explosives types) 

Biological Threat 
	

Compact Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): Emergency/Escape Hood 

Decision Support for Operational Decision Making, including PPE use 

Means for field agents to detect, identify and classify the presence of biological agents 

Biological dispersion event modeling 

Data assimilation and predictive analysis to inform decision making in the field arid operations centers 

Advances to allow for better timeliness to verify a biological attack 

Border Security 	Biometric Entry and Exit (counting and measuring) 

Improve performance of non-intrusive inspection (NI I) detectors and/or sources 

Small Dark Aircraft Detection arid Timely Interdiction 

Sensor and Intelligence Information Sharing and Data Analytics 

Landff n-Between Pods-of-Entry Situational Awareness 

Tunnel Detection, Surveillance, and Forensics 

Maritime Surveillance and Communications in Remote Environments 

Small Dark Vessel Detection 

Cybersecurity 	 Distributed Cloud-Based Communications and Monitoring 

ICS Control Systems. Cyber Sensors,Analffics, and Prevention Capabilities 

Method for forensic examiners to capture user data from networked devices (the ''Internet of Things') 

Lack of cybersecurity effectiveness, severity, and comparative metrics 

Table ES-2. Highest-Priority Gaps Resulting from the FY16 !PT Process 
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The Secretary also charged the IPTs with identifying R&D activities being performed across DNS. The sub-IPTs 

and IPTs documented R&D efforts as they worked to identify priority capability gaps within their mission areas. 

In addition, S&T initiated a data call to all DHS components requesting information on ongoing research and/or 

development activities. The information compiled through these efforts represents the Report of Coordinated DHS 

R&D. which S&T delivered to the Secretary in March 2016! in accordance with the August 2015 memorandum. 

The IPTs then identified R&D efforts that addressed the 

high-priority gaps. The SRC reviewed these R&D efforts and 

recommended ongoing analysis of the technical solutions 

for high-priority gaps. The SRC also recommended that 

additional or new R&D be considered for high-priority gaps 

with insufficient or no associated R&D. The identified high-

priority gaps and the R&D efforts that address those gaps 

are captured in the High-Priority Technology Solutions 

document. which S&T also delivered to the Secretary in 

March 2016. 

The results of the FY16 IPT process will inform a DHS 

acquisition profile aligned to the highest-priority gaps. 

thus providing a blueprint that will support a common 

appropriations structure to Congress. This will ultimately 

lead to full transparency of R&D activities and benchmark 

the necessary steps for producing a comprehensive and 

integrated DHS-wide acquisition program for R&D. 

Ins In Action 

During the Bio Threat sub-IPT meetings on 

Detect, Identify and/or Classify, 

representatives from CBP, FEMA and USS5 

identified the requirement for rapid warning, 

identification, and characterization of 

biological threats. While these components 

would field such technology for differing uses, 

including force protection, public safety, and 

decision support, the Bio Threat IPT chose to 

consolidate 

these otherwise independent requirements 

into joint projects. This resulted in improved 

communication among components and a 

more focused R&D acquisition profile. 

The IPTs worked closely with legal, policy, civil liberties, and privacy advisors to ensure that appropriate protections 

were built into planned outcomes and issues were addressed through review and adjudication cycles. 

The IPT process established for the FY16 cycle is both repeatable and flexible and provides a strong foundation for 

future evolution of the process. To enhance future iterations of the IPT process, an independent after-action review 

will follow each annual cycle to identify lessons learned and recommend process improvements for implementation 

in future years. 

Perhaps most important, the IPT process facilitates cross-Department collaboration. Executives from across DHS 

now have an established mechanism for coordinating and prioritizing R&D activities that will result in effective 

solutions for near- and longer-term mission challenges. 
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I. Introduction 

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) relies on innovative and effective technology solutions to address 

the priority needs of the homeland security enterprise (HSE). Title III of the Homeland Security Act of 2002. as 

amended, gives the Under Secretary for Science and Technology the responsibility for identifying priorities and 

coordinating research and development (R&D) activities in support of the Department's mission. 

The size and scope of the homeland security mission make it difficult to track all R&D efforts across DHS and 

align those efforts to Department goals and priorities. In 2012, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) 

recommended that DHS establish policies and guidance for defining, reporting, and coordinating R&D efforts 

across the Department. The DHS Science and Technology Directorate (S&T) worked with other DHS components to 

improve R&D coordination through various means, including developing a DHS Directive and Instruction that define 

R&D and establish policies for identifying and reporting R&D activities. 

Building on the efforts to date, the Secretary of Homeland Security issued a memorandum in August 2015 

establishing Integrated Product Teams (IPTs) as the central mechanism by which DHS identifies and coordinates 

its R&D efforts in priority mission areas. The initial IPTs focused on the following DHS missions: Aviation Security, 

Biological Threat, Counterterrorism. Border Security. and Cyber Security. Supporting the broader Unity of Effort 

Initiative, the IPTs brought together cross-component teams to align the Department's R&D investments with 

priority technological capability gaps. While S&T was charged with leading the overall effort, the individual IPTs 

were led by senior representatives of the components. Subject matter experts from the DRS Joint Requirements 

Council (JRC) also participated at various levels. Figure 1 illustrates the cross-component collaboration and unity 

of effort inherent in the IPT process. 

In addition to the five IPTs established for fiscal year 2016 (FY16), S&T continues to support the First Responder 

Resource Group (FRRG), a working group that helps to identify the priority needs of State and local responders in 

the field, as well as the Domestic Nuclear Detection Office (DNDO). Given the breadth and depth of DEN mission 

space and the associated R&D needs. the IPT process will continue to be refined to meet the most pressing 

homeland security demands. 

The FY16 IPTs identified technological capability gaps to gain a better understanding of current and emerging R&D 

needs. The IPTs then identified R&D efforts to develop solutions that address the most critical gaps to support the 

security and resilience of the Nation. 
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NPPD, TSA, CBP, ICE, FEMA, 
USSS, USCG, CISO 

IBA, NPPD, ICE, CBP, USCG, 
USSS, TSA. DNDO 

TSA, CBP, USSS, UNDO 

Cyherse 

C ou nto rtc rror sm 
COP, CE. USCG. DNDO 

Biological 
Threat 

Aviation 
Security 

TSA, CBP, FEMA, NPPD, 
USSS. USCG. OHA, MGMT 

Border 
Security 

Figure 1. Integrated Product Teams Unity of Effort 

The results of the FY16 IPT process informed the following two products identified in the Secretary's August 2015 

memo: 

• The Report of Coordinated OHS R&D, which captures ongoing DHS R&D activities. 

• The High-Priority Technology Solutions document, which captures high-priority gaps and the R&D efforts to 

develop solutions that address those gaps. 

The outcomes of the IPT process outlined in this report will focus DHS R&D to reflect the evolving landscape of 

homeland security threats and hazards. By identifying R&D efforts that address high-priority gaps, the component-

driven IPT process will influence resource allocation for DRS R&D activities. 
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II. Goals and Objectives 

While many DHS components provide methods and solutions to address homeland security challenges, previous 

efforts to coordinate DHS R&D activities were limited to ad hoc arrangements that were not necessarily aligned to 

specific mission areas or component acquisitions. Within DHS, only DNDO, the United States Coast Guard (USCG), 

and the S&T Directorate are granted R&D responsibilities by law. Other DRS components may pursue and conduct 

their own R&D, so long as those activities are coordinated through S&T. As responsible stewards of taxpayer 

dollars, DHS has made it a priority to identify and coordinate R&D efforts across the Department to ensure mission 

alignment and the proper use of Federal Government appropriations, 

Going forward. the IPT process can assist the Department in prioritizing its essential R&D programs and core 

capabilities, which will ultimately lead to a traceable and executable DHS R&D plan. From a funding perspective, 

IPTs provide information that supports the development of a DHS acquisition profile that aligns to the highest-

priority gaps, thus providing a blueprint that will support a common appropriations structure to Congress. Most 

important, the IPT process facilitates broad collaboration across DHS components, opening new channels for 

executives to discuss and coordinate R&D activities to address the highest-priority needs of their operational staff. 

The Secretary outlined five objectives for the IPTs 

(presented in the box on the right), which provide a 

roadmap for achieving the overall goal of the effort. 

They are designed to promote understanding of the 

Department's most pressing R&D needs and how best to 

meet those needs. These objectives foster transparency 

and collaboration to validate technology solutions and 

leverage R&D investments for the greatest benefit to DHS 

missions. 

Overall Goal of IPT Effort 

Coordinate DHS-wide R&D to address priority missions. 

Objectives for the IPTs 

Identify and prioritize DHS technological capability gaps 
and corresponding solutions to close those gaps. 

Identify R&D work being performed across DHS, both 
in traditional R&D funding lines and that occurring 
within component acquisition programs. 

The IPT process was designed to achieve each of 

these objectives and will help to address the GAO 

recommendations to improve coordination of DHS R&D 

activities. 

While delivery of the two documents identified in the August 

2015 memo addresses the first two objectives. the IPT process 

established for FY16 provides the foundation to achieve the 

remaining three objectives in future annual cycles. 

Ensure technology being acquired will meet DHS and 
component mission needs. 

Identify and de-conflict duplicative R&D efforts. 

Develop and report metrics for the transition of 
technological solutions to close capability gaps. 
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III. Integrated Product Team Process 

In response to the Secretary's direction, S&T established an organizational framework and functional process in 

FY16 to support the stand-up, governance, and ongoing operations of the IPTs. Figure 2 shows the governance 

structure and the main entities involved in implementing the IF] process. More details on the structure and 

functions of the IPT process are provided in Appendix A. Os. 
Identity gaps based on 

	
Prioritize technological 

	
Prioritize gaps and 

mission needs arid 
	

capability gaps and 
	

correspomfing R&D 

operational requirements 
	

corresponding R&D 
	

across IPTs 

Provide expert input & 

guidance to SRC 

Figure 2. !PT Governance Structure 

Definition of R&D 

For purposes of identifying R&D activities across DHS, the PT process used the following definition of R&D: 

• Basic and applied research includes systematic study directed toward greater knowledge or understanding of 

the fundamental aspects of phenomena and/or observable facts. The difference between basic and applied 

research is that basic research is normally conducted without specific applications toward processes or 

products in mind, while applied research is conducted to determine the means by which a recognized and 

specific operational need may be met.' 

• Development is the systematic application of knowledge toward the production of useful materials, devices, 

and systems or methods that leverage the results of applied research activities. Development activities 

include the following: validation and demonstration of a chosen technology in laboratory, representative, and 

operational environments; improvement on research prototypes: integration into systems and subsystems: 

addressing manufacturing, producibility, and sustainability needs: and independent operational test and 

evaluation.' 

-In Dopartmont of Home and Security Inett totior 069-02-001 Rousior 01 (DRAFT). 8 1 2016.e also Dolegat on to Inc, nder Sec.rcta ry for 

Sc er ce and loohnologt An drx A DHS Delegat oi10001 ltotisior 1 Apn 28 2010 

Id 
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IV. Technological Capability Gaps and 

Corresponding R&D 

Technological Capability Gaps 

In keeping with the Secretary's direction, the IPT effort engaged R&D stakeholders from across DHS in identifying 

technological capability gaps that impact priority homeland security missions. Knowledge of these gaps provides 

context far understanding ongoing and needed R&D activities across the DHS enterprise. 

Sub-IPT and IPT Identification and Priority Ranking. IPTs were tasked with identifying technological capability 

gaps in need of research and/or development in their respective mission areas. The initial identification of gaps 

occurred at the sub-IPT level. To guide and structure this effort, S&T provided the sub-IPTs with a template for 

consistent data collection. The sub-IPTs ranked each of the identified gaps as a high, medium, or low priority for 

R&D-based capability development within their specific topic area. 

Moving up one level. the IPTs performed a second round of priority ranking of identified gaps. Compiling the priority 

gaps from across their sub-IPTs, each IPT validated the lists and identified additional gaps as applicable. The IPTs 

then assigned a ranking of high, medium, or low priority to each gap on the list. 

Real-world events in 2015 (i.e.. the attacks in Paris and San Bernardino) delayed the establishment of the 

Counterterrorism (CT) IPT. As a result, the CT IPT did not submit gaps for consideration by the SRC in FY16, though 

some of the CT sub-IPTs did convene to identify priority gaps within their specific topic areas. 

SRC Priority Ranking. The SRC performed the final priority ranking of gaps from each IPT that completed the 

process for FY16. As a result, the SRC voted on the high-priority gaps submitted by four of the five established 

IPTs. The SRC convened a meeting to review and discuss the top-priority gaps from each IPT to identify the gaps 

determined to be most important for DRS R&D investment. As part of the SRC voting process, each IPT chair 

presented the high-priority gaps nominated by his/her IPT and the SRC members voted to validate each gap as a 

high priority or re-designate it as medium or low. Through this process. the SRC identified a total of 24 high-priority 

technological capability gaps in need of research and/or development across the IPTs. General descriptions of the 

high-priority DHS technological capability gaps identified for FY16 are provided in Table 1. 
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IPT 
	

Technological Capability Gap 

Aviation Security Capability to accurately identify and screen checked baggage based on the owners Passenger Clearance 

Ranking 

Capability to verify a passenger's identification 

Enhanced ability to conduct primary screening of passengers in aviation security screening checkpoints 

(currently performed by advanced imaging technology and walk-through metal detectors) that provides the 

ability to distinguish threats from non-threats that are placed on the body 

Enhanced risk-based screening algorithms development for security technology to support operator and 

associated policy decisions 

Improved capability to allow operators to screen passengers carry-on and checked bags for prohibited items to 

protect against sophisticated IED attacks (various explosive types) 

Improvement needed for screening methods against attacks using cargo IED, one or more, when in flight 

(various explosives types) 

Biological Threat 	Compact Personal Protective Equipment PPE, Emergency/Escape Hood 

Decision Support for Operational Decision Making, including PPE use 

Means for field agents to detect, identify and classify the presence of biological agents 

Biological dispersion event modeling 

Data assimilation and predictive analysis to inform decision making in the field and operations centers 

Advances to allow for better timeliness to verify a biological attack 

Border Security 
	

Biometric Entry and Exit (counting and measuring) 

Improve performance of non-intrusive inspection (NI I) detectors and/or sources 

Small Dark Aircraft Detection and Timely Interdiction 

Sensor and Intelligence Information Sharing and Data Analytics 

Land/In-Between Ports-of-Entry Situational Awareness 

Tunnel Detection, Surveillance, and Forensics 

Maritime Surveillance and Communications in Remote Environments 

Small Dark Vessel Detection 

Cybersecurity 	 Distributed Cloud-Based Communications and Monitoring 

ICS Control Systems, Cyber Sensors. Analytics, and Prevention Capabilities 

Method for forensic examiners to capture user data from networked devices (the "Internet of Things') 

Lack of cybersecunty effectiveness, seventy, and comparative metrics 

Table 1. Highest-Priority Gaps Resulting from the FY16 !PT Process 
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The following section provides amplifying information about the gaps listed in Table 1. This includes a description 

of the relevant IPT mission area and the need(s) associated with each high-priority gap. Taken together, this 

information provides context to help industry and the public understand the Department's priority needs, which 

can lead to the identification of potential technology solutions that address our mast pressing homeland security 

challenges. 

Aviation Security: The aviation security environment presents a constant demand to detect evolving threats while 

promoting a positive passenger experience. The end goal is to reach non-invasive security screening at our nation's 

airports while meeting its mission of preventing terrorist attacks and ensuring speedy and lawful trade and travel. 

The aviation needs of the department focus around detection of threats on passengers and in baggage, in addition 

to authenticating the identity of passengers. 

• As passengers receive a Transportation Security Administration (TSA)-defined passenger clearance ranking. 

it would be advantageous to link the ranking to a passenger's checked baggage to assist operators in the 

baggage screening process. 

• Passengers can present a variety of forms of identification to Transportation Security Officers for security 

screening at the airport. The ability to quickly and accurately identify and verify these multiple types of 

identification is a key part of aviation security. Improved capabilities to verify a passenger's identity against 

the provided identification would help to expedite this process. 

• Screening of passengers for threats concealed under clothing allows Transportation Security Officers to identify 

and mitigate threats to aviation security. DHS seeks an enhanced capability to conduct primary screening of 

passengers at aviation security checkpoints that results in reduced divestiture and expedited screening. 

• TSA has shifted to a risk-based, intelligence-driven security model. TSA looks to improve capabilities to support 

operator decision making in passenger and carry-on baggage screening and enhance the ability to adjust 

security posture based on risk. 

• Security threats are constantly evolving and present new challenges in screening passengers and baggage. 

DHS is looking to improve its efficiency in screening passengers carry-on and checked baggage for prohibited 

items. 

• Cargo security threats continue to evolve, making it necessary for DHS to identify enhanced screening methods 

against cargo threats. 

Biological Threat: Biological threat security focuses around the prevention of release as well as detection of 

and protection against priority biological threats and hazards known to pose particularly high risk to the nation. 

Operators related to this threat area play a variety of roles and require personal protective equipment, detection 

and warning tools, and modeling and predictive analytics capabilities. 

• In the event DHS operators are exposed to a biological threat, improvements in current escape hood personal 

protective equipment (PPE) will be beneficial. The PPE must be compact, portable, and quickly deployable 

while providing a full spectrum of protection. 
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• In the event of a biological attack or release, knowing what to do next is key and requires improved decision 

support tools. Improved decision support systems that integrate planning assumptions, formulas, and 

algorithms into one tool are required to translate situational awareness and intelligence into guidance to inform 

decision making. This also includes the use of PPE. 

• For a wide range of DRS field agents. identifying a biological agent is critical to the overall response. The 

Department is interested in identifying improved means for field agents to detect, identify, and classify the 

presence of specific agents in a variety of settings. The overall process must be cost-effective and must not 

impede operations. 

• The way a biological agent behaves once released is a major factor in responding to an event. Dispersion event 

modeling is needed across various media and environments for a wide array of biological agents, as well as 

human and animal diseases that are transmissible via air, water, and non-organic hosts. The modeling must 

include the transport of biological agents within the soil, surface, and atmosphere continuum, and provide 

numerical estimates and graphical analysis of their dispersion. 

• It is essential that the Department expand its data assimilation and predictive analysis to inform decision 

making in the field and operations centers. This includes assimilation and analysis of situational awareness, 

models, planning assumptions, and surveillance data in a manner that provides real-time trend analysis and 

intelligence to predict operational risks and capability requirements. The capability must include a scalable, 

mathematical algorithm that estimates risks for individual trade and travel entities and provides: 1) "pattern 

of concern" recognition: 2) associations between entities from various port of entry environments (e.g.. cargo, 

passenger, express consignments, international mail); and 3) alerting capabilities. 

• The Department is seeking advancements in its ability to quickly verify biological attacks or releases by 

improving technologies and processes from the point of sampling and detection to testing. This capability 

should include the ability to obtain immediate confirmation of a biological incident that will allow for improved 

protective measures and deployments. 

Border Security: DHS is responsible for securing our borders while expediting lawful trade and travel. This 

includes the security of 7.000 miles of terrestrial border with Mexico and Canada, air domain awareness within 

the United States, the security of the maritime approaches of the United States, and security of the nation's air, 

land and sea ports of entry. Border security presents complex challenges due to geographic locations, modes of 

transportation. trade and travel volume, and transnational criminal organizations. 

• The Department is seeking to strengthen security and increase efficiency of DHS Traveler Inspection Operations 

at entry to and exit from the country by more effectively using information, new technologies, and process 

optimization to recognize dangerous individuals and facilitate rapidly growing lawful travel, trade, and 

tourism. Advancements in biometric and identity technologies, mobile capabilities, and other complementary 

capabilities will enable access to real-time information, increase situational awareness, and enable holistic 

improvements for travelers and DEN officers as well as airport, airline, and other stakeholders. The capabilities 

must be suitable for use by a demographically diverse traveler population, cost-effective, simple, transparent, 

and able to integrate seamlessly into the inspection/travel process. 
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• Non-intrusive inspection technologies allow DHS border agents and officers to detect contraband and illegal 

activity at air, land, and sea ports of entry while expediting lawful trade and travel. The Department is looking 

to increase the performance af existing inspection systems while also developing new non-intrusive inspection 

capabilities. 

• Criminal organizations fly small aircraft at low altitudes across U.S. borders and within the U.S. to transport 

illegal drugs and support other illegal activity. The Department is locking to expand its ability to detect these 

aircraft and enable their timely interdiction. This ability must provide reliable and accurate detection, tracking, 

and classification of small, low-flying aircraft, including unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) and non-traditional 

aviation technologies (NTAT). such as ultralights or gyrocapters. Additionally. once a UAS/NTAT has been 

captured, law enforcement needs the ability to perform forensics to aid in the investigation and prosecution of 

any criminal activity. 

• DHS is looking to increase the Department's sensor and intelligence information-sharing and data analytics 

capability. The goals include: 1) providing the ability to collect, identify, prioritize, characterize, and integrate 

existing maritime, land, air, and port of entry data from Federal, State. local, tribal, and international sources: 

2) performing data analytics to turn the data into actionable intelligence: and 3) sharing that actionable 

intelligence with Federal, State, local, tribal, and international law enforcement partners. 

• Border security along the northern and southern terrestrial borders of the United States presents a host of 

challenges. DHS is seeking to expand its situational awareness of the land border in-between land ports 

of entry. Improvements should include proficiency in detecting. tracking, and classifying illegal smuggling or 

immigration activity in difficult terrain, during harsh weather, and in remote locations along the northern and 

southern borders. 

• Cross-border tunnels are dug by transnational criminal organizations to smuggle contraband, people, and 

potentially weapons of mass destruction into and out of the United States. The Department is seeking to 

improve the detection of cross-border tunnels, exploit them after they are found, and perform forensics and 

other investigative actions required to identify the organizations and people responsible. 

• Remote maritime smuggling routes present challenges for DHS law enforcement. The Department is looking 

to advance its maritime surveillance and communications capability for remote, off-shore, illegal smuggling 

routes and U.S. statutory areas of responsibility, including the Atlantic. Pacific, Gulf of Mexico, Great Lakes. 

and Arctic regions. This includes improving shore-based sensors and exploiting offshore detection capabilities 

to increase DES's maritime situational awareness. 

• Small vessels can go undetected by law enforcement and be used to smuggle people or contraband, perform 

reconnaissance. or convey weapons of mass destruction. The Department is seeking enhancements to its 

small vessel detection capabilities to reliably and accurately detect, track, and classify small vessel threats 

(including pangas, semi-submersibles, go-fast boats, and other vessels) to enable their timely interdiction. 
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Cybersecurity: Cyber-threats could have detrimental impacts to the nation's economy and security. Integrated 

into our nation's critical infrastructure across the government and the private sector, cybersecurity is a top concern 

for DHS. The growth of the Internet of Things. cyber criminals, and a growing dependence on digital devices bring 

layers of complexity to cybersecurity that require technological advances. 

• To ensure the security of cloud-based solutions, it is essential to have the capability to identify malicious and/ 

or anomalous behavior and quickly mitigate the potential damage that behavior could cause. The Department 

is seeking to increase and improve distributed cloud-based communications and monitoring agents for 

identifying the malicious behavior of other entities within a distributed system. In addition. DEN would like 

an expanded ability to characterize the limitations of actionable analysis of different levels of administrative 

access: develop algorithms capable of operating at different privilege levels: and provide the capability to 

identify and characterize threat vectors specific to use and communicate with cloud-based computational 

clusters and storage. 

• Securing industrial control systems that enable the operation of the nation's critical infrastructure is an 

essential element of our nation's security. DHS is looking for more robust sensor data collection, analysis, and 

prevention capabilities for industrial control systems and their associated systems. 

• To solve cases, forensic examiners increasingly rely on the data stored on a variety of digital devices. To 

expand its support for law enforcement operators, DNS is looking to improve existing or develop new methods 

to extract and analyze data from networked devices (the "Internet of Things") for examination and use as 

evidence in criminal cases. 

• Understanding the effectiveness of cybersecurity efforts is essential to any successful cybersecurity program. 

The Department is looking for improved methods to measure cybersecurity effectiveness. including the ability 

to measure incident severity and to compare security metrics. DEN is seeking methodologies that can compare 

security metrics (algorithms, efficiency, completeness, and correctness) such that disparate metrics can be 

combined to improve security situational awareness and help inform future capability deployment and funding 

decisions. 
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R&D Efforts to Develop Technology Solutions 

The FY16 IPT process also identified existing R&D efforts that address the highest-priority technological capability 

gaps. DHS R&D efforts were identified in two ways. The sub-IPTs and IPTs documented R&D projects as they 

worked to identify priority capability gaps within their mission areas. In addition, S&T initiated a data call to all 

DHS components requesting information on ongoing research and/or development activities. The information 

compiled through these efforts represents the Report of Coordinated OHS R&D. 

The IPTs then identified R&D efforts that address high-priority gaps. For gaps with insufficient or no corresponding 

R&D, the SRC recommended additional or new R&D investments to address those gaps. The specific additional or 

new R&D will be addressed through various S&T and component resource allocation processes and is expected 

to influence the Resource Allocation Plan for FY18 and beyond. The SRC-identified high-priority technological 

capability gaps and the existing R&D efforts that address those gaps are presented in the High-Priority Technology 

Solutions document. 

Resilience as a Factor in Priority Ranking 

Resilience continues to evolve as a factor influencing R&D efforts across multiple DHS missions. Resilience is 

defined as the ability to prepare for and adapt to changing conditions and withstand and recover rapidly from 

disruptions.' The IPTs identified technological capability gaps and ranked them as high, medium, or low priority 

within their specified mission areas. As the IPT process evolves, the priority ranking methodology will incorporate 

an ability to evaluate gaps and related R&D efforts based on the extent to which they enhance resilience at a 

national, community, or individual asset level. 

During the FY16 IPT cycle, DHS conducted an additional analysis focused specifically on identifying resilience-

oriented efforts. Each of the described gaps and corresponding R&D efforts was evaluated for its contributions 

toward building resilience. An initial set of weighted resilience indicators aided in the process of identifying and 

classifying these efforts. This analysis lays the groundwork for linking resilience considerations to the priority 

ranking of gaps in future IPT cycles. 

Presidesta Policy D rect se 21 Critical InfrastsctL re Ser.0 r 	aid Resilience Fear tarp 2011 
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V. Implementation: A Department-wide Approach 

The IPT Process in Future Years 

The IPT process outlined in this report proved effective in producing results in FY16, despite the abbreviated 

timeline and the effort required in establishing the IPTs. Consistent with the Secretary's guidance, the process 

must be repeatable and flexible to provide a robust foundation for current IPT operations and future evolution of 

the process. Figure 3 illustrates how the IPT process will continue as an annual cycle. 
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Figure 3. 113T Annual Process and Timeline 

It is important to note that the timeline depicted here reflects only the sub-IPT and IPT efforts that focus on 

developing final lists of high-priority gaps for consideration and ranking by the SRC for a given fiscal year. The 

IPTs and sub-IPTs are free to meet throughout the year, as they deem necessary. to collaborate on identifying and 

consolidating high-priority technological capability gaps within their mission areas. 
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The DHS enterprise continues to strive toward institutionalizing a systematic, component-driven approach that 

leverages a well understood and accepted definition of R&D to provide consistent outcomes in successive years. 

The DHS IPT process is designed to: 

• Identify duplicative DHS R&D activities and recommend ways to reduce duplication: 

• Provide an oversight platform to coordinate cross-component collaboration and track the investment profile of 

each project to ensure progress and schedule maintenance: and 

• Result in the development and transition of effective solutions to address priority technological capability gaps 

across the Department. 

Because the priority ranking of gaps may lead to R&D investment decisions involving multiple components, it is 

critical that the process for determining priorities be credible, transparent, and as objective as possible. This will 

help to instill confidence among component and external stakeholders that DRS is identifying and addressing 

critical homeland security research needs. 

Ensuring Continuous Improvement through Future Cycles 

IPTs are used effectively across the Federal Government to bring together diverse stakeholders to work 

collaboratively toward a common goal. Despite the success of many well executed IPTs, the IPT approach is often 

poorly understood, defined, designed, and implemented. The DHS IF] process includes a series of steps to ensure 

the identification. prioritization. and coordination of all R&D within the Department. These steps include: 

• Defining clear objectives and outcomes for the IPTs; 

• Developing a common process and approach for the IPTs: 

• Establishing a governance structure that allows for growth and improvement while maintaining foundational 

guidance and metrics to achieve targeted outcomes; 

• Executing IPT activities, which requires gaining component consensus while maintaining IPT process integrity; and 

• Providing ongoing management and evaluation to ensure that the process remains effective over the long term. 

The last step above is the most critical to the sustainability of the DHS IPT process. The IPTs and S&T 

representatives will document lessons learned throughout the process. Because evaluation of the IPT process 

should not rest with one entity! S&T initiated an annual. independent After Action Review (AAR) of the IPT process. 

The AAR will provide an objective assessment of the process and validate linkages to the priorities of DHS 

components, to demonstrate credibility with internal and external stakeholders. 

The AAR will provide recommendations for ensuring a sustainable, defensible IPT process for future years by: 

• Evaluating the priority ranking methodology and any metrics used to assess component needs, for validity and 

transparency, 
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• Evaluating the results of each IPT cycle, to assess whether it produced a reasonable set of high-priority gaps 

and corresponding R&D efforts (investments); and 

• Identifying lessons learned and providing recommendations for corrective actions and process improvements 

that can be implemented in future IPT cycles. 

Alignment of the IPT and .111C Processes 

The IPTs and the JRC follow two distinct but mutually supportive and interdependent processes. The IPTs focus on 

R&D efforts while the JRC focuses on operational requirements, but there are several touch points that present 

important information-sharing opportunities for the IPTs and JRC. Figure 4 on the next page illustrates the touch 

points between the two processes. 

Through the Joint Requirements Integration and Management System (1RIMS) process, the JRC reviews and 

validates component-submitted operational capability gaps, associated requirements, and proposed courses of 

action to mitigate those gaps. 

As noted earlier in this report, during the FY16 cycle. JRC representatives participated in the sub-IPTs and had 

a voting seat on the SRC to provide expertise in requirements and gap identification and facilitate information 

sharing between the two processes. 

By sharing information, the IPTs and JRC can leverage one another's expertise and reduce the reporting burden 

on DHS components. As the JRC builds out processes for operational capability gap collection and requirements 

validation and prioritization, resulting information outputs can be shared with the IPTs. Similarly, the IPTs can 

inform the JRC of capability gaps that may require R&D. 

R&D efforts identified by the IPTs may develop solutions that are transitioned to component users through 

acquisition programs or used to fill a JRC-identified operational capability gap. In future cycles, the IPTs will 

continue to share information on current and planned R&D efforts and inform the JRC of technologies that are 

approaching transition readiness. 

The JRC continues to mature its processes for joint assessment of requirements and operational capability gap 

prioritization. The level of direct interaction between the IPT and JRC processes will increase over time as the JRC 

assumes a lead role in prioritizing joint operational capability gaps and requirements. Future iterations of the IPT 

process will leverage existing analysis from other organizations in DHS to enhance the translation of JRC-identified 

operational capability gaps to PT-identified technological capability gaps. 
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Development and Transition of Solutions to Address Priority Gaps 

The Secretary charged the IPTs with developing and reporting metrics for the transition of technological 

solutions to close capability gaps. To support this objective. DEN developed a process (see Figure 5) for assessing 

high-priority gaps to inform decisions on solution development and transition. Each step in the process requires 

coordination among the three appropriated R&D entities within DHS (DNDO, USCG, and S&T) and other DHS 

components with equities in a given gap. 

The first step ensures an understanding of the mission need associated with a priority gap to support further 

analysis. During the second step, analysts identify existing technology opportunities and market information that 

may support a gap. 

   

Problem 
Definition 

Decision 
Point 

Tionsition 
of Solutions 

   

Odin& the problem 
'mod) associated with 
each gap in sufficent 

detail to support tech & 
market analysis 

Conduct initial tech & 
market analysis using 
available information 

and resources 

Determine if additional 
analysis is needed: and/or 

Review options and 
determine path fonyard for 

solutions to close gaps 

Pursue development 
°pi 011S, based on the 
end use & maturity of 

a solution 

Facilitate the delryery 
of sustainable and 

marketable 
capabilities to USE 

Figure 5. Assessing High-Priority Gaps to Support Solution Development and Transition 

A decision point occurs between the second and third steps in the process, when sufficient information exists to 

support decisions on solution development or refinement. If sufficient information does not exist, a decision can be 

made to perform additional analysis. Based on initial findings, component and S&T representatives will coordinate 

with other DHS and external partners to review options and support an appropriate path forward to close priority 

gaps. Transition planning is an integral consideration throughout the process to ensure the proposed solution can 

and will be appropriately transitioned for use. 

Appendix B provides more information on developing and transitioning solutions to address high-priority gaps. 

Technology Assessments and Acquisition Programs 

In the August 2015 memo. the Secretary directed S&T to conduct a systems engineering review and technology 

assessment of the technical solutions in major DHS acquisition programs and provide a report to the Chief 

Acquisition Officer and the JRC prior to the decision to enter the "obtain" phase of the Acquisition Life Cycle. 

The results of the IPT process can inform a DHS acquisition profile that aligns to the high-priority technological 

capability gaps across DHS mission areas. Technology assessments help to ensure the technical readiness and 

feasibility of solutions intended to address those high-priority gaps. 
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S&T has begun to conduct technical assessments on proposed and established Department acquisition programs. 

A technical assessment is a combined system engineering review of an acquisition program and an assessment 

of the technologies that are necessary to realize the capability that the acquisition program intends to deliver. 

S&T will conduct technical assessments of ongoing acquisition programs in FY16 and will conduct additional 

assessments in FY17 and beyond. In the future, where an assessment determines that major technical risk and/ 

or overall program risk is high. follow-on technical assessments may be conducted during the acquisition cycle to 

monitor these risks. 

Systems engineering technical assessments provide greater understanding of the technical maturity of solutions 

that DHS intends to acquire, The results of these assessments provide information on: 

• The ability of an acquisition program to deliver the needed capability on schedule; 

• Potential opportunities to augment the program with new or additional capabilities; and 

• Potential new gaps and associated R&D efforts that could be addressed through proposed and existing 

acquisition programs, 
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VI. The IPTs in Summary: Current and Next 
Generation 

In August 2015, the Secretary issued a memorandum directing the establishment of IPTs to identify DHS 

technological capability gaps and coordinate R&D efforts to close those gaps across the mission areas of the 

Department. Consistent with the Secretary's guidance, S&T developed an initial IPT process that delivered 

results in FY16 and provides a solid blueprint for future evolution. The initial IPT level of effort established an 

IPT governance structure, guidance. data collection templates, and an outreach platform available across the 

Department. DHS components implemented the process through three main bodies—sub-IPTs, IPTs. and the SRO—

and incorporated feedback from additional DHS HQ organizations through the Technical Advisory Board (TAB). The 

process supports Departmental unity of effort by facilitating cross-component collaboration and traceability of 

R&D efforts. 

The Secretary outlined the following primary objectives for the IPTs: 

• Identify and prioritize technological capability gaps and corresponding efforts to develop solutions to close those 

gaps: 

• Identify R&D being performed across DHS, both in traditional R&D funding lines and in component acquisition 

programs; 

• Ensure that technology being acquired meets DHS and component mission needs; 

• Identify and de-conflict duplicative R&D efforts: and 

• Develop and report metrics for the transition of technological solutions to close gaps. 

The two documents delivered to the Secretary address the first two objectives. The IPT process established for the 

FY16 cycle provides the foundation to achieve the remaining three objectives in future cycles. In so doing. the IPT 

process will address the GAO recommendations to improve R&D tracking and coordination across the Department. 

S&T established five chartered IPTs in FY16. all of which had active sub-IPTs that met and identified mission-focused 

capability gaps. Four of the five IPTs completed the process by providing priority gaps to the SRC. 

During the FY16 IPT process. DHS conducted an additional analysis focused specifically on identifying cross-cutting, 

resilience-oriented efforts. Because resilience influences R&D activities across multiple mission areas. DRS evaluated 

the IPT-identified priority gaps and corresponding R&D efforts for their contributions toward enhancing resilience. 

Building on the process established to date, the IPTs will continue to evolve as the central mechanism by which 

the Department identifies and coordinates its R&D efforts to DHS priority missions, To ensure a sustainable and 

defensible process for future years. S&T initiated an annual. independent AAR of the IPT process. The initial AAR 

will assess the effectiveness and transparency of the methodology and results from the FY16 process and identify 

lessons learned to support recommendations for improvement in future cycles. 
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Acronym List 

	

MR 	After Action Review 	 USCG 	U.S. Coast Guard 

	

CBP 	U.S. Customs and Border Protection 	 USCIS 	U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services 

	

CIO 	DHS Chief Information Officer 	 USSS 	U S Secret Service 

	

CRCL 	DHS Office of Civil Rights and Civil Liberties 	USST 	Under Secretary for Science and Technology 

	

CT 	Counterterrorism 

	

DHS 	U.S. Department of Homeland Security 

	

DNDO 	DHS Domestic Nuclear Detection Office 

	

FEMA 	Federal Emergency Management Agency 

	

FRRG 	First Responder Resource Group 

	

FY 	Fiscal Year 

	

GAO 	Government Accountability Office 

	

HSE 	Homeland Security Enterprise 

	

l&A 	DHS Office of Intelligence and Analysis 

	

ICE 	U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

	

IED 	Improvised Explosive Device 

	

IPT 	Integrated Product Team 

	

FRC 	DHS Joint Requirements Council 

JRIMS 	Joint Requirements Integration and Management 

System 

MGMT 	DHS Directorate for Management 

	

NPPD 	DHS National Protection and Programs 

Directorate 

	

OHA 	DHS Office of Health Affairs 

	

PLCY 	DHS Office of Policy 

	

PPE 	Personal Protective Equipment 

	

R&D 	Research and Development 

	

SI 	Secretary of Homeland Security 

	

52 	Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security 

	

S&T 	DHS Science and Technology Directorate 

	

SRC 	Science and Technology Research Council 

	

TAB 	Technical Advisory Board 

	

TSA 	Transportation Security Administration 
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Appendices 

This section contains appendices that provide supporting information on topics referenced in the report, as follows: 

• Appendix A: Integrated Product Team Structure and Functions - Describes the IPT governance structure and 

functional process established in FY16. 

• Appendix B: Development and Transition of Solutions to Address Priority Gaps - Outlines the process by 

which DHS will assess high-priority gaps to support decisions to develop and transition solutions to address 

those gaps: and describes DHS activities that support solution development and transition. 
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Appendix A - Integrated Product Team Structure 
and Functions 

In response to the Secretary's August 2015 memorandum, S&T established an operational framework and process 

for FY16 to support the stand-up, governance, and ongoing operations of the IPTs. Composed of three main 

implementing bodies—sub-IPTs. IPTs, and the S&T Research Council (SRC)—plus an advisory board, the FY16 IPT 

process engaged executives and staff from across DHS to identify technological capability gaps and priority R&D 

efforts to close those gaps. Os. 
Identity gaps based on 
	

Prioritize technological 
	

Prioritize gaps and 
mission needs arid 
	

capability gaps and 
	

correspomfing R&D 
operational requirements 	corresponding R&D 

	
across IPTs 

Provide expert input & 
guidance to SRC 

Figure 1. IPT Governance Structure 

Sub-IPTs 

The sub-IPTs included component and S&T staff with expertise in a specified topic within the larger mission area of 

their respective IPT. 

The bulk of work performed as part of the IPT process was accomplished at the sub-IPT level. A representative 

from the JRC participated on each sub-IPT to ensure alignment with the JRC process and consideration of the 

requirements identified through that process. In FY16, the sub-IPTs performed some or all of the following 

activities: 

• Identifying high-priority technological capability gaps based on mission needs and operational requirements: 

• Documenting ongoing DI-IS R&D activities within their area of focus: and 

• Identifying R&D efforts that address high-priority gaps. 

Integrated Product Teams 

The IPTs were composed of senior-level staff and executives from across DHS who are empowered to act on behalf 

of their components. IPT members worked collaboratively to conduct some or all of the following activities in FY16: 

• Considering the technological capability gaps identified by the sub-IPTs and developing a list of high-priority 

gaps across the IPT mission space; 

• Validating any ongoing DHS R&D activities identified by the sub-IPTs; and 
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• Reviewing R&D activities identified by the sub-IPTs and generating a list of R&D efforts that address high-

priority gaps across the mission space. 

In addition to inputs from the sub-IPTs. the IPTs considered additional component needs that fell within the scope 

of the IPT mission, as well as any new or emerging priorities identified by Department leadership or dictated by 

real-world events. 

The IPTs worked closely with legal, policy, civil liberties, and privacy advisors to ensure that appropriate protections 

were built into planned outcomes and issues were addressed through review and adjudication cycles. 

S&T Research Council 

For FY16, the SRC included the component senior executives who chair the IPTs. a chair from S&T, and a senior 

representative of the JRC. Each IPT provided the SRC with a list of high-priority mission-focused gaps and 

corresponding R&D efforts. The SRC reviewed the consolidated inputs from the IPTs and generated a list of high-

priority technological capability gaps and corresponding R&D efforts across the IPTs. 

A senior representative of the FRRG also participated in the SRC, to ensure alignment and awareness of top-

priority needs of responders in the field. The FRRG identified priority capability gaps and R&D efforts for the State 

and local responder community and submitted this information to the SRC. The FRRG provided input to SRC 

deliberations as appropriate, but did not vote on the DHS component-driven priorities identified by the IPTs. 

To ensure a broad view across the full spectrum of DHS R&D, the SRC required input from many stakeholders 

within DHS, beyond the information provided by the IPTs. This report reflects that additional input, gleaned 

primarily from two sources: 

1) A data call to all DHS components to identify ongoing research and/or development activities across the 

Department; and 

2) A Technical Advisory Board (TAB) that reviewed and advised on SRC recommendations and draft products. 

Technical Advisory Board 

The TAB included senior representatives from DHS HQ components and offices that did not participate in the 

IPTs. Chaired by the DHS Office of Policy. the TAB provided advice on key milestones and recommendations, as 

requested by the SRC. 

In FY16 and going forward, the TAB may conduct or support the following activities: 

• Reviewing and commenting on draft SRC products: 

• Responding to queries related to the technical content or execution of the MDT process; 

• providing input to a consensus-based process for ranking gaps and corresponding DHS R&D activities in 

accordance with SRC guidance. 
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Appendix B - Development and Transition of 
Solutions To Address Priority Gaps 

The Secretary identified several objectives for the IPT process, including developing and reporting metrics for the 

transition of technological solutions to close capability gaps. To this end, DHS developed a process to assess 

the high-priority gaps identified by the SRC to inform decisions on how best to move forward in addressing the 

gaps. This process, illustrated in the figure below, requires coordination across DHS to ensure that all component 

equities are represented and that appropriate programs are leveraged to support process objectives. 

   

Problem 
Definition 

Decision 
Point 

Tionsition 
of Solutions 

   

Odin& the problem 
'mod) associated with 
each gap in sufficent 

detail to support tech & 
market analysis 

Conduct initial tech & 
market analysis using 
available information 

and resources 

Determine if additional 
analysis is needed: and/or 

Review options and 
determine path fonyard for 

solutions to close gaps 

Pursue development 
°pi 011S, based on the 
end use & maturity of 

a solution 

Facilitate the delryery 
of sustainable and 

marketable 
capabilities to USE 

Figure 1. Assessing Priority Gaps to Support Solution Development and Transition 

The first step ensures an understanding of the mission need associated with a priority gap to support further 

analysis. Analysts then identify existing technology opportunities and market information that may support a gap. 

A decision point occurs between the 2nd and 3rd steps, when sufficient information exists to support decisions on 

solution development or refinement. If more information is needed, additional analysis may be pursued. 

To implement the process effectively, a dedicated team will be formed to focus on each gap. These teams should 

include component and S&T program managers and other subject matter experts with working knowledge of 

the gap, as well as representatives of DHS activities that support the development and transition of solutions to 

address the gap. The technology scouting and technology transition activities play a role throughout the process, 

as described below. 

Technology Scouting and Market Analysis 

Technology scouting and market analysis provide critical information about technologies that are or have been 

developed, deployed, and utilized in a given market sector. This information enables DHS to make better decisions 

about how it invests in R&D. This information can: 

• Identify existing technologies that could be adopted or modified; 

• Determine what technologies are being used and/or acquired in a given market; 

• Provide information on legacy systems, buying patterns. lifecycle and maintenance costs, and regulatory and 

policy issues; and 

• Isolate early adopters of new technologies. 
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Technology Transition 

DHS provides mechanisms and services that support the conversion of technologies, standards, and knowledge 

products to the operational environment. This process includes leveraging the technology scouting and market 

analysis activities described above; designing formal transfer agreements, employing tools such as Partnership 

Intermediary Agreements (PIA) and Cooperative R&D Agreements (CRADA); assisting with patent applications; and 

tracking and managing intellectual property for DHS and its partners. 

Brief descriptions of other programs and activities that support solution development and transition are presented 

below, in alphabetical order 

Center of Innovation. S&T manages the United States Air Force Academy (USAFA) Center of Innovation (Coo, 

which is designed to create novel capabilities from emerging industry research technologies that will eventually 

enable commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products. The Col enables the Federal Government to conduct cooperative 

research with leading private industry technology companies. The Col is in the process of integrating several 

industry technologies to examine alternatives for better communication and collaboration among Federal 

Government organizations. 

In-Q-Tel. ln-Q-Tel (IQT) is an independent, not-for-profit organization that invests in venture capital startup 

companies that support intelligence and homeland security needs. IQT provides a conduit through which DHS can 

anticipate and leverage technology trends to support near-term development and piloting activities that address 

prioritized capability gaps. 

Interagency Programs. DHS develops trusted partnerships with other Federal Government agencies to leverage 

combined investments and resources in support of R&D programs and initiatives. The Homeland Security Act 

of 2002 gives S&T the responsibility to coordinate with other appropriate executive agencies in developing and 

carrying out the science and technology agenda of the Department to reduce duplication and identify unmet 

needs. 

International Programs. DHS develops partnerships with foreign governments and international organizations 

to enhance scientific and technical knowledge for the homeland security enterprise (HSE). These partnerships 

will provide USE stakeholders with access to innovative R&D knowledge, funding. and other unique capabilities 

and resources. S&T currently manages partnerships with Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Israel. Mexico, the 

Netherlands, New Zealand, Singapore. Spain. Sweden. the United Kingdom, and the European Commission. 

National Laboratories. DHS maintains critical laboratory assets and coordinates related activities to support 

technological innovations, scientific breakthroughs, rapid response capabilities, and solution deployment. S&T 

oversees a network of five DHS laboratories and coordinates with 13 Department of Energy (DOE) National 

Laboratories in support of DHS priorities and missions. The DOE Labs can support the gap assessment process by 

helping to validate capability gap analyses and improve requirements generation. 

Operational Experimentation. Operational Experimentation (OpEx) is a method of operational analysis designed 

to generate end-user feedback on operational requirements and technologies to support a broad range of 

homeland security stakeholders. This process demonstrates technologies in real-world scenarios to determine 

operational constraints and the efficacy of a sponsored technology in a given mission space. Ideally, there will be 
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OpEx events centered on specific capability gaps identified by each of the IPTs. The results of these events will be 

coordinated with the Joint Requirements Council to inform DHS acquisitions that address priority needs. 

PIONEER. The goal of the Partnering for Innovation and Operational Needs through Embedding for Effective 

Relationships (PIONEER) program is to develop better relationships and enhance interaction between S&T and 

DHS components to increase understanding of research and development processes. This program embeds 

S&T scientists into the operational environments of DHS components, enabling current-state awareness of the 

components' most critical needs. Concurrently! DHS component personnel are embedded into the S&T research, 

development, test, and evaluation processes. 

Prize Competitions. DHS prize competitions engage a broad range of talent through public crowdsourcing to 

produce ideas and solve tough homeland security challenges. Prizes are most effective when there is a well-

defined problem and the results of a competition can produce change. DHS announces a problem or question to 

the public (usually through publication in the Federal Register), along with specific criteria for evaluating entries. A 

diverse group of judges then assesses the submissions against stated criteria and ensures that desired results are 

achievable. 

Research & Development Accelerators. The DHS Accelerator program is designed to attract innovators, while 

keeping pace with the speed of technological advancement. Accelerators provide DHS with visibility and allow for 

engagement with startup companies that are developing cutting-edge technologies. Accelerators and their private 

sector networks provide a cost-effective way to engage a multitude of high-quality companies and influence their 

development to align with DHS priority needs. 

SAFETY Act Implementation. DHS has an office devoted to implementing the SAFETY Act, a law that may limit the 

legal liability of companies that manufacture or sell technologies and services that have anti-terrorism capabilities. 

The "Support Anti-Terrorism by Fostering Effective Technologies" (SAFETY) Act was enacted by Congress as a direct 

result of 9/11 and as part of the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (Title VII )  Subtitle G). By capping liability, the law 

promotes the creation, deployment, and use of anti-terrorism technologies to protect the homeland and save lives. 

Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR). The DHS SBIR Program provides early-stage funding. based on 

scientific merit, to U.S. small businesses to develop new technologies and innovations that have the potential 

to meet DHS R&D needs. DHS S&T's SBIR program is focused on near-term commercialization and delivery of 

operational prototypes to Federal, State. and local emergency responders and managers, as well as internal DHS 

entities. In addition, technology solutions resulting from SBIR funding provided by other Federal agencies can be 

leveraged through the S&T SBIR Program's Other Agency Technology Solutions (OATS) pilot program, helping to 

reduce the time from proof-of-concept feasibility to demonstration. 

University Centers of Excellence. DHS manages 10 university Centers of Excellence (COE) that conduct research 

and education in support of DRS major mission areas. DHS components can use the COEs to answer research 

questions, access advanced capabilities and technical solutions, and find highly skilled future workers. COEs are 

broadly based in DHS mission areas and have the flexibility to address new problems or unexpected challenges, 

including those identified through the IPT process. 
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Research priorities for the COEs originate with the DHS components, which staff the Federal Coordinating 

Committees (Fees) for each COE and select the most mission-relevant projects. The FCC process is focused on 

long-term challenges with uncertain outcomes, compared to the shorter term, better defined priorities addressed 

by the IPTs. Technological capability gaps prioritized through the IPT process will inform new research questions for 

the COEs. These questions will be considered annually and biennially in COE reviews, during which some research 

projects are discontinued and replaced by new ones. 
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conditions (including through harriers, inside buildings and underground) 	 C-I 

Figure 38. Mean Scores: communications systems that are hands:free, ergonomically 
optimized and can be integrated into personal protective equipment 	 C-I2 

Figure 39, Mean Scores: ability to remotely monitor the tactical actions and progress of all 
responders involved in the incident in real time 	 C-I2 

Figure 40. Mean Scores: ability to identift trends, patterns and important content front large 
volumes of information from multiple sources (including nontraditional sources) to support 
incident decision-making 	 C- 13 

Figure 41. Mean Scores: protective clothing and equipment for all responders that protects 
against multiple hazards 	 C-13 

Figure 42. Mean Scores: ability to identify what resources are available to support a response 
(including resources not traditionally involved in response), what their capabilities are and 
where they are, in real time 	 C- 14 

Figure 43. Mean Scores: ability to monitor the status of resources and their fitnctionality in 
current conditions, in real time 	 C- 14 

Figure 44. Mean Scores: ability to remotely scan an incident scene frft signs of .  Ifir and 
decomposition to identift and locate casualties and Jatalitie.s 	 C-I 

Figure 45. Mean Scores: readily accessible, high-fidelity simulation toots to support training  
and exercises in incident management and response 	 C-I 

Figure 46. Mean Scores: ability to identify, assess and validate emergency response-related 
software applications 	 C-16 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Project Responder 4 (PR4) is the fourth in a series of studies begun in 2003 to focus on 
identifying capability needs, shortfalls and priorities for catastrophic incident response. 
The approach for the PR4 study allowed a longitudinal look at II years of enduring gaps 
and needs, and distinguishing them from emerging needs and technology. The results of 
this study are captured in this Project Responder 4: 2014 National Technology Plan for 
Emergency Response to Catastrophic Incidents. 

PR4 identifies a set of enduring and emerging capability needs, frames them into 
technology objectives and assesses the state of science and technology to meet those 
needs. Findings are based on discussions with federal, state and local first responders as 
well as technical subject matter experts (SMEs). These interactions ensure that potential 
solutions reflect operational considerations and are based on an actionable and achievable 
technology path. 

Capability Needs 
This document identifies 14 capability needs that responders believe represent the highest 
priorities for improving their ability to respond to catastrophic incidents. Each of the 
capability needs may be improved, in whole or in part, through the application of 
technology solutions. The capability needs include enduring needs that were identified 
across the previous phases of Project Responder and emerging needs that will allow 
responders to leverage technological advances occurring in other fields. Responders 
prioritized these needs based on their impact on responder safety, population safety, 
consequence mitigation, decision-making and utility across multiple incidents. 

Response Technology Objectives 
This plan identifies 42 response technology objectives (RTOs) that address the 14 PR4 
capability needs. The RTOs translate the capability statements into actionable, 
technology-centric objectives. Each identifies a high-level technology solution (or part of 
a solution) designed to improve the capabilities of the response community. Each 
capability need has at least one corresponding RTO, and some RTOs can address multiple 
needs. The RTO descriptions include projects that represent a proposed path forward for 
increasing capability. This plan also contains a series of technology road maps that 
illustrate the project timelines and resource requirements suggested by the SMEs for each 
RTO. In addition, the road maps highlight synergies and dependencies in the 
development process. This plan is intended to inform FRG as it makes investment 
decisions and proceeds with an acquisition strategy designed to address enduring and 
emerging emergency response needs. The capability needs and the related RTOs also 
provide DHS and other government agencies, academia and private industry with a vision 
toward which they can direct their efforts. 



INTRODUCTION 

Background 

Responding to a large-scale catastrophic incident requires the coordination of personnel, 
equipment, communications, tactics, regulations and priorities, as well as the sharing of 
information and intelligence among many agencies and entities. This coordination and 
information sharing is difficult under normal circumstances but is exacerbated when the 
event is traumatic, the damage is widespread and the threats and dangers evolve. 
Inevitably, a catastrophic incident exceeds the resources of local jurisdictions, requires 
regional or national mutual aid and entails long-term response and recovery operations. 
There are gaps between what response agencies can currently do and what they feel is 
necessary for successful large-scale incident response. These gaps can be attributed to 
insufficient resources, procedures or training necessary to accomplish missions, or to 
changes that alter the response environment. 

The Oklahoma City National Memorial Institute for the Prevention of Terrorism (MIPT) 
funded an effort in April 2001 to identify these gaps and improve the capabilities of local, 
state and federal emergency responders. That effort, called Project Responder, focused on 
identifying capability needs, shortfalls and priorities for catastrophic incident response. 
Because the response environment is constantly changing, Project Responder has 
periodically reevaluated capability needs by engaging emergency responders from a 
diverse set of disciplines and jurisdictions. Project Responder 4 (PR4) represents the 
latest iteration in this continuing effort.' 

The purpose of Project Responder is to identify yaps between the current capability of 
emergency response agencies and what they consider necessary to respond to large-scale 
catastrophic incidents.-  These gaps are prioritized and analyzed to produce actionable 
recommendations that have been used by DHS, other government agencies and private 
industry to guide development efforts that specifically address articulated operational 
needs. This effort is unique in its dedication to capturing the voices of responders from 
both traditional and nontraditional response agencies as they describe their needs and 
goals for policy, procedures and technology.' 

It is beyond the ability of a single local or state agency to fund the development of new 
equipment, set universal standards for processes and procedures, facilitate the integration 
of existing resources and coordinate information-sharing protocols. State and local 

See Appendix A for a history of Project Responder. 
2  Catastrophic incidents are defined in this document to include large-scale natural disasters and man-made 

events (terroristic and accidental) that exceed the capabilities and resources of a local jurisdiction or 
region. 
Project Responder uses the terms ''emergency responders" or ''emergency response agencies" to be 
inclusive of traditional and nontraditional agencies that are necessary for response to catastrophic 
incidents. This includes public safety entities (i.e., law enforcement, fire, emergency medical services, 
emergency management) and supporting entities (e.g., public health, public works, transit). 



budgets are tight, and threats and hazards are numerous. It is the mission of the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology Directorate (S&T) to 
provide support when capability gaps cannot be satisfied at the state and local levels and 
when investments in science and technology can provide advances to responders 
throughout the country. &Sri' has an office specifically designated for this purpose. The 
Support to the Homeland Security Enterprise and First Responders Group (FRG) 
strengthens the response community's abilities to protect the homeland and respond to 
disasters.4  The FRG does this through the development of existing and emerging 
technologies, knowledge products and standards. To this end, FRG needs to understand 
the capability imps and priorities of the emergency response community as well as the 
potential solutions to fill those gaps. This ensures that their investments are made 
efficiently and effectively. 

Previous iterations of Project Responder identified the capability needs of emergency 
responders through multiple changes in the response environment over more than a 
decade. PR4 builds on these efforts by examining the state of science and technology for 
opportunities to address the most persistent and hid-lest-priority capability needs and 
develops a plan to address those needs. The FRG tasked the Homeland Security Studies 
and Analysis Institute (HSSAI) to resume its efforts on Project Responder and to develop 
this plan.5  This document, Project Responder 4: 2014 National Technology Plan for 
Emergency Response to Catastrophic Incidents, identifies a set of enduring and emerging 
capability priorities, frames them into technology objectives and describes an incremental 
and actionable approach to technology development. This approach is illustrated through 
a series of technology road maps. Decision-makers, planners and acquisition personnel in 
the FRG are the intended audience for this document. However, the contents of this plan 
can also be used by other DHS and government agencies, academia and private industry 
to pursue targeted technology development opportunities. 

This plan is based on an understanding of the capabilities needed to respond to 
catastrophic incidents. The technology programs identified as part of this plan correlate to 
the capability needs. HSSAI created this plan with the involvement and input of 
emergency responders, who have ultimate responsibility for response operations, and 
technical subject matter experts, who provided insight about the state of technology for 
these capabilities. 

4  "Science and Technology Directorate Support to the Homeland Security Enterprise and First 
Responders," U.S. Department of Homeland Security, last modification: n.d.. http://www.dhswovist-frg.  

5  In April 2004, the first Project Responder effort produced the Prgject Responder National Technology 

Plan for Emergency Response to Catastrophic Terrorism following an extensive effort to understand the 
capability needs of the emergency response community and identify potential solutions for those needs. 
The 2004 plan focused on technology investment to improve capabilities and included the development 
of technology road maps comprised of initiatives to close gaps in responder capabilities. This document is 
a second iteration of that document. 
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Methodology Overview 

This section provides a brief overview of the analytical processes used to obtain and 
assess data and to develop the plan's findings. Appendix B provides a more detailed 
description of each phase in the methodology. 

The methodology consisted of data gathering and analysis based on HSSAI's research 
and structured discussions with the response community and Subject matter experts. This 
occurred through four phases: (1) identification and validation of enduring and emerging 
capability needs; (2) identification of technology objectives to meet those needs; (3) 
identification of potential science and technology solutions; and (4) development of a 
technology plan and corresponding road maps. The graphic below illustrates this process: 
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Figure 1. P124 Methodology 

The goal of phase 1 was to identify the capability needs that should be addressed in the 
plan and to validate those needs with a group of emergency responders. To do so. HSSAI 
facilitated a series of virtual focus group meetings with members of the First Responders 
Resource Group (FRRG) and InterAvency Board (IAB).6.  7  During the meetings, 
participants reviewed the capability priorities identified during Project Responder 3 
(PR3) and suggested new or evolving needs. HSSAI identified a set of 14 capability 
needs after analyzing the virtual meeting results. HSSAI then developed and distributed 
an online prioritization tool that responders could use to prioritize among the PR4 

6  Virtual focus group meetings were held using a collaborative Web-based system, allowing participants to 
review materials simultaneously and provide input and feedback verbally and through posted comments. 

7  The FRRG is distinct from the FRG. The FRRG is a multi-disciplinary group of responders established to 
provide input and feedback in support of the FRG's development efforts. The IAB is a federally chartered 
advisory group of state and local emergency responders. Its mission is to "strengthen the nation's ability 
to prepare for and respond safely and effectively to emergencies, disasters, and CBRNE incidents." For 
further information, see hitusgliab.gov. 



capability needs. Participants rated the capability needs according to overall priority, 
criticality of need and other contributing factors. 

Simply identifying emergency response capability needs is not sufficient for technology 
development decisions. It is important to understand the actual capability gaps. These 
gaps represent the difference between current capability and what responders believe is 
required to effectively and efficiently complete their tasks and mission. This requires a 
clear articulation of the baseline capability—what responders have now—and the 
quantitative and qualitative goals that describe what they believe is needed. To gather 
initial data on baseline capabilities, HSSAI facilitated discussions with members of the 
IAB's Strategic Planning Subgroup. Participants reviewed the 14 PR4 capability needs 
and provided information and data about their current capabilities (technology, policy, 
procedures and training) available for response operations. 

The goal of phase 2 was to translate capability needs into technology objectives. 
Technologists require an understanding of what is specifically needed before they can 
pursue new and innovative solutions. They also need to understand the problems that 
responders are facing and why current capabilities are insufficient. In phase 2, HSSAI 
conducted a focus group that included emergency responders and technical Subject 
matter experts to facilitate this understanding and identify RTOs. RTOs translate the 
operational capability needs into technical terms.9  Federal, state and local emergency 
responders with experience in catastrophic incident response and recognized Subject 
matter experts in fields related to the capability needs participated in the focus group, 
held in Washington, D.C., in November 2013. Responders described each capability need 
and explained the operational issues that they face. Technologists translated the needs 
into RTOs that, as a whole, should address the capability needs. 

Technologists are better able to identify a proposed path to address needs if they have a 
concrete understanding of responder goals for each RTO. HSSAI conducted a workshop 
in San Antonio, Texas, in March 2014 to capture these goals. Federal, state and local 
responders participated in a series of facilitated discussions describing both their current 
capabilities and what they believe is necessary to achieve mission success for each RTO. 

The goal of phase 3 was to evaluate the state of science and technology to identify 
potential technology solutions that meet responder needs. HSSAI conducted a series of 
in-person and telephone interviews with Subject matter experts who work in fields related 
to the RTOs. These experts were from national laboratories, government agencies, 
academia, private industry and standards and professional organizations. HSSAI 
conducted interviews with several experts in each field to obtain multiple perspectives 
and inputs. The interviews produced information and data about the state of technology, 
proposed paths to meet responder goals, associated resource needs and potential barriers. 

8 See Appendix C for a discussion of the PR4 Prioritization Process. 
See Figure 4 in the section on Key PR4 Concepts for a more complete definition of key terms used in the 
development of this plan. 



In the fourth and final phase of this effort, HSSAI assessed and integrated the information 
from responders and Subject matter experts to identify actionable programs for increasing 
capability. HSSAI also developed technology road maps that illustrate an integrated 
pathway for capability advancement. 

Enduring and Emerging Needs 

The first Project Responder National Technology Plan, published in 2004, was a unique, 
multi-disciplinary examination of emergency response capabilities required to respond to 
catastrophic events. It reflected a comprehensive review of capability needs across the 
totality of the emergency response mission. Subsequent iterations of Project Responder 
updated and prioritized those capability needs to reflect changes in the response 
environment because of a focus on all-hazards response, the introduction of foundational 
response doctrine, evolving threats and a constrained fiscal environment. 

The second and third iterations of Project Responder did not provide recommendations of 
potential technology solutions to meet the identified needs. There have not been 
significant changes to the response environment since the PR3 report was published in 
December 2011. Consequently, another comprehensive review of capability needs was 
unnecessary. A number of capability needs have endured across all phases of Project 
Responder. A review of results from the three previous Project Responder efforts 
indicates that participants consistently rated a number of capabilities as a high priority. 
Although the threat and response environments have changed over the intervening 12 
years, many of the previously identified capability needs and gaps endure. Figure 2 
illustrates the continuity in prioritization of some capability needs. 
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Figure 2. Project Responder Capability Priorities, 2001 to 2011 

As depicted in this graphic, responders consistently identify body protection, responder 
location, interoperable communication (voice and data), logistics management and threat 

m  A color coding system is used throughout this report to provide an organizational structure whereby color 
cues may help the reader understand which topic is being addressed (for example.. information related to 
communications consistently uses red font or shading). Pages 15 to 17 illustrate the coloring assigned to 
each capability need. 

There were three capability needs related to communications in the 2008 Projed Responder Review of 
Emergency Response Capability Needs. 

12  There were two capability needs related to logistics support in the 2008 Project Responder Review of 
Emergency Response Capability Needs'. 



assessment as priorities for capability advancement. HSSAI chose these enduring needs, 
and the others identified as high priority (luring the PR3 effort, as the starting point in 
identifying capability needs to address in PR4. 

The other high-priority needs from PR3 include: 

• Readily accessible, high-fidelity simulation tools to support training and exercises 
in incident management and response 

• The ability to remotely monitor the tactical actions and progress of all responders 
involved in the incident in real time 

• Communications systems that are hands-free, ergonomically optimized and can be 
integrated into PPE 

• The ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats and hazards 
at incident scenes in real time 

• The ability to rapidly identify hazardous agents and contaminants 

• The ability to remotely scan an incident scene for signs of life and decomposition 
to identify and locate casualties and fatalities 

It is also important to capture emerging needs—those that have arisen or increased in 
priority because of technological advancement, social or cultural change or other drivers. 
While the response environment has not changed significantly, changes and innovation in 
other areas have the potential to influence changes in response doctrine and operations. 
HSSAI identified two emerging needs from the responder inputs during the virtual focus 
group meetings: 

• The ability to incorporate information from multiple and nontraditional sources 
(for example, crowdsourcing and social media) into incident command and 
operations 

• The ability to identify, assess and validate emergency-response-related software 
applications 

The first of these emerging needs was identified during PR3 but was not ranked among 
the highest-priority needs. The second emerging need was newly identified by responders 
in PR4. 

Figure 3 illustrates the sources of the final set of 14 PR4 capability needs: 
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Figure 3. PR4 Capability Needs 

Key PR4 Concepts 

This plan is based on the concepts defined in figure 4. These concepts provide a structure 
to understand the capabilities needed for catastrophic incident response. The structure is 
hierarchical, with one level of the structure providing inputs to the next. 



Definition: broad operational categories of 
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Capability Needs 
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Technology Objectives 
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Figure 4. Key Concepts—Definitions and Origins 

Capability domains represent broad operational categories of emergency response where 
similar needs are consistently identified. These domains provide an organizational 
construct to allow structured discussion around capabilities instead of disciplines or 
jurisdictions. The capability domains in this plan were originally described and defined in 
the PR:3 report. 13  

The domains are as follows: 

• Situational awareness: the capability to provide and distill specific 
knowledge concerning emerging threats, hazards and conditions in a 

13  The capability domains were derived from the FEMA Core Capabilities List, previous Project Responder 
reports, Presidential Policy Directive-8 and other relevant documents. 



timely fashion to support incident management decisions across all phases 
of catastrophic incident response 

• Communications: the capability to seamlessly and dynamically connect 
multiple persons/entities and convey meaningful and actionable 
information to all relevant parties 

• Command, control and coordination (C3): the ability to identify incident 
priorities, allocate scarce resources and exchange relevant information to 
make effective decisions in a stressful environment 

• Responder health, safety and petformance: the ability to identify hazards 
to public safety personnel and develop appropriate mitigations to reduce 
morbidity and mortality associated with response activities 

• Logistics and resource management: the capability to identify, acquire, 
track and distribute available equipment, supplies and personnel in support 
of catastrophic incident response 

• Casualty management: the capability to provide rapid and effective search 
and rescue, medical response, prophylaxis and decontamination for large 
numbers of incident casualties and identify appropriate sheltering and 
transportation options 

• Training and exercise: the ability to provide instruction on necessary skills 
for catastrophic incident response and coordinate and practice 
implementation of plans and potential response prior to an incident 

Capability needs are statements that describe an essential ability required to perform a 
critical response function. They are identified through data-gathering efforts with the 
emergency response community. Participants in the virtual focus groups vetted the list of 
capability needs, examining each of the 40 needs identified during PR3 and suggesting 
emerging needs. Responders used an online prioritization tool to rate the capability needs 
according to several factors. Each of the capability needs fits into one of the capability 
domains. 

RTOs translate the capability statements into actionable, technology-centric objectives. 
An RTO identities a high-level technology solution (or part of a solution) for a capability 
need. HSSAI developed draft RTOs using data gathered during the focus group held in 
November 2013. Subject matter experts who participated in the data-gathering interviews 
vetted the RTOs and provided input on ongoing development efforts, technical 
challenges, potential technology programs and associated resource requirements. The 42 
RTOs in the Findings section are described in terms of relevance, responder 
requirements, a summary of the state of technology, anticipated benefits and potential 
challenges or barriers to improving the capabilities. 

Technology programs describe potential solutions for each RTO. The subject matter 
experts who participated in the interview process suggested programs to address the 
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operational requirements articulated by the responders. The technology programs in this 
plan are listed in the Path Forward section of each RTO and illustrated in the technology 
road maps. 

Participation 

It has been a fundamental 
component of the Project 
Responder effort over all 
four iterations to involve 
responders—the men and 
women who will ultimately 
be responsible for 
responding to catastrophic 
incidents—in the 
identification and 
prioritization of capability 
needs and the development 
of proposed technology 
paths. Actions taken to 	Figure 5. Geographical Distribution of PR4 Participants 
address gaps in capability 
require the involvement of 
responders to identify potential impacts on operations. Development of technology 
solutions without responder input can result in wasted resources and tools or equipment 
that go unused because they do not meet operational requirements. While responders may 
not be able to identify technology solutions, they are able to describe in detail what they 
need to be able to execute their mission successfully. It is important to obtain this input 
from a set of participants diverse in terms of discipline, size and location of jurisdiction 
and level of government. Capabilities for emergency response vary significantly across 
the country and incorporating multiple perspectives helps ensure that the overall level of 
capability is understood. 

HSSAI identified responders on the basis of their participation in the JAB and FRRG, 
previous participation in the Project Responder process, and experience with response to 
or management of large-scale incidents, as well as recommendations from some of the 
nation's most experienced and well-respected responders. Participants from traditional 
and nontraditional disciplines participated in the PR4 process, including the fire service, 
law enforcement, emergency medical services (EMS), emergency management, urban 
search and rescue, public health, public utilities and transit services. Federal, state and 
local responders from 34 states and the District of Columbia participated in the PR4 
process. 14 

11  This number does not include those responders who participated in the prioritization process. All 
members of the IAB and FRRG received an invitation to the online tool. Basic demographic information 



HSSAI gathered input from Subject matter experts from national laboratories, 
government agencies, academia, private industry and standards and professional 
organizations who work in technology fields related to the RT0s. A group of 11 Subject 
matter experts participated in the focus group and more than 40 participated in the 
interview process. HSSAI identified Subject matter experts through review of technical 
documents, journals and conference proceedings; open-source research of available 
products; and recommendations by other experts. A list of all PR4 participants can be 
found in Appendix D. 

Scope 

This plan describes proposed development paths to improve high-priority capabilities for 
emergency response to catastrophic incidents. Catastrophic incidents include natural 
disasters and man-made events (terroristic and accidental) that exceed the capabilities and 
resources of a local jurisdiction or region. Project Responder is not focused on daily 
response activities (for example, fighting a house fire or conducting an investigation). I5  

In this plan, HSSAI identified science- and technology-based products and solutions On 
other words, equipment, knowledge products, and standards) that can address responder 
needs. When applicable, this plan mentions potential non-technology solutions but does 
not address them in detail. 

The Subject matter experts who participated in the focus groups and interviews estimated 
costs associated with the technology programs. HSSAI did not conduct an independent 
cost development effort or perform a formal cost and benefit analysis. In addition, HSSAI 
did not do a detailed assessment of technical risks associated with these programs. 

The rationale and methodology for this plan were based on a capabilities-based planning 
approach. According to a RAND study for the Department of Defense, Iclapabilities-
based planning is planning, under uncertainty, to provide capabilities suitable for a wide 
range of modern-day challenges and circumstances while working within an economic 
framework that necessitates choice."16  Capability-based technology planning begins by 
asking the operators—the users of technology—what they need to do that they cannot do 
today. This planning method focuses on the functions that need to be performed and 
provides technologists with a clear set of prioritized operational goals toward which they 
can direct their efforts. One limitation of engaging operators is that each has personal 
biases that may impact their input. To mitigate this concern, HSSAI used experienced 

was collected from the 129 responders who participated, but their results were anonymous. Therefore. it 
is not possible to determine the number of responders who also participated in another PR4 event. 

15  Although Project Responder is not focused on the capabilities needed for daily response activities, it is 
important that new technologies that are developed for emergency response are also integrated into daily 
use equipment whenever possible. 

lb  Paul K. Davis, Amity/R. Architecture for Capabilities-Based Planning, Mission-System A no/pis. and 
Transformation, prepared by RAM) National Defense Research Institute for the Office of the Secretary 
of Defense. 



facilitators during the focus group and workshop discussion sessions and invited 
participants from multiple disciplines, agencies and jurisdictions to obtain varied 
perspectives. 

HSSAI attempted to identify both the appropriate Subject matter experts and ongoing 
technology initiatives for the data-gathering effort. However, not all invited technologists 
were able to attend, and other experts or technology programs may not have been 
identified through HSSAI's research. Further, it is possible that some research and 
development in the areas addressed by the RTOs is classified and therefore cannot be 
included in this plan. 

In the first Project Responder report (published in 2004), leading responder associations 
were given the opportunity to review and endorse the findings. This endorsement is 
valuable because of the implied concurrence with the study findings by a much larger 
group of responders. The period of performance associated with PR4 did not allow for the 
independent review and validation by these associations before the final plan was due to 
DHS. However, HSSAI did invite members of key associations to participate and 
obtained their input during the data gathering phases of this effort. 



FINDINGS 

This section details the findings from the PR4 effort. First, it identifies the PR4 capability 
needs by domain and summarizes the results of the prioritization process. Second, it 
describes some crosscutting considerations for technology development. Third, it 
describes each of the 42 RTOs that correspond with the PR4 capability needs. 

Project Responder 4 Capability Needs 

There are 14 capability needs for emergency response to catastrophic incidents that are 
addressed in this plan. As described in the Enduring and Emerging Needs section above, 
the capability needs were identified through analysis of capability needs consistently 
identified throughout all phases of Project Responder, other high-priority needs identified 
in PR3 and emerging needs suggested by emergency responders. The 14 needs are listed 
below. They are depicted in colored boxes by capability domain. This color coding 
system is used throughout this report to provide an organizational structure whereby color 
cues may help the reader understand which domain is being addressed. 

Situational awareness is defined as the capability to obtain and distill specific 
knowledge concerning threats, hazards and conditions in a timely matter to support 
incident management decisions across all phases of a catastrophic incident response. 

The ability to know the location of responders and their proximity to risks and 
hazards in real time 

The ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats and hazards 
at incident scenes in real time 

The ability to rapidly identify hazardous agents and contaminants 

The ability to incorporate information from multiple and nontraditional sources 
(for example, crowdsourcing and social media) into incident command operations 

Communications is defined as the capability to seamlessly and dynamically 
connect multiple persons or entities and convey meaningful and actionable 
information to all relevant parties. 

Communications systems that are hands free, ergonomically optimized and can 
be integrated into PPE 



Command, control and coordination is defined as the ability to identify incident 
priorities, allocate scarce resources and exchange relevant information to make effective 
decisions in a stressful environment. 

The ability to remotely monitor the tactical actions and progress of all responders 
involved in the incident in real time 

The ability to identify trends, patterns and important content from large volumes 
of information from multiple sources (including nontraditional sources) to support 
incident decision-making 

The ability to identify, assess and validate emergency-response-related 
software applications 

Responder health, safety and performance is defined as the ability to identify hazards 
to public safety personnel and develop appropriate mitigations to reduce morbidity and 
mortality associated with response activities. 

Logistics and resource management is defined as the ability to identify, acquire, 
track and distribute mission-specific equipment, supplies and personnel in support of 
catastrophic incident response. 

The ability to identify what resources are available to support a response 
(including resources not traditionally involved in response), what their capabilities 
are and where they are, in real time 

The ability to monitor in real time the status of resources and their functionality 
in current conditions 

Casualty management is defined as the ability to provide rapid and effective search and 
rescue, medical response, prophylaxis and decontamination for large numbers of 
incident casualties and identify appropriate sheltering, transportation and destination 
options. 



Training and exercise is defined as the ability to provide instruction on necessary skills 
for catastrophic incident response and coordinate and practice implementation of plans 
and potential response prior to an incident. 

Readily accessible, high-fidelity simulation tools to support training and 
exercises in incident management and response 

Previous Project Responder efforts used a technique called Q methodology to prioritize 
the capability needs arising from the facilitated discussions. This methodology enables a 
group of participants to rank order a large number of opinion statements relative to each 
other. While Q methodology was well suited to rank order the larger number of 
capabilities identified in previous Project Responder iterations, it is less suitable for 
understanding the underlying factors necessary to prioritize a smaller subset of enduring 
and emerging capability needs. For PR4, HSSAI sought to identify and understand the 
specific factors that make each capability a priority. HSSAI asked emergency responders 
to identify the factors that cause one capability to be ranked higher than another. The 
factors were then used as the foundation to develop an online tool. The online tool 
provided a uniform assessment path for responders to follow when they evaluated each 
capability statement. 

In the prioritization tool, responders were asked several questions, and the responses to 
each question were based on a seven-point scale. The full question set included the 
following questions: 

• How would improvements in this capability improve responder safety? 

• How would improvements in this capability improve the safety of the affected 
popttkaion? 

• How would improvements in this capability improve the ability to mitigate 
incident consequences? 

• How would improvements in this capability improve decision-making far incident 
management? 

• Can improvements in this capability be used in multiple types ofincidents? 

• Overall, how important a priority is this capability? 

Participants were also asked to rank what they perceived to be the three most critical 
capabilities and the least critical capability. The prioritization tool was distributed to all 
members of the FRRG and JAB. It was available over a two-week period. More than 
125 responders participated, with a 90 percent response rate for each question. The results 
from the prioritization process indicate that six needs rank the highest in terms of overall 
priority. Figure 6 presents the overall priority ranking of the top six capability needs. 17  

17  Appendix C provides more detail about the development and results of the PR4 prioritization process. 



Capability Need Mean Score 

The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental 
conditions (including through barriers, inside buildings and 
underground) 

6.3 

The ability to know the location of responders and their proximity to 
risks and hazards in real time 

6.1 

The ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats 
and hazards at incident scenes in real time 

6.0 

The ability to rapidly identify hazardous agents and contaminants 5.9 

The ability to remotely monitor the tactical actions and progress of all 
responders involved in the incident in real time 

5.7 

Protective clothing and equipment for all responders that protects 
against multiple hazards 

5A 

Figure 6. Capability Needs by Overall Priority Ranking 

HSSAI also examined the criticality rankings of the capability statements. This 
assessment yields results that are similar to the rankings of overall priority. Three 
capability needs received significantly more votes than the other capability needs. 
Figure 7 presents the criticality ranking of the capability needs. 

Capability Need 

The ability to know the location of responders and their proximity to 
risks and hazards in real time 

Number of 

Votes 

85 

The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental 
conditions (including through barriers, inside buildings and 
underground) 

70 

The ability to detect, monitor, and analyze passive and active threats 
and hazards at incident scenes in real time 

39 

Figure 7. Capability Needs by Criticality Ranking 

The same capability needs are consistently ranked highest given the two ranking 
methods, with the primary difference being that the highest ranked swap the first and 
second positions. Although the ability to communicate with responders in any 
environmental conditions is ranked higher in overall priority, responders assessed the 
ability to know the location of responders and their proximity to risks and hazards in real 
time as more critical to address first. Overall, the consistency of these rankings indicates 
their degree of importance to the responder community. 



Considerations for Technology Development and Adoption 

Participants in the PR4 process, both responders and other Subject matter experts, 
identified a number of issues that should be taken into consideration when reviewing the 
RTO descriptions. These issues address overarching or crosscutting factors that affect 
both the response community and those interested in pursuing the proposed programs 
described in this plan. 

Big data. Addressing the capability needs identified in this plan may create significant 
big data challenges for the response community. Big data problems exist when large 
amounts of data are collected from multiple sources and the data sets become too large or 
complex to transmit, filter and process in a timely manner. Many of the devices or 
systems discussed in this plan will create data streams that must be transmitted in real 
time to incident command to be useful. Telemetry data showing the location of hundreds 
of responders on the incident scene, for example, will be less useful if the data 
transmission overloads existing communications infrastructure and is not received in real 
time. Responders and the population may be in jeopardy if sensors that detect the 
presence of hazardous agents cannot transmit pertinent information in real time. This 
issue is exacerbated during emergency response to catastrophic events because network 
connectivity and available bandwidth can be severely hampered. Big data problems 
persist once information is received by incident command. Numerous advances in 
technology will be useless if the transmitted information is so complex or extensive that it 
cannot be processed by incident command or the appropriate responder. The big data 
challenge transcends many of the technology programs and can impede the 
improvements promised by these new tools. 

Crosscutting requirements. Each RTO described below includes a list of responder 
goals. These goals describe attributes that responders believe are necessary as part of the 
new tools, devices, systems and platforms developed to address the PR4 capability needs. 
There are a number of attributes that responders mentioned during nearly every RTO 
discussion. Instead of listing these goals repeatedly, they are addressed here as a set of 
base requirements: 

• Power source — Availability of power sources can be a significant issue in 
catastrophic incident response, as the nature of the incident can damage or destroy 
the power infrastructure. Responders need tools that can utilize multiple power 
sources (for example, accessing the power infrastructure of on-scene buildings, 
generators and batteries). Portable power systems should be long-lasting and 
lightweight and should not use proprietary interfaces or components. 

• User inlet:lace — The interaction between the responder and the device must be 
intuitive and easy to use. Responders do not want complex or cluttered displays. 
Components should be clearly labeled and the system should be based on a 
logical construct derived from responder requirements. 

• Cost — Cost is a significant issue for the response community. The current fiscal 
environment dictates that budgets for public safety agencies are tight and 



available funding for capital purchases is limited. Affordability should be a key 
factor during technology development, including initial costs and recurring 
maintenance and calibration. 

• Daily use — Responders do not want a separate set of equipment that is only used 
during response to large-scale incidents. Responders may not have the time to re-
familiarize themselves with equipment that has specialized functionality and is 
not used on a daily basis. Tools and systems developed to address the PR4 
capability needs should be, to the extent possible, used during routine operations. 

• Training — Training should be clear and concise. When possible, and appropriate, 
training should be available via Web-based instruction or provide a train-the-
trainer option, where one staff member can learn to teach others about the specific 
topic. 

Spiral development. The responder goals described for each RTO do not constitute a 
minimum set of requirements that must be met before new tools, devices, platforms or 
systems can be released. Responders stated that they would prefer incremental, 
continuous advancement over waiting several years for a piece of equipment that meets 
all of the stated goals at the same time. Not only do requirements change as the response 
environment evolves, but even minor advancements in capabilities can improve response 
operations. Likewise, some of the goals described below are quantitative in nature. They 
describe a specific weight or distance. Responders do not want these specifications to be 
construed as a minimum requirement. Being able to locate responders indoors to within 
I() feet (instead of the one-foot goal described below) still represents a significant 
improvement over what is available today. Quantitative goals should also be subject to 
the spiral development methodology. 

Reach goals. Some of the goals described below can be considered "reach goals,' with 
quantitative criteria that exceed what technology can deliver today. During the workshop 
discussions, responders were asked to describe the attributes that they believe are 
necessary to complete their tasks and missions effectively, without consideration for cost 
or technical feasibility. The goals represent what responders believe that they need in 
terms of capability. As with the discussion on spiral development, these reach goals 
should be viewed as goals, not as minimum requirements before new products are 
released to the response community. As technology continuously advances, what was 
previously infeasible may become possible and the reach goals may someday be 
achievable. 

Responder involvement The criticality of involving the emergency response community 
during all phases of technology development should not be understated. Too often, 
products are developed without a clear concept of operations or understanding of 
operational realities. This results in tools and equipment that do not meet the demands of 
the user community and potentially wasted investment. Responders cited examples where 
buttons were too small to push while wearing gloves, devices were not rugvedized to 
withstand heat and humidity or responders were put in greater danger when trying to 
deploy a device. Responders can provide iterative input and feedback from requirements 
generation through testing and evaluation. 



Resistance to change. The response community as a whole can be resistant to change. 
Many of the goals described in this document briny the capabilities of the response 
community in line with what is already available in other fields. However, responders 
often like to do things the way they have always been done. Responders reported that 
there is an internal struggle within the response community, and perhaps within each 
individual responder, between honoring tradition and culture and wanting improvements 
in capabilities. This struggle is not limited to only one discipline; there are multiple 
examples where advances in technology, even those that could improve responder safety, 
are rejected because they conflict with tradition. One important consideration for 
technology developers is that they will not be able to force change. Developers and 
manufacturers need to understand their customer and the motivations for why things are 
currently done as they are. Responders rely on whiteboards and grease pencils because 
that is what has worked in the past (and in some cases because that is what they could 
afford). The response community needs to embrace technology, but this may not be an 
easy sell. A younger generation of responders may embrace technology to a much greater 
extent, but new technologies introduced now may have to demonstrate not only that they 
can withstand the extreme conditions on the incident scene, but also that they can 
measurably improve capability. 

Personnel qualifications. Greater use of and reliance on technology may mean that 
personnel qualifications may change or new staff positions may be necessary. Currently, 
many public safety agencies do not have a separate staffed position focused on 
information technology (IT). Often, IT work is assigned as an additional duty to a 
responder interested in the field, or IT issues are addressed through support contracts with 
outside firms. However, the need for an on-site, skilled, and dedicated IT staff becomes 
more acute as the number of networked devices on the incident scene increases. 

Changes in doctrine. In addition to potentially changing the necessary skill set of public 
safety agencies, many of the technology advancements identified in this plan have the 
potential to notably change the tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP) used in 
emergency response today. For example, being able to remotely detect the location of 
casualties may change the current practice of sending out separate teams to search for 
trapped victims. Likewise, the ability to conduct virtual training and exercises may 
reduce the number of full-scale exercises that need to be held. A larger, multi-disciplinary 
body should periodically assess how TTP can evolve as a result of advances in 
technology. 

Project Responder 4 Response Technology Objectives 

Each of the 42 RTOs identified during the PR4 effort is described below. The RTOs are 
grouped by domain, and each domain is a separate section or chapter. The color coding 
system used above continues here (for example, all of the RTOs pertaining to situational 
awareness have blue shading and text boxes) to provide the reader with organizational 
cues. 



Each domain chapter contains an introduction identifying the corresponding capability 
needs and describing each need as it applies to catastrophic incident response. Each RTO 
contains a number of components: 

• Relevance — This paragraph describes how the RTO addresses a necessary 
component of catastrophic incident response. 

• Current capabilicy — This paragraph describes the equipment and resources that 
response agencies currently have available. 

• Responder goals — These bullets list responder-articulated attributes that, taken as 
a whole, describe the increase in capability that responders believe is necessary. 

• Slate of technology — This section provides a qualitative description of existing or 
proven capabilities in this or related areas, as well as ongoing development 
efforts. 

• Potential challenges — These bullets identify conceivable technology and non-
technology barriers that could inhibit development or operational implementation. 

• Anticipated benefits — This graphic illustrates expected operational improvements 
associated with meeting responder goals. 

Responders described current capability and identified goals over the course of multiple 
focus group meetings, a workshop and several other data-gathering sessions. Subject 
matter experts described the state of technology and suggested annual milestones and 
estimated potential costs during the interview process. HSSAI did not develop costs 
independently, and further refinement of costs should be among the initial steps taken 
during the acquisition process. 

HSSAI gathered much of the information described below, including the current 
capability and state of technology sections in particular. from an amalgamation of 
sources. Specific citations are provided for all DHS and other efforts funded by federal 
agencies. For commercial programs and products, HSSAI chose to describe the state of 
technology in more general terms to avoid the perceived endorsement of specific 
products or manufacturers. 



SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 

Situational awareness is defined as the capability to obtain and distill specific 
knowledge concerning threats, hazards and conditions in a timely matter to support 
incident management decisions across all phases of a catastrophic incident response. 

There are four capability statements in this domain: 

Since Project Responder began in 2001, emergency responders have consistently stated 
there is a need to precisely identify the location of responders in real time. Incident 
commanders and team leaders need a tool that displays the location of responders and 
their proximity to threats and hazards. During a catastrophic incident, responders may 
operate over an extensive geographic area without adequate knowledge of the hazards 
and threats. The ability to geolocate responders (identify their location on the incident 
scene tied to latitude, longitude and altitude coordinates or area-specific designations 
such as a street address), in all environments fin other words, indoors, outdoors and 
maritime), combined with simultaneous awareness of incident hazards, could greatly 
improve the safety of emergency responders. As an example, precise geolocation of 
responders may have prevented the catastrophe that occurred in Arizona on June 30, 
2013, when 19 Granite Mountain Hotshot crewrnembers were killed after being 
overtaken by an approaching wildfire threat. Incident command did not have adequate 
situational awareness or the ability to communicate with the crew to alert them of the 
impending hazards. 

Subject matter experts identified five RTOs that correspond with this capability: 

• Indoor (Above and Below Ground) Responder Geolocation 
• Outdoor Responder Geolocation 
• Maritime (Above and Below Water) Geolocation 
• Infrastructure Standards for Technology Integration 
• Rapid Building Characterization, Generation and Display 

The ability to rapidly identify hazardous agents and contaminants 

Upon arriving at an incident scene, responders may have little or no awareness of the 
hazardous agents or contaminants that may be present. This lack of awareness places 
responders at increased risk of exposure to a range of threats, including unknown toxins, 
biological agents or contaminants, during response operations. Catastrophic incident 
response only amplifies this issue, as the scale and scope of a catastrophic incident 
increase the likelihood of numerous hazardous agents on the scene. Even minimum 
exposure to many of these agents can cause significant health concerns. Responders need 
the ability to detect hazardous agents remotely and understand pertinent information 
regarding protective actions or treatments. 
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SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 

Subject matter experts identified three RTOs that correspond with this capability: 

• Improved Standoff Detection and Identification of Multiple Hazards 
• Multi-Sensor Integration and Analysis 
• Risk Assessment and Decision Support to Command 

The ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats and hazards 
at incident scenes in real time 

Threats and hazards during a catastrophic incident can change rapidly. Dangers detected 
at incident onset may increase, decrease or evolve overtime, while new and unexpected 
hazards can emerge. Both passive and active threats and hazards can exist simultaneously 
on incident scenes, particularly during catastrophic incidents, increasing the potential risk 
to civilians and responders. Responders need the capability to continuously detect, 
characterize, monitor and analyze threats and hazards. On-scene, rapid detection and 
timely alert of changes to the threat environment is critical for responders to take timely 
protective actions. Broad understanding of threats and hazards, and real-time changes to 
them, would inform response operation decisions. 

Subject matter experts identified three RTOs for this capability: 

• Remote Monitoring of Threats and Hazards 
• Combined Effects Assessment 

• Automated Red-Force Trackingis  

The ability to incorporate information from multiple and nontraditional sources 
(for example, crowdsourcing and social media) into incident command operations 

Emergency managers rely on multiple information inputs to make decisions. These inputs 
include field observations, sensor data, model outputs, images and video, media reports, 
databases and other sources. With advances in technology, responders are exploring ways 
to integrate nontraditional sources of valuable data (for example, sensors attached to 
infrastructure, road cameras, social media data) into decision-making processes. 
Responders noted the increasing importance of information from nontraditional sources 
and the need to integrate these information streams into a common operating picture. 
Although responders see value in systems that could aggregate and analyze nontraditional 
information sources, they also emphasized the need to verify information. To be 
actionable, responders need to be confident that data has been validated and obtained 
from a verified source. At present, nontraditional data are not fully incorporated into 
incident command common operating pictures for decision-making. 

Red forces denote a specific threat or hazard and could be a person or persons (Ibr example, active 
shooters or suspects), or an item such as a weapon Or an explosive device. 
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SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 

Subject matter experts identified two RTOs that correspond with this capability: 

• All-Source Collection and Integration of Data 
• All-Source Information Validation 

Indoor (Above and Below Ground) Responder Geolocation 

Relevance: Responders frequently operate inside buildings, underground (for example. 
basements, subway systems) and under debris and rubble. Responders may not have 
adequate knowledge of their own location or those of other responders indoors, especially 
if the environment is impaired by smoke or lack of light. Moreover, incident commanders 
who are managing the response may not know the location of personnel deployed on-
scene. These circumstances become exacerbated during a catastrophic incident when 
individuals are responding from multiple jurisdictions, further degrading situational 
awareness. Incident command needs the ability to locate, evacuate or rescue at-risk or 
trapped responders, identify personnel at key locations and notify responders if they are 
in proximity to threats and hazards. This requires precise location of responders on-scene. 
Geolocation is the geographical position of an object, usually defined by latitude, 
longitude and altitude. Knowing the coordinates of responders and their proximity to 
hazards is critical for responder safety. 

Current Capability: Currently, most agencies do not have the capability for real-time 
automated geolocation of responders on the incident scene. Responders often transmit 
their location coordinates verbally, using hand-held radios. Real-time geolocation 
requires the responder to wear a device that broadcasts global positioning system (GPS) 
coordinates. GPS works by constantly transmitting a signal to satellites in orbit to 
calculate a position. These signals contain metadata on the exact time the signal was 
transmitted and where the satellite was when the signal was sent. The device then 
calculates the time it takes for four or more of these signals to reach the device from a 
satellite to trilaterate the location.19  These signals are not powerful enough to penetrate 
building walls or even a thin piece of metal, which makes indoor and below ground 
geolocation very difficult, even with the most sophisticated technology available. Even if 
a responder knows his or her own GPS coordinates, they must then be transmitted in real 
time to incident command. Incident commanders generally rely on the last known 
position (as communicated by the responder or approximated based on tasking) to 
identify the location of personnel in GPS-denied environments, such as inside buildings. 
In an emergency situation, it is possible to "ping" the smartphones carried by many 
responders to identify their last known position. However, because GPS signals are 
obstructed indoors, this position may be temporally and geographically out of date. The 

addition to Standalone GPS, described above, Assisted GPS (A-GPS) also represents a capability to 
support geolocation. A device can report multiple data points (for example, the location of Wi-Fi points, 
satellite data, other provider infrastructure) back to the network. The carrier can use this information to 
identify the approximate location of the device. Similarly, the carrier can provide wireless phase locations 
to public safety agencies to support the location of devices. These capabilities are currently available, but 
are not used frequently by response agencies in time-sensitive situations. 
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SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 

newest generation of land mobile radio systems can automatically transmit a UPS signal 
at a rate determined by the system administrator if connected to a digital trunking system. 

Responder Goals: 

• Accurate geolocation of responders to within one to three feet for x, y and z 
coordinates 

• Real-time and recurring transmission of responder location to incident command 

• Graphic display of the location of all responders on the incident scene 

• Integrates with graphic display of on-scene hazards and threats 

• Integrates with 3-D display of buildings and structures to identify the room or 
specific area in which the responder is located 

• Integrates with other information about the responder's condition (in other words 
physiological data, personal alert safety system [PASS] alarm activation) 

• Integrates with common electronic situational awareness tools 

• Location transmitters should be ruggedized, simple and transparent and users 
should not be able to turn them off 

• Integration of transmitters into PPE or other existing equipment with minimal or 
no net weight gain for the responder()  

• Size, weight and power (SWP) suitable for responder operating conditions 

• Assumes no prior knowledge of the environment (for example, no maps available 
or prior information about the building) 

• Incorporates a confidence level to indicate the accuracy of location 

• Affordable to outfit entire workforce 

• Caches data when connectivity is offline and automatically forwards when 
connection is restored 

State of Technology: Significant advances have been made with regard to responder 
location and hazards sensors, but there are still significant limitations with existing 
technologies. It is not currently possible to pinpoint a responder's location within one 
foot (the ideal metric identified by responders). Indoor geolocation, particularly when 
the subject is underground. is a harder technology issue to address than outdoor 
geopositioning, largely due to the lack of GPS accessibility indoors. 

21I  PPE is defined here to include all garment layers and associated protective equipment (for example. a 
self-contained breathing apparatus) designed to provide body and respiratory protection for emergency 
responders. 
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Figure 8. GLANSER — Indoor Location System 

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 

Technologies said to be state of the art 
work in controlled testing environments 
but experience issues when operating in 
realistic emergency-response-like 
conditions. For example, accuracy 
decreases when individuals wearing 
geolocation devices perform actions 
that are common during an incident 
such as crawling, climbing or even 
jumping. Ongoing research continues to 
advance the state of the art, but most 
systems available today are considered 
to have a relatively low readiness level. 

The Geospatial Location Accountability 
and Navigation System for Emergency 
Responders (GLANSER), largely 
supported by DHS, is being developed to provide geolocation for emergency 
responders.-T  GLANSER includes a geospatial locator unit that fuses information from 
inertial, barometric pressure, Doppler velocimeter and radio frequency (RF) ranging to 
compute the responder's 3-D location. That information is sent to the incident 
commander base station, which could be mounted on a responder apparatus, such as a tire 
truck, over an ad-hoc mesh radio network. The commander can then view a two-
dimensional or three-dimensional display of a responder's location and status. 

Other organizations, including the Department of Defense (DOD), also rely on GPS 
technology in difficult operating environments such as inside buildings, in urban 
canyons, under dense foliage, underwater and underground. The Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is currently funding the Adaptable Navigation 
Systems (ANS) program.22  As with GLANSER, the goal is to establish GPS-like 
information irrespective of the operating environment. 

Industry has developed location systems that could be ready for distribution with minimal 
additional time and funds. These are primarily proximity systems, which provide the 
general vicinity of a responder's location based on networked sensor data from the 
responder and from other nearby responders. Other commercial providers are 
transitioning capabilities developed for the U.S. military, using inertial measurement 
units (IMUs) affixed to the user's footgear for localization in GPS-denied environments. 

21  "GLANSER: A Scalable Emergency Responder Locator System," Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Workshop, 2011. hung/www.wpi.eduilmages/CMSSECE/GLANSER - WPI PPL 2011 -  

ArnitKulkarni-Aucl(1  

22  "Adaptable Navigation Systems", DARPA: Strategic Technology Office, last updated: n.d„ 
hap://wwW.darpadnil/Our Work/STO/Proerams/Adaptakle Navigation Svtitellls (ANS).atiPX. 
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SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 

Research is also ongoing to 
	en-r identify other innovative methods 

for indoor geolocation, such as Wi-
Fi fingerprinting. This approach 
measures the signal strength of 
nearby Wi-Fi networks in range 
along with cartographic knowledge 
of the network and calculates a 
relative position. The accuracy of 
such systems depends on various 
factors such as walls and the 

-.I I • a 	 number of people in the room also 
using Wi-Fi. Currently, the 
precision of this type of 
technology can be as good as three 
meters when there is sufficient Wi-
Fi infrastructure and the facility 

has been pre-mapped. It also has some of the same affordability issues as other 
approaches and assumes there are available Wi-Fi networks nearby. In the absence of 
available networks, the technology is ineffective. 

Software is currently available to create point-to-point encryption for data, chat, photo 
transfer, location data and voice communications. The software uses existing smartphone 
hardware for cellular, GPS and atmospheric sensors (for example, air-pressure changes) 
to determine geolocation. The use of external sensors (either tethered or wireless) can be 
integrated to improve location accuracy or report personnel well-being. The software has 
an alert capability that can notify other personnel, as well as display the alert within a 
common operating picture (COP). The alert can provide location data, and the 
transmission of personnel vital information is in development. The alert is manually 
activated but could be automatically triggered by predetermined criteria (for example, 
heart rate too high, oxygen saturation levels too low). The software operates over Wi-Fi 
networks (Including mesh) and cellular data, from 2G Edge up to long-term evolution 
(LTE). 

Although multiple products are in development and have shown advancement toward 
responder geolocation requirements, there are still significant tradeoffs with each type of 
technology being used. Some of the limitations that are being addressed include: 

• Radio frequency — Fundamental technological problems include reflection and the 
significant signal interruption caused by barriers and construction materials such 
as metal. Addressing this issue is essential if a solution uses RF. 

• Inertial navigation — Small inertial sensors (for example, accelerometers or 
gyroscopes) that are affordable to responders currently do not have low enough 
drift to allow precise geolocation based on inertial sensors alone. The goal is to 
make small, affordable sensors that have the same performance outcomes of 

Figure 9. Graphic Display of Responder Location and 
movement 
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existing sensors that cost thousands of dollars. To this end. DARPA has 
established the Micro-Technology for Positioning, Navigation and Timing 
(Micro-PNT) program.23  The goal of this program is to develop technology for 
self-contained, chip-scale inertial navigation and precision guidance for 
munitions, as well as for mounted or dismounted warfighters. This program 
addresses size, weight, power and cost concerns and may ultimately allow for the 
development of a single unit that comprises all necessary devices (for example, 
clocks, accelerometers and gyroscopes). 

• Low-frequency signals — These signals can be used to bypass the issue of other 
high-frequency technology. However, construction materials such as wiring and 
pipes in a building may produce false readings and throw off the device. In 
addition, power line noise, caused by sparking or arcing utility pole hardware, is 
usually most disruptive to lower frequencies. 

• Video — Video data can be used to sense where an individual is located in a 
building. However, it has varying levels of effectiveness, particularly in darkness 
or smoke-filled environments. Research is ongoing to use infrared technology to 
improve accuracy in these conditions. 

A recent influx of indoor responder location technologies has raised concerns among the 
standards development community. Many of these technologies carry very precise 
accuracy claims, but when placed in conditions designed to mimic response 
environments, they do not perform to the levels asserted. As a result, the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and International Electrotechnical Commission 
(IEC) 18305 standard was drafted to address requirements for indoor responder location 
and tracking systems. For this standard, "indoor" responder location is defined as any 
environment where there is no "line of sight to the sky." Under this definition, responders 
working within or under rubble piles would qualify as "indoor," even though some 
response entities would classify such activity as "outdoor" since there is no standing 
structure. 

ISO/IEC 18305 is still in the development phase, currently under ballot for validation 
from the response community. Final publication of this standard is expected sometime in 
2015; however, the standard is already in use in some European nations. Once finalized, 
ISO/IEC 18305 will be the first standard to address responder location systems and will 
join only a handful of other standards related to location and tracking (including a 
National Institute of Justice standard on offender tracking). 

3'Micro-technology for Positioning. Navigation, and Timing," DARPA: Microsystems Technology 
Office, last updated, 'DT Intp://WWW.darpasnil/Our Work/MTO/ProcranistMicro- 
Technolocy for Positionine, N av I anon and T11111112 (Micro-PNTTasnx. 
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Potential Challenges: 

• There is a correlation between the size cost 
and accuracy of sensor technologies. 
Responders need small, affordable and 
accurate sensors. 

• Subject matter experts stated that current 
technologies impose trade-offs in reaching the 
goal of geolocation to within one to three feet. Experts estimated that devices built 
to meet this parameter could be very expensive (tens of thousands of dollars per 
device). 

• Systems that rely on inertial navigation require initialization, often achieved using 
GPS. However, GPS accuracy is, at best, within 1() to 15 feet (and worse near 
buildings). This further impedes the goal of geolocation to within one to three 
feet. 

• Compensating for a lack of GPS access indoors and underground with accurate 
location technology may require a higher bandwidth than proximity location. This 
requires the use of more sophisticated devices than sonic of the radio and 
communications technology currently used on incident scenes. 

• Insufficient bandwidth and cross-traffic interference may hinder the transmission 
of responder location data in real time. 

• Each location system assumes different levels of infrastructure already present in 
the building. Some systems require Wi-Fi capabilities be present in a structure, 
while others assume no Wi-Fi capabilities. 

• Systems must be tested against a variety of construction materials and building 
types to truly mimic reality. Finding a suitable environment that meets these needs 
may be difficult. 

Outdoor Responder Geolocation 

Relevance: Responders often operate outdoors across extensive geographic areas and in 
austere conditions. When deployed to these areas, responders are often unaware of the 
location of other nearby responders unless it is verbally communicated. In addition, 
incident commanders who are tasked with managing the response also may not know the 
location of the response teams in the field. Knowing the location of these responders and 
their proximity to threats is extremely important for outdoor incidents that span long 
distances, such as wildland firefighting. There have been instances where the lack of 
location information and communications has resulted in severe injury and death. In 
addition to safety benefits, incident commanders may also be able to allocate resources 
more effectively and monitor the progress of those in the field. 

Current Capability: The military's blue force tracker systems provide an outdoor 
geolocation capability but are not designed or deployed for emergency responder use. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet 
Po ulation Safet 
Consequence Mitigation 
Decision Su 	•ort + 
Multi-incident Utilit 
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Currently, responders use hand-held radios (for example, 700/800 MHz, VHF, UHF) to 
verbally communicate coordinates to dispatch and other responders on-scene. Real-time 
responder geolocation can be clone using GPS units, but they are costly and not widely 
deployed at the individual responder level. If used, these GPS locators are typically fixed 
to an apparatus such as a fire truck or police cruiser, which does not provide adequate 
location information for each responder on the incident scene. 

Responder Goals: 

• Accurate veolocation of responders to within one to three feet for x, y and z 
coordinates in hazardous outdoor environments and in remote areas 

• Real-time and recurring transmission of responder location to incident command 

• Graphic display of all responders on the incident scene 

• Integrates with graphic display of on-scene hazards and threats 

• Incorporates terrain and building information 

• Integrates with common electronic situational awareness tools 

• Location transmitters should be rugvedized, simple, transparent and users should 
not be able to turn them off 

• Integration of transmitters into PPE or other existing equipment with minimal or 
no net weight gain for the responder 

• SWP suitable for responder operating conditions 

• Incorporates a confidence level to indicate the accuracy of location 

• Affordable to outfit entire workforce 

• Caches data when connectivity is offline, and automatically forwards when 
connection is restored 

State of Technology: Numerous locator devices exist for markets such as outdoor 
recreation. For example, hikers often use personal locator beacons (PLBs) that can send 
out a geolocated distress signal. PLBs communicate via military satellites on a 
recognized distress frequency. PLBs that rely on GPS can guide searchers to within 
100 meters of the user's position.24  Other devices, called satellite transmitters, can 
transmit GPS location and data messages to an e-mail, cellphone short message service 
(SMS) or emergency response center with a pre-scripted message to convey that 
assistance is needed or that the user is okay. These devices only operate with a clear view 
of the sky and without interference from other RE signals. Therefore, being in close 
proximity to other GPS devices can decrease accuracy. The concern is that many of the 
commercial systems are not ruggedized to the response environment, do not transmit a 

24  "PLBs and Satellite Messengers?' REI, last updated: n.d., hap ://w ww .rei,correleam/expert-
advicepersonal-locator-beaconshtml. 
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location continuously or in real time and cannot be networked together to provide an 

integrated picture of responders on scene. 

DARPA has a project to help address the issue of RF interference called Advanced RF 

Mapping (RadioMap). This effort provides real-time awareness of radio spectrum use 

across frequency. geography and time. The goal is to provide a map that gives an accurate 
picture of spectrum use in complex environments

,  
.-5  RadioMap allows individuals to 

identify when the spectrum is jammed or clear, thus adding to the confidence level of 

how accurate a location is. 

As mentioned above ("Indoor Responder Geolocation"), DARPA is also working on a 

geolocation program called ANS, which establishes GPS information irrespective of the 

operating environment.26  Specifically. DARPA is working to develop improved IMUs, 

alternate sources to UPS for external position fixes and new algorithms and architectures 
for rapidly reconfiguring a navigation system with new and nontraditional sensors.22  

Potential Challenges: 

• Responders are concerned about the cost of 

outfitting an entire response unit with UPS 

devices and sensors that are not precise 
enough to improve responder safety during 

rescue missions. 

Maritime (Above and Below rater) 

Geolocation 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet 

Po ulation Safet 

Consequence Mitigation 

Decision Su 	ort + 

Multi-incident Util it 

Relevance: Responders often operate in maritime environments with limited knowledge 
of the location of responders either on or below the surface. Having the capability to 

remotely monitor the location of responders, including divers beneath the surface, will 

improve safety and responder tactics during swift-water rescues or incidents involving 

maritime conveyances. Responders need the ability to know the geolocation of 
responders in three dimensions in maritime conditions in fresh and salt water. 

Current Capability: Few technologies exist to geolocate emergency responders in the 

maritime environment. For geolocation on the water. UPS devices are fixed to an 
apparatus (for example, a rescue vessel) and not the individual responders. Therefore, 

incident commanders do not have a precise location of all responders at the incident 

scene. Most agencies do not have the capability to conduct underwater geolocation of 

25  "Advanced RE Mapping," DARPA: Strategic Technology Office, last updated: fid., 
http://www.darpamil/Our  Work /STO/Proorams/Advanced RE Mappinu (Radio Map) aspx, 

26  "Adaptable Navigation Systems: DARPA: Strategic Technology Office. last updated: n.d., 
hap ://www.darpa ni il/Our Work/STO/Prourams/Adaptable Navi2ation Systems (AN S) aspx. 

22  Ibid. 
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responders. Sophisticated dive teams may utilize fiber-optic umbilical cord cables 
tethered to a diver for location, underwater communication and safety purposes. 

Responder Goals: 

• Accurate veolocation of responders within three feet for x, y and z coordinates in 
hazardous outdoor environments and in remote areas 

• Real-time and recurring transmission of responder location to incident command 

• Graphic display of all responders 

• Integrates with graphic display of on-scene hazards and threats 

• Incorporates information pertaining to the body of water 

• Integrates with common electronic situational awareness tools 

• Location transmitters should be ruggedized, simple, transparent, and users should 
not be able to turn them off 

• Integration of transmitters into PPE or other existing equipment with minimal or 
no net weight vain for the responder 

• SWP suitable for responder operating conditions 

• Incorporates a confidence level to indicate the accuracy of location 

• Affordable to outfit entire workforce 

• Caches data when connectivity is offline and automatically forwards when 
connection is restored 

State of Technology: Technology for maritime veolocation is primarily focused on 
emergency position indicating radio beacons (EPIRBs) and personal automatic 
identification systems (AISs). EPIRBs work in the same manner as the PLBs described in 
the RTO above. The beacon broadcasts a distress signal and location coordinates via 
satellite. The satellite can determine the user's position to within three miles:8  An AIS is 
used for tracking marine vessels. The system uses an indigenous navigation system to 
identify the location and speed of the vessels. Both EPIRB s and AISs are attached to the 
vessel, not to individuals on the vessel. Personal AIS beacons that will notify the vessel if 
the user is in distress have been developed for divers and boaters. The beacons use a 
combination of AIS and GPS signals to transmit location information but must be turned 
on manually. Personal AIS beacons can work at depths up to 60 meters. 

har is an EPIRB 	last updated: n.d.. Intpd/wavusepirb.conahow does an EPIRB work.php. 
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Potential Challenges: 

• Locating responders or victims underwater 
does not necessarily mean that the remains can 
be retrieved, especially if the depth or hazards 
in the water impede rescue efforts. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety + 
Population Safety 
Consequence Mitigation 
Decision Support •:. 
Multi-incident Utility •:. 

Infrastructure Standards for technology Integration 

Relevance: There are multiple opportunities for responders to leverage the information 
technology, surveillance and power infrastructure in buildings on an incident scene. 
Responders desire improved situational awareness with regard to building layouts, 
elevator shaft locations, structural properties and any other characteristics that may 
impact their response (for example, enhance or degrade communications). The collection 
and consolidation of this data would benefit the development of responder indoor 
location and communication technologies. Being able to leverage the infrastructure (for 
example, cameras, antennas, electrical systems) inside a building during an incident could 
help improve signal strength and bandwidth issues for improved indoor geolocation. 

In addition to technology integration benefits, construction standards such as backup 
generators, pressurized stairwells, hardened elevator shafts and centralized hose plug-ins 
for gross decontamination efforts could improve resilience to natural and man-made 
events. 

Current Capability: There is currently no standard for infrastructure mapping of new or 
existing buildings in cities across the country. Specifically, there is not a standard 
requiring building construction to include technology (such as radio frequency 
identification [RFID] tags) that would facilitate the use of responder locating devices 
inside structures. The International Building Code (IBC), developed by the International 
Code Council, addresses the inclusion of fire prevention measures during building and 
construction. The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) developed an alternate 
code, NFPA 5000 Building Construction and Safety Code.29  These general codes are 
adopted and amended by state and local jurisdictions. Revisions to these codes could 
include guidance on the integration of technology elements into newly constructed 
buildings. 

2V  "NFPA 5000 Building Construction and Safety Coded" National Fire Protection Association, last 
updated: ndd, http:Ilvewet.nrptdorelcodes-and-standards/docutnent-inrormation-
pngetilinode=eoderNcode=5000.  
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Responder Goals: 

• Building code requiring: 

o Two-way communications systems for newly constructed buildings 

o Bi-directional antennas and repeaters for high rises and tunnels 

o One-way paging or intercom system to communicate with each room in the 
building 

o Responder access to camera systems 

o Secondary venerators for sustained power loss 

o Integration of networked sensors to detect the structural integrity of the 
building 

• Requirements to submit digital copies of all building blueprints for integration 
into situational awareness systems 

State of Technology: The next steps for achieving responder location, rather than 
proximity, are dependent on the integration of multiple existing pieces of technology 
rather than new development. This includes installing light infrastructure (such as time-
of-flight beacons and anchor sensors) in buildings before incidents occur, using LTE 
networks instead of radio networks, and integrating preexisting maps and building 
specifications into the location system. Each of these technological devices or data would 
greatly enhance the ability to locate a responder indoors within a narrow radius. 
Integrating these items would also cut down on the size and expense of any final location 
device, particularly the inclusion of light infrastructure in buildings before an incident. 
Without the light infrastructure system, sensors have to be bigger, stronger and, by 
extension, more expensive. 

Potential Challenges: 

• The addition of technology into building 
design will result in higher costs during 
construction. The building industry fought 
strongly against the home sprinkler 
requirement, and it is anticipated that it 
will oppose other proposed standards that 
increase costs. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety + 
Po ulation Safet + 
Consesuence Miti:ation 
Decision Su. sort 
Multi-incident Util it + 

• There is a question of who will maintain digital copies of all building plans. The 
agencies responsible for maintaining residential and commercial building plans 
may not have systems that integrate with response agencies. 

Rapid Building Characterization, Generation and Display 

Relevance: Responders often arrive at an incident scene with limited knowledge of 
building layouts and information. Only those with extensive experience of a geographic 
area may be familiar with building characteristics. Responders would benefit from 
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knowing the location of doors, exits, stairwells, power and technology infrastructure and 

known hazards in the building (for example, gas lines). Better understanding of building 
layouts would provide a significant advantage when trying to rescue a trapped or 

unresponsive responder as well as (luring other tactical operations. Responder positioning 

could be notably enhanced if combined with a 3-D rendering of buildings on the incident 

scene. Being able to quickly understand the building layout in a readily available format 
and the location of responders within the building can greatly improve tactical operations 

and decision-making. 

Current Capability: Responders use open-source imagery to gain insight about target 
buildings. Images are typically limited to external visualizations of a building and do not 

provide indoor mapping capability. Digitized building blueprints are not readily available 

in most jurisdictions. Available blueprints have not been collected or integrated into a 

usable format that is accessible to responders. 

Responder Requirements: 

• Rapid 3-D rendering of interior and exterior features 

• Readily accessible blueprints of buildings 

• Includes attribute data of buildings (including the number of rooms or estimated 
residents living in apartment building) 

• User-friendly display of information (for example, heads-up display) 

State of Technology: Several technologies exist that can rapidly characterize, venerate 

and display a 3-D visualization of a building. These technologies are not automated and 

require human interaction. 

Multiple software platforms allow a user to rapidly create a two- or three-dimensional 

model of individual buildings and populate the model with known data about the 

building. For example, upon arrival at an incident scene, a user could identify the 

impacted building on a map and build a model of that building based on in-person 
observations such as shape, number of stories and building material type. These tools use 

available street-level and overhead satellite imagery as inputs for the creation of the 

models. Integrating up-to-date maps and preexisting building data can help improve the 

technology's output and provide greater detail for the response community. 

These 3-D renderings can be integrated into other software programs that illustrate 

incident effects. The Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) funded the development 

of NucFast, a software platform that uses National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency 
(NGA) building footprint data to model the 3-D structural components of buildings. The 

system incorporates data sets from the Federal Emergency Management Agency's 

(FEMA) Hazus program to model the effects of a nuclear detonation. The system can 

display a range of effects (for example, rubble pile distribution, thermal loads, structural 
failures, probability of fire initiation) at the individual building level. The outputs of this 

system could be used to significantly improve the safety of responders and the 

population. 
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Potential Challenges: 

• Many existing building plans are not 
digitized and it may require a significant 
effort to convert existing files. 

• Digital building plans will need to be 
updated as buildings and structures are 
renovated. Responders need access to the 
most recent copy of the plans. However, there is a question (as mentioned above) 
regarding which agency is responsible for obtaining and maintaining these 
updated plans in each municipality. 

• Responders noted that there may be privacy challenges related to estimating the 
number of residents living in apartment buildings or multi-family dwellings. 

Improved Standoff Detection and Identification of Multiple hazards 

Relevance: Responders face a large number of diverse hazards during a catastrophic 
incident, including caustic gases and volatile organic compounds (VOCs), radioactive 
contamination, biological agents, deficient oxygen levels and explosives and secondary 
devices. These hazards can be detected, characterized and measured using sensor 
technology. Specifically, sensors that measure the quantity, volume and concentration of 
these hazards provide the basis for making time-sensitive decisions that impact the health 
of responders and the public. This RTO focuses on the initial detection of hazardous 
agents and characterization of critical information. Ongoing surveillance and monitoring 
of threats is covered in a separate RTO called "Remote Monitoring of Threats and 
Hazards." 

Current Capability: Responders currently use a variety of sensors and detectors to 
detect hazardous agents, including personal radiation detectors (PRDs), multi-vas 
chemical detectors, infrared sensors, medical infection control sensors and motion 
detectors. However, accessibility to and availability of these devices varies depending on 
jurisdiction. For example, all New York City responders (law enforcement, fire and EMS) 
carry PRDs, but only district-level law enforcement supervisors in other jurisdictions 
carry these devices. Cost is one of the most prohibitive factors impacting availability. 
Additionally, the spectral range for available devices is limited. For example, the majority 
of PRDs detect gamma signatures but do not have the ability to identify individual 
isotopes or neutrons. Conversely, chemical sensors can identify a specific agent but 
cannot provide concentration levels from a safe distance. Responders reported that they 
have no sensor or detector for real-time biological agent detection or identification. Most 
of the current detectors and sensors can be mounted to various platforms, including 
manned and unmanned ground vehicles and aircraft. Other technologies utilized for this 
capability include building security systems, acoustic sensors and multi-spectral cameras. 

Resources such as the Radiation Emergency Medical Management (REMM) tool and the 
Emergency Response Guidebook (ERG) provide a consolidated repository of approved 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res ender Safet + 
Po ulation Safet 
Conse 9 uence Miti:ation 
Decision Su. .ort + 

Multi-incident Utility + 
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information and aid in the characterization of hazards. These resources provide guidance 

about radiological and chemical incidents, including information about individual 
isotopes or toxins, standoff distances, relevant protective actions and basic medical 

treatments or countermeasures. 

Responder Goals: 

• Detects hazardous agents in real time, including chemical, biological, radiological 

and explosive particles and signatures, within a set perimeter around response 
personnel 

• Identifies the specific agent or isotope 

• Detects or measures other pertinent data (for example, oxygen displacement) that 
impacts hazardous conditions 

• Measures the current concentration and records exposure over time 

• Provides pertinent information, including modes of exposure, protective action 

information (for example, appropriate PPE, standoff distances, immediate 

treatments, decontamination requirements) 

• Generates automated alerts in multiple formats (in other words, audible, visible, 

tactile) when preset or site-specific thresholds have been reached 

• Integrates personal detectors into PPE, communications devices or other daily 
equipment 

• Affordable to outfit entire workforce 

• Relays information in real time to incident command, caches data when 
connectivity is offline, and automatically forwards when connection is restored 

• Integrates with common electronic situational awareness tools 

• Deployable on multiple platforms (for example, manned and unmanned ground 

and aerial vehicles, fixed and mobile) 

• Compliant with relevant standards 

• Equipment should be intrinsically safe and rugvedized 

State of Technology: There are multiple technologies in development that could improve 

capabilities for identifying and characterizing hazards on the incident scene. 

A commercial manufacturer developed a chemical detection armband that uses a 
customizable set of chemical detector cassettes. The system uses a color-changing 

detection system that alerts the user to the presence of a toxic gas. The U.S. Coast Guard 

uses the system extensively. The company developed preconfigured kits for hazardous 

materials (hazmat), clandestine methamphetamine labs and other specific incidents to 
expand use to the response community. 
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Other applications are being developed specifically for the response community. S&T 
recently developed Chem-Tag. a small, lightweight, low-cost unit that alerts users when it 
detects carbon monoxide, methane or hydrogen cyanide.3°  S&T anticipates that Chem-
Tay could be integrated into responder garments or equipment. A related program, in 
development by S&T's Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(HSARPA). is the Cell-All sensor, designed to continuously "sniff' the air around the 
user for volatile chemical compounds.31  S&T envisions that it will be integrated into 
publicly available smartphones, providing alerts to individual citizens when it detects that 
they are in the presence of hazardous chemicals and alerting authorities after identifying 
specific threats such as chemical warfare agents. Similar technologies use a smartphone's 
camera to detect radioactivity. The current version of the system allows users to monitor 
personal radiation exposure, but it is anticipated that users will soon be able to compare 
their measurements with others in their area. Radiation measurements can also be 
transmitted to response personnel. 

The DHS Domestic Nuclear Detection Office (DNDO) is developing technologies for 
spectroscopic personal radiation detectors that can better detect, identify and locate 
radiological or nuclear sources. The devices use advanced scintillating materials, which 
help to better identify specific sources than can be done with current materials.32  DNDO 
is also supporting the development of domestic capability to produce stilbene, an organic 
scintillator for the passive detection of neutrons.34  

DARPA leads many of the advances in this area and is primarily focused on addressing 
deficiencies in current systems. For example, DARPA has funded a program called the 
Compact Mid-Ultraviolet Technology (CMUVT) program.34  The goal of this program is 
to develop ultraviolet (UV) components that will improve the size, weight, power and 
capability of chemical- and biological-agent detectors. Another DARPA program, the 
Advanced Wide FOV Architectures for Image Reconstruction and Exploitation 
(AWARE), is using innovative camera designs and distributed aperture sensors to create a 
gigapixel camera small enough to be deployed on a small unmanned aerial platform.33  

3D  "Smartphones now capable of detecting gas," Homeland Security News Wire, October 3,2011 
harAvww.homelandsecuritynewsw ire.cominode/33274. 

31  "Cell-All: Super Smartphones Sniff Out Suspicious Substances," DHS, last updated: December 26, 2012, 
latp://www.dhsc oviceii-au-supeusmanphones-sniff-out-suspicious-substances, 

32  "Advanced Radiation Monitoring Device: DHS, last updated December 31. 2013. 
latp://www.dhsc oviadvanced-radiation-monitoring-dev ice. 

"Stilbenc, an Organic Scintillator for Fast Neutron Detection," DHS, last updated June 16, 2014, 
http://wwW.dhs.aovistilbenc-oraanic-scMfillator-fashneutron-detection.  

34  ''Compact Mid-Ultraviolet Technology," DARPA: Microsystems Technology Office, last updated: n.d.. 
hap :11w WW.darpadnil/Our Work/MTO/Prograrns/Compact Mid- 
Ultraviolet Technology (CMDVT).asox. 

3)  "Advanccd Wide FOV Architectures for Image Reconstruction and Exploitation (AWARE)," DARPA: 
Microsystems Technology. Office, last updated: n.d, 
Imp :8WWW .darpadnil/Our Work/MTO/PrograrnslAdvanced Wide, FOV Architectures for Ilna2.e. Reco 
nstruction and Exploitation (AWARE).aspx.  The acronym FOV in the title refers to field of view. 
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Real-time detection of biological agents remains a challenging problem. DHS S&T 
funded the Detect-to-Protect (D2P) program to assess multiple sensors that have been 
designed to identify and confirm the release of biological agents within minutes. The D2P 
program held a series of tests in 2012 to detect biological agents in the Boston subway 
system. 36  

Potential Challenges: 

• Responders did not specify a precise 
desired standoff distance. Subject matter 
experts stated that this is a critical point as 
the size, weight and cost of the sensor rise, 
and performance degrades, as the distance 
is extended. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety C. 
Population Safety C. 
Consequence Mitivation C. 
Decision Support C. 
Multi-incident Utility C• 

• Responders are continuously concerned about false positives and negative rates, 
which in turn could lead to distrust and disuse of technology. 

• Similarly, there are concerns about false positives and inaccuracies from 
cellphone applications that detect radiological signatures. The public may not 
have sufficient understanding of the measurements, other potential sources of 
radiation (for example, nearby persons receiving nuclear medicine treatments) or 
the effects of background radiation to properly assess and understand alerts from 
these applications. 

• The accuracy of sensor systems is increased when the measurements are analyzed 
against normal background levels for agents and contaminants. However, few 
communities collect such data. 

Multi-sensor Integration and Analysis 

Relevance: Responders need to be able to assess their current level of risk from multiple 
threats. For individual responders, this generally involves carrying multiple types of 
sensors on their person as part of their PPE, in their hands, or deployed on an apparatus 
(for example, radiation pagers, five-gas meters). Incident command also relies on 
measurements from multiple types of fixed and mobile sensors deployed on numerous 
platforms. However, the measurements and readings from these sensors are rarely 
integrated, and analysis of the results is done individually. This RTO focuses on the 
integration and miniaturization of sensors so they can be deployed on a smaller number 
of platforms and the analysis of those sensors can be combined to provide a 
comprehensive picture of hazards on the incident scene. 

:6 ,DFIS using Boston subway systern to test new sensors Cm biological agents Homeland Security News 
Wire,-  Homeland Securio:Neutrurre. August 27, 2012, 
hap :fiNV NV NV immelandsecurilvnewswire.com/dr20120827-dhs-usinr-boston-subwavisr  stern-to-test-new-
sensorsitor-bioloc wal-agents.  
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Current Capability: There is limited integration of sensors and analysis conducted in 
the response community. The primary exception is the multi-gas meter, which is a single 
system that can identify oxygen levels, lower explosive limits (LELs) and concentrations 
of the most common VOCs (for example, ammonia, chlorine, hydrogen cyanide, 
phosphine, and sulfur dioxide). Advanced models include radiation detection and the 
ability to interchange toxic sensors. These are available in hand-held devices or larger, 
mobile devices that allow standoff detection and monitoring of hazardous agents. 

Responder Goals: 

• Appropriate SWP for integration of multiple sensors and imaging systems into 
several platforms, including: 

o Personal device (size and weight of a deck of cards) 

o Man-portable systems (backpack size, less than 25 pounds) 

o Unmanned aerial systems (under six pounds) 

o Unmanned ground vehicles (weight unspecified) 

• Includes a common hub or interface, allowing interchangeable sensor 
configuration 

• Ability to adjust or tune sensors for different environments (for example, smoke, 
steam) 

• Ability to network sensors and integrate outputs and data measurements for 
combined assessment of existing hazards 

• Integrates with common electronic situational awareness tools 

• Relays information in real time to incident command, caches data when 
connectivity is offline and automatically forwards when connection is restored 

State of Technology: Subject matter experts advised that nanotechnology might offer 
substantial enhancements in the development of new and smaller sensors. Scientists from 
the Center for Nanotechnology at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) Ames Research Center developed a chemical-sensing, platform-based 
nanotechnolovy.37  Each sensor in the array consists of a nanostructure, chosen from many 
different categories of sensing material that can measure the concentration of chemical 
molecules. Researchers believe that lightweight and compact sensors can be made at low 
cost. 

DARPA is also investing in miniaturized sensors. One example is the Low Cost Thermal 
Imager-Manufacturing (LCTI-M) program.38  Researchers are trying to develop very low-
cost, high-performance thermal imagers that can be can be inserted into hand-held units, 

37  "Carbon Nanotube Sensors for Gas Detection," NASA, last updated: March 29, 2008, 
Intp://www.nasa.uovicemerslarnes/research/technoloay-onepauers/aas detection:1mM, 

'Tow Cost Thermal Imager-Manufacturing," DARPA: Microsystems Technology Office, last updated: 
nydbittp://www Tarym.rnillOur Work/MTO/Programs/Low Cost Thermal lina2.er (LCTI-NDasgx, 
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modified cellphone products. rifle sights. helmets, eyeglasses. micro-Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles (UAVs) and other small form-factor devices for real-time target recognition. 
acquisition and network sharing of data. The goal is for the devices to be made available 
for every vehicle, surveillance device and dismounted warfirhter, significantly improving 
situational awareness. 

HSSAI research found few ongoing efforts to develop a standardized plug or hub for the 
integration of sensors onto a common platform. The chemical armband described in the 
RTO above represents one success in this area. The system includes 14 different sensors 
that can be interchanged on the armband to create a configuration that best meets the 
needs of the user. The sensors are packaged in cassettes that plug into the armband base. 
The form factor for each cassette is the same, allowing it to take any place on the base. 
While integrated onto the same armband. the sensors are not fused together to give an 
integrated indication of hazards. Other manufacturers have developed bridging devices 
with multiple connectors attached via wires to a central hub. Such devices allow sensors 
from different manufacturers to be used on the same platform. One issue is that there are 
limited connectors of any one type, restricting the number of sensors from the same 
manufacturer that can be attached. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Participants stated that manufacturers might be 
unwilling to use a standard hub or plug 
configuration for their sensors, citing 
commercial advantages in having proprietary 
interfaces. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet 
Po ulation Safet + 
Consequence Mitigation + 
Decision Su 	•ort + 
Multi-incident Utility 

Risk Assessment and Decision Support to Command 

Relevance: The sensors and imaging systems involved in the identification. 
characterization and monitoring of threats and hazards may produce lame amounts of 
technical data and require analysis of complex information. These data include sensor 
readings. model projections. reporting of conditions from the incident scene and other 
pertinent information. In many cases, command staff members cannot incorporate the 
large amounts of data coming in or do not have the technical training to understand the 
data and information. This makes it difficult for incident command to assess the level of 
risk and make appropriate life-safety or operational decisions. Responders stated the need 
for a decision support system that will improve their understanding of the threats and 
hazards on the incident scene and support accurate decision-making. This RTO is 
important because increased understanding of pertinent data and information will allow 
command staff at all levels to make decisions that improve responder and population 
safety. 

Current Capability: There is no single source of information that incident command can 
use to make key decisions about hazards and threats. Information is available in multiple 
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sources and formats, but it is not integrated with a tool that guides incident command 
staff through response. 

Responder Goals: 

• Guides incident command staff through key decisions points, integrating actual 
and projected data and information (including sensor readings, model outputs, 
technical calculations, first-hand accounts from the scene, etc.) 

• Provides recommended decisions or courses of action for each decision point and 
confidence levels for those recommendations 

• Indicates where key inputs are missing that could improve confidence levels 

• Provides cues and checklists for additional support 

• Integrates all risk alerts onto one common display 

• Integrates with common electronic situational awareness tools 

• Incorporates the criteria levels (for example, established exposure limits) 
established during pre-planning efforts 

• Includes pre-populated and user-defined decision points 

State of Technology: Several decision support systems are commercially available to the 
emergency response community. These systems integrate incident-specific measurements 
with modeling capability to provide specific operational recommendations and guidance. 
One example is the Chemical Companion Decision Support System, funded in part by the 
Technical Support Working Group (TSWG) and the U.S. Marine Corps Systems 
Command.394()  The software is accessible via mobile devices and desktop and laptop 
computers. The chemical companion offers decision support capability, such as a 
respiratory protection tool that guides users through a series of questions about 
environmental conditions and hazardous materials and delivers a recommendation on 
what type of respiratory protection is required. A detection tool helps the user determine 
which detectors should be used and aggregates the results of multiple devices. The 
chemical companion is free to law enforcement and fire departments. 

Decision-makers face challenges in rapidly evolving environments when there may be a 
lack of communication or situational awareness. In an attempt to overcome these 

The Technical Support Working Group conducts the national interagency R&D program for combating 
terrorism through rapid research, development, and prototyping. "Our Missions," Combating Terrorism 
Technical Support Office, last updated: n.d http:8WWW . kw 2.,rovl?q=missions. 

4r  'Chemical Companion Evolves from Information Resource to Sophisticated Decision-Support Sy stern," 
Georgia Institute of Technology, last updated February 19, 2014, 
httpd1w WW.newS.gatech.edul2014102119/chemical-companion-evolyes-information-resourced  
sophisticated-decimon-suppon-w stem. 
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challenges, DARPA established the Distributed Battle Management (DBM) program.41  
The goal of this program is to develop automated decision aids to assist airborne battle 
managers and pilots with managing air to air and air to vround combat. While this 
particular application is DOD-specific, the research and conceptual application of 
automated decision aids could also have applications for the civilian response 
community. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Responders may be hesitant to rely on 
computer-venerated recommendations. 

• Participants stated that liability concerns might 
hinder development of this system. 
Developers will not want to expose 
themselves to criminal or civil liability if the 
guidance is inaccurate or inconclusive. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety •:. 
Population Safety + 
Consequence Mitivation + 
Decision Support + 
Multi-incident Utility •:. 

Remote Monitoring of Threats and Hazards 

Relevance: It is important for emergency responders to have the ability to continuously 
evaluate existing. emerging and potential hazards in areas affected by a catastrophic 
incident. Areas that may need monitoring include a broad radius around an incident 
scene, areas where response and recovery actions are underway or specific ingress/egress 
routes. Remote monitoring provides the necessary input for incident command to assess 
the present dangers and emerging threats over time without exposing responders to 
additional risk. This RTO focuses on the development of multiple platforms to support 
monitoring of threats and hazards on the incident scene and potentially affected areas. 
This RTO is important because real-time, continuous surveillance improves the safety of 
emergency responders and the affected population still in those defined areas. This RTO 
focuses on the ongoing surveillance and monitoring of threats through the development 
of multiple platforms. Initial detection and characterization of hazardous agents is 
covered in a separate RTO (see "Improved Standoff Detection and Identification of 
Multiple Hazards"). 

Current Capability: Responders currently rely on several fixed and mobile platforms 
for remote monitoring of the incident scene. In many cases, man-portable systems are 
placed throughout the incident scene and affected area. but this involves risks to the 
personnel placing the system. Sensor systems are also often attached to manned aircraft 
to provide aerial images and measurements. Responders also rely on traffic and 
surveillance cameras to remotely monitor key areas. In addition, some Special Weapons 
and Tactics (SWAT) teams use unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) for remote assessment 
of threats (primarily explosive devices), but these are cost-prohibitive for many agencies. 

41 
 Distributed Battle Management," DARPA: Strategic Technology Office, last updated: rt,d.. 

http://www.darpa.mil/Our  Work/STO/Programs/Distributed Battle Mana,ement (DBM).aspx, 
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The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) currently prohibits the use of most unmanned 
aerial systems (UAS) for response operations, but they are used to a limited extent.42 In 
addition, many states have enacted laws prohibiting or significantly limiting the use of 
UAS by law enforcement. 

Responder Goals: 

• Platforms to remotely capture threat- and hazard-related data in multiple 
topographies (for example, inside buildings, at various depths and elevations, over 
rubble and across different terrains) 

• Operates within multiple environments (for example, smoke, humidity) 

• Equipped with configurable sensor packages (see the "Multi-Sensor Integration 
and Analysis" RTO) 

• Platforms in various sizes and configurations (for example, UGVs, UAVs, mobile 
and man-portable systems) 

• Uses a common hub or interface for sensors and imagers 

• Continuously integrates captured data with geographic information system (GIS) 
location of platform 

• Able to operate multiple platforms in networked and/or swarm configuration 

• Equipment is rugvedized, intrinsically safe and nondegradable due to hazard 

• Sufficient power supply to support duration of monitoring (variable by platform) 

State of Technology: Unmanned aerial and ground systems are well suited to carry 
sensors that detect threats and hazards. Use of these systems for emergency response is 
currently limited by government restrictions, liability concerns and cost. 

UAS technology is mature, and the platforms are used regularly by DOD in its operations 
outside of the United States to conduct many of the same tasks that emergency 
responders would perform. The systems can provide sustainable monitoring of threat and 
hazard conditions over the incident scene and affected areas and regularly carry 
traditional remote sensing payloads, such as hazard sensors or multispectral cameras. 

Advances in UAS may provide significant improvements in capability once regulatory 
issues are resolved. UAS that can be used for domestic missions range in size from the 
large Predator (27 feet long, 2 250 pounds loaded and unit cost of approximately 
$4 million) to hand-launched platforms that weigh less than 10 pounds. DHS S&T is 
currently funding the Robotic Aircraft for Public Safety (RAPS) project to test and 
evaluate Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (SUAS) equipped with sensors, including 
various imaging systems. 

42  The term MIIIII(1)111ed aerial vehicle has largely been replaced with the term unmanned aerial system tc 
reflect the fact that the vehicles are complex systems controlled by human operators. 
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Small unmanned ground vehicles (also referred to as robots) are able to enter buildings 

and other structures that may be inaccessible for aerial systems. Advanced robots are able 
to climb stairs, open doors and move over uneven terrain, including rubble. The BigDog 

robot, funded by DARPA, can transport heavy loads of remote sensing payloads over 

terrain that cannot be traversed by wheeled or tracked UGVs.4' There are ongoing 

DARPA efforts to improve the bullet resistance of BigDog, which could allow it to 
operate during an active shooter incident. Other developers are focused on using 

microrobotics to create small platforms (some only a centimeter across) that can be 

deployed to reach small areas or confined spaces. 

Robots are regulated by Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 

requirements, which ensure that their electronics will not ignite fuel or cause an explosion 

(referred to as intrinsically safe). Subject matter experts stated that complying with these 

requirements adds significantly to the cost of the platform, making the price unreachable 
for many response agencies. 

Developers are also working to reduce the costs of UAVs and UGVs through the 

application of 3-D printing for on-site manufacturing of platform components. Agencies 
will be able to rapidly print the non-electrical parts of these platforms to build low-cost 

parts. Printable components include wheels, cases, wings and braces. Developers 

envision a "kit in a box" option that would enable users to purchase a set of electronic 

components and print the other required pieces for the UAV or UGV. Parts can be printed 
on-scene with commercially available 3-D printers (which are becoming less expensive 

and more accessible for response agencies).44  

Potential Challenges: 

• Federal and state regulations and restrictions 

hinder the application of UASs for emergency 
response missions within the National 

Airspace System. 

Combined Effects Assessment 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety + 

Population Safety •:. 

Consequence Mitigation •:. 

Decision Support ••• 

Multi-incident Utility + 

Relevance: Large-scale incidents typically present multiple threats and hazards to 

emergency responders. The initial hazard often causes secondary or cascading effects, 

each presenting a unique challenge for responders and presenting unforeseen risks to both 

responders and the public. The tsunami that hit Japan in 2011 illustrates the potential for 
multiple and combined effects. This natural disaster caused radiological and chemical 

43  "BigDog — The Most Advanced Rough-Terrain Robot on Earth," Boston Dynamics, last updated: n.d., 
lutp://www.bostondynarnics.com/mbot  Ingdoe.html. 

44  On-site 3-D printing has additional applications for emergency response outside of UAV or UGV 
platforms. Responders will be able to print spare or replacement parts hr multiple pieces of equipment on 
scene. 
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incidents, numerous fires and the collapse of a dam.45  Incident command needs to 
understand the potential for secondary effects, the conceivable impacts of all incident 
effects and how those effects combine to mitigate or exacerbate the situation. This 
information will allow incident command to assess the priorities of threats and make 
appropriate PPE and protective decisions for responders and the public. Responders want 
to address the most critical impacts without ignoring the potential for secondary issues or 
consequences. 

Current Capability: There is little integrated capability to understand and assess 
combined incident effects. In many cases, jurisdictions identify potential hazards and 
potential effects through pre-event assessments, but do not include incident-specific 
information based on actual conditions. There are several tools available for 
characterizing hazards during an incident, including the Hazard Prediction and 
Assessment Capability (HPAC), Computer-Aided Management of Emergency Operations 
(CAMEO), and HotSpot. These tools can be used for both pre-event planning and post-
incident overlay of data to indicate hazards. In addition, many tools use GIS overlays that 
allow "painting" of hazards on a map of the incident scene. 

Responder Goals: 

• A multi-layer graphic display that illustrates individual and combined hazards on 
a 015-enabled street-level map, including critical infrastructure and key resources 
(CIKR) and known hazards 

• Calculates combined effects supported by sensor measurements and model 
outputs 

• Integrates outputs with digital situational awareness tools 

• Includes decision support materials to prompt consideration and analysis of 
potential secondary effects 

• Includes predictive modeling functionality to illustrate the impacts of potential 
secondary or combined effects 

State of Technology: Advances in technology for this RTO are primarily focused on the 
graphic display of threats and hazards for improved situational awareness. The Idaho 
National Laboratory, for example, is developing a robotics platform that will both map 
the interior of a structure and display the presence of chemical or radiological hazards on 
the map. The system uses lasers to create a two-or three-dimensional map of the building 
infrastructure, and the presence of each hazard is illustrated through a series of colored 

-'On March 11.2011. an undersea earthquake triggered a tsunami that caused extensive damaee, resulting 
in nearly 25,000 casualties and damage to more than one million structures, The tsunami also caused a 
nuclear accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant after seawater flooded the rooms where 
emergency generators were stored, diminishing power available for the coolant system. Lack of electrical 
or backup power sources led to a meltdown in three of the seven reactors. Chemical explosions occurred 
in two of the reactors at Fukushima due 10 high concentrations of hydrogen gas. The tsunami also caused 
a separate, large explosion at a petrochemical plant. 
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layers. This system would potentially allow responders to avoid hazardous areas when 
conducting operations inside of structures. The robotics platform could also carry a 
camera, allowing responders to see images of threats or hazards before they enter. 

A number of other systems have been developed to display multiple threats on UPS 
maps, helping to create a common operational picture of the threats and hazards present 
on the incident scene. These systems allow the user to import digital images of the 
incident scene, many of which are readily available on the Internet. The user builds 
shapeforms onto the image and customizes a graphic display of buildings and structures 
on the incident scene. The user can then overlay threat and hazard data and other 
information onto the 3-D map, including plume models and images. Advanced systems 
incorporate additional modeling capability, such as rubble pile distribution, thermal loads 
on infrastructure, structural failures and air-blast effects. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Despite advances in graphic display of 
threats and hazards, there are deficiencies in 
the ability to assess the impact of threats 
and hazards on each other and the resulting 
impacts on response operations and 
responder health. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety C. 
Population Safety C. 
Consequence Mitigation C. 
Decision Support C. 
Multi-incident Utility C• 

• Building and customizing shapeforins to create a 3-D display of the inciden scene 
is not complex, but does take time (depending on the size of the incident scene). 
The utility of existing systems would be significantly improved if communities 
develop 3-D image files of structures before an event. 

Automated Red-force Tracking 

Relevance: In the military realm, hostile or opposing forces are referred to as "red 
forces" and friendly forces are referred to as "blue forces." The emergency response 
community uses a similar concept. Red forces denote a specific threat or hazard and 
could be a person or persons (for example, active shooters, suspects) or an item such as a 
weapon or an explosive device. In a hostile situation, responders and decision-makers 
need to know the location and movement of these threats and their proximity to other 
response personnel, critical resources and infrastructure. Real-time tracking of red forces 
can allow incident command to improve the safety of response personnel and enable 
more efficient neutralization of the threat. 

Current Capability: On an incident scene where there are red forces such as active 
shooters, it is critical for responders to have situational awareness and know the location 
of the threats. Responders do not currently have an integrated red-force tracking 
technology platform. Instead, they utilize a host of tools, including closed-circuit 
television (CCTV) and other video cameras, social media, visual surveillance and facial 
recognition software to identify and track threats. Red-force tracking technology is used 
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to identify and monitor the movements of enemy forces on the battlefield, but these 

technologies have not been adapted for domestic use. 

Responder Goals: 

• Integrates with responder location/tracking system 

• Identifies red-force elements 

• Generates covert alerts to responder regarding proximity to red force 

• Integrates red-force tracking into situational awareness tools for tactical decision 
support 

• Identifies when a red force approaches high-risk areas/targets 

• Ability to covertly place surveillance tags on a red force 

• Displays data in heads-up field of view 

State of Technology: The U.S. military funds a number of development efforts to 

identify and track threats. Primarily designed for blue-force tracking, several systems 
allow warfialiters to visualize friendly and hostile forces on a graphic display. 

The U.S. Army's Force XXI Battle Command Brigade-and-Below/Blue Force Tracking 
(FBCB2/BFT) provides advanced situational awareness to warfighters.46  Warfighters see 

blue icons on a computer screen inside their vehicle, indicating the location of their 

teammates. They can also plot improvised explosive devices and enemy locations with 

red icons on the same computerized topographical map, which are visible by all team 
members. 

A similar capability is available in helmet-mounted heads-up display (HUD) units that 

allow users to identify and tag persons thought to be a threat. The tagged persons are 
shown with an icon that is continuously visible in the field of view, even if the threat is 

not. The system is able to calculate and display the distance of the warfialiter from the 

identified threats. 

DARPA is funding the Urban Leader Tactical Response, Awareness and Visualization 

(ULTRA-Vis) program, which is focused on creating a prototype for an augmented reality 

system:47  Augmented reality is accomplished by superimposing a computer-generated 

image onto the user's view of the real world. This should allow warfighters to overlay 
full-color graphical iconography onto the local scene as observed by the soldier. The 

augmented reality system is a lightweight, low-power holographic see-through display 

46  "Army fields next-generation blue force tracking system," OS. Army, last updated July 15, 2011. 
hap :fiNV NV NV . armyAnil/article/61624i. 

47  'Urban Leader Tactical Response, Awareness and Visualization," DARPA: Information Innovation 
Office, last upatcd: n.d.. 
hap :11w kV NV .darpionil/Our Work/120/PrograinslUrban Leader Tact cal Response. Awareness, 	Visu 
alization (ULTRA-VIS).aspx.  
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with a vision-enabled position and orientation tracking system that the warfighter wears. 

In doing so, warfighters are able to significantly increase their understanding of the areas 
and visualization of threats. 

DARPA is also focusing on advances in imaging systems to support red-force tracking. 

For example, the Autonomous Real-Time Ground Ubiquitous Surveillance-Infrared 
(ARGUS-IR) is a 1.8 billion-pixel sensor system for persistent tracking of threats.°  

ARGUSAR can be deployed on UAS or UGV 

platforms. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Responders reported concerns with mis-
identification of threats when using a red-force 

tracking system. In addition to the potential 

for labeling friendly forces as hostile, there 

could be significant liabilities associated with taking actions against innocent 
civilians. 

• Law enforcement officers currently face legal and privacy issues with using 

technologies such as facial recognition for red-force identification and 

surveillance of red-force actors. 

All-source Collection and Integration of Data 

Relevance: The ability to incorporate information from multiple and nontraditional 

sources into incident command and operations is a well-defined need from the emergency 
responder communities. There has also been an increase in disaster-affected populations 

that utilize social media platforms to communicate and self-organize to identify needs, 

threats, and solutions during an incident. Emergency responders at the federal, state and 

local levels have voiced interest in using nontraditional sources of information to improve 
decision-making through increased situational awareness and public information needs. 

This information could take the form of crowdsourced information or social media data, 

for example. The response community would like to use this information in conjunction 

with traditional information sources (for example, sensor readings, 311 data, weather 
maps, traffic camera feeds) to improve decision-making during emergencies. 

Current Capability: Responders are currently facing data overload. Most information 

coming from the incident scene is collected, analyzed and disseminated by individuals, 
with little help from technology. Making sense of large volumes of information can be 

difficult and time consuming. Some agencies use social media in limited ways, including 

monitoring individual tweets, posts and other content. However, they do not use high-

performance analytics to rapidly make sense of large quantities of information, so they do 

• : "Autonomous Real-Time Ground Ubiquitous Surveillance — Infrared," DARPA: Information Innovation 
Office, last updated: 	Intp://www.daipa.millOur Work/I20/PmeranistAulonomous Real- 
time Ground Ubiquitous Surveillance - Infrared (ARGUS-IR).aspx. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety + 

Population Safety + 

Consequence Mitigation + 

Decision Support •:. 

Multi-incident Utility •:. 
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not gain adequate situational awareness from these sources. Overall, the capability to 
collect and analyze big data is limited, and the emergency response community has not 
developed or endorsed a standard operating procedure for collecting, analyzing and 
integrating social media data into operations. 

Responder Goals: 

• Ingests data in multiple formats (for example, keyhole markup language [KM1./I, 
keyhole markup language zipped [KMZ1, Javascript object notation [JSOND 

• Automates the collection and display of data streams 

• Identifies those individuals that the public relies on for information and/or whose 
messages have more influence over the actions of others 

• Determines sentiment of social media messages 

• Automates the classification of information and dissemination of threat 
information 

• Ensures the security of collected information 

• Integrates and overlays social media data on top of existing data sources 

• Provides a customizable search function with simple queries 

• Automates queries and alerts responders for anomalies or results that need to be 
investigated 

• Conducts analysis (for example, trend and pattern, link, sentiment, keyword 
alerting) in real time 

• Displays confidence levels to inform decision-makers of information accuracy 

• Filters exigent social media content from metadata (for example, embedded 
exchangeable image file format [exit] data) 

• Produces customized reports and visualizations in different formats for 
dissemination 

State of Technology: There are numerous tools available to assist emergency responders 
with visualizing data, including platforms that allow a user to view data in different 
layers. State emergency management offices are also working in this area to build virtual 
systems that collect and display information to make it accessible for responders (for 
example, Virtual Alabama). Tools that mash up data can be useful, yet data collection and 
analysis are time consuming and largely dependent on the responder. Without the aid of 
technology that can automate some of the analytics to reduce cognitive load, responders 
may quickly vet overwhelmed with the large volume of incoming data during a 
catastrophic incident. 

A lot of progress has been made in the past few years on technologies to automatically 
collect, analyze and disseminate data, including that from nontraditional sources such as 
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social media content. These tools, however, are not immediately available or ready for 
use by the emergency responder community. Furthermore, data from nontraditional 
sources (for example, audio, photo, video, sensors) has not been effectively combined, 
and its fusion remains a technical challenge. Emerging technologies have been used in 
pilot studies and ad hoc experiments, each resulting in mixed results. Many of these 
technologies do not easily integrate with other systems and are not "responder friendly" 
or able to be used in realistic operating conditions without significant assistance from 
developers. 

To date, most existing social media and other data fusion technologies have not been 
developed with an emergency response application in mind. As a result, the outputs yield 
limited actionable information that is in formats that are not easy for the response 
community to quickly analyze and use to make decisions. 

Similar to emergency responders, DOD systems have difficulty managing the vast 
amount of information intake. Therefore, DARPA started a program called XDATA to 
enhance the ability of software tools to process and analyze large and incomplete data 
sets. The goal of this research is to enhance the 
ability to use timely and actionable information to 
make well-informed decisions. 

Potential Challenges: 

Building collaboration with the public and 
private sectors to share information and input 
can be challenging. 

Sharing information is often hindered more because of human barriers (for 
example, existence of or lack of reciprocal trust, commitment to keep information 
in shared databases current) than technology barriers. These issues will not be 
resolved through the development of new technology. 

Technology in development needs to keep up to date with evolving social media 
and other nontraditional source information. 

• There are privacy concerns with using personally identifiable information that 
need to be addressed. 

• There are technical challenges with the collection and integration of unstructured 
data not available in a standard application programming interface (API) with 
other data streams. 

49  "XDATA, DARPA: Information Innovation Office. last updated: n.d., 
Implilwww.darpa.inil/Our Work/I20/Prourains/XDATA.aspx.  

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety + 
Population Safety + 
Consequence Mitivation + 
Decision Support + 
Multi-incident Utility + 
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All-source Information Validation 

Relevance: There are many different situations where responders have difficulty 
validating information that comes in through 911 or social media, including unverified 
calls or reports, until a responder adjudicates the information on-scene. The ability to 
validate information, tips from the public or other incident-specific information is 
important when responding to an incident. The ability to validate information becomes 
harder when responders attempt to incorporate nontraditional information sources, such 
as social media, with traditional sources. 

Current Capability: Currently, there are very limited examples where crowdsourcing or 
technology aids the verification process of incoming information. To date, validation of 
incident scene data is largely a human-based capability from responders on-scene. In 
industry, however, there are examples of data (for example, traffic reports) being 
validated through crowdsourcing. This type of third-party validation might have 
application in the emergency response enterprise. 

Responder Goals: 

• Automated validation of nontraditional information and data 

• Includes confidence level indicator for how valid data might be 

• Validates the user, time, and location of the information 

• Validates content including text, photos, and videos 

• Analyzes patterns, behavior, and history of user 

• Integrates historical and environmental trends and alerts when aberrations occur 

State of Technology: Technology to automatically collect, integrate and analyze data is 
still emerging, and so is the ability to validate that information. Currently, the state of the 
art for data validation relies mostly on contributions from large groups of people, called 
crowdsourcing. 

Crowdsourcing is increasingly used by responders to vain situational awareness and 
validate information. For example, one mobile application uses crowdsourcing as a way 
to identify and confirm road status, hazards, police activity and other pieces of data to 
help drivers gain better situational awareness. This type of crowdsourcing is done in real 
time: drivers can easily plot points of interest, and other drivers nearby are asked to 
confirm the information. Once the data points have been confirmed multiple times, they 
are plotted on a map. If the data points are disputed multiple times, they are removed 
from the map. This creates a dynamic map of crowdsourced information that maintains 
itself with other users keeping it up to date. 

DARPA has also incorporated crowdsourcing into a process that more effectively 
evaluates commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software. This process, called the Crowd 
Sourced Formal Verification (CSFV) program, uses large numbers of non-experts to 
perform formal verification faster and more cost-effectively than the traditional approach 
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of a few specialized engineers.5()  To accomplish this, DARPA has developed a simulation 
game that creates a fun and interactive environment to help complete formal verification 
proofs. 

Other technologies exist that validate whether a post or photo has been edited or 
published elsewhere using a photo's exif data. This data is embedded within the image 
file itself and contains location information. Similar to how online image gallery 
programs recognize this data and can display the date and location of a photo, other tools 
can use this to detect false or uncertain information 
that is published following an event. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Given the nature of crowdsourcing, it is 
difficult to validate certain data in real time. 

• There may be issues related to gaining access 
to information necessary for verification. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety •:. 
Population Safety + 
Consequence Mitigation + 
Decision Support + 
Multi-incident Utility •:. 

''Crowd Sourced Formal Verification," DARPA: Information Innovation Office, last updated: 
hap://www.darpadnil/Our Work/I20/Pmerams/Croved Sourced Formal Verification (CSFV).aspx. 
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Situational Awareness Path Forward: 

Subject matter experts identified the following technology programs as necessary to meet 
some oral] of the responder goals listed in the situational awareness RTOs above. 

• Continue enhancement of sensors and other technologies to improve signal 
strength around and through barriers 

• Transition existing state-of-the-art technologies for outdoor responder geolocation 

• Transition existing technologies and improve signal transmission in maritime 
environments 

• Obtain necessary consensus to develop infrastructure and construction standards 
for newly constructed buildings 

• Integrate responder geolocation technologies with systems for automated 3-D 
rendering of interior infrastructure from digital blueprints 

• Continue development of detection and identification devices 

• Continue development of sensor technologies, including miniaturization (to 
integrate with small UAS and UGVs) and modularization 

• Develop standard public safety UAS platform (total weight under 55 pounds; 
payload weight under 6 pounds; hand-launched; low power supply; simple data 
transmission; standardized payload interface; under 400-foot altitude) and a low-
cost standard public safety robot (standard payload interface) 

• Encourage adoption of legislation that authorizes public safety use of UAS 
platforms 

• Enhance and integrate modeling outputs to display multiple threats on a common 
operating platform 

• Transition existing state-of-the-art technologies used for military application to 
emergency response use 

• Identify information needs and requirements, resources and data streams for data 
integration 

• Identify data streams that need to be validated using training set of human and 
historical data; develop algorithms to assess data sources for validation signatures 
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SITUATIONAL AWARENESS ROAD MAP 
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Figure 10. Situational Awareness Technology Road Map 
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Communications is defined as the capability to seamlessly and dynamically 
connect multiple persons or entities and convey meaningful and actionable information to 
all relevant parties. 

There are two capability statements in the communications domain: 

The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental conditions 
(including through barriers, inside buildings and underground) 

The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental condition is crucial 
because communications enable safe and effective catastrophic incident response. 
Coordinating the efforts of emergency managers, civic leaders, responders and the public 
depends on timely, reliable and effective modes of communication. During a catastrophic 
incident, communications will involve an increased number of responders, jurisdictions 
and systems across a vast geographic area. Deficiencies in communications capacity, 
interoperability or infrastructure can strain or overwhelm steady-state capabilities; all of 
these deficiencies are exacerbated during large-scale incidents. Responders' ability to 
communicate with each other has a significant impact on operational efficiency and 
safety. Message transmission or clarity can be substantially reduced when operating in 
certain environments, particularly inside buildings. tunnels, underground spaces or over 
long distances. Significant research has been done to help improve communication 
systems that operate effectively in all environments; however, most response agencies 
still lack this capability. 

Subject matter experts identified three RTOs that correspond with this capability: 

• Voice and Data Communications Through All Physical and Electronic Environments 
• Disaster Resistant Communications Systems 
• Graceful Degradation of Communications Signals 

Communications systems that are hands-free and ergonomically 
optimized and can be integrated into PPE 

Most response agencies rely on land mobile radio systems that require a push button to 
transmit messages and use an attached speaker to broadcast received communications. 
While these systems may function effectively most of the time, it may be difficult to use 
them during tactical activities. Some radio systems offer a hands-free option, but 
responders continue to report that communications systems hinder their ability to perform 
tasks. In addition, radio systems add weight to the burden already carried by many 
responders. Integrating communications systems with PPE garments and equipment has 
the potential to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of response operations, improve 
communications clarity, and reduce the number of devices responders need to carry. 
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Subject matter experts identified one RTO that corresponds with this capability: 

• Multi-sensory Communications Systems Integrated with PPE 

Voice and Data Communications Through All Physical and Electronic 
Environments 

Relevance: Some environments are conducive to sending and receiving communications, 
but others pose significant challenges. For example, communications can be difficult 
inside buildings, tunnels or underground spaces. Communications may also be degraded 
if equipment and infrastructure have been damaged by the incident. Regardless of the 
operating environment, emergency responders must be able to seamlessly send or receive 
orders and information, provide tactical updates, request help and receive warnings about 
hazardous or changing conditions. Therefore, the need to ensure verbal and digital 
communication through all physical and electronic environments is essential. 

An additional component of this RTO is the transmission of sensor and other field-based 
data to incident command. An effective response requires the availability of pertinent 
information for decision-making. This information must be accurate, actionable and 
received as quickly as possible in an evolving response environment. Advances in 
technology will produce additional data streams, all containing information that may be 
necessary for incident command or on-scene responders. 

Current Capability: The ability to transmit verbal and digital communications through 
all physical and electronic environments varies widely among response agencies and 
jurisdictions. Most jurisdictions own the hardware and equipment to communicate via 
push-to-talk radios and maintain limited network connectivity within their system. 
Agencies with larger budgets are able to deploy integrated repeater networks to transmit 
and amplify signals in areas where there otherwise would be a dead zone or degraded 
communications. These repeaters amplify signals so that it can be retransmitted over hills 
or past bafflers. New York City has invested in a private long-term evolution (LTE) 
network to provide coverage for nearly the entire city. However, the ability to deploy a 
series of repeaters and utilize a private network is not the typical standard in all U.S. 
jurisdictions. In fact, most jurisdictions simply do not possess the capability to 
consistently communicate in all environmental conditions. 

Despite advances in this field, new technologies are not often developed or tailored for 
the unique needs of the field of emergency response. Many state-of-the-art technologies 
are available to the general public (for example, smartphones that provide network 
connectivity and immediate access to data). However, these technologies were not 
developed to address the unique conditions of emergency response, so they cannot be 
effectively utilized in unpredictable and varying response conditions. 

Responder Goals: 

• Communicate through all environments, including inside buildings, underground 
and through physical barriers 
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• Rapidly-deployable (within 15 minutes) 

• Portable components 

• Powered using multiple sources including those on the incident scene 

• Utilizes the existing infrastructure within buildings to enhance or amplify signals 
or clarity of communications 

• Uses different bands across multiple systems without having several pieces of 
equipment 

• Encrypted and secure 

• Separate frequencies for emergencies and mayday-type alerts (for example, 
PASS) 

• Effective communication in remote areas 

• Provides enhanced quality and clarity of voice communication in all verbal 
transmissions 

State of Technology: Many advances in the communications field have applicability to 
the operational needs of the response community. Technology is continuously being 
improved to include stronger signals capable of transmitting through challenging 
operational environments, such as through barriers and underground. The state of the art 
for verbal and digital communications includes various types of technology, including 
cellular and satellite communications, repeaters, mesh networks and cellular on wheels 
(COWs). All of these technologies have benefits and limitations with regard to 
responders being able to communicate in catastrophic conditions. 

Radio frequencies (for example, cellular and satellite communications) — 
Communications devices such as a responder hand-held radio. walkie-talkie, cellphone, 
or satellite phone use REs to connect with either terrestrial towers or a satellite in orbit to 
support voice, SMS and low-bandwidth Internet access. These devices operate using 
ultra-high-frequency (UHF) radio waves that propagate by line of sight. These radio 
waves can be easily degraded or blocked by hills, buildings. multipath radio wave 
interference or other barriers on an incident scene. Although satellite devices require line 
of sight, they are typically used in remote areas where cellular towers are not available, 
but there is access to open sky without obstruction. When barriers exist, a signal can be 
enhanced with the use of signal repeaters. However, there is a trade-off between 
transmission power and the available data rate. To maintain a given signal strength, 
power needs to be increased as distance between the device and the transmitter increases. 

Mobile cell sites — Mobile cell sites such as COWs, cell on light trucks (COLTs) and cell 
in a box (CIAB) can be used in areas where cellular network coverage needs to be 
expanded or established. These technologies are similar to fixed cellular towers but are 
temporary installations. They are available in different sizes that can handle a range of 
signal loads and are deployable on varying platforms, such as a box or a truck. The range 
of a cell tower depends on a number of factors, including the height and direction of 
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antennae, frequency of signal, power strength, ambient weather and absorption of 
environment (for example, building, vegetation). 

Signal repeaters (also known as breadcrumbs) 	intemt 	 E_ 
- Wireless communication devices that utilize 
radio waves can be boosted using signal 	 1 

I  amplifiers or perpetuated using various types 
of antennas. Repeaters are used to continue a 
signal in areas where it would otherwise be 
blocked or degraded (for example, inside a 
building or around a barrier). The repeaters 
work by collecting a signal and then 
retransmitting it in a much smaller scale to a 
cellular tower. Repeater use is increasing 
rapidly, and so are advances in the technology 

Figure 11. Mesh Network Diagram 
of size, weight and signal strength. For 
example, DHS is investing in a project to 
develop a very small (one-inch square, half-inch thick) repeater that is both waterproof 
and heat-resistant up to 500 degrees. This type of signal repeater was designed 
specifically to develop a network in signal-denied environments for the emergency 
response community. 

Mesh networks — Similar to repeaters that propagate 
signal, devices such as laptops, cellphones and other 
wireless devices can link as radio nodes. This is called a 
mesh network. This means that only one node needs to be 
wired or connected to a network connection and other 
wireless devices can link to it (instead of a cellular tower) 
and act as routers to send data using the built-in Wi-Fi 
transmitters. Each device, or "mesh node," uses routing 
protocols to determine whether to keep the data it 
receives or pass it along to the next device until a 
destination is reached. Therefore, each device only needs 
to transmit the data as far as the next node in the network 
instead of to a cell tower or satellite. If one node drops 
out of the network, the data can quickly find another. 
There are two main advantages for responders to use 
mesh networks. First, they can leverage radio physics to pass information through signal-
denied environments and across long distances. Second, they can use sophisticated 
riangulation and time-of-flight algorithms to determine the location of nodes and users in 
he network, such as responders on an incident scene. The limitations of mesh networks 

include the sophistication of the network setup, maintenance and the availability of nodes 
in a given area. 

1:11FirstNet 
In addition to these technologies, an effort is underway to 
revolutionize multiple aspects of emergency responder 
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communications. The First Responder Authority Network (FirstNet) is an independent 
authority within the National Telecommunications and Information Administration that is 
tasked to "provide emergency responders with the first nationwide, high-speed, 
broadband network dedicated to public safety."51  

FirstNet is focused on enhancing and optimizing operational capability through the 
development of a new Band Class 14 network. To develop this network, Congress 
allocated 20 MHz of radio spectrum to FirstNet, and responders will have priority or 
preemptive access to the system during response operations. Each state will develop an 
individual radio access network that connects to the FirstNet core network. 

FirstNet will employ LTE technology that incorporates a radio access network (RAN). 
RAN is the component of LTE that includes cell towers as well as mobile hotspots in 
vehicles that can connect to the core network over satellite or other types of wireless 
infrastructure?' This technology should improve communication coverage for emergency 
responders, including coverage in challenging operating environments. 

Improving the ability to transmit information in challenging environmental conditions is 
a shared goal among many disciplines. The U.S. military is funding multiple efforts that 
may benefit the response community. A small number of the most pertinent efforts are 
described here. DARPA currently has a funded program called the A-to-I Look-Through 
program to help advance this complex issue.53  The goal of this program is to improve the 
operational bandwidth, linearity, and efficiency of electronic systems when the desired 
outcome is to receive and transmit information using electromagnetic (radio) waves, 
especially under extreme size, weight, power and environmental conditions. This 
program will rely upon developing new electronic processing subsystems methods and 
architectures based on new understandings of mathematical principles and embedded 
signal processing. 

DARPA often initiates challenges to motivate teams of researchers to make progress in 
certain areas. It has initiated the Spectrum Challenge to help develop innovative 
approaches to adaptive, software-based radio communications in multi-user 
environments. The Spectrum Challenge was issued to address the fact that "first 
responder radios need to be able to communicate reliably in such congested and contested 
environments and to share radio spectrum without direct coordination or spectrum 
preplanning."54  The ultimate goal is to develop protocols for radio software that will 
indicate the best communication channels when there are multiple interfering signals. 

51 "About FirstNet," First Responder Network Authority, last updated: n.d., http:fiwww.firstnet.gov. 

32  Ibid. 

53"Analog to Information Look Through," DARPA: Microsystems Technology Office, last updated: n.d, 
11111) :11w ww.darpamillOur Work,MTO/ProeramsrAnalod4o-Information (A-TO-I) Look Throualtaspx. 

34 "Spectrum Challenge," DARPA: Information Innovation Office, last updated: n.d.. 
hapdlwww.darpadnil/Our Work/I20/ProaramsrSpectrurn Challenae.asnx.  
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Potential Challenges: 

• FirstNet is still in the early development stave, 
and the time frame until implementation has 
not been determined. Different states are 
exploring different approaches to create the 
required radio access networks. 

• Each state faces political, governance and 
local control issues for management of their 
radio access network. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet 
Po ulation Safet 
Conse uence Mid ation 
Decision Sutort 
Multi-incident Utility 

• Manufacturers will have to develop devices that have access to the new frequency 
band. 

• FirstNet will initially focus on data transmission and interoperability. Response 
agencies will continue to use land mobile radio systems for voice 
communications. Voice over LTE (VoLTE) will likely replace land mobile radio 
systems at some point, but this capability will require longer-term development. 

• Responders anticipate significant challenges with building the backhaul 
infrastructure large enough to support public safety requirements an efficient 
allocation of the spectrum. 

Disaster Resistant Communications Systems 

Relevance: Effective response requires the capability to provide reliable, coordinated 
communications—including secure and nonsecure data, video and N. oice—among and 
across levels of the government and response community. However, catastrophic 
incidents have the ability to significantly damage or completely destroy the 
communications infrastructure and systems used by emergency responders. For example, 
incidents such as a nuclear detonation produce an electromagnetic pulse (EMP). An EMP 
can cause serious disruption and widespread damage to electronic devices and networks, 
including communications systems and technology equipment. 

A nuclear detonation or use of an EMP device is a low-likelihood incident, but even 
incidents that involve more routine threats or common operating environments can have 
devastating effects on communications systems. Extreme heat or cold, high winds or 
water can also critically damage equipment and networks. 

Current Capability: Public safety radio systems are ruggedized to provide protection 
against commonly encountered hazards. Radios used by the fire service generally have a 
higher degree of thermal protection, while radios used in marine environments are 
waterproof or water resistant. However, standard radio systems used regularly by 
emergency responders do not protect against EMP or extreme conditions. Further. 
communications systems include more than just the radios. The towers, repeaters and 
other equipment must also be disaster resistant. In many cases, this part of the 
communications infrastructure is most vulnerable. Following Hurricane Sandy, for 
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example, 25 percent of cell towers were inoperable within 12 hours of the event. One 
solution is for radios to be stored in boxes hardened to shield the effects of an EMP. 
However, it is not operationally feasible to place all daily-use radios in boxes when not 
being actively used. Purchasing a separate set of radios that can be stored in preparation 
for an event is not financially possible for most jurisdictions. Many jurisdictions maintain 
a cadre of amateur radio (also called ham radio) operators. Amateur radio has dedicated 
bands, reserved by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), that have frequently 
been used to support response operations. 

Technologies including communication facilities, towers, radios, repeaters and other 
equipment are hardened against adverse effects from catastrophic incidents at varying 
levels. For example, sonic facilities have taken measures to include using flame-resistant 
materials, carefully selected locations that are elevated yet stable and resistance to high-
powered winds. Other disaster resistant technologies include repeaters that are built with 
heat resistance for use in firefighting scenarios. Most cell towers also include backup 
batteries and sometimes venerators to withstand power outages. 

Responder Goals: 

• Public safety grade communications infrastructure (including radios, towers, 
repeaters and other necessary equipment) against conditions such as 
electromagnetic pulse, heat, blast, water and extreme temperatures5D  

• Rapidly deployable (within 15 minutes) 

• Intrinsically safe and ruggedized components 

• Easily portable components 

State of technology: DOD maintains a number of military standards regarding EMP 
preparedness. Many critical defense systems comply with nuclear survivability and 
hardening requirements, which protect against EMP threats. DTRA continues to conduct 
EMP assessments on the critical power infrastructure, specifically the power grid and 
telecommunications networks. However, there has been limited transition of military 
capability in this area to emergency response applications. Research has also been done 
to develop electrical cables that are insulated and shielded from electromagnetic 
interference to protect electronic devices. For devices that are not hardened, storage 
options offer protection to critical items. However, because it is not possible to predict the 
size, strength and proximity of an EMP, it is unclear what level of protection exists. 

DARPA has programs dedicated to enhancing reliable, secure and resilient 
communications. One such program is the Safer Warfighter Communications (SAFER) 

" "Public safety grade" refers to the hardening of network components to ensure that the communications 
systems of emergency response agencies will remain operational during and immediately following a 
major natural or manmade disaster on a local, regional, and nationwide basis. 'Defining Public Safety 
Grade Systems and Facilities", National Public Safety Telecommunications Council. May, 2014. 
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program.
56 

The goal of this program is to develop technology that enables safe and 
resilient communication over the Internet. The technology will also enhance applications 
such as instant messaging, email, social networking, streaming video, voice over Internet 
protocol (VoIP), video conferencinv and other media that promote effective 
communication. 

Additional research is ongoing to develop survivable communications networks that can 
provide connectivity in the absence of power and network connectivity. One system relies 
on creating open-source tools that will allow citizens to use their existing infrastructure as 
part of a rapidly deployed network to meet basic communications needs. The system 
includes small modules powered by small solar panels or previously powered large 
electronic devices (such as a hybrid motor vehicle) that can be acquired by citizens or 
civic groups to provide ad hoc communications capability when needed. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Responders are concerned about the costs of 
an EMP-hardened radio system, anticipating 
high costs for a low-probability event. 
Purchasing these radios may not be feasible in 
the financially constrained environment that 
currently exists for many jurisdictions. 

• Public safety communications may rely on 
commercial cellular or wireless networks and equipment, which are also not 
hardened against EMP effects. Development of a civilian standard will be 
sufficient only if commercial carriers also harden their systems. 

Graceful Degradation of Communications Signals 

Relevance: While responders rely on communications for incident response, they are 
aware that there are times when the communication signal will become so weak, or 
completely lost, that transmission is no longer possible. However, it is not possible to 
predict when the communication signal will be lost, and responders are often in the 
position of not realizing they are no longer transmitting until they do not receive a 
response. This "no-notice" loss of signal can cause a lack of transmission in critical 
incident information and can place the responder's life in danger. 

There is a need for responders to have more notice on the status and degradation speed of 
their communication signal and a more graceful degradation of the signals. This would 
allow responders to adapt quickly to the pending lack of communications and transmit 
critical pieces of information before losing connectivity. 

56  Safer Warlighter Communications," DARPA: Information Innovation Office, last updated: n.c1., 
hap://www.darnaJnil/Our Work/I20/Prosaams/SAFER Wm-Ilk-Ater Communications (SAFER).aspx. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety 
Po ulation Safet 
Conse uence Mid ation 
Decision Su. tort 
Multi-incident Utilit 
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Current Capability: Responders described the current degradation as "a point where 
communication just frills off." meaning that there is currently no capability, with limited 
exception of a screen display similar to the reception bars on a typical cellphone, to alert 
the responder to a diminishing signal. A screen display is not ideal, as emergency 
responders cannot constantly look at a visual indicator while simultaneously transmitting 
information. 

The strength signal itself does not allow for reduced communications, it simply goes from 
fully functioning to not transmitting anything. Responders are not afforded an 
opportunity to transmit shorter or more concise verbal message as the signal degrades. 
There is no gradient or step-wise loss of functionality. 

Responder Goals: 

• Alerts for the degradation level with corresponding effectiveness level (an 
indication of how well messages are being transmitted) 

• Audio indicator when the signal is lost completely 

• Directional interface that guides responders toward stronger signal strength 

• Ability to poll on-scene radios for signal status to determine if the user is losing 
reception 

• Enhanced capability that functions with current technologies 

State of Technology: Some radios and cellphones have preset text messages that can be 
used in lieu of voice transmission when signals become very weak. These devices 
typically switch to a text system and can send out a small amount of texts that are 
preprogrammed with short commands, alerts or maydays. In addition, some radios can 
automatically switch bands and search for the strongest repeater or tower every 
15 seconds, depending on the strength of the signal, helping to maintain signal strength. 

DARPA established the Adaptive RF Technology (ART) program to advance the 
hardware used in hand-held communication radios.57  DARPA is developing a fully 
adaptive and reconfigurable framework that is agnostic to specified waveforms and 
standards. DARPA believes that this will enable the individual warfighter. using a small-
scale unmanned platform to analyze and characterize the signal environments. This will 
allow the warfighter to determine the signal strength and changing conditions. 

57 "Adaptive RF Technologies," DARPA: Microsystems Technology Office, last updated: n.d., 
http://www.darga.inil/Our  Work/MTO/Programs/Adaptive RF Technologies (ART).asox. 
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Potential Challenges: 

• Responders are concerned that adding 
features or improvements may increase the 
size and weight of existing systems. The goal 
is to increase the performance of PPE, 
including communication devices, without 
adding size or weight. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet + 
Po ulation Safet 
Cense uence Miti ration 
Decision Su. sort 
Multi-incident Util it + 

Multi-sensory Communications Systems Integrated with PPE 

Relevance: The standard communications platform employed by the vast majority of 
response agencies is a hand-held push-to-talk radio used for verbal communications. 
These types of radios clip onto the exterior uniform or protective garments of responders. 
Recent developments in multimodal interfaces and displays are expanding the possibility 
of more sophisticated communications mechanisms that rely on multiple senses, such as 
sight, hearing and touch. As part of this RTO, responders would like to receive and access 
information visually. They would like to see a display of key operational and 
physiological data and information. This could include life-safety data, such as the 
amount of oxygen remaining in a self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) tank or 
blueprints or schematics for the building in which they are working. They would also like 
to be able to identify the location of other responders, resources and hazards/threats, both 
within and beyond their field of view. Responders could also receive just-in-time training 
or instruction via visual display. 

Current Capability: As mentioned, most response agencies rely on land mobile radio 
systems that require a push button to transmit messages and use an attached speaker to 
broadcast received communications. Responders reported that it is often difficult to use 
these radios during tactical activities. For example, a firefighter operating in full 
protective gear, including breathing apparatus and heavy gloves, may find it difficult to 
transmit a message while dragging a hose line or carrying tools or to receive a 
communication due to sound dampening from the SCBA mask and loud ambient noise. 
Radio devices currently exist that can be operated using hands-free features, often 
through the use of bone-conduction microphones that transmit sound through the bones 
of the skull into the inner ear. However, performance is often still degraded by the noise 
of the incident scene. Some headgear worn by firefighters or SWAT teams integrates 
communications equipment, but other factors degrade the clarity of these 
communications. 

Responder Goals: 

• Equipment integrates into PPE or other existing equipment with minimal or no net 
weight gain for the responder 
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• Hands-free activation 

• Multiple configurations based on the needs of each discipline 

• Minimal SWP 

• Noise-filtering mechanism that accounts for significant ambient noise 

• Multi-sensory display of information, including key operational and physiological 
data and information 

• Ruggedized, waterproof; thermal resistant, intrinsically safe, simple, and not able 
to be turned off by the user 

• Integrates into PPE for all disciplines 

State of Technology: The technology to support a heads-up display (HUD) for 
responders to send and receive information is widely available. HUDs are also used by 
the general public for a variety of purposes, such as displaying speed and distance on a 
car on the windshield while the car is in motion. They are also used extensively in aircraft 
to display needed pieces of information. 

While HUDs are not routinely used in 
emergency response, the technology could be 
tailored to the unique needs of each response 
discipline. DHS S&T, for example, has 
funded the development of a thermal HUD 
for use by firefighters. This HUD helps to 
address the need for firefighters to be able to 
monitor their internal and external 
temperatures, which is difficult when they 
don level-A hazmat suits. When dangerous thermal levels are reached, this particular 
HUD provides the firefighter with an alert. 58  

There are several other opportunities for advancement in this area, including the 
transition of HUD systems developed by DOD for the warfighter, as well as commercial 
development of products such as Google Glass. Users can see information such as maps, 
temperature and logistical information in their line of sight while wearing the glasses. 
Applications have already been developed specifically for the fire and law enforcement 
disciplines using the Google Glass platform. Researchers are exploring the integration of 
this technology into the face shield of responders helmets and headgear. 

The U.S. military continually invests in programs that help to advance the way in which 
warfighters are able to visualize their operating environments. As part of this effort. 
DARPA established the Urban Leader Tactical Response, Awareness and Visualization 

"S&T Project Roundup What We Worked on in September 2013," FirstResponder.gov, last updated: 
n.d„ http://www.firstresponder.,ov/SitePa2estResponderNews/Article.asnx?s=Articles&iternID=192,  
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(ULTRA-Vis) program.59  Under this program. a prototype for an augmented reality 
system was developed. Essentially, soldiers are able to use this prototype to overlay full-
color graphical iconography onto the local scene observed by the soldier. This is 
accomplished by integrating a lightweight, low-power holographic see-through display 
with a vision-enabled position and orientation tracking system on the solider. In doing so, 
warfighters are able to increase their understanding of the areas and visualization of 
threats. 

Advances are also expected in the use of bone-conduction technology. Commercial 
providers expect to release headsets that incorporate a bone-conduction microphone, 
allowing two-way communication. This would allow responders to send and receive 
communications without a device blocking the ear and preventing the reception of other 
ambient sounds. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Responders are concerned about the 
vulnerability and security of communications 
when using wireless connectivity. 

• Google Glass is not ruvgedized for the 
requirements of the incident scene. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res ender Safet 
Po ulation Safet 
Conse euence Miti:ation 
Decision Support + 
Multi-incident Utility + 

Communications Path Forward: 

Subject matter experts identified the following technology programs as necessary to meet 
some or all of the responder goals listed in the communications RTOs above. 

• Develop public safety grade VoLTE systems for public safety use 

• Develop a civilian EMP survivability standard to which public safety 
communications systems can be built 

• Collect requirements for and integrate a signal indicator into existing radio 
equipment 

• Transition adaptive RF technology being developed for military applications to 
emergency response applications 

`I  Urban Leader Tactical Response, Awareness and Visualization," DARPA: Information Innovation 
Office, last updated: n.d., 
hap :fiNV NV NV .darpa.tnil/Our Worka20/ProvrainslUrban Leader Tact cal Response. Awareness. 	Visu 
alization (ULTRA-VIS).aspx. 
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Command, control and coordination is defined as the ability to identify 
incident priorities, allocate scarce resources and exchange relevant information to make 
effective decisions in a stressful environment. 

There are three capability statements in this domain: 

The ability to remotely monitor the tactical actions and progress of all responders 
involved in the incident in real time 

Incident commanders are responsible for setting objectives and assigning tasks to 
efficiently respond to emergencies. The number of tasks and personnel scale with the size 
of an incident; therefore, catastrophic events may be difficult to manage without the aid 
of technology. Incident commanders need the ability to know the progress of tasks and to 
have up-to-date situational awareness to manage within a complex workflow 
environment. Incident commanders can effectively re-task personnel or allocate 
additional resources if they can monitor responder actions and tasks. Ideally, incident 
commanders would be able to achieve this level of command and control with little 
burden on the responders in the field. Therefore, tactical actions of responders and other 
information should be remotely collected without impeding or degrading the performance 
of existing communications. Responder actions also need to be monitored in real time 
and integrated into a holistic workflow management system that tracks the level of 
completeness for each assigned task. 

Subject matter experts identified two RTOs that correspond with this capability: 

• Real-time Monitoring of Responder Actions 
• Intelligent Integrated Workflow System 

The ability to identify trends, patterns and important content from large volumes 
of information from multiple sources (including nontraditional sources) to support 
incident decision-making 

The digital age has increased the availability of and access to data that could help inform 
emergency response operations. During catastrophic incidents, responders can be 
overwhelmed by the amount of incoming data from both traditional and nontraditional 
sources. Successful utilization of this data depends on the ability to collect, aggregate, 
validate, analyze and disseminate incident-specific data and information. Responders 
require a system capable of ingesting large amounts of data, identifying emerging trends 
and patterns and filtering for key information. Such a system would not replace human 
analysis, but would act as a decision support tool to assist both analysts and decision-
makers. 
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Subject matter experts identified three RTOs that correspond with this capability: 

• All-source Information Analysis System 
• Real-time Predictive Analysis and Modeling 
• Incident-scene Information Recognition and Pattern Analysis 

The ability to identify, assess and validate emergency-response-related 
software applications 

As technology advances, so do the support tools available to emergency responders. 
Although some of these support tools are hardware, many are in the form of computer 
software, including applications that help the responder prepare for, respond to and 
recover from catastrophic incidents. Software designed to support emergency responders 
provides timely, critical and accurate information recording a range of threats and 
response actions. Responders need to be able to trust that these applications provide valid 
information, function when necessary, operate on all relevant platforms and protect 
sensitive information. 

Subject matter experts identified three RTOs that correspond with this capability: 

• Core Requirements Standard for Response-related Software Applications 
• Software Development Kit for Integration of Response-related Software Applications 
• Platform for User Evaluation of Response-related Applications 

Real-time Monitoring of Responder Actions 

Relevance: Incident command is responsible not only for developing strategic and 
tactical plans, but also for ensuring that those plans are implemented and the associated 
tasks are carried out. Incident commanders may be overwhelmed by the complexity of 
catastrophic incidents and may not be able to effectively monitor the actions and progress 
of the response. Incident command would like to be able to track the progress of teams 
and individual responders in completing the missions to which they have been assigned. 
This would allow decision-makers to identify when a mission needs more resources and 
when responders can be directed to other tasks. 

Current Capability: At this time, there is no commonly used tool for monitoring 
responder actions on scene. Existing capabilities rely largely on voice communication 
between responders and the incident commander, particularly through the transmission of 
information requests and progress reports. While this practice allows the incident 
commander to receive on-demand updates, the reliance on voice communication can 
detract from overall mission success and responder safety. 
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This is due to two main factors: 

• Potential unreliability of communications systems in certain situations (such as 
when operating in wide geographic areas or inside buildings) 

• Continuous changes in the incident scene (potentially limiting the accuracy of 
transmitted messages) 

The capability to remotely monitor actions and progress could resolve these concerns by 
providing real-time information and increased reliability that improve decision-making. 

Commonly used computer-aided dispatch (CAD) systems are able to visually monitor the 
progress and location of emergency response vehicles. These systems use a transponder 
affixed to the apparatus to provide real-time updates of the location of vehicles. CAD 
systems also work with mobile data computers (MDCs) that are installed in many 
response vehicles. Responders are able to update their status via the MDC, which 
provides updates in the CAD system. 

Responder Goals: 

• Automated system to collect tactical inputs from individual responders in real 
time 

• Includes preset command features to translate verbalized tactical actions into 
status updates (for example, need more resources, task complete) to limit the 
burden of effort on the responder to use push-to-talk radios during an incident 

• Integrates the status of all responders into a common operating picture on a 
dashboard for command visibility 

• Displays tasks in an automated sliding scale that adjusts based on task completion 

• Includes customizable settings, including task lists and timers for each task 

• Includes an override feature for an administrative user to update the status when a 
responder cannot make updates 

• Relays information in real time to incident command, caches data when 
connectivity is offline and automatically forwards data when the connection is 
restored 

• Does not interfere with other radio communications 

• Provides appropriate SWP to provide functionality but does not place an extra 
burden on the responder 

• Interoperable and easily integrated with other monitoring or communications 
equipment 

• Scalable to quickly add responders during an incident 

State of Technology: Development efforts are underway to extend the visual display of 
vehicles that exists with modern CAD systems to personnel. Existing systems are able to 
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notify personnel that they have been called into service via an application on their mobile 
device. Responders confirm receipt, and the system tracks their progress toward the 
incident scene via cellular and wireless networks. Responders are able to send and 
receive communications, which can be used to relay and update tasking orders. Current 
products are unable to track the completion or activities at the task level. However, 
development efforts underway include products that can incorporate pre-plan 
information, which could potentially be used to track tactical progress, and can be 
integrated with other electronic situational awareness systems. 

Other commercially available software systems help manage and track resources, 
including personnel, throughout incident response. As described above, tracking the 
progress of personnel working on assigned tasks requires check-ins from the field. These 
check-ins can be automatically categorized and updated on an incident manager's status 
boards, which include event logs, unit logs, operating procedure status tables and 
situation reports. These systems allow commanders to establish incident objectives (for 
example, organizational or division assignments, medical plans, communications 
strategies, safety messages). 

Note: The state of technology for real-time tracking of responder location and display on 

a common operating platkrm can be found in the "Indoor Responder Geolocation" and 

"Outdoor Responder Geolocalion" RTO discussions. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Current systems rely on connectivity at the 
incident scene, but this is far from 
guaranteed. Developers are currently 
working on offline options that will allow 
information to be cached and then 
forwarded when connectivity is restored 
but that functionality is not yet available. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety + 
Po ulation Safet 
Cense uence Miti ration 
Decision Su. sort 
Multi-incident Util it + 

Intelligent Integrated Workflow System 

Relevance: When on scene, responders are focused on tasks related to saving lives and 
mitigating threats. The role of an incident commander is, in part, to monitor task progress 
and the workflow until the objectives are met. The term intelligent integrated workflow 
refers to a system that automates portions of the monitoring and management to expedite 
the process. With insight into the workflow, incident commanders can anticipate resource 
demands or reassign assets to other tasks. Incident commanders must be able to visualize 
this information in real time on a common operating platform. This capability could 
reduce the amount of time an incident commander spends analyzing vast amounts of 
incident data and situational awareness reports to focus on managing the response. 

Current Capability: Research and responder input uncovered no known intelligent 
workflow systems focused on the emergency response mission. Task progress is typically 
communicated using hand-held radios or MDCs from responders in the field to incident 
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commanders and dispatch operators. Some CAD systems are able to analyze response 

data to produce helpful information and statistics, such as average response time until 
units are on scene, but responders currently have no capability to automate or provide 

decision support to workflows. 

Responder Goals: 

• Identifies and collects key tasks associated with incident response for integration 

into an electronic workflow system 

• Incorporates data from previous incidents for machine learning and prediction 

• Integrates with logistics situational awareness systems 

• Automates task management where possible to reduce responder interaction 

where applicable 

• Tracks responders' previous system inputs 

• Automates user choices or proposed next steps based on task progress 

• Generates alerts to inform or predict the next actions that should be taken 

• Includes customizable graphic displays 

• Customizable to allow administrator to input jurisdiction-specific standard 

operating procedures 

• Includes a confidence or quality control feature to assist decision-makers 

State of Technology: Intelligent workflow systems are used extensively in other fields, 

for both automated and manual processes to capture and digitize processes and standard 
operating procedures and provide an audit trail of activities. Many of these systems are 

able to monitor the submission, processing and real-time tracking of requests. They can 

designate and prioritize the status of tasks (for example, assigned. past due, completed), 
provide alerts when processes are delayed or interrupted and provide graphic displays of 

workflows with real-time visualization. 

Some of the commercially available incident management systems can provide 
commanders with support for workflow management and automate parts of the process, 

but these tools need to be customized for use at the jurisdictional level. For example, 

technologies are being developed that can help automate workflows based on the 

progress of tasks in the field and a specific jurisdiction's pre-planned standard operating 
procedures. The systems suggest courses of action that are aligned with local operating 

procedures, National Incident Management System (NIMS) and Incident Command 

System (ICS) processes and that incorporate FEMA's resource management life-cycle 

information. The workflow automation converts incoming messages from the field into 
action-based message types such as status update, request for action and resource request. 

These messages can then be tracked and managed within the system. Incident command 

can then make official requests and follow up to ensure tasks are being completed. 
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Potential Challenges: 

• The ability to automate the content of 
notifications beyond binning into message 
categories is limited. 

• Verifying that tasks are complete is still 
reliant on responder reporting. Some 
systems include the ability to upload 
images, but this functionality is not yet 
automated for responder applications. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety C. 
Population Safety 
Consequence Mitivation 
Decision Support C. 
Multi-incident Utility C. 

All-source Information Analysis System 

Relevance: A catastrophic incident venerates a lot of information that needs to be 
collected, analyzed and stored for decision support. This information is necessary for 
critical lifesaving and operational decisions, but it is transmitted in a multitude of 
different formats. Some require advanced knowledge or training to interpret. Response 
agencies will be held accountable for using this information, and it must be available in a 
comprehensible and concise format. Responders would like a common platform that can 
filter, aggregate and correlate data into an output that is relevant and usable for the 
decision-maker. Outputs and visualizations should be in a format that can translate the 
analysis of the data into actionable information. 

Current Capability: Many response agencies use electronic incident management 
systems to support decision-making during response operations. The most commonly 
used systems utilize a dashboard system, which allows incident command to view 
different functions in a series of layers or tabs on the display. When this information is 
aggregated, incident commanders have a better common operating picture. However, they 
still lack the analytical and decision support modeling function requested by responders. 

State and major urban area fusion centers provide additional capability for information 
integration and analysis. Fusion centers are collaborative efforts between multiple 
agencies to share information among federal, state, local and tribal organizations. The 
fusion centers are primarily focused on the analysis of threat-related information to 
prevent incidents but can be used to improve situational awareness and decision-making 
during response operations. 

Responder Goals: 

• Integrates a baseline set of business rules for every emergency management 
agency with the ability to customize for specific events or types of incidents 

• Automatically filters, aggregates and correlates data 

• Ability to graphically display and visualize data 

• Includes predictive analysis to optimize courses of action (for example, rerouting 
assets, choosing to shelter versus evacuate) 
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• Aggregates data at a speed to inform real-time decision-making 

• Integrates natural language processing to aggregate large amounts of text data to 
ease decision-making 

• Customizable business rules for discipline-specific needs 

• Filters information to ensure relevant, actionable information 

• Includes a customizable graphical user interface (GUI) 

• Includes next-step suggestions or considerations based on analytic outputs 

State of Technology: Integrated tools that provide all-source information management, 
analysis and decision support either are in development or require customization, testing 
and evaluation before being used by emergency responders. Existing COTS systems do 
not meet the responder requirements, which include real-time aggregation, analysis and 
optimization of decision-making with predictive analyses. Most existing systems can 
automate functions for ingesting and mashing data but are very limited with regard to 
analysis and decision support. In addition, many of these functions are not rapid and 
require special programming support from developers. 

The volume of incoming data increases during times of crisis, and systems need to be 
designed to rapidly detect changes in the data patterns and trending topics as events 
unfold. These technologies should provide meaningful analysis of streaming social media 
and other data to the end user in real time. To this end. DARPA has been developing a 
tool called Insight to consume and process information and provide mission-relevant, 
timely insights to incident commanders.w  The goal of this program is to use technology 
and automation to enhance an individual's ability to support real-time operations with 
actionable data. Insight is designed to receive, index and store incoming data from 
multiple sources and analyze and correlate that information. Furthermore. DARPA is 
working to incorporate behavioral learning and prediction algorithms to help analysts 
discover and identify potential threats and 
corresponding activities. 

Natural language processing (NLP) can assist 
analysts in understanding the content of social 
media data for the purposes of sentiment 
analysis, topic modeling, trend analysis and 
social network analysis. NLP uses machine 
learning algorithms to enable software to 
derive meaning from a user's input. The ability 
to use NLP lends itself to many different 
system features such as custom alerts, changes 

Figure 15. Edge Analytics Interface 

60 -INSIGHT.-  DARPA: Information Innovation Office, last updated: n.d.. 
hap:/: NV NV NV .darpa.inil/Our Work/120/Pro4rainslInsidwaspx. 
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in data patterns, understanding local context, sentiment analysis and topic modeling. 

Although real-time analytics technologies are still maturing, many of the features that 
emergency responders desire (such as sentiment analysis, filtering based on geolocation, 
social network representations, identifying influencers, custom alerting, trend and pattern 
analysis and topic modeling) already exist. An example of this is shown in figure 15 
using a tool called Edge Analytics (EA). EA was initially developed by a DOD Federally 
Funded Research and Development Center (FFRDC) and has been piloted in various 
environments to conduct social media analytics. Figure 15 displays EA's real-time 
filtering and topic modeling capabilities. Advancements are still necessary in the areas of 
data fusion, natural language processing and real-time analysis to create a robust all-
source analysis tool. These research areas are currently in development. 

Potential Challenges: 

• The appropriate entity to provide 
governance and maintenance support for an 
all-source information analysis system is 
undetermined. 

• The accuracy of machine learning and NLP 
needs improvement. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety C. 
Population Safety C. 
Consequence Mitigation 
Decision Support C. 
Multi-incident Utility C. 

Real-time Predictive Analysis and Modeling 

Relevance: Response agencies conduct pre-planning efforts and exercises to improve 
their ability to respond to an incident before it happens. From these activities and past 
operations, they are able to predict certain factors in how an incident might unfold. 
However, there are many incident-specific variables that significantly impact incident 
action planning, including the population of the affected area, the existing and evolving 
hazards posed by the type of incident and the presence of other effects or hazards. There 
are ongoing and well-established efforts by the federal government to conduct predictive 
analysis for various types of threats including hurricane, flood and earthquake modeling. 
However, the emergency response community is lacking a baseline, customizable, all-
hazards predictive analytic approach and integration strategy. Responders would like the 
ability to easily integrate incident-specific information with available models into 
decision-making processes in near real time. 

Current Capability: There are many sophisticated models that can estimate effects 
related to natural and man-made incidents, including hurricanes, wildland fires, 
earthquakes, disease outbreaks, evacuations and population behaviors. Generally, each of 
these models is developed by different organizations or agencies working from disparate 
information sources. One example of modeling software used to estimate natural events 
is from the National Hunicane Center (NHC). This software creates hurricane track and 
intensity models and is used to inform emergency response efforts. NHC is an example of 
a modeling source that incorporates historical data and real-time information to develop 
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alerts, warnings, forecasts and predictive analyses that help inform decision-making 
related to potential weather threats. 

Some of these models can be accessed through an integrated suite called Standard 
Unified Modeling, Mapping, and Integration Toolkit (SUMMIT). The goal of SUMMIT 
is to create a collaborative environment that links the leading modeling and simulation 
tools and data to help emergency responders train for and respond to incidents.6T  
SUMMIT has been used to support federal, state, regional and local exercises and 
operational planning efforts. 

Another modeling resource for 
emergency responders is the 
DHS-led Interagency Modeling 
and Atmospheric Assessment 
Center (IMAAC). The IMAAC 
coordinates and disseminates 
federal atmospheric dispersion 
modeling and other hazard-
prediction products.62  These 
products provide information 
during actual or potential 
incidents involving hazmat 
releases.°  The IMAAC 
provides emergency responders 
with predictions of hazards 
associated with atmospheric 
releases to aid in the decision-
making process to protect the 
public and the environment. 64  

Responder Goals: 

• Enhances model fidelity for threats such as chemical, biological, epidemiological, 
radiological, EMP, nuclear, explosives, fire and population dispersion. 

• Incorporates high-performance analytics modeling of multiple data streams 

• Conducts predictive analysis for specific incidents in near real time (for example, 
within one hour) 

61  "SUMMIT,-  OHS, last updated: n.d. hapsoldhs-sunanit.us.  
62  "Interagency Modeling and Atmospheric Assessment Center?' OHS, last updated: October 25.2013, 

hapolwww.dlis.amdimitac.  
63  Ibid. 
63  Ibid. 
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• Integrates outputs into decision support tools and existing electronic situational 
awareness tools 

• Enhances social network analysis 

• Improves the fidelity and validity of data 

• Generates and runs customized stochastic model S65  

State of Technology: Operations research and the science of simulating scenarios to 
inform decisions have been around for decades. Modeling has been used for predictive 
analysis for large and small events and continues to evolve in many different industries, 
including the military, space exploration, weather forecasting, and homeland security. 
The Department of Energy national laboratories have done extensive modeling in various 
areas that have application to catastrophic disaster response including fallout, blast effects 
in an urban environment, mass sheltering and evacuation and EMP effects from a nuclear 
event. These models are not operational at the local responder level to help inform 
immediate response actions. 

To this end, SiSzT, in conjunction with FEMA and in collaboration with Sandia National 
Laboratories, is developing a geo-agile platform called SUMMIT that enables responders 
to use and integrate models to improve response planning, training, and exercises.66  The 
tool has already been used in various international, national and regional exercise 
scenarios. Eventually, the goal is to utilize this suite of models to inform decision-making 
during response operations for catastrophic incidents. The SUMMIT framework is 
described as platform-neutral, which allows users to access the models from a Web 
browser and mobile applications. 

SUMMIT is deployed through FEMA's National Exercise and Simulation Center (NESC) 
to provide state-of-the-art modeling and simulation capabilities to support national, 
federal, state, local and tribal exercises. Once SUMMIT has undergone the Software 
Engineering Life Cycle (SELC), Security and Compliance transition process through 
DHS S&T, the emergency management community will be able to utilize the tool. During 
this transition period, research and development efforts will continue to advance 
SUMMIT capabilities in preparation for future deployments to the FEMA NESC.67  

65  Stochastic models include at least one random variable. Stochastic models are used to estimate the 
probability of different outcomes. 

66 "SUMM IT," DHS. last updated: n.d. lutos://dhs-summit. us. 

67  tidal Mapar, Keith Hohermann, et al., "The Role of Integrated Modeling and Simulation in Disaster 
Preparedness and Emergency Preparedness and Response: The SUMMIT Platform", Department of 
Homeland Security, 2012. 
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Potential Challenges: 

• 
Responders would like model projections and 

updates in real time. Delays from real time can 

be caused by interruptions in the currency and 

Population Safety C. 

Consequence Mitigatioii C• 

Decision Support C. 

Multi-incident Utility C. 

quality of sensor data and other pertinent informat.  on, some of which comes from 
third parties. 

• Enhancements of model projections require continuous and real-time updates of 
sensor data from the incident scene. Communication system failures following a 
catastrophic event may constrain the transmission of sensor data. 

Incident-scene Information Recognition and Pattern Analysis 

Relevance: Responders must quickly make informed decisions based on credible 
incident-scene information, reports from the field, and historical data. The sheer volume 
of information that needs to be considered and analyzed can present challenges, 
especially during a catastrophic event. This RTO is related to a response organization's 
ability to identify specific information being developed on the incident scene and conduct 
pattern analysis to validate and inform tactical decision-making. This type of analysis can 
improve situational awareness and help forecast an incident's evolution. The evolution of 
an incident dictates what, where, and when additional resources should be deployed. 

Current Capability: Human initiative and analysis are the principal tools utilized for 
this capability. This type of information recognition and pattern analysis is done in some 
law enforcement agencies with the integration of sensor technologies, such as light 
detection and ranging (LIDAR). geotagging or ground sensors, to monitor specific 
locations. However, it is not widely used by the responder community. Joint fusion 
centers act as one resource to encourage data aggregation and information sharing among 
agencies. Responders in the field employ methods such as predictive policing and social 
network monitoring depending on the initiative of the agency.68  Data synthesis and 
analysis systems currently exist, but they have not been specifically customized for and 
used by the response community. 

Responder Goals: 

• Collects incident-specific information to provide enhanced situational awareness 

• Analyzes information to provide predictive clues as to what cascading effects of 
the incident may occur 

• Rapidly analyzes aggregated incident-related data 

Predictive policing is a forecasting technique to identify likely targets for police intervention. These 
analytic techniques are typically statistical predictions and quantitative in nature. 
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• Fuses data streams across various information sources (including soft and hard 
sensors)" 

• Collects and analyzes metadata of streaming information 

• Integrates information protocols and agreements 

• Calculates a level of confidence in data 

• Includes multiple sources of validated information 

• Displays trend data statistically and across the incident timeline 

State of Technology: The development of a disaster management system that can detect 
trends and patterns has been a topic of interest in the technology community over the last 
decade. Technologies exist that can identify trends over space and time, monitor 
resources and displays results for a specific geographic area. However, none fully address 
responder requirements for an all-inclusive incident scene trend and pattern analysis tool. 

DHS has invested in several infrastructure protection and disaster management projects 
that relate to this RTO with regard to collection, analysis and visualization. 7(1  Specifically, 
advancements are being made to develop tools that rapidly collect, process, present and 
understand massive amounts of data from multiple sources, including database 
information, message traffic, text documents, imagery, video, sensor, and instrumentation 
data from an incident scene. These analytical tools deal with large amounts of dynamic, 
streaming data and enable real-time understanding and decision-making. However, they 
still require a significant amount of developer knowledge and skills to operate. A 
combination of these technologies will enable the creation of new analytic techniques for 
a responder to develop situational awareness, whether they are in the field or at the 
command center. 

Potential Challenges: 

• The ability to validate information from 
the incident scene in real time can 
become an issue, particularly if 
responders will be using this information 
to inform response operations. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet 
Po ulation Safet 
Conse uence Miti ation 
Decision Support 
Multi-incident Utility 

6Y  Soft sensors include data streams that are available to the public (for example, Twitter). Hard sensors 
include data streams that are not public information (for example, radiological and biological sensor 
data). 

71I  "Infrastructure Protection and Disaster Management Projects," DHS, last updated: December 27, 2012, 
hap://www.dhs.eortinfrastructure-protection-and-disaster-manamment-projects.  
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Core Requirements Standard for Response-related Software 

Applications 

Relevance: Responders have multiple concerns about the response-related applications 
they currently use. For example, they are concerned that the applications may not 
properly protect their personal information, may not be available at critical times or may 
not provide technically accurate information. A core requirements standard would create 
an open standard where developers are able to build applications for the response 
community that meet a set of minimum requirements. These requirements might include 
levels of encryption, offline access and verified enrollment, among many others. 
Development of a core requirements standard would not require all software developers 
to adhere to the standard, but emergency responders would be aware of which 
applications did incorporate the standard and could make an informed choice of 
applications based on this information. 

Current Capability: Emergency responders have access to hundreds of software 
applications, but there is not a core requirement standard that must be incorporated into 
response-related applications. Essentially, applications are developed by individual 
entities, and it is the responsibility of the responder to ensure the validity and 
functionality of actual applications. While responders are experts in their discipline, they 
may not be able to verify the level of security of these applications or whether they were 
developed based on the latest science, models and algorithms needed to produce the most 
accurate information. 

Responder Goals: 

• Core set of standards that response-related software applications should meet 

• Reduces variation between devices 

• Standards that address user validation, data standards and validation, functionality 
validation, operational suitability, ease of use, data security, compatibility and 
transferability, adaptability for discipline and jurisdictional needs, communication 
standards and scalability (catastrophic versus daily use) 

State of Technology: Requirements standards for applications provide the documentation 
for developers that govern data outputs (in other words, all measurements must be 
provided using metric designations). They ensure that data are presented to the user in the 
format that is expected. The intended audience for an application requirements standard 
would be the application developer, but the standard would be developed in conjunction 
with the response community. Such standards are developed routinely and are not 
technically challenging. 

There are several requirements standards pertinent to information exchange that are 
relevant to the development of an applications standard. The National Information 
Exchange Model (NIEM) provides a framework for Extensible Markup Language 
(XML)-based effective and efficient information sharing across all levels of government 
and private industry. There are multiple schernas within NIEM, especially the support 
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schemas, which apply to application development.71  In addition, the Unified CAD 
Functional Requirements document identifies a comprehensive set of functional 
specifications for CAD systems.72 

The concept of recognizing components that meet standard requirements is used in other 
sectors. For example, the DHS SAFETY Act certification and the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's (EPA) Energy Star designation provide recognition of compliance 
with standard requirements. Compliance with these standards provides incentives to 
manufacturers such as protection from liability and the availability of tax incentives for 
consumers. A similar designation could also be displayed on all response-related 
applications that follow the standard requirements. 

Potential Challenges: 

• None identified 

Software Development Kit for Integration of Response-related Software 
Applications 

Relevance: A software development kit (SDK) is a set of software tools that allow for the 
development of applications for a specific platform or software package. A response-
related SDK would be used by software developers tasked to develop applications for the 
response community. An SDK is necessary to ensure that response-related applications 
are available on common platforms, as responders do not want an application that is 
available on only one of the common platforms. 

Current Capability: Research and responder input uncovered no known SDK or hosted 
set of services readily available for the adoption of responder-related applications. 

Responder Goals: 

• Identifies the necessary and optional common feature sets for response-related 
applications 

• Provides protocols and common features for use of responder-related applications 
on common platforms 

11  "National Information Exchange Model," National Institutes of Health, last updated: n.d., 
haps:(Avww.nRm.00v(Par,estdelault.aspx.  

72  Unified CAD Functional Requirements (APCO International. IJIS Institute, UCAD Project Committee, 
August 2012). hap://www.ijis.oral(locs/Unified CAD Functional Requirements FINAL.p(111 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety + 
Population Safety 
Consequence Mitivation 
Decision Support + 

Multi-incident Utility •:. 
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• Backend that can be leveraged by existing and future responder applications to 
address common backend functionality (for example, registration, user validation, 
content security, data sharing) 

State of Technology: Developing an application requires four steps. First, a developer 
identifies the necessary features of the application, commonly called a feature set. 
Second, software developers code the features. Third. developers expose features that 
will be seen by the user through APIs. APIs allow a developer to provide functionality to 
users without giving them full access to information on the application. For example, if 
an application provides encrypted messaging or a secure login, there is protected 
information that is not shared with all users. All applications that are developed for use on 
iPhone, Android and Web-based platforms must adhere to a set of stated requirements. 
Some of these requirements mandate a certain programming language, while others 
govern the interface design. These requirements are typically contained in an SDK. In the 
fourth step. the SDK is built on top of the APIs to ensure that the application can reach 
the most readily used platforms. An SDK would contain all of the features that responder-
related applications should provide. 

Backend services support specific user requirements such as registration, content 
administration and user data-sharing services. Developers of new responder applications 
currently need to "recreate the wheel' and develop unique solutions to address backend 
services. For example, each application developer must develop the means to validate 
whether the user is a responder (or otherwise authorized to use the application). The 
S&T-funded First Responder Support Tools (FiRST) is one application that provides 
backend services to support user registration, content administration and user data-
sharing services; however, these backend services are not available for use with other 
applications. Although not technically challenging. there is currently no hosted set of 
common services that can be adopted by responder-related applications or an SDK to 
support the adoption of core requirements. 

Potential Challenges: 

• The appropriate entity to provide responsible 
ownership and maintenance of an SDK and 
response-related common services is 
unknown. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet 
Po ulation Safet 
Conse uence Miti • ation 
Decision Sutort + 
Multi-incident Utility + 

Platform for User Evaluation of Response-related Applications 

Relevance: Many of the applications developed for responders are tailored to provide 
specific recommendations or guidelines to improve the safety of responders or the 
population (for example, bomb standoff distances). It is essential that these applications 
provide information and outputs that are accurate based on up-to-date science and official 
operating procedures. These applications also must be tested to perform as designed and 
function in realistic conditions. User reviews in a traditional app store (or other review 
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forums) are often unregulated where individuals are able to post positive or negative 
reviews and ratings without verification that they have purchased or used the application. 
Responders believe the sensitive and critical nature of the response-related applications 
requires input from verified responder users. Therefore, responders would like a 
mechanism where they can purchase, rate and review the response-related applications. 
These reviews could include a standard set of criteria by which applications can be 
"certified" for use, such as data inputs, content outputs, usability and functionality. 
Responders desire a combination of a Consumer Reports TM  -style repository with the 
functionality of a traditional app store in a private forum. 

Current Capability: Responders currently purchase applications through traditional app 
stores or through vendor websites. There is no formalized approach for end-user 
evaluation of response-related software applications. This is currently done by word of 
mouth between responders and is very ad hoc. Online forums contain reviews of some 
applications, and traditional app stores contain reviews and ratings of functionality, but 
neither the identity of the reviewer nor the verification of purchase is required or 
available. Some app stores provide verification that the app contains no malicious code, 
but the validation does not relate to the content or functionality. 

Responder Requirements: 

• Non-anonymous platform for use review (attributed with name, discipline, rank, 
location, etc.) 

• Includes a mechanism to directly purchase response-related applications 

• Compares applications based on qualitative and quantitative factors 

• Develops criteria for a "responder-approved" application, including compliance 
with core requirements and minimum threshold of validated user reviews and 
ratings 

• Designates an entity to issue an "approved" software application list 

State of Technology: Private business-to-business (B2B) sites currently exist that restrict 
the purchase and review of applications to a defined set of users. Subject matter experts 
who participated in the interview process stated that there are no technical barriers to 
creating a protected forum for responder review and purchase of applications. The 
Responder Knowledge Base (RKB) used to provide a forum for users to provide reviews 
on response-related equipment, but that functionality is no longer available. 

Potential Challenges: 

• State and local policies may govern the use of 
certain applications on agency-purchased 
equipment. Although an important factor in a 
purchase decision, it is not feasible to capture 
and maintain information about these policies 
for all agencies and jurisdictions. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet 
Po ulation Safet 
Conse uence Miti • ation 
Decision Support + 
Multi-incident Utilit 
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• There are legal liability concerns if user reviews are seen to constitute a 
recommendation or to represent the opinion of the responder's agency instead of a 
personal opinion. 
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Command, Control and Coordination Path Forward: 

Subject matter experts identified the following technology programs as necessary to meet 
some oral] of the responder goals listed in the command, control and coordination RTOs 
above. 

• Develop a system to collect automated data and tactical inputs from responders in 
real time 

• Integrate responder geolocation and communication technologies into common 
operating platforms 

• Develop an emergency response workflow of response tasks and objectives 

• Develop a workflow system to ingest remote tactical monitoring inputs and 
customize to execute "intelligent' predictive analysis algorithms 

• Establish a program to extract usable data from multiple sources (traditional and 
nontraditional) and develop machine learning algorithms to produce visualizations 
of actionable information 

• Transition models used in training exercises for rapid deployment and use during 
response activities 

• Develop a platform with integrated sensors and other data streams to collect, 
mash, analyze and display incident scene information 

• Create a requirements standard that defines the format for data and outputs in 
responder-related applications 

• Develop platform-specific SDKs that govern the development of response-related 
applications 

• Create a developer portal with a common backend for user authentication 

• Design and manage a forum for review, comparison and purchase of response-
related applications 
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Responder health, safety and performance is defined as the ability to 
identify hazards to public safety personnel and develop appropriate mitigations to reduce 
morbidity and mortality associated with response activities. 

There is one capability statement in this domain: 

Protective clothing and equipment for all responders that protects 
against multiple hazards 

The purpose of protective clothing and equipment is to shield responders from injury 
while operating efficiently in hazardous environments and provide the highest level of 
protection against a range of possible threats.73  Body protection against individual threats 
has improved over the last decade; however, it has largely remained limited to the 
discipline-specific threats that are most likely to be encountered. This stovepiped 
approach to PPE development and implementation poses several issues. Most notably. 
responders face a myriad of known and unknown threats during incident response. 
Therefore, emergency responders often find themselves in situations where they are not 
outfitted with the best PPE available against the possible range of threats. This approach 
also does not provide efficient levels of protection across the body and does not allow 
response agencies to capitalize on economies of scale in purchasing. Responders who 
participated in PR4 workshops consistently expressed a desire for a modular system built 
upon a duty uniform that provides limited protection and physiological benefits (for 
example, moisture wicking) in combination with a series of modular, mission-specific 
layers to provide specialized protection. 

A systems or modular approach allows emergency responders to move beyond a "one 
size fits all" solution and allows for the customization of their PPE ensemble in varied 
response environments. This provides several advantages, including preserving comfort 
and flexibility until the situation demands the next level of protection be employed. This 
helps ensure that responders are not in the position of choosing between their safety or 
mission effectiveness. Further, the use of modular layers has the potential to be the most 
cost-effective option. because only certain layers may become damaged or be in need of 
decontamination following an incident. 

73  The responders who participated in PR4 focused on body protection Porn all hazards. However, some 
reviewers of this document commented that respiratory protection may be more important than protective 
clothing and ensembles. Respiratory protection (in other words. SCBA, air-purifying respirators, powered 
air-purifying respirators, escape iflasks) is not addressed in this document, but has been consistently 
identified among the priorities in previous Project Responder reports and represents a significant focus of 
standards and technology development. 
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Subject matter experts identified five RTOs that correspond with this capability: 

• Duty Uniform with Limited Protection Across Threat Spectrum 
• Modular Mission-specific Protective Layers 
• Wearable Materials and Systems That Can Be Easily Decontaminated 
• Wearable Integrated Sensors 
• Multi-threat Performance and Testing Standards for a Modular PPE System 

Duty Uniform with Limited Protection across Threat Spectrum 

Relevance: The duty uniform is the standard clothing ensemble worn by responders on a 
daily basis. In many cases, particularly for law enforcement officers and emergency 
medical technicians (EMTs), it may be the only clothing worn while on duty. The 
development of a PPE duty uniform that provides limited protection against a range of 
hazards is a well-established need with the emergency responder community. Responders 
function in unpredictable environments and may encounter threats before they can don 
the most appropriate PPE. Ideally, the duty uniform should help protect responders 
against the most likely threats encountered, including fire, blood-borne pathogens, 
extreme weather and projectiles. Additional layers can subsequently be donned, 
systematically and incrementally increasing the threat protection for the emergency 
responder. 

Current Capability: While there are variances in color and style among disciplines and 
agencies, the duty uniform is generally made of cotton, wool or polyester. These uniforms 
provide little, if any, protection against hazards. For example, EMTs report an increase in 
Methicill in-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) infections on their knees and 
elbows from moving bedridden patients. Their duty uniforms provide no barrier against 
these bacteria. Further, the uniforms themselves could cause additional injury. 
Responders cited multiple instances where polyester uniforms have melted onto the 
wearer after being exposed to toxic chemicals or high heat. Duty uniforms in the fire 
service are often composed, in part, of flame-resistant polymers, which provide some 
additional protection from thermal, chemical and radiological hazards. Many responders 
wear a T-shirt and other undergarments under their duty uniform. Some commercially 
available T-shirts have moisture wicking functionality that helps the responder feel 
cooler, drier and more comfortable during operations. However, commercially available 
pieces do not adhere to existing uniform standards. 

Responder Goals: 

• Integrates into a modular PPE system 

• Provides basic protection from most likely encountered threats (for example, fire, 
blood-borne pathogens, weather extremes, contamination, slashing) 

• Provides increased localized protection as needed (for example, knees, forearms) 

• Enhances comfort (for example, body temperature regulation, moisture wicking) 

RESPONDER HEALTH. SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE 
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• Provides an affordable option that can be utilized across disciplines 

• Enhances, does not degrade, responder performance 

• Balances wearability, comfort, durability and dexterity 

• Accommodates differences in vender and body size 

• Able to be laundered repeatedly and frequently 

• Ensures visual appearance is still in line with discipline and public image 

State of Technology: Efforts are underway to achieve advances in functional design for 
responder garments. Researchers are developing distributed protection that provides 
enhancements where most needed (for example, reinforcements to elbow and knee areas), 
improved placement of pockets and other components to minimize bulk and enhance 
functionality and the integration of passive and active polymers into the material. Passive 
polymers are chemical compounds that provide a constant set of properties to the garment 
and could be applied as a coating to reduce the permeability of the material. Active 
polymers provide, receive and respond to signals from their environment and could 
enable a garment to change color based on physical conditions, such as exposure to 
toxins. 

There is no single material that meets all of the goals listed above. However, there are 
opportunities to integrate innovative materials with improvements in functional design to 
provide advances that responders are looking for as part of a duty uniform. Unitary knits 
allow for the construction of garments with no seams or variance in thickness; 3-D 
weaving allows for lightweight molded and shaped fabric panels that use ultra-high-
performance fibers; phase-change materials are able to store or release heat for the 
wearer; and shape memory alloys expand or contract based on exposure and then return 
to their original shape when heated. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Responders rely on the comfort, flexibility 
and functionality of their duty uniform and 
do not want these attributes sacrificed for 
greater levels of protection. 

• There is no standard for a modular PPE 
system, and response agencies may be 
unwilling to purchase an ensemble that does not meet applicable standards 

• Manufacturers will need to develop training curricula regarding expected levels of 
protection and limitations of enhanced duty uniforms. 

• Some of the modular systems used in other fields are expensive on a per unit basis 
(in excess of several thousand dollars for standard components). If responder 
modular components are priced similarly, this could be cost prohibitive for many 
departments. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety • 
Population Safety 
Consequence Mitivation 
Decision Support 
Multi-incident Utility • 
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Modular Mission-specific Protective Layers 

Relevance: Responders don additional garments to protect themselves against specific 
threats. Firefighters, for example, use an ensemble of a thermal-resistant jacket, pants and 
boots called "turnout" or "bunker" gear. Many law enforcement officers regularly wear 
ballistic vests over their duty uniform to protect against projectiles. Responders who 
participated in the PR4 process consistently expressed a desire for a modular system built 
upon a duty uniform that would provide limited protection with a series of modular, 
mission-specific layers. 

Current Capability: The current approach to developing 
and utilizing PPE is highly discipline-specific and is not 
currently viewed as a systems (or modular) approach. This 
stovepiped approach to PPE development and 
implementation poses several issues. Most notably, 
responders face a myriad of known and unknown threats that 
may not be within their discipline. This means that 
emergency responders may find themselves in situations 
where they are not outfitted with the best possible PPE 
available against the possible range of threats. In addition, 
current PPE often unnecessarily exceeds the recommended 
protection factor, in some areas by 400 percent, while still 
leaving other areas of the body under-protected. This occurs 
because of the way in which current PPE is layered, the 
inability to systematically employ the concept of localized 
protection and the manner in which PPE is evaluated. 

Localized protection integrates selective areas of the modular PPE in which critical 
additional protection is most needed. For example, additional localized protection may be 
added at the arms and chest, rather than the whole garment. Localized protection also 
includes the selective use of advanced material technologies, such as superhydrophobic 
finishes. These finishes provide the ability to absorb or draw off liquids, such as sweat. 
The selective use of localized protection, including advanced material technologies, can 
dramatically decrease cost and increase wearability. 

Currently, PPE evaluation to assess the level of the protection factor is done at the 
component (individual piece) level. However, there is a need to transition to an approach 
that produces a modular PPE ensemble that can be holistically evaluated for overall 
protection. This would enable emergency responders to both understand how they can 
incrementally increase their protection factors by adding layers and understand the 
limitations of the PPE. 

Responder Goals: 

• Integrates into a modular PPE system 

• Easily donned and removed 
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• Includes next-to-skin layers and outer layers to provide varying levels of 
protection as needed 

• Uses a universal interface between layers (in other words, no proprietary 
interfaces that require responders to purchase all modules from the same 
manufacturer) 

• Enhances comfort (for example, body temperature regulation, moisture wicking) 

• Provides an affordable option that can be utilized across disciplines 

• Enhances responder performance 

• Balances wearability, comfort, durability and dexterity 

• Accommodates differences in gender and body size 

• Easily maintained, stored and decontaminated, and has a long shelf-life 

• Ensures visual appearance corresponds with discipline and public image 

State of Technology: Subject matter experts reported 
that many of the mission-specific garments that 
responders use are technically mature, with 
incremental improvements possible to reduce weight 
and thickness. Advances can be made in the definition 
and development of a responder-specific modular 
PPE system. Modular garment systems are generally 
designed around three primary layers: a base or next-
to-skin layer that is designed to wick moisture away 
from the body; an insulation layer that provides 
volume and allows warm air to be trapped between 
the body and the outer garment; and the outer shell 
layer that protects the wearer from the elements. 

Additional layers and accessories can be added to increase protection or versatility. 

The U.S. Army Natick Soldier Research, Development and Engineering Center 
(NSRDEC) designed the Extended Climate Warfighter Clothing System (ECWCS) as a 
modular ensemble for variable combat conditions. Now in its third generation, it includes 
seven layers of clothing, from lightweight undergarments to extreme cold/wet weather 
jackets and trousers.74  The Flame Resistant Environmental Ensemble (FREE) is a PPE 
system that provides complete fire-resistant protection for the Army. In combination with 
additional outer layers, it builds on a fire-resistant base layer that provides moisture 
wicking to ensure comfort and breathability in all climates.Th  

74  Extended Climate Warlighter Clothing System," U.S. Army Natick Soldier Research, Development and 
Engineering Center, hap :fiNV NV NV knilitary rclnlequipaientlextended-climate- w arlichteuclothine-system-
2cm-in 

7)  'Tire Resistant Environmental Ensemble (FREE),-  ADS. hup://edsine.coneequipmentlfree.  
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In the commercial arena, multiple manufacturers are developing modular ensembles that 
allow the wearer to vary his or her level of protection. Advanced hunting apparel, for 
example, includes a system of multiple pieces that help regulate body temperature, wick 
moisture, protect against environmental elements and provide insulation. Some of the 
garments are composed of high-performance layers and membranes that provide liquid 
barriers and antimicrobial properties. Several of these systems are transitioned from 
combat gear developed for the U.S. military. 

Sporting apparel companies currently produce garments worn next to the skin that 
provide moisture wicking functionality. These garments help to keep moisture from 
collecting near the wearer's skin and do not absorb the moisture itself This helps the 
wearer feel cooler, drier and more comfortable during physically demanding operations. 
However, the materials developed for sporting apparel do not adhere to existing uniform 
standards required for emergency responder PPE. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Modular layers must be designed to meet 
operational conditions of the incident scene 
which may vary from warfighters to 
responders. 

• There is no standard for a modular PPE 
system, and response agencies may be 
unwilling to purchase an ensemble that does not meet applicable standards. 

Wearable Materials and Systems That Can Be Easily Decontaminated 

Relevance: Each of the response disciplines faces different primary hazards. Law 
enforcement often responds to clandestine narcotics laboratories; EMS personnel are 
exposed to a spectrum of biological hazards; hazmat teams face numerous chemical and 
incendiary threats; and firefighters are exposed to unknown hazards, as they often do not 
know what is present on the fire ground. During response operations, PPE is exposed to 
multiple agents, toxins and contaminants, many of which adhere to or absorb into the 
materials. If the contaminants are not removed, the clothing may pose an ongoing hazard 
to the responder during later uses. The contaminant and the properties of the garment 
determine whether the garment can be decontaminated, as well as the correct process to 
do so. 

Current Capability: Decontamination involves in-station laundering or sending the PPE 
to an alternate site for cleaning. Often, public safety agencies decide to dispose of 
contaminated items rather than risk additional exposure, despite the high costs of 
repurchase. This is primarily because they are not familiar with the appropriate 
decontamination techniques or do not fully trust that the process will keep the responder 
safe. Determining what type of decontamination strategy to employ is at the agency's 
discretion and is dependent on its experience and level of risk aversion. This subjectivity 
can be costly, especially when decisions are made to throw the equipment away or 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet 
Po ulation Safet 
Conse uence Miti ation 
Decision Sutort 
Multi-incident Utility 
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decontaminate them at an off-site location. Responders have limited nondestructive 
techniques for testing the exposure levels of their PPE. They often are unable to identify 
all contaminants absorbed into their garments and do not know what decontamination 
processes are necessary. They also remain uncertain whether decontamination was 
effective in removing all contaminants. In addition, PPE exposed to certain hazards (for 
example, asbestos, HIV. MRSA) carry an additional stigma and are more likely to be 
disposed of, regardless of whether decontamination procedures are available. 

Responder Goals: 

• Materials that resist absorption of contaminants (for example, coatings) 

• Materials that more easily release contaminants 

• Materials that indicate the level of contamination 

• Garments that can more easily be decontaminated in the station 

State of Technology: The potential exists to reduce the contamination on PPE through 
the application of coatings or treatments during manufacturing. The ability of a liquid to 
be absorbed into a fabric is dependent on the contact angle of the droplet. 
Superhydrophobic surfaces resist absorption because the angle created between the 
surface and the liquid causes droplets to roll off Superhydrophobic nanoparticles can be 
applied as a coating to a garment, allowing contaminants to roll off This creates a self-
cleaning property. Use of these finishes in textiles has been demonstrated. The Alinvhi 
sailing team used superhydrophobic jackets that had a microparticle treatment applied 
during the manufacturing process to increase water repellency during the 2010 America's 
Cup. Research in this area has primarily focused on absorption of liquids, but Subject 
matter experts stated that additional work is necessary for particle resistance. 

Applying finishes to clothing is an established field, but many advances in this field have 
not been adapted to responder PPE. Ongoing research is focused on applying advanced 
textiles to meet responder needs. Recent successes include a hazmat boot made of new 
textile materials and surface treatments that can be fully decontaminated in the station. 
The boots are made, in part, of a leather material that repels toxic chemicals. It is possible 
that finishes could also be reapplied during the decontamination process, actually 
extending the usable life and protection provided by PPE. 

Responders need to understand whether their PPE can be decontaminated for subsequent 
use or disposed of because the hazards cannot be removed. Responders also need to 
understand the appropriate methods for decontamination. As stated above, responders 
believe that they do not have clear guidance about decontamination protocols and 
procedures. The Technical Support Working Group (TSWG) of the Combating Terrorism 
Technical Support Office (CTTSO) is currently funding a project to create a decision tool 
for responders that would enable them to identify the appropriate means for 
decontamination. This does not address the ability of materials to be decontaminated but 
should provide advancement in the standardization and reduction of subjectivity in 
decontamination decisions. 
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One key factor for this RTO is that there are limited guidelines for maximum skin 
exposure to contaminants. All current guidelines are based on inhalation exposure. The 
absence of guidelines results in a de facto "no permissible exposure" limit, despite the 
fact that the inherent barrier properties of human skin can tolerate much higher 
concentrations of exposure. DOD has identified skin-exposure levels for chemical and 
biological warfare agents, but there are no guidelines for emergency response. Subject 
matter experts reported that compliance with existing standards and guidelines creates a 
paradigm of providing a greater level of protection than may be necessary, causing trade-
offs that reduce comfort, functionality and the ability to decontaminate. They stressed the 
need for the development of responder-appropriate skin exposure guidelines to facilitate 
the identification of decontamination protocols for PPE. 

Potential Challenges: 

• The lack of skin exposure guidelines 
inhibits the development of 
decontamination protocols that provide 
appropriate levels of protection for 
responders. 

• The lack of nondestructive sampling 
techniques prevents responders from being able to identify all hazards present on 
garments. 

• It may be difficult to overcome psychological resistance to wearing garments that 
were previously contaminated, especially for certain hazards. 

Wearable Integrated Sensors 

Relevance: Responders experience significant physiological stress during response 
operations. In addition, they can be exposed to a myriad of hazards. Sensors can be used 
to monitor responders and relay important physiological and operational data to incident 
command. Specifically. sensors attached to or carried by responders can provide 
command with information about their individual health status (for example. responder 
inactive, physiological factors exceeding set parameters) and specific threats and hazards 
on the incident scene. Improved awareness of these factors helps incident command make 
decisions that increase the safety of responders and the population. This RTO focuses on 
sensors integrated into responder garments or body-worn equipment and does not address 
hand-held hazard detection devices. 

Current Capability: The use of wearable sensors by the response community is limited. 
Other than specialized units, law enforcement and EMS personnel have no existing 
sensor systems or physiological monitoring devices integrated into their garments. Most 
firefighters use a PASS device that provides an audible alert when the firefighter is 
immobile. The PASS device is integrated into the firefighters SCBA system. 

Anticipated Benefits 
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Other sensors are available, but are not universally used within the fire service, including 
those capable of monitoring responder heart rate, blood pressure and oxygen levels. Other 
sensors monitor lack of oxygen. carbon dioxide levels. radiation, temperature and 
combustible vases. Additionally, there are sensors currently available to monitor general 
disaster environment elements, such as temperature and smoke presence and position. 
These sensors often adhere to the outside of responders' PPE. However, sensors that are 
externally placed are often damaged or rendered unusable during response operations due 
to the conditions of the response environment. In addition, the sensors do not necessarily 
provide immediate or actionable information based on the data collected. 

Responder Goals: 

• Integrates sensors into PPE rather than adhering sensors externally 

• Enhances the robustness of sensors, including protection from common threats 
(for example, chemical. thermal) 

• Generates data outputs that provide direct operational relevance 

• Provides sufficient SWP without a net increase in the weight of the total PPE 
ensemble 

• Ensures ease in calibration 

• Further develops biological hazard detection capability 

• Wearable sensors that can be laundered and decontaminated frequently 

• Relays information in real time to incident command, caches data when 
connectivity is offline and automatically forwards when connection is restored 

State of Technology: A wearable sensor system has three components: the sensor, the 
transmission of data measured by the sensor and the display that translates data into 
actionable information. 76  Many of the sensors identified by the response community have 
already been developed for other applications. Over the past decade, NASA has been 
developing and refining the Lifeguard system to monitor the health of astronauts during 
space flight missions. The Lifeguard system monitors vital signs On other words, 
electrocardiogram, temperature, heart rate, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation and blood 
pressure) and transmits the data wirelessly to a portable base station. Multiple 
commercial entities are designing and producing compression clothing that has sensors 
woven into the fabric. These products were initially designed for athletes (for example, a 
shirt with an integrated bioharness was worn by participants in the 2011 National 
Football League Combine), but the applications are expanding into other fields. 

There are a number of systems in development that are specifically designed to monitor 
the physiological signs of responders. The Wearable Advanced Sensor Platform (WASP) 

76 In-Q-Tel Quarterly: What Are Wearables?„"Zephyr Technology Corporation. last updated: n.d., 
httplizeph N. Tarty \ Nhere.coni/press/in-q-tel-quarterly-what-are- weal-ablest. 
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system includes a flame-resistant T-shirt worn next to the skin. Physiological sensors 
mounted on an embedded strap track heart rate, heart rate variability, respiration rate. 
activity levels, posture and other factors. The system transmits data via Bluetooth over 
commonly used responder radios, cellphones and Wi-Fi networks. There is a portable 
command station that analyzes the physiological response of individual responders over 
time. A multi-disciplinary team funded by the U.S. Army NSRDEC is developing WASP. 

The Center for Nanotechnolovy at NASA's Ames Research Center recently developed 
flexible textiles woven with computer memory. This material could be integrated into a 
wearable sensor system for the response community, advancing data processing. It could 
allow sensor readings to be compared with baseline physiological data, allowing for user-
specific alerts. 

Potential Challenges: 

• The FDA regulates sensors that measure some medical data and may have 
regulatory authority over a wearable sensor system designed for responders. 

• The fidelity of physiological measurements is significantly improved when 
compared with user-specific baseline data. However, it would be a significant and 
costly effort to gather baseline data on all 
responders across multiple conditions. 

• There may be significant resistance by 
responders to wearing a device that may cause 
them to be removed from the incident scene 
due to physiological measurements. 

• The transition from laboratory conditions to 
real-world operating environments is critical to ensure tha accuracy and 
functionality is maintained. 

Multi-threat Performance and Testing Standards for a Modular PPE 
System 

Relevance: A number of performance and testing standards apply to the PPE worn and 
used by emergency responders. These standards are in place to ensure minimum levels of 
protection, consistency in performance and uniform testing criteria. Multiple standards 
development agencies have authored these standards, obtaining input from responders. 
associations and manufacturers. Response agencies often place greater trust in materials 
and equipment that meet these standards, and grant funding is often tied to purchasing 
equipment that complies with applicable standards. In addition, some states have adopted 
and enforced select PPE standards as law. Responders stated the need for performance 
and testing standards for a modular PPE ensemble. 

Current Capability: No standards currently exist for multi-threat performance and 
testing of modular PPE system. While performance and testing standards exist for 
individual items of PPE. there are concerns that some do not reflect actual operational 

Anticipated Benefits 
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conditions, are not based on performance criteria or do not address technological 
advancements. The NFPA has two noted standards that relate to body protection for 
responders, but not necessarily modular PPE: NFPA 1971 and NFPA 1975.77  

NFPA 1971 is the standard for protective ensembles for structural firefighting and 
proximity firefighting. This standard "protects firefighting personnel by establishing 
minimum levels of protection from thermal, physical, environmental, and blood borne 
pathogen hazards encountered during structural and proximity firefighting operations.”78  

NFPA 1975 is the standard for station/work 
uniforms for emergency services. This standard 
"safeguards emergency services personnel on the 
job by establishing requirements for flame-
resistant station uniform clothing that won't cause 
or exacerbate burn injury."79  

Existing standards may not be adaptable to a 
modular PPE system, however. NFPA 1971, for 
example, assumes the responder has no garments 
on below the structural firefighting garments 
(turnout gear) and does not account for the 
incremental increases in protection from multiple 
layers. 

Figure 20. NFPA Standards Manuals 

Responder Goals: 

• Performance and testing standards that account for a modular PPE system 

• Common interface for integration of modular PPE component 

• Operationally appropriate performance and testing criteria 

• Includes recommendations for the retirement of systems 

State of Technology: The standards development process and revision cycle do not 
represent a technical challenge. The design of a modular PPE system and development of 
prototype ensemble pieces is a prerequisite for the development of this standard. 

77 Two other standards NFPA 1977 (Standard on Protective Clothing and Equipment for Wildland Fire 
Fighting) and NFPA 1951 (Standard on Protective Ensembles for Technical Rescue Incidents) have some 
relevance to this RTO, but are not addressed here in detail, 

"NFPA 1971: Standard on Protective Ensembles for Structural Fire Fighting and Proximity Fire Fighting 
2013 Edition," National Fire Protection Association, 
lutp://www.nthawro/cataloe/productasplink type=buy boxygnid=197113egicid=A647. 

7')  "NFPA 1975: Standard on Station/Work Uniforms for Emergency Services, 2014 Edition," National Fire 
Protection Association, 
hap :fiNV NV NV wiptiviro/cataluelproduct Asp? link upe=buy box &n id=197514&icid=A647. 
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Potential Challenges: 

• Introducing a new standard can be difficult if 
there is only one entity producing a prototype 
because there is limited opportunity for 
reproducibility of findings or inter-lab testing. 

Anticipated Benefits 
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Responder Health, Safety and Performance Path Forward: 

Subject matter experts identified the following technology programs as necessary to meet 
some oral! of the responder goals listed in the responder health, safety and performance 
RTOs above. 

• Design a duty uniform that can be used across disciplines and that provides a 
defined level of protection from identified hazards 

• Develop a modular PPE system incorporating next-to-skin layers, duty uniform 
layers, mission-specific layers and environmental layers that work together 

• Develop a cleaning extraction program, initially focusing on a small number of 
the most common contaminants (six to ten) to evaluate optimal methods for 
extracting contaminants 

• Develop a prototype garment (for example, vest) as a proof of concept for field 
performance testing and evaluation of wearable integrated sensors 

• Develop performance and testing standards for a modular PPE system inclusive of 
a next-to-skin layer, a duty uniform layer and functional layers 

RESPONDER HEALTH, SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE ROAD MAP 
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Logistics and resource management is defined as the ability to identify, 
acquire, track and distribute mission-specific equipment, supplies and personnel in 
support of catastrophic incident response. 

There are two capability statements in this domain: 

The ability to identify in real time what resources are available to support 
a response (including resources not traditionally involved in response), 
what their capabilities are and where they are, in real time 

Catastrophic incident response typically involves the participation of a large number of 
federal, state and local response agencies; National Guard units; volunteer organizations; 
and private individuals. Each participating party has resources available to it. It is 
difficult for the logistics section within incident command to understand which resources 
are needed, which resources are available to meet those needs and the proximity of those 
resources. Each agency or organization generally maintains a separate list of assets and is 
not able to readily share resource data with incident command. Additionally, incident 
managers may have limited information regarding nontraditional or specialized resources 
that are available or are operating on-scene. Responders would like a logistics 
management system that allows resource data to be exchanged and provides a clear 
resource-related common operating picture. This capability need is focused on the 
availability of resources for response operations. 

Subject matter experts identified two RTOs that correspond with this capability: 

• Integrated Logistics Management System 
• Data Ownership and Exchange Standards 

The ability to monitor in real time the status of resources and their functionality 
in current conditions 

Many resources are brought to bear to support incident response operations, including 
personnel, supplies and equipment needed to stabilize the area, mitigate additional 
consequences, protect responders and the public and restore the use of critical resources. 
It is difficult for the logistics section in incident command to understand which resources 
are on-scene, who is using them, when they need maintenance or rehabilitation, when 
they are available for subsequent use or tasking and how the resources can be identified 
and returned to their home agency. Many of the requirements for this capability can be 
addressed with the development of a resource management system as mentioned above. 
However, data concerning the functionality of specific resources could improve the 
incident command's ability to make resource allocation decisions. This capability need is 
focused on the management of resources already on the incident scene. 



Subject matter experts identified one additional RTO that corresponds with this 

capability: 

• Remote Collection of Resource Data 

Integrated Logistics Management System 

Relevance: Logistics involves the procurement. transportation. storage and maintenance 

of resources. A logistics management system provides automation and organization of 
these processes. When applied to catastrophic incident response, it includes tracking the 

movement of inbound units, ordering new equipment, staging supplies, ensuring the 

functionality of on-scene equipment and predicting future event needs. Responders would 

like an integrated logistics management system (ILMS) that illustrates the resources that 
are available to support a response, the specifications of those resources and where they 

are located in real time, regardless of the incident's size. They would also like an 

integrated picture of the status of all resources at the incident scene, regardless of 

jurisdiction or discipline. 

Current Capability: The logistics section is responsible for managing resources during 

incident response. The logistics section chief and staff are tasked with requesting 

resources, managing staging and distribution of resources on the scene and maintaining 
the functionality of those resources. Responding agencies frequently rely on static, 

outdated spreadsheets to identify the resources available to support a response, making it 

difficult for the logistics section to develop a clear picture of available resources. In 

addition, there is inadequate visibility into the status of inbound units or equipment. 
Responders reported that on-scene staging is frequently ad hoc, with limited predefined 

organization for placement of resources when they arrive. The use and status of 

equipment is often managed through paper check-out cards. Sharing resources often 

relies on having an emergency mutual aid compact in place. It is also difficult to share 
resource information when the data formats of resource databases are incompatible. The 

logistics chief can use situational awareness software to request resources and see 

inventories, but the data cannot be shared with other users to create an integrated picture. 

FEMA uses a Logistics Supply Chain Management System (LSCMS) during federal 

emergencies to track shipments from distribution centers to the federal staging area. A 

logistics chief places a request into the system, and FEMA supply chain managers 

validate the order and decide where it will be sourced. If the item needs to be transported 
from a FEMA warehouse, it is fitted with a GPS transponder that allows the user to track 

its movement. The logistics chief must place a second order to move the resources from 

the staging area to the incident scene. At this time. LSCMS cannot be used to track some 

larger items (for example. vehicles) and is only available to approved users at the state 
and federal levels. 

There are a number of other systems to manage resources on the incident scene, but they 

are generally task-or region-specific. For example. some jurisdictions use a Medical 
Emergency Response Center (MERC) to manage the availability of hospital beds and 



specialized care; the Texas Regional Resource Network (TRRN) was developed for the 
Governor's Division of Emergency Management to track the state's emergency response-
related resources within the state; and the National Wildfire Coordinating Group 
developed the Resource Ordering and Status System (ROSS) to track all tactical, 
logistical, service and support resources. All of these systems provide significant 
improvements in resource management, but the utility and functionality are not universal 
among response agencies. 

Responder Goals: 

• Integration of systems to aggregate existing resource information, process 
resource requests, track the logistics process and record necessary financial 
information 

• Tracks inventory levels, available suppliers and resources, qualified response 
personnel and transport and distribution information in real time 

• Graphic display of real-time resource status at the incident scene (for example, 
fuel levels, battery life) 

• Generates alerts when disposable supplies hit predetermined levels or automatic 
reordering of supplies given preset parameters 

• Models burn rates on a range of resources 

• Generates alerts for incompatibility of supply components 

• Generates alerts when a resource is scarce on a local, regional or national basis 

• Integration of supply chain and product integrity 

• Compatibility between incident-related decision support and management systems 
and financial management requirements or systems 

• Resilient stand-alone system that is not reliant on the Internet to function 

• Operates using multiple platforms 

• Provides visibility of resources at all levels (for example, federal, state, local and 
private sector) 

State of Technology: Commercial logistics management systems address many of the 
responder goals listed above. These systems focus primarily on supply chain management 
and provide visibility into the status and transportation of ordered items. Consumers also 
enjoy advances in this area. As an example, an individual can order, pay for and watch 
the approach of a requested item (for example, a taxi cab) in real time using an 
application on his or her smartphone. Much of this utility has not been transitioned to 
emergency response needs, but several efforts are in development. For example, 
commercial developers are creating a software application that tracks the movement of 
inbound personnel. The application can notify a responder that he or she has been 
activated and can then track inbound movement to the incident scene using cellular and 
wireless networks. 



The National Guard Bureau developed the Civil Support Team Information Management 
System (CIMS) to coordinate the command and management needs of Civil Support 
Teams (CSTs). One component of CIMS focuses on logistics. The system is tied to a 
database of equipment with associated costs. It allows the CST to track individual pieces 
of equipment by serial number to the user. The system then categorizes the disposition of 
equipment (for example, lost, returned, damaged, non-recoverable, disposed of) after an 
incident to support financial accounting. CIMS supports emergency response operations 
but is not available to the civilian response community. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Entering inventory data is time consuming, 
and it is difficult to ensure that the information 
is current. ILMS will not be as useful if the 
data is not maintained. 

• Data and resource typing remains an issue 
despite expansion of the NIMS classification 
of types and resources. If agencies do not use 
the same naming conventions when entering resources into a repository, an 
integrated system will be less effective in identifying all of the resources available 
to support the response. 

Data Ownership and Exchange Standards 

Relevance: Data exchange is the process of sending and receiving data so that the 
information content or meaning assigned to the data is not altered during the 
transmission:4u  When large numbers of agencies come together to respond to a 
catastrophic incident, there is no common picture of the resources available to support 
response operations. The logistics section relies on inventories provided in multiple data 
formats, many of which cannot be integrated automatically. In a basic example, two 
spreadsheets may contain the same types of data, but if the column headings are not the 
same, merging the data can be problematic. This problem grows in proportion to the 
number of agencies that arrive to support the response. Data ownership and exchange 
standards govern how information is distributed and provide a common structure, or 
schema, so that information contained in the data set can be integrated seamlessly. This 
will provide the logistics section with a unified picture of all resources available to 
support the response. 

Current Capability: Each response agency maintains its own inventory of assets. This 
inventory is often recorded in simple spreadsheets or documents. Other agencies enter 
resource data into commonly used situational awareness software. Some regional entities 
developed data-sharing protocols for resource data. Additionally, response agencies may 

Data Exchange," Organization or Economic Cooperation and Development, last updated: June 2013, 
http://stats  Awed .0re4105servidedail.aso?1D=1355, 
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not be willing to share all of their assets to support the response. An agency may need to 
retain some assets to cover routine operations, may be unwilling to commit all available 
assets for fear that the items will not be returned or may want to provide only specific 
types of resources to the response. 

As mentioned in the "Core Requirements Standard for Responder-Related Software 
Applications" RTO above, there are several requirements standards pertinent to 
information exchange. That NIEM provides a framework for XML-based effective and 
efficient information sharing across all levels of government and private industry. In 
addition, the Unified CAD Functional Requirements document identifies a 
comprehensive set of functional specifications for CAD systems. 

Responder Goals: 

• A schema that defines the format and structure for sharing resource data 

• Originator of data retains ownership (read-only for users of the data) 

• Nonproprietary solutions 

• Accommodates different platforms, browsers, combinations and software 
upgrades 

• Addresses firewalls and other network security 

• Secure and encrypted system 

• Low transition barriers or incentives for participation 

• Intuitive to use 

• Simple governance structures 

State of Technology: The development of data exchange and ownership schema is not 
technically challenging, and there are multiple examples in the commercial domain as 
well as the federal government. The U.S. military developed the DOD Architecture 
Framework (DoDAF) to facilitate information sharing across the department. Within 
DoDAF, the Meta Model (DM2) provides information needed to collect, organize and 
store data in a way that is easily understood.81  The DM2 has three levels: a conceptual 
data model that defines the high-level data constructs in nontechnical terms; a logical 
data model (LDM), which adds the technical attributes; and a physical exchange 
specification (PES) that defines how data will be exchanged.82  The LDM generates the 
PES schema definitions in XML, which is a neutral format for sharing data. 

NI  "DoD Architecture Framework Version 2.02: U.S. Department of Defense, Chief Information Officer. 
last updated: n.d., 
hap ://dodcio .delense am/Today inCIO/DoDArchitectureFrameworkklodat20 backeround.aspx.. 

N2  "DoDAF Meta Model (DM2)," U.S. Department of Defense. Chief Information Officer, last updated: 
nd httpildodeio.defensweoviTodavinCIO/DoDArehitectureFratneworkldoda120 din2.aspx. 



Through the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health 
(HITECH) Act in 2009, Congress mandated the use of electronic health records (instead 
of paper records) for medical practitioners who provide Medicare and Medicaid services. 
In response, health information exchanges have been created to facilitate the secure 
sharing of electronic patient files. As part of the federal health architecture, the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services developed a Nationwide Health Information 
Network (19wHIN) that provides common specifications, standards and governance that 
enable secure health information exchange." 

Potential Challenges: 

• As mentioned above, some agencies may be 
unwilling to share resource data in a digital 
format. 

• The cost and complexity of transferring 
existing resource data into the format 
governed by the schema may be a 
significant barrier to transition. 

Remote Collection of Resource Data 

Anticipated Benefits 
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Relevance: The functional status of equipment is an important factor in the success of 
response operations. Generators may run out of gasoline, chain saw blades become dull 
or broken, SCBA tanks run out of oxygen and medical treatment supplies are consumed. 
Responders would like the ability to remotely track on-scene resources for improved 
situational awareness of the equipment already deployed and its status. Graphically 
displayed location of resources, status updates and usage alerts can be extremely helpful 
to inform logistics and resource allocation decisions. This RTO pertains to the equipment 
used or worn by responders and does not include physiological monitors that measure the 
health status of personnel. 

Current Capability: On-scene resources are generally managed through ICS form 219 
(more commonly known as T-cards). which record the status and location of equipment 
on the incident scene. T-cards include a set of eight status cards that are color-coded 
based on the type of resource (for example, equipment is recorded on a yellow card, 
while helicopters are recorded on a blue card). Responders write on the T-card both the 
time they are checking the equipment in and out and the location they intend to use the 
resource. The anticipated location of personnel teams or crews is also recorded on T-
cards. 

Response agencies use dispatch systems to deploy units or response vehicles (commonly 
called apparatus) to meet response needs. Some systems have the ability to graphically 

" "Nationwide Health Information Network," HealthIT.gov, last updated: n.d., 
hap://www.healthit.,ov/policy-rescarchers-impletnenterstnationwide-health-information-network-nwhin.  



display the location of a particular apparatus. Responders use ratio relay to verbally 
communicate resource information and needs from on-scene. Many hospital systems are 
able to automatically track the use of supplies and automatically order new supplies when 
inventories are reduced to preset levels. 

Responder Goals: 

• Identifies resource status fin other words, online, offline, in use, idle), 
functionality (for example, maintenance requirements. resupply needs) and 
location (in three dimensions) 

• Transmits resource status data to incident command 

• Integrates into larger Logistics Management System 

• Graphic display of real-time status, functionality and location on a GIS-enabled 
platform 

• Compares resource data against typical, optimal and emergency operating 
parameters and consumption rates 

• Generates alerts when disposable supplies hit predetermined levels and automatic 
reordering of supplies given preset parameters 

• Generates alerts when maintenance and resupply are needed 

• Automatic population of financial accounting forms 

• Two-way functionality and communication between field and command (in other 
words, the ability to "command" equipment to reduce consumption rates as 
necessary) 

• Tags or chips attached to equipment should be ruggedized to withstand the heat. 
humidity, debris or other environmental conditions on an incident scene 

State of Technology: Remote site monitoring involves tracking the status of equipment 
at distant locations. It is done regularly in multiple industries, such as railways and 
utilities. It is even possible for the manufacturer to remotely diagnose problems occurring 
in household appliances. Remote site monitoring relies on remote telemetry units (RTUs) 
that assess functionality, collect system alarms and monitor the environment for critical 
factors. The data are then aggregated and displayed for the user. 

The field of human-machine interface (HMI) design is focused on the interaction between 
users and mechanical systems. A number of commercially available remote HMI systems 
are designed to allow users to monitor the status of machines and even control the 
machine from a smartplione or tablet. These systems use sensor data to provide a graphic 
display of supply levels, operating parameters and other factors. Although these systems 
are not focused on response equipment, the technology could be transitioned to meet 
responder needs. 



Fleet tracking and management systems are commercially available that use sensors to 
track vehicles (using UPS) and report their location, extract vehicle status information, 
relay maintenance and diagnostic information and transmit alerts and notifications to and 
from the driver. These systems are in use by some 
public safety agencies but have not been adopted 
across the nation. 

Potential Challenges: 

• A solution to this RTO may present another 
big data problem as many assets on the 
incident scene transmit status data in real time 
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Logistics and Resource Management Path Forward: 

Subject matter experts identified the following technology programs as necessary to meet 
some oral] of the responder goals listed in the logistics and resource management RTOs 
above. 

• Develop a comprehensive public safety logistics management system that 
addresses resource availability and on-scene resource status 

• Develop an open API for the integration of resource data 

• Design a standard data collection and transmission HMI appropriate for response 
resources 

Yea] I 
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Figure 22. Logistics and Resource Management Technology Road Map 



CASUALTY MANAGEMENT 

Casualty management is the ability to provide rapid and effective search and 
rescue, medical response, prophylaxis and decontamination for large numbers of incident 
casualties and identify appropriate sheltering, transportation and destination options.84  

There is one capability statement in the casualty management domain: 

The purpose of search and rescue is to locate and extricate victims who may be trapped. 
This mission is primarily achieved by organized search and rescue teams but is also 
performed by other responders, volunteers or even victims themselves. The search and 
rescue process can be labor intensive and time consuming, with activities including 
(1) locating and verifying the presence of a victim; (2) performing necessary stabilization 
of the surrounding structures or debris; (3) removing the victim; and (4) performing 
initial medical stabilization efforts. Deceased victims are generally removed following 
the immediate active search and rescue efforts for living victims. 

There are several reasons why responders would like to be able to remotely detect the 
presence of casualties on the incident scene. First, there may be areas that are hazardous 
for responders to enter (such as a radiological or chemical environment or if a structure is 
unstable). Incident command would like to confirm the presence of living victims in a 
geographic area before they deploy their personnel into a potentially dangerous 
environment. Second, a catastrophic incident scene may be geographically expansive, 
making it very time consuming to search for individuals in every structure or building. 
Third, current search and rescue protocols require the location of a victim to be verified 
by touching or hearing the voice of the individual. Therefore, if a person is unconscious, 
he or she will not be able to signal to responders. If responders could determine whether 
there are injured or trapped individuals from a standoff distance, they would be able to 
locate and rescue victims more quickly, improving their chance of survival. Likewise, 
responders would be able to more quickly retrieve deceased victims to enable processing 
(for example, autopsy, identification) and disposition (for example, burial, cremation), as 
well as decrease health hazards from decomposing remains. 

Subject matter experts identified six RTOs that correspond with this capability: 

• Remote Sign of Life and Death Detection 
• Incident-specific Casualty Modeling and Prediction 
• Data Integration and Decision Support for Casualty Detection 
• Indoor Casualty Geolocation 
• Outdoor Casualty Geolocation 
• Subsurface Maritime Casualty Geolocation 

N4  A casualty is defined as a person. livingor deceased who has been directly fected by an incident. 
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Remote Sign of Life and Death Detection 

Relevance: A key factor in remotely locating individuals is the ability to detect signs of 
life (for example, heartbeat, respiration, body heat) or death (for example, gases emitted 
by decomposing remains). Responders would like positive verification of the existence 
and location of casualties to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their search and 
rescue efforts by focusing on verified locations. They would also like to obtain this 
verification from a standoff distance to improve the safety of those engaged in the 
process. 

Current Capability: Responders currently use several methods to remotely identify the 
existence and location of casualties. The options include the use of animals, sensors and 
camera systems. Animals are primarily used to detect human scent or movement. Dogs 
are predominantly employed, but others include bees, sea lions and dolphins. Sensors that 
detect living victims include heat-sensing forward-looking infrared (FUR) or multi-
spectral cameras, ground-penetrating radar (GPR), carbon dioxide detectors and acoustic 
equipment that can detect signs of life or movement. These sensors are frequently 
mounted on aircraft, boats, vehicles or robots. Side-scan sonar is used to detect the 
presence of remains in water. GPR can also be used to detect the presence of remains 
underground. 

Responder Goals: 

• Displays the location of signs of life/death on a GIS platform 

• Distinguishes between signs of life and signs of decomposition 

• Identifies signs of life up to 100 feet below ground 

• Differentiates the number of victims in a given location 

• Authenticates the identification of victims 

• Scalable and adjustable to meet the parameters of the incident scene 

• Incorporates survival factors (for example, exposure, dose, weather factors) 

• Transmits data in real time 

State of Technology: Recent advances have been made in the ability to remotely 
determine whether living victims are trapped within a structure. As an example, SiSzT 
funded the development of the Finding Individuals for Disaster and Emergency Response 
(FINDER) system. FINDER uses low-power continuous microwave radar technology to 
detect movements as small as a millimeter within a standing or damaged structure. 
Algorithms translate this movement to identify respiration and the heartbeat of victims. 
The system then creates a Keyhole Markup Language (KML) file that can be uploaded to 
create a GIS display. The equipment is relatively small (approximately the size of a 
pelican case) and works with a laptop or tablet. Recent tests demonstrated that FINDER 
was able to locate victims to within five to six feet from a standoff distance of up to 40 
feet from the structure. The algorithms can differentiate between human and animal 
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heartbeats and respiration within most parameters.85  Prototypes of FINDER are currently 
being tested in the field. This program transitions work completed by NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for DOD to detect heartbeats in battlefield applications. In-
progress refinements to the system include adding the ability to specify the scan range 
and working to integrate the device with other platforms, possibly unmanned aerial or 
ground systems. Additional work is being done to try to identify victims by 
differentiating between different heartbeat signatures to compare with an exemplar and 
identify trapped victims. 

HSSAI research indicates several approaches are currently being explored to remotely 
detect the "smell of death." The development of synthetic nose hairs to detect the gases 
emitted by decomposing bodies and the use of lasers and remote sensing platforms to 
identify these gases are the subject of ongoing research efforts. 

Interview participants also stated that additional advances in remote detection of signs of 
life or decomposition are possible through the miniaturization of sensors and their 
integration with small, hand-launched UASs. Efforts to miniaturize sensors are underway 
for other applications, but Subject matter experts stated they could be easily transitioned 
to create an integrated standoff system to detect signs of life and decomposition. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Participants stated there are no technological 
or regulatory barriers for remote sign-of-life 
detection. 

• Advances in technology may result in 
changes in tactics, techniques and 
procedures. Responders may put more faith 
in current processes that rely on the experience of search personnel. 

• UASs need expanded approval by the FAA for increased use in public safety 
missions. 

Incident-specific Casualty Modeling and Prediction 

Relevance: To deploy search and rescue personnel more effectively, incident command 
needs an accurate estimate of how many casualties to expect, the location of the injured 
and deceased and an estimated time window to rescue a casualty before he or she dies. 
These projections may be based on various incident-specific variables, including the 
population of the affected area at the time of the incident (due to variances in population 
at different times of the day), the size and scope of the incident and the presence of 
hazards and threats. This information will allow for a more informed requisition and 

The FINDER algorithms are able to differentiate between human and animal signatures except in those 
instances where they are similar. For example, a large dog and a small child have similar heart and 
respiration rates. 

Anticipated Benefits 
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deployment of resources, allocation of victims to functioning health care facilities and 
establishment of priorities for search and rescue operations. 

Current Capability: Tools for casualty modeling and prediction rely heavily on subject 
matter expertise and census data input. Models and prediction technology are often 
incident- or domain-specific. For example, there are several models currently employed 
in the public health arena, including ones that predict the epidemiological impact of 
communicable diseases. Others provide specific trauma care predictions. Incident-
specific modeling exists for weather events (e.g., hurricanes, tornados), which can 
provide input to casualty-specific modeling tools. Responders also utilize traffic flow and 
community GIS data when available, although data accuracy is a concern, 

Responder Goals: 

• Generates probable locations and estimates of casualties based on specific 
characteristics of the incident 

• Integrates information on areas of high-density population in the affected area or 
path of the incident 

• Displays information and analysis on a GIS platform 

State of Technology: There are several software applications available to project incident 
casualties, but they are generally not used by state and local response agencies because of 
significant training requirements, The Hazard Prediction and Assessment Capability 
(HPAC) modeling tool, developed by DTRA, models the dispersion of chemical, 
biological and radiological materials through the atmosphere and predicts casualties 
based on these calculations. The Consequence Assessment Tool Set (CATS) is another 
tool that calculates risks to the exposed population using inputs such as HPAC data and 
other model outputs. 

There are other hazard-specific casualty models that can be applied to emergency 
response. For example, the U.S. Geological Survey developed the Prompt Assessment of 
Global Earthquakes for Response (PAGER) system that uses global earthquake fatality 
and loss models to estimate casualties from earthquakes. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Accurate census data on affected populations 
at the time of the incident are not always 
available. Some jurisdictions have overall 
population estimates for set times throughout 
the day, but the specificity requested as part of 
this RTO is not data that are traditionally 
collected by jurisdictions. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet + 
Po ulation Safet 
Conse uence Miti • ation 
Decision Sutort + 
Multi-incident Utility + 
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Data Integration and Decision Support for Casualty Detection 

Relevance: There are multiple factors that influence the number of persons directly 
impacted by an incident, including their ability to be rescued, survivability and 
vulnerability to additional threats. Examples include time of day, weather elements, 
condition of transportation routes and other critical resources and likelihood of secondary 
hazards. Incident command needs the ability to integrate available data and information 
to deploy responders more effectively, including search and rescue teams, to those areas 
designated as a priority for casualty location and removal. Outputs of this RTO would 
also allow incident command to equip responders with the appropriate PPE, rescue gear, 
transportation and evacuation vehicles and medical supplies. 

Current Capability: The preponderance of this capability is based on the experience of 
incident command staff. Responders cited there was no decision support capability 
focused on casualty detection. Systems exist that provide multi-layer integration of 
pertinent data, but there are no applications or modules in those systems that focus 
specifically on casualty detection. 

Responder Goals: 

• Provides guidance on the location of potential casualties and the resource 
requirements to remove them from the affected area 

• Graphically displays data and recommendations on GIS-enabled maps at a street-
level scale 

• Integrates key data sources, specifically including: 

o Location of CIKR within the projected area or path (for example, schools, 
hospitals) 

o Location of known and vulnerable hazards 

o Ongoing community events and activities 

o Location and information about special needs populations (for example, the 
number of bottled-oxygen-dependent persons) 

o Projected weather forecasts and data 

o Real-time traffic data showing congestion on critical transportation routes 

o Resource availability and specialized capabilities of hospitals and medical 
centers 

• Integrates pre-event and incident-specific risk assessments 

State of Technology: Recent efforts to fuse incident-related information have been 
applied specifically to the integration of search-related data. Using systems transitioned 
from a DARPA effort to provide information collection and sharing capabilities for 
warfighters, incident command is able to see the location of all search teams on the 
incident scene. In the field, teams are able to collect observations and information during 
the search On multiple formats, including video files) and the data are visible to all users. 
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This capability is currently used by the U.S. Army and is being transitioned to public 
safety missions. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Data on special needs populations are not 
centrally collected by most jurisdictions. 
When collected, the information is not 
necessarily integrated with electronic 
situational awareness systems. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res ender Safet 
Po ulation Safet 
Consesuence Miti:ation 
Decision Support + 
Multi-incident Utility + 

Indoor Casualty Geolocation 

Relevance: Natural disasters and explosive events can cause extensive damage to 
structures, trapping people or rendering them incapable of leaving the scene or receiving 
medical attention. Likewise, chemical or biological events may leave victims 
incapacitated and unable to help themselves. This RTO is focused on the ability to 
identify the location of victims in three dimensions inside standing structures and below 
ground level. A key consideration for this RTO is that the victims are not wearing a 
tagging device to aid in the identification of their location. The indoor location of 
casualties is more difficult than the outdoor location, because UPS does not currently 
function effectively indoors and building materials shield the body from other sensors. 

Current Capability: Responders have several options for locating responders inside 
structures or below ground. As described in the "Remote Sign of Life/Death Detection" 
RTO, responders use animals and multiple sensor platforms—including multi-spectral 
and infrared cameras, microphones, radar and sonar—to detect casualties. These sensors 
can be attached to manned or unmanned platforms. There are commercially available 
comprehensive systems developed specifically to detect and locate victims inside 
buildings; however, these systems generally use networked microphones or GPR to 
detect movement and vibrations of victims. Using this technology is labor intensive and 
depends heavily on responder experience and expertise. 

In some instances, responders have demonstrated the use of smartphone technologies to 
identify the number or location of victims. Search teams use this technique to "piny" 
cellphones to obtain a head count of potential casualties or identify approximate 
locations. This capability is generally available in the short term, as most phones have a 
24- to 48-hour battery life. 

Responder Goals: 

• Precisely locates victims (including latitude, longitude and height or depth) within 
one foot, up to 100 feet below ground 

• Graphically displays data and recommendations on GIS-enabled maps at a street-
level scale 

• Transmits location data to incident command in real time 
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• Differentiates between single and multiple individuals, humans and animals, 
living and deceased 

• Locates casualties from a standoff distance 

• Includes confidence levels or margin of error (for example, person located at 
specific coordinates, margin of error within three to five feet) 

• Operates continuously for a minimum of 12 to 24 hours 

State of Technology: As described above, the S&T-funded FINDER system will allow 
responders to remotely determine whether living victims are trapped within a structure. 
Once the technology is commercially licensed and refined, search teams will be able to 
identify the location of individual physiological indicators within approximately five feet. 

The potential exists to locate individuals using components or signals from personal 
cellphones. Most cellphones, particularly more advanced smartphones, are enabled to 
transmit a UPS location. Specific applications allow the user, or others, to find the 
approximate location of the phone as long as the location-tracking feature is on. The 
phone location is determined via the GPS signal in combination with triangulation data 
from nearby cellular towers. If these towers are damaged by the incident, or if bandwidth 
is overloaded by other communications, this capability may be degraded. Geolocation 
using cellphone tracking is restricted within buildings due to GPS signal blockage and 
provides limited data on height or depth. 

Project Tango, a multi-entity collaboration, may address some of these deficiencies. The 
goal of Project Tango is to track the 3-D motion of a mobile device. Sensors in the device 
take millions of measurements each second to create a 3-D map of the space around the 
user.% The system uses simultaneous location and mapping (SLAM) technology 
originally developed for the U.S. military to track friendly forces. The system has the 
potential to locate devices enabled with this technology to within centimeters, including 
height or depth. Subject matter experts who participated in this study stated that phones 
enabled with this capability may be available in the near term. 

Additional advances in this capability can be achieved through the integration of existing 
sensors onto alternate platforms such as UASs or UGVs. See the "Remote Monitoring of 
Threats and Hazards" RTO for a detailed description of the use of these platforms for 
emergency response missions. 

N6  "Project Tango,-  Google, last updated: IA., https://www.goonle.cona  atap/nroiecttannon 
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Potential Challenges: 

• Current limitations on the use of UASs and 
UGVs prevent the deployment of search-
related sensors on these platforms. 

• The limited functionality of GPS within 
buildings hinders the use of devices that 
transmit UPS data. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety + 
Po ulation Safet + 
Consesuence Miti:ation 
Decision Su. sort 
Multi-incident Utilit + 

• The use of personal devices to identify and locate individuals has several 
challenges. First, recurrent pinging drains the battery on these devices, 
diminishing the window that they can be used for geolocation. Second, many 
persons carry multiple devices, which may provide an inaccurate count of 
potential victims. 

Outdoor Casualty Geolocation 

Relevance: Casualties may be dispersed across large geographic areas following a 
catastrophic incident. For example, a tsunami or tornado can disperse casualties over 
many square miles, and an airline disaster could create a significantly large debris field.87  
Therefore, searchers need to identify the location of casualties across expansive areas and 
across varied terrain. As with the "Indoor Casualty Geolocation" RTO, the victims are 
assumed not to be wearing devices that aid in location identification, although personal 
property (for example, smartphones) may be used for detection. This RTO also addresses 
the location of casualties on the surface of bodies of water." 

Current Capability: Because outdoor geolocation is not bound by the same structural 
impediments as indoor geolocation, responders have more options at their disposal. In 
addition to the baseline capabilities used for indoor geolocation, responders may also use 
aerial line-of-sight searches, sensors (for example, FUR) attached to airborne platforms 
and UGVs, satellite and aerial imagery and GPS locators. The technologies used for 
finding victims on the surface of bodies of water are similar to those for outdoor 
geolocation on land, although equipment may be mounted on marine vehicles. 

Responder Goals: 

• Precisely locates victims within one foot 

N7  The ground search area for the Columbia space shuttle disaster covered a 25.000-square-mile search area. 
The terrain of this search area included four national forests, two large bodies of water and large portions 
of land uninhabited and inaccessible by paved roads. While this is three times larger than most other 
National Transportation Safety Board investigations, it illustrates the expansive nature of potential search 
and rescue efforts. 

Subsurface casualties are covered in the following RTO: "Subsurface Maritime Casualty Geolocation." 
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• Graphically displays data and recommendations on GIS-enabled maps at a street-
level scale 

• Transmits data in real time to incident command 

• Differentiates between single or multiple individuals, humans and animals, living 
and deceased 

• Locates casualties from a standoff distance 

• Includes confidence levels or margin of error (for example, person located at 
specific coordinates, margin of error within three to five feet) 

• Operates continuously for a minimum of 12 to 24 hours 

• Incorporates terrain information 

State of Technology: As discussed in the preceding RTO, many of the advances in search 
technology could result in the integration of sensors with advanced platforms. Subject 
matter experts interviewed for this study discussed the potential for integrating advanced 
sensors on UAS and UGVs. For example, Predator-sized UAS fitted with FLIR can be 
used to search wide areas. However, restrictions on where UAS can fly, the size of UAS 
used for domestic missions and the design and use of robots and other UGVs hinder 
advancement in this area. 

Responders can use the electronic devices on victims for outdoor location, much more 
effectively than for indoor location. The transmission of GPS coordinates in cellular 
telephones, in combination with triangulation of proximity to cellular towers, can provide 
responders with a more accurate location. This capability can be used to query the 
cellphones of specific individuals who may be missing or can be targeted across a 
specific area to determine how many "pings" are returned and therefore approximate the 
number of victims. Advances in SLAM capabilities will provide significantly more data 
and could allow geolocation to within centimeters. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Current limitations on the use of UASs and 
UGVs prevent the deployment of search-
related sensors on these platforms. 

• As mentioned in the RTO above, the use of 
personal devices to identify and locate 
individuals presents several issues, including 
battery life and the potential for inaccurate victim counts. 

Subsurface Maritime Casualty Geolocation 

Relevance: Catastrophic incidents that occur in, over or near water can result in victims 
being trapped below the surface. Underwater geolocation involves different challenges 
than location on the surface: water conditions (for example, currents, floating debris) and 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety + 
Po ulation Safet + 
Consesuence Miti:ation 
Decision Su. sort 
Multi-incident Util it + 
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depth often impair visibility; the survivability of victims is significantly diminished if 
they are trapped below the surface; water can mask signs of life and decomposition; and 
flow can transport victims overlong distances. This RTO addresses only the location of 
casualties below the surface of the water. 

Current Capability: Specially trained and equipped search and rescue dive teams 
currently exist to perform this function. Searches are carried out in specific patterns (for 
example, circular, spiral box). Team members on the surface may help guide the 
searchers if the water is clear. These teams use a variety of passive and active sonars. Sea 
mammals such as sea lions and dolphins are occasionally used to assist search and rescue 
teams. Technology currently used for underwater search and rescue also includes 
cameras, microphones and self-initiating GPS locators. The U.S. Coast Guard also 
employs water-current mapping and models using dummies and dye packs to help with 
underwater searches. 

Responder Goals: 

• Precisely locate victims within one foot 

• Graphically displays data and recommendations on GIS-enabled maps 

• Transmits location data to incident command in real time 

• Differentiates between single and multiple individuals, humans and animals, 
living and deceased 

• Locates casualties from a standoff distance 

• Includes confidence levels or margin of error (for example, person located at 
specific coordinates, margin of error within three to five feet) 

State of Technology: Remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) can conduct underwater 
searches without endangering the lives of divers. ROVs have multiple applications, 
primarily for offshore drilling, but the technology has recently adapted to underwater 
search and rescue. Responders used ROVs to search for victims of the South Korean 
ferry accident in April 2014. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Water characteristics (for example, salinity, 
clarity, wave size) significantly impact the 
effectiveness of subsurface search efforts. 
There is limited ability to control these 
characteristics and improve search 
conditions. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet 
Po ulation Safet + 
Consequence Mitigation 
Decision Su 	ort + 
Multi-incident Utility 
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Casualty Management Path Forward: 

Subject matter experts identified the following technology programs as necessary to 
meet some oral] of the responder goals listed in the casualty management RTOs above. 

• Iterative design improvements for technologies in development and obtain special 
temporary authorization from the FCC for use of unlicensed spectrum for search 
and rescue training 

• Develop algorithms that model casualty density and locations based on real-time 
incident data and specific to GIS-correlated segments of the population 

• Develop algorithms that produce recommendations for search and rescue 
priorities and integrate with a comprehensive decision support system 

• Continue development of SLAM technology to locate persons using personal 
hand-held devices 

• Continue development of untethered ROV platform and sensor packages 
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Figure 23. Casualty Management Technology Road Map 
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Training and exercise is defined as the ability to provide instruction on 
necessary skills for catastrophic incident response and coordinate and practice the 
implementation of plans and potential response prior to an incident. 

There is one capability statement in this domain: 

Readily accessible, high-fidelity simulation tools to support training 
and exercises in incident management and response 

The efficacy of responders is improved through training and exercises. However, training 
and exercises for response to catastrophic incidents often fail to replicate operational 
needs and incident effects in a cost-effective manner. Issues with cost, participation and a 
lack of realism impact the efficiency and effectiveness of the full-scale live exercises 
held most frequently to prepare for large-scale incidents. Responders would like 
simulation capabilities that include realistic missions, tools and decision points. Such 
simulations could allow a large number of responders to train repeatedly and frequently 
and provide them the opportunity to test their performance in a wide variety of scenarios. 
Training could be conducted by a variable number of participants, from a single 
individual to thousands of responders in an agency or region. Virtual training and 
exercises cannot replace the valuable personal interactions that live training provides for 
emergency responders. However, virtual training does provide numerous opportunities to 
significantly reduce infrastructure, equipment and manpower costs and increase 
responder proficiency. 

Subject matter experts identified four RTOs that correspond with this capability: 

• Multi-user Virtual Simulation for Training and Exercise 
• Artificial Intelligence for Responder Roles and Responsibilities 
• Physics-based Operational Elements 
• User-specific Simulation Control and Customization 

Multi-user Virtual Simulation for Training and Exercise 

Relevance: Responders would like high-fidelity virtual simulation tools that allow 
participants from multiple agencies, disciplines and jurisdictions to train for coordinated 
incident response. A virtual simulation platform can decrease the costs associated with 
planning and executing full-scale exercises; increase participation across shifts, stations, 
agencies, jurisdictions and levels of government; and decrease artificial constraints, such 
as compressed timetables and always-available resources, that hamper training and 
exercises today. This RTO is focused on a simulation environment that allows a number 
of users to engage in scenarios that improve or test the skills needed for emergency 
response. Other RTOs (see below) address realistic roles and responsibilities, operating 
conditions and control and customization. 
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Current Capability: The technology for multi-user virtual training and exercise is 
readily available through commercial massive multi-player online games. These games 
provide the immersive environment that responders believe they need, but few systems 
have been adapted to response needs. Responders cited several platforms currently used 
for virtual training and simulation. While some provide detailed and highly realistic 
training and exercise experiences, none provide the ability for geographically dispersed 
responders to participate in large-scale response scenarios. For example, scenarios may 
be presented in two dimensions, allowing users to see icons moving on a map, but do not 
create an immersive experience. Other systems require participants to travel offsite to a 
central location, limit the number of users or roles or present a limited number of specific 
scenarios. 

Responder Goals: 

• Allows single, multiple player and/or massive multiple player interoperability 

• Simultaneous and seamless interaction between two or more communities, 
agencies or entities from dispersed geographic locations 

• Nearly real-time, simultaneous interaction between the simulation and all players 

• On- and offline capability 

• Browser-neutral platform 

• Open-source programming 

• Scalable virtual space to allow short-duration mini-events through complex 
incidents 

• Low- or no-risk environment for players, creating no public record 

• Assesses results against identified scoring or evaluation systems 

• Ability to demonstrate and verify competency 

• Includes real-time, faster than real-time, fast forward and rewind options 

• Includes audio, visual and tactile feedback 

• Ability to inject changes into the scenario 

• Includes deterministic and stochastic effects 

• Includes standardized and user-defined metrics of performance 

• Provides opportunity for individual and collective after-action reviews 

• Provides in-play trainee feedback 

State of Technology: There have been significant advancements in virtual training and 
exercise over the past several years. Several systems have been developed or transitioned 
specifically for the emergency response community. 
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The U.S. Army's Simulation and Training Technology Center (STTC) has extensive 
experience in the development of advanced simulation-based training for warfighters. 
DOD's Joint Improvised Explosive Device (IED) Defeat Organization funded an effort 
known as the Enhanced Dynamic Geo-Social Environment (EDGE) through STTC to 
train warfighters for counter-LED missions. DHS S&T is now leveraging EDGE to create 
a simulation platform for emergency responders.89  The ongoing program recently 
completed a training platform for law enforcement, EMS, fire, unified command and 
dispatch to virtually train on a simulated active shooter response. The prototype is built 
on a well-known game engine that is also used in many consumer first-person shooter 
and online role-playing games. The goal of the program is to create a customizable. 
multi-player online game that is interoperable with multiple user interfaces. 

DHS also funded a similar effort to develop training for EMS personnel. Zero Hour: 
America's Medic is a single-player immersive simulation tool for training in triage. 
treatment, and incident command. )9  Users can choose from multiple scenarios, including 
mass casualty chemical, biological and explosive incidents and natural disasters. 

Several commercial entities also offer emergency response and disaster management 
virtual training platforms. Currently, providers offer either virtual training at the corporate 
location or on location in the community. These platforms meet many of the responder 
goals listed above and offer some capabilities that might enhance an online virtual 
training and exercise system. For example. some commercial providers include simulator 
elements, such as vehicle controls, that can enhance the training experience. While much 
of this virtual training is not within the domain of the online multi-player simulation that 
responders are looking for, there are multiple components that may be integrated. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Equipment owned by public safety agencies 
may be insufficient to run state-of-the art 
gaming engines. Subject matter experts 
stated that systems developed for the 
response community should assume the use 
of "trailing edge" hardware. Response 
agencies should not have to purchase new 
platforms to use the system. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet 
Po ulation Safet 
Consequence Mitigation 
Decision Su •ort 
Multi-incident Utility 

Training First Responders for Active Shooter Response: DHS, last updated: November 21, 2013, 
lutp://www.dhs.aovist-snapshotTraitana-firsbresponders-active-shooter-response,  

9rE  'Zero Hour: America's Medic," Applied Research Associates, last updated: 
hap://www.aragoni/Projects/p zero hour. ban. 
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Artificial Intelligence for Responder Roles and Responsibilities 

Relevance: During simulated training and exercises, some of the roles of responders will 
need to be filled by simulated players. For example, if a single law enforcement agency 
would like to conduct an exercise, the simulation system will need to replicate the actions 
of firefighters and EMTs. The decisions and actions of virtual players must mirror those 
of a real-life responder. Players must be able to interact with simulated responders in the 
same manner that they do with real participants. 

Current Capability: Simulated players are known as non-player characters (NPCs). 
They are constructed using artificial intelligence (Al) that mirrors the actions and 
decisions of other players. Commercial online games incorporate highly detailed 
simulated players, but development of NPCs that mimic responders has been limited. 

Responder Goals: 

• Ability to create a discipline-specific avatar that can interact with NPCs 
controlled by Al 

• Development of NPCs representative of: 

o Traditional response agencies (fire, law enforcement and EMS) 

o Nontraditional entities (public health, hospital systems and nongovernmental 
organizations) 

o Hostile forces (for example, an active shooter) 

o Victims and members of the public 

• Avatars that accurately represent a gender-specific human form 

• Includes physical and mental stressors for players 

• Ability for users to play the role of Mother Nature, hostile forces or victims 

• Vertical integration and simulation of government roles 

• Option for Al to assume role of users who leave the simulation 

State of Technology: Subject matter experts report that the development of Al is one of 
the most complex areas in online simulation and gaming. NPCs have to not only mirror 
the actions of characters, but also correctly execute a range of decisions. For example, a 
simulated firefighter must make the same choice as a real firefighter when confronted 
with the choice between rescuing a baby on the third floor and responding to a fire on the 
second floor. NPCs that do not act appropriately can degrade the user experience in the 
training and exercise environment. 

The complexity of NPC development depends on several factors. The first is whether the 
scenario is intended for part-task or full-task training and exercise. It is easier to develop 
a triage-only NPC for EMT training than one that mirrors the full knowledge and 
experience of the EMT. The more complex NPC can be used in a wider range of 
scenarios but is more difficult to develop. The second factor is whether the NPC will be 
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used in a single-player environment or a multi-player environment. NPCs in single-player 
environments often act as "buddies" who provide advice and recommendations to 
players. NPCs in multi-player environments play a less prominent role. A third factor is 
the number of scenarios in the simulation environment. Responders perform different 
actions depending on the type of incident, which must be mirrored in the development of 
the NPC. For example, responders don different PPE when responding to a chemical spill 
than they do when rescuing trapped persons after a building collapse. The NPC must 
choose the correct actions that correspond with the scenario. 

Potential Challenges: 

• The level of detail embedded in the Al is a 
function of cost. Available funding largely 
dictates the realism that can be portrayed 
through the NPCs. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety + 
Population Safety 
Cense uence Miti ration 
Decision Su. sort 
Multi-incident Util it 

Physics-based Operational Elements 

Relevance: The virtual simulation environment must be built on appropriate models to 
replicate realistic responses and actions. Users will need to identify courses of action, 
make decisions and act on those decisions within the framework of the scenario. 
Responders cannot learn from training or exercise if the system does not generate 
realistic consequences of their actions. For example, virtual [nave training for a mass 
casualty incident will not be effective if simulated victims do not have appropriate 
physiological responses. The scenario and environment should set the incident conditions 
to reinforce operational and management skills that will be necessary during a real-life 
incident response. 

Current Capability: Some of the advanced simulation-based training available to 
responders incorporates physics-based models into the environment (for example. fire 
and smoke propagation models). In addition, several systems developed for mission-
specific training rely on model outputs. For example, simulation-training systems for 
explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) rely on blast propagation models to govern results 
within the scenario. 

Responder Goals: 

• Realistically replicates all elements of incident response 

• Realistically represents weather and incident effects 

• Accurately portrays virtual objects, characters and environmental effects in three 
dimensions 

• Capability to vary volume levels to reflect cause and proximity of sounds 
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• Developed with validated physics, chemistry, mathematics and biological models 
and algorithms 

• Ability to input historical data to improve the accuracy of effects 

State of Technology: It is possible to incorporate scientific models into simulated 
training and exercise environments. For example, one developer recently integrated a 
destruction model, tying the extent of a building collapse in the scenario to variable 
factors that can be manipulated in the environment. However, many physics-based effects 
in simulation environments are scripted based on data points and flow charts. For 
example, the flow rate of water through a fire hose can be accurately depicted in the 
game without the development of a comprehensive model. The development timetable is 
increased with the inclusion of physics-based elements. One commercial developer 
created a fully physics-based gaming system, but it took four years to complete 
development. 

Potential Challenges: 

• Coding and design errors in the representation 
of elements that have a varying value could 
prove detrimental to the efficacy of the 
training or exercise. Responders cautioned 
about the use of models unless validated by 
Subject matter experts. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Responder Safety • 
Population Safety •I• 
Consequence Mitigation •I• 
Decision Support • 
Multi-incident Utility • 

User-Specific Simulation Control and Customization 

Relevance: The utility of virtual training and exercise systems is improved if responders 
are immersed in an environment that mirrors their own operating conditions. Individual 
participants, agencies and jurisdictions would like the ability to design and produce 
operationally realistic scenarios centered on their specific needs. Responders believe they 
will be better able to prepare for catastrophic incidents if they can use the geography of 
their own jurisdiction instead of a generic city. For example, a virtual exercise that 
simulates an explosion at a chemical plant will have a greater impact if responders are 
familiar with the critical infrastructure (for example, schools, hospitals) in the path of the 
chemical plume. The ability to customize the training and exercise scenarios will likewise 
help responders prepare for the incidents that they may be most likely to encounter. 

Current Capability: Responders reported that they are lamely unable to customize 
existing virtual training and exercise products. Classroom-based virtual training centers 
are an exception, as they allow users to choose from a selection of scenarios, 
environments and objects. There are image libraries of customized towns, municipalities, 
cities or localities for a limited number of locations that have been designed for lame-
scale exercises. To date, virtual training and exercise systems have not integrated these 
images. Existing simulation products generally contain a set number of universal 
scenarios and offer a veo-typical instead of a veo-specific environment. 
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Responder Goals: 

• Ability for user to design training and exercise scenarios 

• Includes geographically correct infrastructure and terrain features derived from 
(US data 

• Ability to incorporate jurisdiction-specific resources 

• Presence of customizable skins (for example, coloring for uniforms,apparatus, 
buildings) 

• Ability to add the location of community-specific known hazards into the virtual 
environment 

State of Technology: Creating a geo-specific location for a virtual simulation requires 3-
D digital renderings of the selected infrastructure in that community. It is not technically 
complex to create a 3-D rendering. One process for creating a rendering is to download 
street-level imagery, which is readily available online for lame parts of the country at no 
cost. Multiple providers maintain repositories of digital image files for buildings and 
infrastructure in the United States. As an alternative to downloading imagery, a 
jurisdiction could purchase or rent a mobile LIDAR platform that could be driven 
through the community to obtain ground-level images. The USGS produces digital 
topographic maps of the United States, which are downloadable at no cost and can be 
integrated into a 3-D rendering of a community?' Location-specific images are uploaded 
to a software program that allows the user to produce a 3-D rendering, complete with 
accurate placement of exterior details (for example doors, windows). Some systems allow 
users to include a high-degree of specificity, including the composition of construction 
materials and the type of window glass on the structure. Some programs also allow users 
to extend the rendering to include the interior of a structure, allowing specific placement 
of walls, stairways, doors and even furniture. A jurisdiction can produce 3-D renderings 
at varying levels of detail. 

A level designer integrates digital location data into the ermine platform to create a 
polished visual display. This process is necessary to script how the Al elements will move 
within the environment.92  Coding is necessary to define boundaries and movement 
parameters. For example, characters cannot walk through walls. Systems recently 
designed for DOD allow some scenario-editing capability, allowing users to define a set 
of variables, such as the number of players per team or real-time injections of scenario 
elements. However, the integration of customized or editable locations requires 
specialized skills. 

91  "The National Map." U.S. Geological Survey, last updated February 27 2014 httn://nationalman.cov.  

'n  A script is a series of instructions written into software code that are used by another software program. 
The process of writing these instructions is called scripting. 
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Potential Challenges: 

• Each jurisdiction will likely have to bear 
the costs of creating a 3-D rendering of the 
infrastructure in its community. 

• Although not technically complex, it is 
time-consuming and expensive to produce 
3-D renderings. The combination of cost 
and duration of the project may limit the scope of the effort 

• Some jurisdictions may be able to afford "boutique" map development, which 
creates a customized rendering of a specific location within a simulation 
environment. High costs make this option unaffordable to all but the largest 
jurisdictions. 

Anticipated Benefits 

Res onder Safet 
Po ulation Safet 
Consequence Mitigation + 
Decision Su •ort + 
Multi-incident Utilit 
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Training and Exercise Path Forward: 

Subject matter experts identified the following technology programs as necessary to meet 
some oral] of the responder goals listed in the training and exercise RTOs above. 

• Continue development of multi-user simulation platform for emergency response-
related training and exercises 

• Develop an initial set of five NPCs per discipline to perform tasks or provide 
feedback in a virtual simulation environment 

• Identify those elements of the simulation environment that have a varying value 

• Develop an integration standard for veospecific 3-D digital renderings 

Yea! 2 	Year 3 
	

Year 4 	 N Icor 5 

Projected Cost 	Less than S500k 	 S500k - SI NI 
	

More than SIM 

Plivsies-basce Operational Elements 
User-specific Simulation Control and Customization 

Figure 24. Training and Exercise Technology Road Map 
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CONCLUSION 

Technology Plan Summary 
This document is the product of the PR4 effort. The purpose of this effort was to examine 
the state of science and technology for opportunities to address the highest-priority 
capability needs for emergency response to catastrophic incidents and to develop a plan 
to address those needs. Two important groups of people made the development of this 
plan possible. 

The first are emergency responders, who respond to catastrophic and routine incidents 
and who ultimately will use these improved tools, equipment and systems. The 
responders who participated in PR4 were drawn from traditional and nontraditional 
public safety disciplines, jurisdictions diverse in size and location and multiple levels of 
government. The responders identified, described and prioritized the capability needs, 
and provided qualitative and quantitative goals for needed improvements in those 
capabilities. 

The second group includes Subject matter experts from fields related to the capability 
needs. Subject matter experts from private industry, academia, federal research agencies 
and national laboratories participated in the data-gathering efforts. HSSAI spoke with 
individuals who gave generously of their time to discuss the state of technology and 
proposed development paths to address responder needs. HSSAI relied on the input and 
feedback of these groups to ensure that each RTO reflected operational considerations 
and each was based on an actionable and achievable technology path. 

Capability Needs 
This document identifies 14 capability needs that responders believe represent the highest 
priorities for improving their ability to respond to catastrophic incidents. Each of the 
capability needs may be improved, in whole or in part, through the application of 
technology solutions. The capability needs include enduring needs identified across the 
previous phases of Project Responder and emerging needs that will allow responders to 
leverage technological advances occuning in other fields. Responders prioritized these 
needs based on their impact on responder safety, population safety, consequence 
mitigation, decision-making and utility across multiple incidents. 

Response Technology Objectives 
This plan identifies 42 RTOs that address the PR4 capability needs. The RTOs translate 
the capability statements into actionable, technology-centric objectives. Each identifies a 
high-level technology solution (or part of a solution) designed to improve the capabilities 
of the response community. Each capability need has at least one corresponding RTO, 
and some RTOs can address multiple needs. The RTO descriptions include projects that 
represent a proposed path forward for increasing capability. The projects identified in this 
plan range from short-term initiatives, requiring less than six months of effort, to multi-
year research and development programs that may cost tens of millions of dollars. 

HSSAI's analysis for PR4 indicates that many of the technologies already exist, though 
they may need to be customized to meet the operational needs of the response 
community. Unfortunately, this is not always an easy process. The varying operational 



environments of responders require tools and equipment that can operate in extreme 
conditions (for example. high temperatures and humidity, lack of reliable power and 
communications infrastructure) for extended periods of time. Technologies developed for 
other fields may need to be reengineered to function in these conditions, which often 
results in added weight and loss of functionality. In addition, a product designed or 
redesigned for responders may need to comply with a number of stringent performance 
and testing standards, some of which should be updated or rewritten to reflect advances 
in technology. 

Key Finding 
Many of the potential technology advances will not be possible without the ability to 
transmit and integrate multiple sources of data. Many of these advances are dependent on 
sensor systems that provide real-time data about the location of responders, victims, 
hazards, and resources, the monitoring of physiological data and the progress of activity 
on the incident scene. Leveraging this technology could significantly improve the safety 
of responders and the public. However, without a data communications infrastructure, 
sensors will be able to collect data but may not be able to transmit it to incident 
command. Further, without a system to integrate the data, decision-makers may not be 
able to effectively assimilate and understand the large amount of incoming data. For 
example, the ability to identify the position of a trapped responder in three dimensions, 
inside a building, is a useful capability only if that data can be quickly and clearly 
transmitted to the appropriate persons. 

Path Forward 
Since 2001, the Project Responder initiative has sought to identify and describe the multi-
disciplinary capability needs of the response community. This is important because the 
unique structure of that community significantly influences the technology development 
and acquisition process. The response community is made up of thousands of career and 
volunteer agencies from multiple disciplines, each with different priorities and 
requirements. There is no central coordinating body to gather requirements, obtain 
economies of scale in procurement, or to fund the development of new capability needs. 
Since 2003, DHS has sponsored Project Responder to identify the areas where federal 
investment can make the greatest impact. This plan informs SiSzT as it makes investment 
decisions and proceeds with an acquisition strategy designed to address the enduring and 
emerging emergency response needs. The capability needs and the related RTOs also 
provide technologists with a vision toward which they can direct their efforts. 

The identification of the capability needs and response technology objectives described in 
this plan are the first steps in providing emergency responders with the capabilities 
needed to more effectively respond to a catastrophic incident. The responder goals listed 
in this document provide a high-level overview of what the responders believe is 
necessary for capability improvement. The projected costs and timetables contained in 
the technology road maps describe resource requirements at a rough order of magnitude 
based on those high-level goals. Subject matter experts were hesitant to project time and 
resource requirements for the potential development programs without a complete 
description of functional and operational requirements and a defined timetable to meet 
objectives. For example, identifying overall development costs for an integrated logistics 



management system is difficult without a detailed understanding of the required inputs 
and outputs of the system. 

There are two primary avenues that DHS can pursue to improve the capabilities of 
emergency responders based on the information presented in this plan. The first is the 
development of detailed requirements documents, preferably at the RTO level. The 
second option is the solicitation of development proposals from private industry, 
academia and national and federal laboratories that outline their solutions for addressing 
capability needs. 

The first option entails a full requirements-identification process to pinpoint technical 
specifications. DHS could conduct or sponsor efforts to identify detailed quantitative and 
qualitative requirements. For example, this process should identify specific thermal loads 
or water resistance limits articulated by responders. The requirements process should also 
determine detailed milestones, metrics of success, and costs at a more programmatic 
level. The output of this process is often called an operational requirements document 
(ORD). DHS can then solicit proposals to meet the specific requirements described in the 
ORD. 

In the absence of a full requirements analysis, the second option is the development of a 
statement of objectives (S00). An SOO is used by DHS to describe a requirement at a 
higher level than an ORD. The SOO can provide technology developers with sufficient 
information to allow them to suggest programs that may address responder needs. 
Developers are not provided with the same depth of information, but are able to propose 
different solutions to address the capability need. Using the SOO process allows to assess 
the proposed programs against available budgets to make annual programming decisions. 

As technology developers consider responder capability needs, the goals listed in this 
plan should not be viewed as a set of minimum essential elements that must all be 
satisfied before new capability is introduced. Responders agree that incremental change 
through spiral development would provide greater benefit than waiting until all 
requirements can be satisfied. Finally, technological advances should be integrated, to the 
extent possible, into all-hazards equipment that is used on a daily basis. Equipment that is 
used only for responding to and training for catastrophic events may not be used as 
effectively, if responders are unfamiliar with its operation. 
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APPENDIX A. PROJECT RESPONDER 2001-2014 

The Project Responder effort over the past decade can be divided into four distinct 
phases. The initial effort, from 2001 to 2004, was funded through a Department of Justice 
grant to the Oklahoma City National Memorial Institute for the Prevention of Terrorism. 
The original purpose of Project Responder was to identify operational needs, shortfalls, 
and priorities for response to catastrophic incidents and develop a technology investment 
plan to meet identified capability deficits. Shortly after inception, the focus of the effort 
was fundamentally shifted by the tenorist attacks of September 11, 2001. During 
development in the initial phase, emergency responders from multiple disciplines and a 
wide range of jurisdictions and locations participated in a series of interviews and 
responder workshops. The output of the data-gathering process was the development of a 
set of 12 capability areas that, as a whole, defined and described the requirements for 
response to a catastrophic terrorist event. The capability areas were referred to as 
National Terrorism Response Objectives. Following the identification of capability 
requirements, a second series of workshops queried technologists from national 
laboratories, academia and private industry to inform a national agenda for research and 
development and a corresponding set of road maps detailing new initiative designed to 
close gaps in emergency response capability. 

The second phase of Project Responder was initiated in 2007 by the Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology Directorate (S&T). The purpose of 
the follow-on effort was to examine changes in the emergency response effort since the 
first report and identify new and enduring capability priorities. Despite the short time 
frame between the first and second reports, significant shifts in the emergency response 
mission and needs occurred as a result of an increased focus on "all-hazards" (due in part 
to events like Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, failure of large-scale infrastructure like the I-
35 bridge collapse, pandemic influenza, etc.) and the evolution of national response 
policy and doctrine with the release of the National Incident Management System and the 
National Response Plan (which was later revised as the National Response Framework). 
As a result, the second Project Responder report found significant changes to responder 
capability needs and related priorities. Emergency responders from a wide range of 
disciplines, jurisdictions and agencies participated in the effort through a series of 
interviews and workshops. The findings from the second Project Responder report, 
released in 2008, included a set of 15 capability priorities and associated challenges in 
training, technology, management and policy that responders felt constrained the further 
development of respective capabilities. 

In 2011, a third Project Responder effort produced Paned Responder 3: Toward the First 
Responder of the Future, examining capabilities needed to fill existing gaps and creating 
a vision of emergency response in the future. Project Responder 3 was funded by DHS, 
through a joint relationship between S&T's Support to the Homeland Security Enterprise 
and First Responders Group and the National Preparedness Directorate of the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency. In the years since the second Project Responder report 
was published, a number of economic, technological, infrastructural, and societal 
developments—as well as a change in the number and type of major incidents facing the 
nation—combined to change the response environment. DHS believed these changes 



warranted a reevaluation of capability gaps and resulting investment priorities. As with 
the two previous iterations. Project Responder 3 used facilitated discussions with a 
diverse set of responders throughout the United States to identify existing response 
capability gaps. Through these discussions, participants identified 40 capabilities needed 
to fill existing imps. Among these 40 capabilities, responders identified a subset of 12 
capabilities as those of the highest importance. Project Responder 3 also produced a 
compelling vision for potential capabilities that may be required in a future response 
environment, unconstrained by present-day resource or technical considerations. 

PR4 is focused on examining the state of science and technology for opportunities to 
address the most persistent and highest priority capability needs and developing a plan to 
address those needs. PR4 continued the interactive discussions with emergency 
responders and subject matter experts to identify enduring and emerging capability needs; 
assess the state of science and technology to meet those needs; identify potential 
technology solutions; and develop road maps that illustrate a coherent technology path to 
addressing the high-priority needs. 



APPENDIX B. PROJECT RESPONDER 4 
METHODOLOGY 

As described in the body of this plan, the methodology for this effort consisted of data 
gathering and analysis through four phases: 

Phase I: Identify and Validate Enduring and Emerging Capability Needs 
Phase 2: Identify Technology Objectives 
Phase 3: Identify Potential Science and Technology Solutions 
Phase 4: Develop a Technology Plan and Road Maps 

This appendix describes the methodology in greater detail with the goals for each phase, 
steps within each, and the activities needed to complete those steps. 

Phase 1: Identify and Validate Enduring and Emerging Capability Needs 

The phase I goal was to identify the capability needs that should be addressed in the plan 
and to validate those needs with a group of emergency responders. Phase 1 was 
completed using two steps: (1) identification of emerging and enduring needs, and 
(2) prioritization of capability needs. 

For step I. the Homeland Security Studies and Analysis Institute (HSSAI) facilitated a 
series of three virtual focus group meetings with emergency responders to determine and 
validate the set of capability needs to be addressed as part of Project Responder 4 
(PR4). )3  The virtual meetings were held over a three-week period in August and 
September 2013. Participants included more than 75 members of both the First 
Responder Resource Group (FRRG) and InterAvency Board (IAB). During the virtual 
meetings, an HSSAI facilitator led participants through a review of the 40 capability 
needs identified in the Project Responder 3 report and discussed the capability needs that 
have been consistently rated as a high priority in previous Project Responder efforts. The 
HSSAI facilitator also asked participants to suggest new or evolving needs that have 
arisen or increased in priority because of technological advancements, social or cultural 
changes or other drivers. After analysis of the virtual meeting results, HSSAI identified 
14 capability needs for assessment during PR4. 

Fiscal considerations dictate that there will never be enough federal funding to address all 
emergency response capability needs.94  It is necessary to prioritize among them to 
identify those where the need is greatest. For PR4, HSSAI wanted to identify those 
factors that make each capability a priority. HSSAI asked emergency responders from 
multiple disciplines to identify the factors that cause one capability to be ranked higher 
than another. The factors that emergency responders consider most heavily when 
prioritizing capabilities needs include the impact on responder safety, population safety, 

Virtual focus group meetings were held using a collaborative web-based system. allowing participants to 
review materials simultaneously, provide input and feedback verbally and through posted comments. 

94 
The first Project Responder National Technology Plan identified S4 capability needs, many of which 
have received little or no funding for development or advancement. 



consequence mitigation, decision-making and use across multiple incidents. HSSAI used 
these factors as the basis to develop an online prioritization tool. 

In step 2, HSSAI developed an online tool that responders used to prioritize the PR4 
capability needs and invited all members of the FRRG and IAB to participate. 
Participants rated the 14 PR4 capability needs according to overall priority, the factors 
identified above and the criticality of need.95  The prioritization tool was distributed to all 
members of the FRRG and JAB. It was available over a two-week period. More than 125 
responders participated, with a 90 percent response rate for each question. 

Phase 2: Identify Technology Objectives 

The phase 2 goal was to translate capability needs into technology objectives. Phase 2 
entailed three steps: (1) data gathering to better understand the capability needs, 
(2) facilitation of a focus group meeting to identify draft response technology objectives 
(RTOs) and (3) facilitation of a workshop to identify responder goals for the RTOs. 

It is not sufficient to simply state the emergency response capability needs. Without 
additional information, technology developers cannot move forward to make 
advancements. They need to understand the actual capability yaps—the difference 
between current capability and what responders believe is required to properly and 
successfully complete their tasks and mission. This requires a clear articulation of 
baseline capability—what responders have now—and quantitative and qualitative goals 
that describe what they believe is needed. In step 1 of phase 2, HSSAI facilitated 
discussions with members of the IAB's Strategic Planning Subgroup to gather initial data 
on baseline capabilities. Participants reviewed the 14 PR4 capability needs and provided 
information and data about their current capabilities (technology, policy, procedure and 
training) available for response operations. 

RTOs translate responder capability needs into technology-centric objectives. In other 
words, an RTO should identify a high-level technology solution (or part of a solution) for 
a capability need. To develop the RTOs (step 2 of phase 2), HSSAI facilitated a focus 
group meeting in November 2013 between emergency responders with experience in 
catastrophic incident response and recognized technical subject matter experts in fields 
related to the capability needs. The purpose of the focus group was to identify the RTOs 
that correspond with the PR4 capability needs identified during phase 1. The HSSAI 
facilitator asked responders to describe each capability need in detail, explaining the 
operational issues that they face. Subject matter experts then translated those needs into 
technology objectives. The Subject matter experts identified 58 draft RTOs that 
correspond with the 14 PR4 capability needs during the focus group meeting. 

It is difficult for Subject matter experts to identify a proposed path for improving 
capability unless they have a clear understanding of what the responders believe is 
needed. In March 2014 during step 3 of phase 2, HSSAI facilitated a workshop with 26 
emergency responders. The workshop's purpose was for participants to characterize the 
tools they currently have available and to identify goals for each of the RTOs. HSSAI 

(is  
' See Appendix C for a more detailed discussion of the PR4 prioritization process. 



facilitators led participants through a detailed discussion of each RTO, asking them to 
comment on current capabilities, identify qualitative and quantitative goals and discuss 
potential challenges that might hinder development or adoption of new technologies. 
HSSAI invited participants from multiple disciplines, areas of the country and levels of 
government to obtain diverse points of view. 

Phase 3: Identify Potential Science and Technology Solutions 

The phase 3 goal was to evaluate the state of science and technology to identify potential 
technology solutions that meet responder needs. Phase 3 consisted of two steps: (l) data 
gathering and research on the technologies associated with the RTOs and (2) interviews 
with Subject matter experts. 

Some RTOs require advancements in basic and applied research. Some RTOs necessitate 
new or continued development of existing technology programs, while others need only 
the transition of existing technology to the responder applications. In step 1 of phase 3, 
HSSAI researched the state of technology associated with the 58 RTOs to identify the use 
of similar technology in unrelated fields as well as ongoing research and development 
efforts. HSSAI analysts reviewed open source websites, publications, technical journals, 
conference proceedings, and other relevant sources. The purpose of this research was to 
provide contextual descriptions of the related technology and to identify Subject matter 
experts for the subsequent interview process. 

In step 2, HSSAI engaged Subject matter experts from the national laboratories, 
academia, and private industry to provide input about each technology objective and to 
identify quantifiable development requirements. During a series of in-person and 
telephonic interviews, HSSAI asked the Subject matter experts to propose potential 
solutions for each RTO. In addition, HSSAI asked them to discuss anticipated costs and 
timelines and anticipated risks and challenges for the potential technology solutions. 
Subject matter experts were selected based on several factors including real-world 
experience, academic background, publishing credits and overall recognition within the 
domain. Based on the input of the Subject matter experts that some of the RTOs did not 
entail technology solutions, HSSAI reduced the number of RTOs from 58 to 42. 

Phase 4: Develop a Technology Plan and Associated Road Maps 

The goal of phase 4 was to assess and integrate the information from responders and 
Subject matter experts to identify actionable programs for increasing capability. Phase 4 
entailed two steps: (1) characterization of proposed technology paths designed to improve 
capabilities, and (2) development of consolidated technology road maps within each 
domain. 

In step 1 of phase 4, HSSAI assembled the inputs from the Subject matter experts and 
developed a coherent description of each RTO. Each RTO was described in terms of: 

• Relevance: why advancements in the technology objective are necessary, 
including information on baseline capabilities and why the capabilities are 
currently insufficient; 



• A program description: including the goals articulated by the responders during 
the workshop and a proposed path to achieve those goals based on the 
technologists' input; and 

• State of technology: a description of the current maturity of the technology (in use 
and in development) and potential technology barriers that may inhibit further 
advancement. 

In step 2 of phase 4, HSSAI developed a series of road maps that illustrate the projected 
timetables and estimated costs for each RTO. The road maps include new or transitioned 
technologies and knowledge products that can result in a measurable improvement in 
capability. HSSAI created one comprehensive road map for each domain. 

HSSAI distributed a draft of the road map to and solicited comments and suggested edits 
from the FRG and all responders and Subject matter experts who participated in this 
effort. To the extent possible, HSSAI incorporated this feedback into the final version of 
this plan. 



APPENDIX C. PROJECT RESPONDER 4 
PRIORITIZATION PROCESS AND RESULTS 

In previous iterations of Project Responder, participants engaged in workshops to identify 
needed response capabilities and prioritize their importance. This approach was ideal 
because it provided a logical path to (l) learn what responders believe to be critical gaps 
in their ability to respond to catastrophic incidents. (2) identify specific capabilities 
required to meet these needs, and (3) prioritize these capability needs according to how 
urgent and important they are. 

The Q methodology was well suited to rank order the large number of capabilities in 
previous Project Responder iterations. However, this technique is not suitable for 
understanding the underlying factors necessary to prioritize a small subset of enduring 
and emerging capability needs. The Homeland Security Studies and Analysis Institute 
(HSSAI) worked with survey experts to develop a uniform prioritization tool that is 
tailored to the subset of Project Responder 4 (PR4) capability needs. This approach 
analyzes specific factors that make each capability a priority. Knowing these factors will 
help guide investments to meet the highest-priority needs and improve catastrophic 
incident response. 

This appendix provides a detailed discussion of the developmental steps and the 
implementation of the PR4 prioritization process. 

Methodology 

The prioritization process is a uniform method that emergency responders used to 
prioritize the PR4 capability needs. This process was developed and implemented using a 
four-step methodology, including (1) identification of prioritization variables, 
(2) development of a question set. (3) design of an online tool and (4) distribution and 
data collection. 

Step I: Identification of prioritization variables 
To identify the factors that emergency responders use when ranking capability 
statements, HSSAI interviewed a group of responders from multiple response disciplines. 
Each responder was interviewed by telephone and asked to identify the factors he or she 
would consider when assessing the relative importance of a capability. To assist in the 
process. HSSAI used a small sample of capability statements to extract recurring factors 
in a consistent manner.96  Responders were specifically asked to consider the sample 

" Sample capability statements used to extract prioritization factors during the interviews include: I) The 
ability to know the location of responders and their proximity to risks and hazards in cal time; 2) The 
ability to identify what resources are available to support a response (including resources not traditionally 
in 	in response). what their capabilities are and where they are, in real time; 3) The ability to 
communicate with responders in any environmental conditions (including through barriers, inside 
buildings and underground); and 4) The ability to remotely scan an incident scene for signs of life and 
decomposition to identify and locate casualties and fatalities. 



capability statements to determine "what makes this capability a priority" and "what 
specific factors are considered when making this capability a priority." 

Responders identified six overarching variables that are considered when denoting a 
capability need as a priority. They stated that a capability would be prioritized higher if it 
accomplished one of the following: 

1. Increased responder safety; 
2. Increased the safety of the affected population; 
3. Mitigated incident consequences; 
4. Informed decision-making for incident management; 
5. Improved the response for various types of incidents; or 
6. Impacted the overall effectiveness or efficiency of the response. 

Step 2: Question set development 
The study team worked with a subject matter expert to develop a question set that would 
elicit the necessary information to prioritize the capability needs. The final question set 
included a series of questions for each capability to determine what makes it a priority. 
Participants were asked to rank each answer on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 7 (highest). 

• How would improvements in this capability improve responder safety? 

• How would improvements in this capability improve the safety of the affected 
population? 

• How would improvements in this capability improve the ability to mitigate 
incident consequences? 

• How would improvements in this capability improve decision-making for incident 
management? 

• Can improvements in this capability be used in multiple types of incidents? 

• Overall, how important a priority is this capability? 

Responders were also asked to rank what they perceive to be the top three (in other 
words, most important) capability needs and the least critical capability need. Because 
priorities are subjective, HSSAI also developed questions to identify the discipline, level 
of government and jurisdiction of the participant. 

Step 3: Online tool design 
To conduct the assessment, the study team identified a customizable, online tool to walk 
responders through a uniform assessment of each capability statement. HSSAI used a 
research suite from Qualtrics.com  that enabled the collection and analysis of responder 
provided data. 

For each capability statement the tool provided a seven-point. Likert-style scale, with 7 
representing the highest level of improvement for each priority. Below is an example of 
how the questions were presented to the responders. 
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How would improvements in this capability improve responder safety? 

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (a great deal) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Figure 25. Sample Question From Prioritization Process 

Step 4: Distribution and data collection 

HSSAI invited all members of the First Responder Resource Group (FRRG) and 
InterAgency Board (LAB) to prioritize the PR4 capability statements using the online 
tool. FRRG and LAB members received a link to access the tool. The prioritization tool 
was available from September 25 through October 7,2013. A total of 135 emergency 
responders participated in the prioritization process.97  

Responders from 31 states and multiple disciplines participated in the prioritization 
process. 

Figure 26. Prioritization Participation by State 	Figure 27. Prioritization Participation by 
Discipline 

Results 

The total mean score was collected for each of the questions in the prioritization process 
and analyzed by HSSAI.98  The prioritization process results can be depicted in many 

97  Although there were 135 participants, not all completed the prioritization process. Each question received 
between I 17 and 128 responses (an average response rate of more than 90 percent). In total, 129 
individuals completed the entire process. 

98  For the purposes of this study, the mean score is the average score of all the responses for a specific 
question. 



different ways. The following sections are select tables and visual representations of the 
data that best reflect the objectives of this study. 

The following table represents the top capabilities, based on the mean score of the 
combined responses to the priority questions for each capability statement. 

Capability Need 

The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental 
conditions (including through barriers, inside buildings and 
underground) 

Mean Score 

6.3 

The ability to know the location of responders and their proximity to 
risks and hazards in real time 

6. l 

The ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats 
and hazards at incident scenes in real time 

6.0 

The ability to rapidly identify hazardous agents and contaminants 5.9 

The ability to remotely monitor the tactical actions and progress of all 
responders involved in the incident in real time 

5.7 

Protective clothing and equipment for all responders that protects 
against multiple hazards 

5.4 

Figure 28. Top Capability Needs Based on `Thera Priority" 

Responders were asked to rank each capability need on a scale of l to 7; a ranking of 7 
meant that achieving this capability would be the largest improvement to "overall 
impact" of a responder's ability to perform his or her job during a catastrophic incident. 
Figure 28 shows the top capability needs based on the overall mean score (in other words, 
combined average) for the responses to this question. 

Most responders rated the following capability as having the greatest overall impact" on 
their ability to respond to incidents. 

• The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental conditions 
(including through barriers, inside buildings and underground) 



Capability in Rank Order Priority Areas 

RS PS MIC DIM CC 

The ability to communicate with responders in any 
environmental conditions (including through 
barriers, inside buildings and underground 

The ability to rapidly identify hazardous agents and 
contaminants 

6.6 

6.24 

5.68 

6.13 

6.13 

6.02 

6.24 

6.08 

6.34 

5.62 
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Figure 29. Top Capability Needs Per Variable 

The mean scores shown in figure 29 provide additional insight as to why each of the top 
capability needs is a priority. The following are the top three results for each priority area. 

Most likely to improve responder safety during a catastrophic incident: 

• The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental conditions 
(including through barriers, inside buildings and underground) 

• The ability to know the location of responders and their proximity to risks and 
hazards in real time 

• The ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats and hazards 
at incident scenes in real time 

Most likely to improve population safety during a catastrophic incident: 

• The ability to rapidly identify hazardous agents and contaminants 

• The ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats and hazards 
at incident scenes in real time 

• The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental conditions 
(including through barriers, inside buildings and underground) 

Most likely to mitigate consequences during a catastrophic incident: 

• The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental conditions 
(including through barriers, inside buildings and underground) 

• The ability to rapidly identify hazardous agents and contaminants 

• The ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats and hazards 
at incident scenes in real time 



Most likely to improve decision-making for incident management during a 
catastrophic incident: 

• The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental conditions 
(including through barriers, inside buildings and underground) 

• The ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats and hazards 
at incident scenes in real time 

• The ability to know the location of responders and their proximity to risks and 
hazards in real time 

Most likely to apply to multiple incident types for catastrophic incident response: 

• The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental conditions 
(including through barriers, inside buildings and underground) 

• The ability to know the location of responders and their proximity to risks and 
hazards in real time 

• The ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats and hazards 
at incident scenes in real time 

Additional metadata was collected for each participant, including his or her agency's city 
and state, level of government and emergency response discipline. Using specific 
rnetadata, such as response discipline, HSSAI was able to determine which disciplines 
ranked which capability needs highest. For example. the ability to know the location of 
responders and their proximity to risks and hazards in real time ranked highest among 
firefighters. The ability to incorporate information from multiple and nontraditional 
sources (for example, crowdsourcing and social media) into operations ranked higher 
among law enforcement personnel. 
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Figure 30. Top Capability Need by Discipline 



Figure 30 shows how each discipline scored the top capability needs on a scale of 1 to 7. 
Each score depicted in the graphic is an average of the total responses from each 
discipline category for the top capability needs that would make the greatest impact on 
the overall response to a catastrophic incident.99  

Top 3 Most Critical Capabilities 

The ability to know the location of responders and their proximity to 

risks and hazards in real time 

1 

47 

2 

22 

3 

16 

Total 

Votes 

85 

The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental 

conditions (including through barriers, inside buildings and 
underground) 

28 22 20 70 

The ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats 

and hazards at incident scenes in real time 
12 16 11 39 

The ability to rapidly identify hazardous agents and contaminants 5 11 11 27 

Protective clothing and equipment for all responders that protects 

against multiple hazards 
7 9 4 20 

Communications systems that are hands-free, ergonomically-optimized 

and can be integrated into personal protective equipment 
2 10 6 18 

The ability to incorporate information from multiple and nontraditional 

sources (for example. crovvdsourcing and social media) into incident 

command operations 

4 7 6 17 

The ability to remotely monitor the tactical actions and progress of all 

responders involved in the incident in real time 
3 11 17 

The ability to remotely scan an incident scene for signs of life and 

decomposition to identify and locate casualties and fatalities 
1 5 10 16 

The ability to identify in real time what resources are available to 

support a response (including resources not traditionally involved in 

response), what their capabilities are and where they are, in real time 

1 5 9 15 

Readily accessible, high-fidelity simulation tools to support training 

and exercises in incident management and response 
4 5 4 13 

The ability to identify trends, patterns and important content from large 

volumes of information from multiple sources (including nontraditional 

sources) to support incident decision-making 

2 4 6 12 

The 'other' discipline category consists of either retired, homeland security, federal agency or other 
emergency response professionals who are not affiliated with any of the other four categories (fire, law 
enforcement, emergency management and emergency medical services). 



Total 
Votes 

2 3  
Votes 

Aug 
0 0 2 

Top 3 Most Critical Capabilities 

The ability to monitor in real time the status of resourcesnd their 

functionality in current conditions 

The ability to identify, assess and validate emergency-response-related 
software applications 

Figure 31. Most Critical Capabilities 

Participants were asked to consider all capability needs and rank the top three they felt 
were the most critical to achieve advances for catastrophic incident response. Participants 
selected a capability that was the single most (column 1), second most (column 2), and 
third most (column 3) critical. Figure 31 represents the responses ranked in order by the 
hid-lest total votes per capability. 

The following capabilities ranked the highest in order of votes for the single most critical 
capability need to address (column l) as well as total number of votes for being either the 
first, second, or third most critical capability need: 

• The ability to know the location of responders and their proximity to risks and 
hazards in real time 

• The ability to communicate with responders in any environmental conditions 
(including through barriers, inside buildings and underground) 

• The ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats and hazards 
at incident scenes in real time 

Least Critical Capabilities 

The ability to identify, assess and validate emergency-response-
related software applications 

Votes 

70  

% 

The ability to incorporate information from multiple and 
nontraditional sources (for example, crowdsourcing and social 
media) into incident command operations 

10 9% 

The ability to remotely scan an incident scene for signs of life 
and decomposition to identify and locate casualties and fatalities 

9 8% 

Figure 32. Least Critical Capability Needs 

There is no doubt that all 14 capability needs are high priorities to the emergency 
response community; however, HSSAI asked participants to select the one capability they 
would consider being the least critical of the 14. Figure 32 shows three capabilities that 
were rated as least critical. 



Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

Decision-making for incident management 

Cross-cutting capability 

6.09 

6.38 

5.41 

5.72 

6.33 

5 
	

6 

The majority of participants (59 percent) considered the following capability to be the 
least critical of the 14 capabilities: 

• The ability to identify, assess and validate emergency response-related software 
applications 

The following section examines each capability need independently and shows results 
using the mean score based on the seven-point scale for each variable. 

Figure 33. Mean Scores: ability to know the location of responders and their proximity to risks and 
hazards in real time 



Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

5.97 

6.28 

5.93 

5.95 

Decision-making for incident management 

 

Cross-cutting capability 6.02 

Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

5.91 

6.24 

6.13 

6.02 

Decision-making for incident management 

  

Cross-cutting capability 5.62 

 

  

6 

Figure 34. Mean Scores: ability to detect, monitor and analyze passive and active threats and hazards at 
incident scenes in real time 

Figure 35. Mean Scores: ability to rapidly identify hazardous agents and contaminants 



Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

Decision-making for incident management 

Cross-cutting capability 

625 

6.6 

5.68 

6.13 

6.34 

52 	54 	56 	58 	6 	62 	64 	66 	88 

Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

Decision-making for incident management 

Cross-cutting capability 

4.61 

4.78 

4.85 

4.9 

5.36 

5 

Figure 36. Mean Scores: ability to incorporate information from multiple and nontraditional sources 
(for example, crowdsourcing and social media)into incident command and operations 

Figure 37. Mean Scores: ability to communicate with responders in any environmental conditions 
(including through barriers, inside buildings and underground) 



Mean score 

Overall 

Responder safety 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

Decision-making for incident management 

Cross-cutting capability 

5.65 

6.07 

5.07 

5.64 

5.93 

5 	 6 

Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

Decision-making for incident management 

Cross-cutting capability 

5.33 

5.95 

4.79 

5.11 

5.94 

2 
	

4 	5 	6 

Figure 38. Mean Scores: communications systems that are hands-free, ergonomically optimized and can 
be integrated into personal protective equipment 

Figure 39. Mean Scores: ability to remotely monitor the tactical actions and progress of all responders 
.olved in the incident in real time 



Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

Decision-making for incident management 

Cross-cutting capability 

4.99 

5.02 

5.02 

5.09 

5.37 

Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

Decision-making for incident management 

Cross-cutting capability 

5.39 

6.29 

4.54 

5.33 

5.63 

Irgurc 40. Mean Scores: ability to identify trends, patterns and important content from large volumes of 
information from multiple sources (including nontraditional sources) to support incident decision-
making 

Figure 41. Mean Scores: protective clothing and equipment for all responders that protects against 
mu tiple hazards 



Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

Decision-making for incident management 

5.2 

5.2 

6.18 

5.6 

Cress-cutting capability 5.76 

Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

Decision-making for incident management 

Cross-cutting capability 

4.93 

5.28 

4.77 

5.26 

5.62 

5 	52 	54 	56 	58 

Figure 42. Mean Scores: ability to identify what resources are available to support a response (including 
resources not traditionally involved in response), what their capabilities are and where they are, in real 
time 

Figure 43. Mean Scores: ability to monitor the status of resources and their functionality in current 
co rditions, in real time 



Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

5.12 

 

  

5.31 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

Decision-making for incident management 

Cross-cutting capability 

526 

5.26 

5.3 

5 7 

Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

4.92 

 

  

5.26 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

4.66 

5.02 

Decision-making for incident management 

  

Cross-cutting capability 5.47 

 

 

4.6 	 5 	6.2 	5.4 	5.8 

Figure 44. Mean Scores: ability to remotely scan an incident scene for signs of life and decomposition to 
identify and locate casualties and fatalities 

Figure 45. Mean Scores: readily accessible, high-fidelity simulation tools to support training and 
exercises in incident management and response 



Mean score 

Overall priority 

Responder safety 

Population safety 

Mitigate incident consequences 

3.98 

4.27 

4.07 

4.26 

Decision-making for incident management 

 

Cross-cutting capability 4.71 

36 
	

38 
	

4 
	42 	44 
	

4.6 	4 

Figure 46. Mean Scores: ability to identify, assess and validate emergency response-related software 
applications 

Results of this prioritization process provide insight from responders on what the critical 
needs are for an effective response to a catastrophic incident. This insight should be used 
to help focus additional research and investment decisions for eventual technology 
development, transition and implementation. Particularly, the priorities shown in figure 
30 for each discipline may be helpful for developers to understand who their primary 
customer may be for requirements generation and technology development. Other 
visualizations provided help decision-makers understand how the anticipated investments 
align with responder priorities. 



APPENDIX D. PROJECT RESPONDER 4 
PARTICIPANTS 

Name 
(b)(6) 

On2anization 

Los Angeles City, CA, Police Department 

Miami-Dade County, FL, Emergency Management 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center 

Washington, DC, Capitol Police (Ret) 

North Carolina State University 

San Francisco, CA, Fire Department 

National Institute of Standards and Technology 

Texas Task Force I 

Applied Research Associates 

First Responder Network Authority 

Christine Wireless, Inc. 

Virtual Heroes 

Fairfax County, VA, Emergency Management Agency 

Milliken, CO, Police Department 

Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles 

University of Toledo, Public Health and Homeland Security 

Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering Institute 

California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation 

Department of Homeland Security. Customs and Border 
Protection 

Idaho National Laboratory 

Idaho National Laboratory 

Intermedix 

General Dynamics 

Ohio State Department of Public Safety 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

Oolaga-Talala Emergency Medical Services 

Point White Partners 

Google 

Idaho National Laboratory 



NaMC 
(b) 6 	

North Carolina State University 

Arizona State Police 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

Honolulu, HI, Emergency Medical Services 

Charlotte, NC, Fire Department 

Arlington, VA, Fire Department 

Seattle, WA, Fire Department 

Chicago Fire Department 

Central Islip Hauppauge Volunteer Ambulance 

Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering Institute 

Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials 

Alexandria, VA, Emergency Management Agency 

Ncoded Communications 

Pennsylvania 3rd Civil Support Team 

Boston, MA Fire Department 

Nugenis, LLC 

Department of Defense Office of the Secretary of Defense 
Domestic Preparedness Support Initiative 

Federal Emergency Management Agency/U.S. Fire 
Administration 

Massachusetts Department of Public Health 

Salem. NY, Volunteer Fire Department 

New York, NY, Fire Department 

Seattle, WA, Fire Department 

New Braunfels, TX, Emergency Management Agency 

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, National 
Personal Protective Technology Laboratory 

Muskogee County, OK, Emergency Medical Services 

Moore, OK, Fire Department 

First Responder Network Authority 

Applied Research Associates 

New York, NY, Fire Department 

Carnegie Mellon Silicon Valley 

Cal Maritime, California State University 

Arlington. VA, Fire Department 



  

Name OrqLciiiation 

Resgrid 

Applied Communications Sciences 

San Diego, CA, Emergency Medical Services 

Applied Research Associates 

Association of Local Emergency Managers 

Robotic Research, LLC 

Oklahoma State University 

Department of Homeland Security, Science and Technology 
Directorate 

Comal County, TX, Emergency Management Agency 

National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA) 

Charleston County. SC. Sheriff's Office 

Los Angeles Fire Department (Ret) 

American Medical Response 

Idaho National Laboratory 

New York State Police (Ret) 

NodeSource 

Virtual Alabama 

San Antonio Fire Department 

New York, NY, Police Department 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

Huntingdon County, PA, Emergency Management Agency 

U.S. Army Research Laboratory 

National Institute of Standards and Technology 

Department of Homeland Security, Office of Health Affairs 

Globe 

Plantation, FL, Fire Department 

ConEdison 

South Central Pennsylvania Regional Task Force 

State of Alabama Fire Marshal 

TRX Systems, Inc. 

Department of Homeland Security, Science and Technology 
Directorate 

(b)(6) 

    



  

Name Orc.mitation 

Federal Emergency Management Agency 

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 

Apple 

Applied Science Foundation for Homeland Security 

Littleton, CO, Fire Department 

Tualatin Valley Fire igr Rescue 

Louisiana State University-Stephenson Disaster Management 
Institute 

Arlington County VA, Fire Department 

Homeland Defense and Americas' Security Affairs 

Metro Transit Police Department, Washington DC 

Salve Regina University 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

Society for Simulation in Health Care 

New York. NY, Fire Department (Ret) 

Environmental Protection Agency 

National Institute of Standards and Technology 

International Personal Protection, Inc. 

National Sheriffs Association 

Virginia Department of Emergency Management 

Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering Institute 

Texas Department of State Health Services 

TRX Systems, Inc. 

Public Safety and Homeland Security, Commonwealth of VA 

North Carolina State University 

Carrollton, TX, Fire Rescue 

New York. NY, Fire Department (Ret) 

Idaho National Laboratory 

U.S. Forest Service National Interagency Fire Center 

Delaware Emergency Management Agency 

San Diego. CA, Fire Rescue 

Seattle, WA, Fire Department 

Department of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement, Office of the Chief Information Officer 

(b)(6) 

    



Na111C 
	

OreLahiat 
(b)(6) 	 Idaho National Laboratory 

Santa Clara County, CA, Sheriff 

North Dakota Department of Public Health 

Prescott, AZ, Fire Department 





APPENDIX E. ACRONYMS 

Acronym 
	

Definition 

AIS 

ANS 

Al 

API 

ARGUS-IR 

ART 

AWARE 

B2B 

C3 

CAD 

CAMEO 

CATS 

CCTV 

CIAB 

CIKR 

CIMS 

CMUVT 

COLTS 

COP 

COTS 

COWS 

CSFV 

CST 

CTTSO 

D2P 

DARPA 

DBM 

DHS 

DM2 

DOD 

DoDAF 

Automatic Identification Systems 

Adaptable Navigation Systems 

Artificial Intelligence 

Application Programming Interface 

Autonomous Real-Time Ground Ubiquitous Surveillance - Infrared 

Adaptive RF Technology 

Advanced Wide FOV Architectures for Image Reconstruction and 
Exploitation 

Business-to-Business 

Command, Control, and Coordination 

Computer-Aided Dispatch 

Computer-Aided Management of Emergency Operations 

Consequence Assessment Tool Set 

Closed-Circuit Television 

Cell in a Box 

Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources 

Civil Support Team Information Management System 

Compact Mid-Ultraviolet Technology 

Cell on Light Trucks 

Common Operating Picture 

Commercial Off-the-Shelf 

Cellular on Wheels 

Crowd Sourced Formal Verification 

Civil Support Teams 

Office of Combating Teniorism Technical Support Office 

Detect-to-Protect 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

Distributed Battle Management 

Department of Homeland Security 

Don Meta Model 

Department of Defense 

Don Architecture Framework 



Aci onsiii 	Debnition 

DTRA 

EA 

ECG 

ECWCS 

EDGE 

EGVs 

EMP 

EMS 

EMT 

EOD 

EPIRB 

ERG 

EXIF 

FAA 

FBCB2/BET 

FCC 

FDA 

FEMA 

FFRDC 

FINDER 

Firs tNet 

FLIR 

FREE 

FOV 

FRG 

FRRG 

GLANSER 

GPR 

GPS 

GUI 

HAZMAT 

HITECH 

Defense Threat Reduction Agency 

Edge Analytics 

Electrocardiography 

Extended Climate Warfighter Clothing System 

Enhanced Dynamic Geo-Social Environment 

Unmanned Ground Vehicles 

Electromagnetic Pulse 

Emergency Medical Services 

Emergency Medical Technician 

Explosive Ordnance Disposal 

Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacons 

Emergency Response Guidebook 

Exchangeable Image File Format 

Federal Aviation Administration 

U.S. Army's Force XXI Battle Command Brigade-and-Below/Blue Force 
Tracking 

Federal Communications Commission 

Food and Drug Administration 

Federal Emergency Management Agency 

Federally Funded Research and Development Center 

Finding Individuals for Disaster and Emergency Response 

First Responder Network Authority 

Forward-Looking Infrared 

Flame Resistant Environmental Ensemble 

Field of view 

Support to the Homeland Security Enterprise and First Responders Group 

First Responders Resource Group 

Geospatial Location Accountability and Navigation System for Emergency 
Responders 

Ground-Penetrating Radar 

Global Positioning System 

Graphical User Interface 

Hazardous Materials 

Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health 



Aci on\iii 	Debnition 

HMI 

HPAC 

HSARPA 

HSSAI 

HUD 

IAB 

IBC 

ICS 

IEC 

ILMS 

IMAAC 

IMU 

ISO 

IT 

JPL 

JSON 

KML 

KMZ 

LDM 

LELs 

LIDAR 

LSCMS 

LTE 

MDC 

MERC 

Micro-PNT 

MIPT 

MRSA 

NESC 

NFPA 

NGA 

NHC 

NIEM 

NIMS 

Human-Machine Interface 

Hazard Prediction and Assessment Capability 

Homeland Security Advanced Projects Agency 

Homeland Security Studies and Analysis Institute 

Heads Up Display 

InterAgency Board 

International Building Code 

Incident Command System 

International Electrotechnical Commission 

Integrated Logistics Management System 

Interagency Modeling and Atmospheric Assessment Center 

Inertial Measurement Units 

International Organization for Standardization 

Information Technology 

NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Javascript Object Notation 

Keyhole Markup Language 

Keyhole Markup Language Zipped 

Logical Data Model 

Lower Explosive Limits 

Light Detection and Ranging 

Logistics Supply Chain Management System 

Long Term Evolution 

Mobile Data Computers 

Medical Emergency Response Center 

Micro-Technology for Positioning, Navigation and Timing 

Memorial Institute for the Prevention of Terrorism 

Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus 

National Exercise and Simulation Center 

National Fire Protection Association 

National Geospatial Agency 

National Hurricane Center 

National Information Exchange Model 

National Incident Management System 



Ain onsiii 	Debncion 

NIST 	National Institute of Standards and Technology 

NLP 	Natural Language Processing 

NPC 	Non-Player Characters 

NPD 	National Preparedness Directorate 

NSRDC 	U.S. Army Natick Soldier Research and Development Center 

NTRO 	National Terrorism Response Objectives 

NwHIN 	Nationwide Health Information Network 

ORD 	Operational Requirements Document 

OSHA 	Occupational Health and Safety Administration 

PAGER 	Prompt Assessment of Global Earthquakes for Response 

PASS 	Personal Alert Safety System 

PES 	Physical Exchange Specification 

PHASER 	Physiological Health Assessment System for Emergency Responders 

PLB 	Personal Locator Beacons 

PPE 	Personal Protective Equipment 

PR3 	Project Responder 3 

PR4 	Project Responder 4 

RAN 	Radio Access Network 

RAPS 	Robotic Aircraft for Public Safety 

REMM 	Radiation Emergency Medical Management 

RF 	Radio Frequency 

REID 	Radio Frequency Identification 

RKB 	Responder Knowledge Base 

ROSS 	Resource Ordering and Status System 

ROY 	Remotely Operated Vehicles 

RTO 	Response Technology Objectives 

S8cT 	Science and Technology Directorate 

SAFER 	Safer Warfighter Communications 

SCBA 	Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus 

SDK 	Software Development Kit 

SELC 	Software Engineering Lifecycle 

SLAM 	Uses Simultaneous Location and Mapping 

SMS 	Short Message Service 

SOO 	Statement of Objectives 



 

Amon 	Dchnoun 

 

STA 

STTC 

SUAS 

SUMMIT 

SWAT 

TRRN 

TSWG 

TTP 

UAS 

UHF 

ULTRA-Vis 

USGS 

UV 

VOCs 

VoIP 

VoLTE 

WASP 

XML 

Special Temporary Authorization 

U.S. Army's Simulation and Training Technology Center 

Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems 

Standard Unified Modeling, Mapping, and Integration Toolkit 

Special Weapons and Tactics 

Texas Regional Resource Network 

Technical Support Working Group 

Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures 

Unmanned Aerial Systems 

Ultra High Frequency 

Urban Leader Tactical Response. Awareness and Visualization 

United States Geological Survey 

Ultraviolet 

Volatile Organic Compounds 

Voice Over Internet Protocol 

Voice Over Long Term Evolution 

Wearable Advanced Sensor Platform 

Extensible Markup Language 
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MEMORANDUM FOR COMPONENT HEADS 

FROM: 	 Jeh Charles Johnson 
Secretary 

SUBJECT: 	Establishment of Integrated Product Teams 

As the Department continues to improve acquisition and research and development 
(R&D) processes across DI IS to deliver technologies and close identified capability 
gaps. I am directing the re-establishment of the Science and Technology Directorate's 
(S&T) Integrated Product Teams ( IPT). The IPTs will be aligned to the DIAS mission 
areas and Will incorporate an S&T-led technology assessment for all major acquisitions 
in the Department. These efforts ss ill broaden and deepen the Unity of Effort Initiative. 

IPTs are cross-DHS entities that are tasked to identify DHS technological capability 
gaps and coordinate R&D to close those gaps across the mission areas of the 
Department. The overall IPT effort will be led by S&T. but the individual IPTs will be 
led by senior representatives from the operational Components with representation from 
Joint Requirements Council Portfolio Teams and support from S&T. The IPT topic 
areas \'ill initially address: Aviation Security (I)HS Core Mission I). Biological Threat 
(Mission I ). Counterterrorism (Mission I 4 Border Security (Mission 2). and Cyber 
Security (Mission 4). 

Going forward. IPTs will be the central mechanism by which the Department identities 
and coordinates its R&D efforts to DI IS priority missions. The IPT process will ensure 
that the Department is investing in non-duplicative technologies that directly address 
Component capability gaps as efficiently and effectively as possible. 

Initially the IPTs will accomplish the following: 
I. Identify and prioritize DI IS capability gaps and corresponding technology 

solutions to close those gaps. 
2. Identify R&D ss ork being performed across DHS. both in traditional R&D 

Onding lines and that occurring ssithin Component acquisition programs. 
3. Ensure technology being acquired \s ill meet DEIS and Component mission needs. 
4. Identify and de-conflict duplicative R&D efforts. 
5. Develop and report metrics for the transition of technological solutions to close 

capability gaps. . 	. 	. 
I 	I 
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Output of 	IPis will he briefed to the JRC. These activities will culminate in two 
products: I) the Report of Coordinated DI IS R&D. which will capture all of the 
Department's ongoing R&D activities. and 2) the Stitt I I Ugh Priorit% I cchnology 
Solutions document. which will capture the priority solutions to capability gaps to guide 
S&T's R&D work to meet the needs of the operational Components. 

S&T will conduct a SN stem engineering re% iew and technolog% assessment or the 
technical solutions in 1)1 IS major acquisition programs and pros ide a report to the Liner 
Acquisition Officer and Joint Requirements Council prior to the decision to enter the 
-Obtain-  phase of the Acquisition Life Cycle. - this will ensure that Skl is in% ol% ed 
early in the acquisition process to assess the technical maturity of the technologies that 
DI IS major acquisitions intend to acquire. 

I hake instructed Under Secretar% Brothers to meet with each of %tat to discuss the 
details of the IPT process and gather your feedback on how to make this a successful 
initiative. I ask that You gke him your full support in this process. In the coming 
months, there will be an update to the appropriate Directi% es and Instructions formally 
codifying the IPT and Technolog% Assessment process. 

NON 	Pt.' LI( IN 



Science and Technology Directorate 
Brief 

Agency Review Team 

December 14, 2016 

Deputy Under Secretary Dr. Robert Griffin 



*' Homeland 
Security High Level Description 
Science and Technology 

• Science and Technology Advisor to the Secretary, DHS Components, and First 
Responders. 

Identifies High-Priority Technological Capability Gaps to Meet Homeland Security 
Threats. 

• Leads Engagement of Government, Industry, and Innovation Partners to Develop and 
Leverage Needed Technologies. 

• Transitions Technology and Knowledge to Meet Critical Homeland Security Needs by 
Providing Cross-Cutting Technology, Subject Matter Expertise, and Knowledge 
Products. 

• Acts as the Test and Evaluation Agent for the Secretary on Major Acquisition 
Programs. 



S&T Impact on DHS Operations 
Mitigating High-Profile National Threats — Brought expertise and new technology solutions to major operational 
events. For example: Unmanned Aerial System Modeling and Simulation Capabilities with the USSS for the 2016 
Political Conventions. 

• Securing Airspace and Air Travel — Worked with components to categorize explosives, enhance innovation lanes in 
airports, improve recruitment, retention and training at the Transportation Security Administration. For example: Assisted 
in the development, deployment, and use of Biometric Entry with CBP at U.S. Air Ports of Entry. 

• Strengthening Immigration and Customs Processes — Worked across DHS to enable improved vetting of K-1 visa 
and refugee applications. For example: Social media analysis with USCIS on applications from Syria and Iraq. 

• Securing Borders — Worked directly with CBP field offices to fill operational gaps at the border. For example: 
Developed and deployed improved tunnel detection, communication interoperability, and low-cost ground sensors. 

• Making First Responders Safer and More Effective / Responding to Natural Disasters — Enhanced first responder 
capabilities and gear. For example: Developed and deployed Finding Individuals for Emergency Response "FINDER" 
technology which identifies human heartbeat in rubble piles. 

• Creating Cyber Solutions — Worked with cyber security industry to provide tools to prevent cyber attacks and crime. 
For example: Developed a tool for law enforcement to extract evidence from vehicle infotainment and navigation 
systems. 

• Combatting Human Trafficking — Developed and deployed a non-cooperative biometrics capability to protect children. 
For example: DHS Homeland Security Investigations used the imagery to identify and rescue 350 children from sex 
abuse and human traffickers. 
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NCTC ISA USSS • FEMA HHS ICE TSA 

USCG USCIS 
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PREVENT 
TERRORISM 
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FEMA l&A ICE NPPD 
MGMI OCIO OGC/ILD 
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USCG. USCIS 

PREVENT TERRORISM: 
CB/RN 

OCHCO OHA ISA 
DSC USSS 
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CBR OHS. ICE. 
SR USCG 

 

INCIDENT 
MANAGEMENT 

 

ENHANCE 
SECURITY 

Linkage to DHS Priorities /Missions 

• DHS-Wide R&D Plan 

• First Responder R&D Plan 

• Immediate Response to Emerging 
Threats 

• Directed R&D 
• President 

• Congress 
• National Security Council 
• Secretary 

DHS Integrated Product Teams 



Other Areas of Focus 
• Asserting the Critical Role of Technology in Today's Operations and Shaping Future 

Operations. 

• Increasing Efficiency and Effectiveness through Technology Foraging, Leveraging 
Public/Private Partnerships, and Invigorating Industrial Base. 

• Ensuring Technology Gets into the Hands of Operators by Linking R&D into Acquisitions and 
Grants. 

• Ensuring Timely Transition to Operations by Providing Robust Cradle-to-Grave Technical and 
Cyber Resources. 

• Increasing S&T's Role in the Interagency to Encourage Collaboration/Partnership/Efficient 
Development, particularly DOD, DOJ, DOE, DOT. 

• Changing the Nature of S&T's Workforce. 

Additional S&T Assets: Laboratories; Federally-Funded Research and Development Centers; 
University Centers of Excellence; Non-Traditional and Small Businesses; and International 
R&D Partnerships. 



Leadership Perspective: 
Concerns/Challenges/Opportunities 

• Pace of Technology Development Dramatically 
Changing Operational Risk and Threat. 

• Expanding Scope, and Potential Impact and 
Vulnerabilities of Cyber Threat. 

• Changing Needs of Forensics to Meet Technology 
Adaptations and Malignant Innovation. 

• Increasing Quantity of Data and Operational 
Opportunities and Limitations of Big Data 
Analytics. 

• Changing Nature of Chemical & Biological 
Threats. 

• Inconsistent R&D Budget Levels. 



Closing Takeaway 
Science and Technology 

*' Homeland 
Security 

• S&T's R&D is focused on improving operations today and tomorrow, not 
just 10 years from now. 

• S&T has a talented workforce - dedicated group of scientists, engineers 
and program managers solving complex problems for the operators in the 
field. 

• S&T has a rigorous process to identify_technological capability gaps and 
select proposed solutions to address DHS components high-priority 
requirements. 

• S&T is expanding tools, processes, and partnerships to accelerate 
operational adoption and use of solutions. 

• No matter the threat or challenge, S&T rapidly develops and delivers 
knowledge, analyses, and innovative system solutions to advance the 
DHS mission. 



Background 



Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR); 2  Support Anti-Terrorism by Fostering Effective Technologies (SAFETY) 

S&T Stats At-A-Glance 

DHS Issued & Pending 
Patients as of FY16 

13 
International Bilateral 

Agreements 

+7% 

Federal Employees 

Improvement in FEVS 
(largest in DHS HQ) 

Non-R&D Programs & 
Services 

27 

SAFETY2  Act Total 
Approvals 

10 
University based 

Centers of Excellence 

2 
DHS Federally Funded 
R&D Centers (FFRDCs) 

100% 
Responsive to 

Secretary Requests 

39 

869 

Current R&D 
Programs 

SBIR1  Awards 
as of FY16 



Director of Homeland Security 
Advanced Research Projects 

Agency (HSARPA) 

1 	Borders & Maritime Second/ 
Division (Balla)  

Cyber Sec.) sly [wenn (CSC'S 

Explosives Division (EEO) 

 

Science and Technology Directorate 

 

Chief Scientist (OCS) 

 

Under Secretary for 
S&T (OUS) 

 

Chief of Staff (COS) 

   

Deputy Undersecretary 

IT 
<PO 

As ociate General Counsel 

(AGC) 

Director of Finance and 

uegepF BD) 
Director of Administration 

and Support (ASO) 

1 	

Medal' of supportto the 
Homeland Securny Enterprise 
end Fist Responders (FRG) 

ice 	r Interoperabil As( 
Corn pabbility (010) 

Walt 

Capability Development 
Support Group (CRS) 

IOSE) 

Oaks of Test Evaluation 
(OTE) 

TSL 

Ope ations and Reoui 
Analysis (OR 

Director of Research & 
Development Partnerships 

(RDP) 

Interagency Office (IA0) 

International Cooperative 
Programs Office 11C P0) 

Ohne of National Lads (ONO 

FROG NBA 
NBACC CS 

H Office of Standards (ATP) 
Office of Public-Priest 

Partnerships (PPP) 

SBIR T2C 
OSA! 

Off e ol UniversitY EtOgraon 
(OUP) 

FFROC PM0 
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